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FOREWORD

ON ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE

Jonathan Beller
Protocols for Postcapitalist Expression, written by ECSA (Economic Space 

Agency) thinkers Dick Bryan, Jorge López and Akseli Virtanen, marks an 

advance in the struggle for economic justice by directly addressing, and 

endeavoring to redress, the expropriation of the general intellect. The 

questions: Will the accumulated know-how of the species, alienated and, 

as Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi (2012) put it, ‘looking for a body,’ lead to so-called 

humanity’s absolute demise (along with massive unrest and incalculable 

ecosystemic damage)? Or, is there emerging a path towards reparations, 

restoration, a just economy, and thus, a sustainable planetary society? It 

óĳˉ°ĳˉóèˉĻïÓˉĬēąóĻóÉ°ąˉĳąēé°Čˉʿ[ēˉÿŀĳĻóÉÓʙˉČēˉĬÓ°ÉÓʝˀˉČēŕˉÏÓŢČÓĳˉĻïÓˉĳĬįÓ°Ïˉ
of the possible futures for the global timeline.

�óéČóŢÉ°ČĻąŗʙˉProtocols for Postcapitalist Expression does not give up 

on economic calculation or computing. It acknowledges that Economic 

Intelligence exists in historically sedimented economic categories and 

practices, but at the same time it recognizes that the form of knowledge 

that existing accounting creates simply cannot care about, and much less 

for, everyone. Composing a virtual computer, capitalist accounting pro-

ÉÓĳĳÓĳˉ°ąąēŕˉèēįˉĻïÓˉÿŀÏóÉóēŀĳʙˉĻï°ĻˉóĳˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓʙˉ°ĬĬēįĻóēČóČéˉēèˉįÓĳēŀįÉ-

ÓĳˉÈŗˉĬįēÏŀÉóČéˉ°ˉċ°ĻįóŖˉēèˉĻïÓˉţŀÉĻŀ°ĻóČéˉÉēĳĻĳˉēèˉĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČʘˉ�°ĬóĻ°ąˉ
accumulation may be optimized by watching, in Hayek’s famous phrase, 

‘the hands of a few dials.’ However, this calculus remains an imperial proj-

ect beholden to the myriad violences of racial capitalism. In order to op-

erationalize the world, the integration of money and computing recon-

stitutes the world as numbers, which is to say, as information. Arguably, 

we could even say, information is itself a derivative of the value-form.1 

1 Information has emerged dialectically as the most general form for the products of cap-

óĻ°ąóĳċˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ °ĳˉ ï°ŔóČéˉÈēĻïˉŀĳÓʵŔ°ąŀÓˉ °ČÏˉ ÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓʘˉ �ÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉēèˉ óĻĳˉ °ÈĳĻį°ÉĻˉ
character, it is often forgotten that information must have a material substrate, be it 

the standard commodity or an array of atoms on a computer chip. For the briefest of 

sketches, consider that the commodity was always composed of readable material dif-
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We might be forgiven for asking: does the collapse of values to exchange 

value, and more generally of qualities to number and thus to information 

have any liberatory potential whatsoever?

Postcapitalist Futures
Those who make it to the end of the TV series Westworld (Season 4), 

may discover where all this derivation and calculation may now be lead-

ing. Computing represents an arbitrage on intelligence that ultimately 

cheapens and thus discounts life. The show’s verisimilitude, what we 

could think of as its late capitalist realism, serves as a kind of trailer for, 

or preamble to, what would appear – is appearing – as a mutation in glob-

°ąˉÉēČĳÉóēŀĳČÓĳĳˉ°ČÏˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗʙˉÏŀÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąóŞ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĂČēŕąÓÏéÓʘˉ
Because computing is inexorably entwined with existing markets and 

the statistical and predictive strategies necessary for the optimization 

of returns, computing, in the show at least, takes over species-being as 

it rapidly becomes the species-grave. The only ‘creature’ who will be left 

to remember whatever beauty, alternative values, grace and capacity for 

love that may have been expressed in the centuries of human emergence, 

is an AI. 

‘One last dangerous game,’ says Dolores to herself in the emptied world 

at the smoking end of four seasons of Westworld tragedies. What is that 

game? The series does not tell us, but the book before you might. Despite 

the real bleakness of the current world, we might propose, (and I think, 

must assume) that, here and now, some parts or fractions of ‘us’ have thus 

è°įˉĳŀįŔóŔÓÏˉĻïÓˉį°Ĭ°ÉóēŀĳˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳˉēèˉĬįēŢĻʙˉ°ČÏˉ°įÓˉ°ÉĻóŔÓąŗˉĳÓÓĂóČéˉŕ°ŗĳˉ
to do things otherwise. At the very least, we know that some ‘we’ or some 

parts of ‘us’ must now intervene if further catastrophes are to be prevented.

�ïįēŀéïˉ ĻïÓˉ ąÓČĳˉ ēèˉ ÓÉēČēċóÉĳˉ °ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ É°ąÉŀąŀĳʙˉProtocols for 
Postcapitalist Expression proposes a new form of economic intelligence 

and value-computing. The text proposes measures that do not collapse 

the qualitative concerns for well-being and being-with of those who cur-

ferences, differences in matter created through labor. As a wager to get from M to M,’ the 

ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˀĳˉċ°įĂÓĻˉ ąÓéóÈóąóĻŗˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉēèˉ óČèēįċÓÏˉċ°ĻĻÓįˉ ʯ°ˉ ʿïóÓįēéąŗĬïˀʰˉ
has become increasingly computational. For my take on the networked commodity and 

the intimate connections between computing and capital see Beller (2017 and 2021). In 

each text I develop the argument that the general formula for capital can be rewritten 

M-I-M,’ where M is money and I is information: Information replaces the commodity ‘C’ 

in Marx’s classic formulation M-C-M.’
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rently are subjects of and subject to racial capitalism. ECSA has sought a 

way to allow for the expression and persistence of qualitative values on 

a computational substrate, an economic medium, such that these values 

are capable of (collectively) organizing economy. In theory, it becomes 

possible to avoid the collapse of people’s various pursuits into the val-

ue-form that is accumulated by capital and institutionalized through op-

pression, and to denominate quantities in terms of socially agreed upon 

Įŀ°ąóĻóÓĳˉēįˉĮŀ°ąóŢÉ°ĻóēČĳʙˉŕïóÉïˉóĳˉĻēˉĳ°ŗʙˉŔ°ąŀÓĳʘˉzįÓÉąŀÏóČéˉĻïÓˉÉēąą°ĬĳÓˉ
of values by money and information opens a path to avoiding the collapse 

of space, time, and species existence by computational capitalism.

This proposed re-organization of value production and thus also of 

sociality requires a re-casting of what we today think of as the real or 

natural economic forms indexed under notions including ‘equity,’ ‘credit’ 

and (productive) ‘labor.’ Analytically in Protocols, these traditional terms 

have been decomposed, grasped as social arrangements and ‘network ef-

fects,’ and recomposed such that new conceptualizations and new types 

ēèˉ°ÉĻóēČĳˉ°ČÏˉóČţÓÉĻóēČĳˉʷˉČÓŕˉĳēÉó°ąóĻóÓĳˉʷˉÈÓÉēċÓˉĬēĳĳóÈąÓʙˉŕïóąÓˉŀČ-

dervalued and marginalized traditional forms of sociality might thrive. 

Through this process of deconstruction and recomposition of actual and 

social computing, the text announces a possible socio-economic, com-

putational strategy; a ‘play,’ for economics and for futurity, in what may 

well be the ‘one last dangerous game.’ 

I say dangerous not only to refer to the current conditions on planet 

Earth, but because Protocols does accept aspects of the power of the value 

form and of economic calculus to organize societies at scale. Even as it 

įÓÉēéČóŞÓĳˉ ĻïÓˉČÓÉÓĳĳóĻŗˉ èēįˉÉēČĳĻÓąą°ĻóēČĳˉēèˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓÏˉ ąēÉ°ąˉ óČĬŀĻĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ
can persist on an economic substrate, it accepts the need for large scale 

ēįé°ČóŞ°ĻóēČʙˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉóČĻÓįēĬÓį°ÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉČÓĻŕēįĂʵĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉŀČóĻĳˉēèˉ°É-

count. It actually proposes that ‘economy’ needs to become more granular 

and more generalized. What needs to be altered is what the controls are, 

who has access to them, and the kind of literacy and feedback they require. 

While Protocols is a book of politico-economic analysis and insight, it 

should also be read as a script for the means to reappropriate the gener-

al intellect and thus use collective knowledge for the good of the social 

and ecological body. Surfaced from the unconscious operating systems 

of capital and reformatted, the protocols for constituting and holding 

equity become those for the distributed sharing of stake and thus for 

collectivizing risks and returns. The protocols for bank credit and mon-

etary issuance become protocols for the peer-to-peer issuance of cred-
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it and for peer-to-peer credit clearing that is interoperable through a 

network of peers. The protocols for the organization of labor become 

protocols for the distributed assemblage of ‘performances.’ Units of ac-

ÉēŀČĻˉÈÓÉēċÓˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳˉ°ČÏˉóČÏóÉÓĳʙˉÏÓŔēĻÓÏˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÓċÓįéÓČÉÓˉ
of interoperable qualitative values. Economy moves from stranger-based 

to interpersonal to collective; the imperial organization of commodities 

by the accumulation of capital becomes the collection organization of 

sociality by all.

By shifting the architecture of economy and opening it as a design 

space, Protocols would enable, in principle, everyone to engage newly with 

°ČÏˉ°ÉÉÓĳĳˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻąŗˉŕï°Ļˉ óĳʙˉ óČˉÓèèÓÉĻʙˉĻïÓˉïóĳĻēįóÉ°ąˉēÈÿÓÉĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČĳˉēèˉ
‘human’ thought and practice endemic to capitalist infrastructure. But we 

could do so at a lower cost – to ourselves and to the lives of most of us! 

– and thereby, slowly, reclaim the wealth of our species capacities. Mod-

ifying accounting methods can create possibilities for the shedding of 

óČÓĮŀ°ąóĻóÓĳˉĳÓÏóċÓČĻÓÏˉ óČĻēˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʘˉ�ĳÓįĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳʙˉŢČÏóČéˉÓÉē-

nomic alternatives in one another, may refuse value extraction, get more 

of what we value for less, and be able to do so without exploiting others 

or being exploited. Altering the computing that backgrounds our sociality, 

Protocols would create zones of just and convivial social production (co-

operatives, ephemeral and enduring) attuned to the values of like-minded 

co-creators cooperating in forms of mutual aid expressive of their shared 

values and concerns. The result of the use of qualitative values to account 

for and to organize economy at once produces and requires a redesigned 
economic medium, and a new type of economic grammar which utilizes dif-

ferent rules of composition, expression and accountability. 

�ïÓˉĻÓŖĻˉóĳˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉÉēċĬąÓĻÓˉÓÏóĻóēČˉēèˉĻïóĳˉČÓŕʙˉóèˉĳĻóąąˉįŀÏóċÓČĻ°įŗʙˉ
economic grammar; it is a kind of manual for reprogramming the eco-

nomic operating system. It is also a boot-strapping strategy to take back 

species abilities and creations that have been captured as assets (pri-

vate property and monetary instruments). These assets include machinic 

ŢŖÓÏˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉ ʯĬą°ĻèēįċĳʙˉÉēÏÓˉ°ČÏˉÉąēŀÏĳʰˉ°ĳˉŕÓąąˉ°ĳˉēŀįˉēŕČˉÉēąą°ĻÓį°ą-
ized futures. The text, as an offer, is designed to open a spread between 

capitalist and postcapitalist futures. It would allow us to wager on the 

option that is justice (Meister).

Whether as software, as clouds or as platforms, capital owns and rents 

back to us the accumulated products of human minds – our know-how 

and knowledge. Resituating the abstractions of economic know-how, the 

ECSA Economic Space Protocol described by Bryan, Lopez and Virtanen, 
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opens the possibility for creative capacities that are unalienated from 

their creators, that indeed produce a commonly-held set of capacities, a 

‘synthetic commons,’ particularized and directed by the living concerns 

of those who create it. It holds out the possibility that we might cooper-

ate in new ways and use our performative powers to wager and indeed 

ŢČ°ČÉÓ postcapitalist futures.

Economic media, redesigned, opens a spread on the social contract
Consider ‘social media’ – what can be clearly seen as a world-chang-

ing extractive technology grafted onto the sociality it at once enables 

and overdetermines. It is no secret that the mega-media platforms and 

their hardware make money while they make us sick. In this 21st cen-

tury recasting and expropriation of the general intellect, now giving 

įóĳÓˉ Ļēˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąóŞÓÏˉ �Cʙˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉċÓÏó°ˉ Ĭą°Ļèēįċĳˉ °ÈĳēįÈˉ ÉēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČˉ
and consciousness along with all of our struggles for meaning, pleasure, 

ÉēČČÓÉĻóēČʙˉ èŀąŢąąċÓČĻˉ°ČÏˉ ąóÈÓį°ĻóēČʘˉ�ïÓóįˉ óČĻÓįè°ÉÓĳʙˉ °ąéēįóĻïċĳˉ°ČÏˉ
data-bases convert our all-too-human aspirations into private property 

and thus into capital. Thus, the expression of our struggles for happiness, 

knowledge and communion with one another produce an alienated and 

therefore alienating wealth for others. All those desires for liberation end 

up producing their antithesis: capital. By turning our meanings into ac-

cumulated data that function for capital as contingent claims on value 

that we will produce in the future, the economic logic of social media 

turns any and all politics expressed by means of its platforms, including 

the politics of solidarity, love and living otherwise, into a practical politics 

of hierarchy and capitalist extraction. By converting all of our semiotic 

ĳóéČ°ąĳˉóČĻēˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąóŞÓÏˉóČèēįċ°ĻóēČʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïŀĳˉóČĻēˉĬįēŢĻĳʙˉʿĳēÉó°ąˀˉċÓÏó°ˉ
stripmines our libido, our consciousness, our imagination. In doing so, 

all the points of meaning and affect distributed across the socius and 

absorbed in one way or another by computing can thereby be grasped for 

ĬÓįèēįċóČéˉĳēÉó°ąˉ°ČÏˉēįé°ČóŞ°ĻóēČ°ąˉ èŀČÉĻóēČĳˉ óČˉ°ˉċ°ĻįóŖˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ą-
ized information. This information in its architecture and management – 

its organizational protocols – transfers value up the stack, only to devalue 

the increasingly abject denizens of planet Earth. In the current world 

operating system, for which social media forms only one, albeit para-
digmatic, layer of calculation, the meanings we create and the emotions 

we experience, however real and ‘immediate’ they may be, are interfaces 

with computing; they are productive interfaces with racial capitalism. As 
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we perform, in the very expression of our quests for life, what elsewhere 

Cˉï°ŔÓˉÉ°ąąÓÏˉ ʿóČèēįċ°ĻóÉˉ ą°ÈēįʙˀˉŕÓˉÓŖĬÓįóÓČÉÓˉŢįĳĻˉï°ČÏˉĻïÓˉ°ąóÓČ°ĻóēČˉ
of our performative powers in the actually existing economic media of 

racial capitalism, that is, computational racial capitalism.

It is in this context of the latest stage of capitalism that something re-

°ąąŗˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻóČéˉÉ°ČˉŢČ°ąąŗˉÈÓˉĳ°óÏˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĻïÓˉįóĳÓˉēèˉÈąēÉĂÉï°óČˉ°ČÏˉÉįŗĬ-

tocurrency. This cryptographic medium, which has the network archi-

tecture of a messaging system, is a medium in the strong sense, akin, as 

I have elsewhere remarked, to photography in the mid-1800s or cinema 

in the early 1900s. Without turning any of the apparent key players here – 

the Satoshis and Vitaliks – into heroes, we might see in the ‘mankind sets 

forth only such problems as he can solve [sic.]’ scenario of history, a sig-

ČóŢÉ°ČĻˉÓċÓįéÓČÉÓˉóČˉįÓĳĬēČĳÓˉĻēˉ°ˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉÏÓċ°ČÏʘˉ�ïóĳˉÓċÓįéÓČÉÓˉ
answers the call for a new form of economic media in order to express 

°Čˉ°ąĻÓįČ°ĻÓˉŔóĳóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉŕēįąÏʘˉ�ï°ĻˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČʙˉ°ĻˉŢįĳĻˉ°ĬĬ°įÓČĻąŗˉ°ĳˉ
a monetary medium, begins to overturn the seemingly stable notions of 

°ĳĳÓĻʙˉċēČÓŗʙˉÉįÓÏóĻʙˉą°ÈēįʙˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʙˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓˉ°ČÏˉċ°ČŗˉēĻïÓįˉʿĂČēŕČˀˉŢ-

nancial entities implicit in, and indeed part of, the protocols of existing 

monetary media. The alternative vision is a programmable substrate that 

opens computational media to the possibility of a (re-)programming of 

the economic layer of computing by non-state and non-corporate ac-

tors. If we want to put a point on it, the great disruption underfoot is that 

economy becomes programmable from below. That, in itself, is a change in 

the semantics, as well as the capacities, of economy. When we recognize 

that our communications media are overdetermined in their function by 

existing monetary media, to the extent that they serve as an extension of 

óĻĳˉĬįēŢĻˉĳÓÓĂóČéˉąēéóÉĳʙˉŕÓˉÈÓéóČˉĻēˉĳÓÓˉĻï°ĻˉēŀįˉÉēċċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉċÓÏó°ˉ
are already economic media, even though their capabilities seemed to 

have developed in separate and even autonomous domains. 

The internet promised to democratize expression by enabling pub-

lishing and indeed broadcasting from below; but nothing about the in-

ternet changed the basic economic architecture of capitalist extraction. 

Indeed, in decentralizing communications, the internet extended and 

granularized the centralizing logics and logistics of capitalism, pushing 

them deeper into expressivity, thought and affect. It captures mass ex-

pressivity and converts it into capital. This colonization of the imaginary 

°ČÏˉ ĳŗċÈēąóÉˉ įÓéóĳĻÓįĳˉ įÓĳŀąĻĳˉ óČˉ °ˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąóŞÓÏˉ ÉŗÈÓįČÓĻóÉĳˉ ēèˉ ċóČÏʘˉ
For democratization to happen in a meaningful way, the systems of ac-

counts inherent in many-to-many distributed media, be they networked 
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monetary systems (USD) or communications (Facebook), must become 

programmable from below. For this to happen, platforms and computing 

must be made programmable from below. The cybernetics of economic 

media must be deleveraged from capital accumulation. This transforma-

tion, and how it may be achieved, is indicated in Protocols.

Why do the cybernetics of sociality matter? For our futurity and in-

deed for our survival, we require an alternative to monological systems 

of value as expressed in national monies. We require, in short, a multi-di-
mensional modality of valuation not bound by the econometrics and in-

formatic collapse inherent in capital. Multidimensional valuation implies 

the creation of eco-social relations that can dialogically express and pre-

serve discourse-based values on an economic substrate, while being pro-

grammable in real time by any and all participants. (Before anyone up and 

leaves at the sudden thought of having to wake up and program, think 

ŢįĳĻˉēèˉ°Čˉ óČĻÓįè°ÉÓˉ ąóĂÓˉ Instagram with a tunable economic logic built 

in. Think also of how these already-familiar technologies of social medi-

ation change our experiences and actualities of relation and ‘reality.’) We 

įÓĮŀóįÓˉĻïÓˉĬēŕÓįˉĻēˉĮŀ°ąóèŗˉŔ°ąŀÓˉ°ČÏˉĻēˉ°ąąēŕˉĳŀÉïˉĮŀ°ąóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉĻēˉÈēĻïˉ
persist in an economic system and be computable. Ultimately, we will re-

quire that this system itself be collectively owned; that it be a commons. 

Robust economic media, capable of heteroglossic and dialogical 

forms of account, are required to create a multiperspectival values-sys-

tem. These media demand far more than merely a non-national variant 

of monetary media expressive of the capitalist value form. While the 

ČēČʵČ°ĻóēČ°ąˉ ÏóċÓČĳóēČˉ ēèˉ ÉįŗĬĻēÉŀįįÓČÉóÓĳˉ óČĻįēÏŀÉÓÏˉ °ˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉ
rupture with conventional monetary substrates, platformed as they are 

as national currencies on nation states, their legally recognized institu-

tions and their military police, this ultimately simple replatforming of 

singular denominations on distributed computing by existing cryptocur-

rencies is not enough. Bitcoin did in fact break the nationally managed 

monopolies on 21st century monetary issuance by introducing a scalable 

currency(/asset/option) platformed on distributed computing, but it has 

done, and can do, little or nothing to challenge the monologic denomina-

tion of value as a one-dimensional, that is as a unitary, currency format. 

Bitcoin may contest the nation, but it, and its fetishism, is all about it be-

ing an option on the value-form as historically worked up under, and as, 

capitalism. The question ‘Bitcoin or USD’ scarcely touches the relations 

of production. We must see clearly that the ‘disintermediation’ of ‘trusted 

third parties’ and of existing states, even if it were to be accomplished, 
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is only one part of the picture of a liberated monetary medium, which 

is also to say, a liberated socius. We require the possibility for anyone to 

offer denominations of value that can be taken up by those who share 

ĳŀÉïˉŔ°ąŀÓĳˉ°ĳˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉóČÏÓÓÏˉēèèÓįÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįēèèÓįÓÏˉÏÓČēċóČ°-

tion. Only then will we have a genuinely multiperspectival system.

To foreground this possibility of reprogramming a global operating 

ĳŗĳĻÓċʙˉēČÓˉĻï°Ļˉóĳˉ°ĻˉēČÉÓˉÉēċĬŀĻ°ĻóēČ°ąˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąʙˉĳĻ°ĂÓĳˉ°ˉÉą°óċˉ
èēįˉ°ˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉēįÏÓįˉēèˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉèēįˉÉįŗĬĻēċÓÏó°ʘˉ$ŔÓČˉ$ĻïÓįÓŀċʙˉ°ČÏˉ
other ‘Layer 1’ projects that utilize smart contracts and allow for further 

token issuance, lack a robust grammar for composable asset creation 

and peer-to-peer issuance; a grammar that would allow for the on-chain 

preservation of qualities and the spontaneous creation of denominations. 

Outlining the emergence of a far more robust economic medium than 

what is currently wet dreamt by the ‘when Lambo?’ crypto bros going 

on about libertarian forms of self-sovereignty, Protocols posits a trans-

formation not just of economy but of sociality, of subjectivity, of national 

politics and of ecopolitics by means of the composition and recomposi-

tion of relations of production. For those actively working in the ECSA 

project, what unites us as current contributors, even among our many 

differences, is that the radical development of economic media means 

that the intelligence of sociality, including that which has not been sub-

sumed, can work for the socius, rather than be captured, farmed, privat-

ized and put back on the market in an arbitrage on knowledge, where 

proprietary innovation captures the returns. 

As Protocols explains, robust economic media mean that, through the 

equitable nomination of new asset classes and the collective denomination 

of values (practices which will require networked recognition, participa-

tion and validation), innovation can be collectively shared rather than cap-

italized. The text argues that through the sharing of stake, wealth, whose 

actual origins are inexorably social, can be socialized. We might add that 

Protocols intimates that society might ultimately be decolonized because 

it would, after a time, no longer be organized from the imperial standpoint 

of Value. The deep plurality of being, though suppressed in commodity 

įÓóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉÓéēóĳċˉ°ąóĂÓʙˉÈŀĻˉóČˉè°ÉĻˉÉēČĳĻóĻŀĻóČéˉÓ°Éïˉ°ČÏˉ°ąąʙˉċóéïĻˉ°Ļˉ
last be felt and actualized. It means, in short, that the other person might 

at last become not a limit to your freedom, but the realization of it.

Note that no other major crypto project addresses the world in these 

terms. Nor do they think very deeply, if at all, about the adjoined problem 

of sovereignty and subjectivity, or the cybernetics thereof. It has become 
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clearer to the participants in the ECSA project that the form many rec-

ognize as the sovereign individual is but an iteration of the value form, 

an avatar of capital.2 But given these economic and formal overdeter-

minations of agency and the reign of this type of sovereignty, we see 

that history, or at least collective survival, demands better chances. We 

ï°ŔÓˉï°ÏˉÓČēŀéïˉēèˉÓéēċ°Čó°ˉ°ČÏˉČ°ĻóēČ°ąóĳċʘˉ�ïÓˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉēèˉĻïóČéĳˉ
on the ground must be registered and economically expressed. To those 

ends, Protocols for Postcapitalist Expression is in pursuit of something of 

a different order; something that must risk the increasing granulariza-

tion and resolution of computing and of the economy that computing 

has always expressed. Protocols must risk this granularization and res-

olution because that is what is already happening. But collective survival 

necessitates something that also simultaneously enables a detournement 
of extant economic logics and practices. ECSA’s analysis recognizes that 

the concentration of agency, whether in the form of the propertied indi-

vidual or of the propertied immortal individuals called corporations and 

states, requires the collapse of the concerns of others, of their perspec-

tives and of their information. It is precisely the refusal of that collapse 

that motivates the work presented in Protocols. 

The book reveals another economic path than to have your interests 

collapsed as bank interest. The world is / we are ready for an economic 

and computational grammar that is answerable in new ways. That also 

means programmable in new ways, where programming by the many 

becomes both the way to answer economic precarity and the means to 

posit and preserve a plurality of qualitative values. We will answer econo-

my with economy! The leveraged monologue of national monies, the lev-

eraged computing architectures of privately-owned platforms, the near 

ċēČēĬēąŗˉēČˉŕïēˉÉ°ČˉóĳĳŀÓˉŕï°ĻˉĂóČÏĳˉēèˉċēČóÓĳˉ°ČÏˉĻŗĬÓĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ
instruments, including derivatives, must, if the people and ecosystems 

of Earth are to thrive, be delimited and, in their current forms, swept 

°ŕ°ŗʘˉ�ąąˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉċÓÏó°ʙˉŕÓˉČēŕˉĬÓįÉÓóŔÓʙˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉēČąŗˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉèēįċĳʙˉ
but also informatic forms: programs in every sense of the word. They are 

integrated, interoperating systems, and are systems of account beholden, 

ŀąĻóċ°ĻÓąŗʙˉĻēˉąóĻĻąÓˉēĻïÓįˉĻï°ČˉĬįēŢĻˉóČˉČ°ĻóēČ°ąąŗʵÏÓČēċóČ°ĻÓÏˉċēČóÓĳʛˉ

ɾˉ £ï°ĻÓŔÓįˉ óĻĳˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉÓċÈēÏóċÓČĻʙˉĻïÓˉĳēŔÓįÓóéČˉĳŀÈÿÓÉĻˉĻï°ĻˉÏēċóČ°ĻÓĳˉ£ÓĳĻÓįČˉĬïó-
losophy is the subject of property. ‘He’ is semiotically, psychologically ideologically, and 

materially constituted through ‘his’ whiteness and cis-masculinity, the outputs of the 

representational and material systems that are among his dividends from colonization 

and slavery.
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monies, we can remind ourselves, that are optimized by states and sup-

ported by their historical, institutionalized forms of organizational in-

equality, prisons and warlike foreign policy. 

ECSA understands these systems of account, whether conceived of as 

óČĻÓįè°ÉÓĳʙˉÏ°Ļ°È°ĳÓĳʙˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ óČĳĻįŀċÓČĻĳˉ°ČÏˉąÓÏéÓįĳʙˉēįˉ°ĳˉèēįċĳˉēèˉ
money or money as capital, to be semantic forms; forms that have mean-

ing and thus compatibility and commensurability with one another, but 

also, and as importantly, forms that put exorbitant pressure on life and its 

meanings. Today’s socio-economic systems threaten insolvency, war and 

extinction. They threaten all forms of meaning-making that are close to 

ĻïÓˉţÓĳïˉ°ČÏˉÉąēĳÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÓ°įĻïʚˉÏÓĳóįÓʙˉĻïÓˉóċ°éóČ°ĻóēČʙˉÉēČĳÉóēŀĳČÓĳĳʙˉ
speech, writing, landscape, oceans, the body, the self. They pressure 

meaning, living and life, and can do so because money is composed of a 

set of contracts; contracts that, in effect, have subsumed, and then be-

come, the social contract. That subsumption of the social contract by the 

protocols of the media of racial capitalism is the ultimate meaning of ‘the 

dissolution of traditional societies.’ The ECSA project, to create non-ex-

tractive, disalienating, just economy and sociality, is given new impetus 

with this volume and the promise it holds. A recasting of the current 

social contract has long been dreamt. At last, perhaps, we have an option 

on postcapitalism; one that, by reimagining the who and the how in the 

creation of contracts, will allow us to open and live in the spread between 

two basic futures: collectivism or extinction.

The ‘one last dangerous game’ proposed here feels correct and in-

deed compelling. It contends that, against disaster, our species has some 

chance of survival where the odds increase if we can use collective intel-

ligence to wager livable futures. Whether in the form of decolonial resur-

gence, platform cooperatives, or hospice, I cannot say, but to offer the 

care the planet requires seems to involve an even deeper entry of the 

species and the bios into informatics and economics. It will not be lost 

on anyone that the digital operations of these very things have already 

done so much harm.

The book in your hands or on your screen would be a new beginning. 

It represents not a settling of accounts but a new mode of accounting 

and of being accountable to one another. A revaluation of values be-

comes possible by means of what is here called an ‘economic grammar,’ 

a grammar for the assemblage of new relations of production and thus 

new modes of production, and new forms of (collective) relation and 

self-governance. The core idea is to express values differently, such that 
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the qualitative concerns of any and potentially all members of society 

may be expressed at once semantically and economically on a persistent 

and programmable substrate. These values may be assembled by many 

parties and then used to coordinate performances in accord with socially 

agreed upon and thus collectively mandated metrics. ‘Agreement ‘ here is 

a semantic and an economic term that, though formally accurate, is not 

quite adequate to affectively express the character and indeed the feel of 

social co-creation ECSA sees as becoming possible with a new grammar 

for the multitudes.

As a starting point among starting points, this text comes out of years 

of research at ECSA and offers the most comprehensive treatment and 

ą°ĻÓĳĻˉįÓŢČÓċÓČĻĳˉēèˉ°ˉĳÓĻˉēèˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳˉÈ°ĳÓÏˉēČˉ°Čˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉ
monetary networks, and the extractive processes of postmodern value 

production. A critique of this latter, namely the capture of semiotic and 

other forms of social performances by ambient computing, has enabled 

ECSA to endeavor to liberate social performances from such capture. 

‘Performance’ in this text has emerged, dialectically as it were, as the most 

general act of production; what is extracted on the job, at work, on social 

media, in maker-spaces and in the arts. Always dialogical, performance 

can be taken as a category of social interaction and world-creation that 

names the emergent superset for other productive capacities designated 

by terms including labor, attention, attention economy, cognition, cogni-

tive capitalism and virtuosity. 

Counter-intuitively perhaps, the strategy includes the generalization 

ēèˉĻïÓˉĬēŕÓįˉĻēˉóĳĳŀÓˉʷˉĻēˉóĳĳŀÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻįŀċÓČĻĳˉĻï°ĻˉČēĻˉēČąŗˉèŀČÏˉ
co-creation, but create possibilities for speculation and arbitrage. A ca-

pacity to express, issue, and wager on shared futures shifts the economic 

ground, particularly for the smallest players who currently have no ac-

cess to scripting economic protocols with which a shared future might 

be wagered. Can we create with and for one another’s todays and tomor-

rows in ways that cause less suffering and are more convivial than they 

could be were we to attempt to do it in the capitalist markets? Can we 

use our powers of co-creation to siphon value out of the capitalist sys-

tem in order to build a collectivist postcapitalism? To be dramatic, part of 

the political answer to the obscene leverage of class power and national 

power on the masses, is to generalize, which is to say democratize, the 

power to write (co-author) derivative contracts (co-author since in these 

protocols, all issuance is bilateral). It is time that the masses leveraged 

our claims, by creating our own economic networks with a new grammar 
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and co-created, optional rules of play. This power, made possible by plat-

forming protocols for cooperation around values creation, allows for an 

extended practice of community as well as the elaboration of what Randy 

Martin (2013a, 2015; Lee and Martin 2016) called ‘social derivatives.’ The 

social derivative is a cultural instrument that is wagered in social spac-

Óĳˉ°ąįÓ°ÏŗˉĳïēĻˉ ĻïįēŀéïˉŕóĻïˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ Ŕēą°ĻóąóĻŗʘˉ CĻˉ °ąąēŕĳˉċ°įéóČ°ąóŞÓÏˉ
groups, in Martin’s words, to ‘risk together to get more of what we want.’ 

It is in this way that the logic contained in Protocols, that allows for the 

mass authorship of social derivatives, may well succeed in democratiza-

tion where the internet failed.

While this power for anyone to write a derivative may sound esoteric 

(or even impossible and/or undesirable) – and part of the book that fol-

lows this foreword is somewhat esoteric – a breaking down the barriers 

to the publishing of derivative instruments means that, in a world already 

rendered precarious by the history of racial capitalism, everyone (not just 

elites) may be better able to manage their undeniable risk by organizing 

their economy, cooperatively and collectively, and in terms of what is 

valuable to them. If neoliberalism taught us anything, it is that the way 

out of the problems of capitalism cannot, and will never, be through the 

creation of more capitalism. That is why we have reimagined the cryp-

totoken as a set of programmable capabilities (agreements) that may be 

enabled only when recognized and thereby validated by peers. Their se-

mantic content represents a wager that the relationship, or agreement, 

they formalize expresses something of value (anything whatever) to both 

parties. Because each party or agent is enabled in the network through 

composing themselves – by entering into a portfolio of such tokenized 

arrangements that are in principle limitless – the wealth of each agent 

ĻïÓČˉÈÓÉēċÓĳˉ°ˉÉēċĬēĳóĻÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓÏˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻĳˉēèˉēĻïÓįĳʘˉ

The Revaluation of Value
A social derivative is a wager in the cultural sphere that responds to vol-

atility in order that a local group can ‘risk together.’ Protocols has tried 

to formalize a way to express those socio-economic wagers, such that 

others can validate or join them non-extractively by means of their own 

ĳĻ°ĂóČéˉ°ČÏʥēįˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʘˉCĻˉÈÓÉēċÓĳˉĬēĳĳóÈąÓʙˉ°ĻˉŢįĳĻˉóČˉĬįóČÉóĬąÓˉÈŀĻˉ
later practically, to nominate and denominate values and then to collec-

tively organize socio-economic outcomes of any type that preserve, fos-

ter and realize said values: differentiable, negotiable and socially agreed 
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upon qualitative values. This is economic expressivity. When many actors 

are offering such semio-economic proposals and performances on a col-

lectively-owned economic media platform, socio-economic actors such 

as ourselves may engage in a multidimensional system of valuation and 

production attuned to anything whatever: clean beaches, dance cultures, 

reforestation, spoken word, prison abolition, decolonial resurgence, 

blood free computing, and much more. When we have a way of shar-

ing risk, both by sharing stake (staking a performance) and/or offering 

performance, in a variety of qualitative outcomes by means of a scalable 

peer-to-peer network, we get forms of distributed risk and reward that 

can create a distributed form of awareness – a consciousness attuned to 

ĻïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻĳˉēèˉċ°ČŗˉēĻïÓįĳʘˉ�ïóĳˉ°ŕ°įÓČÓĳĳˉįÓĳŀąĻĳˉèįēċʙˉ°ČÏˉ
constitutes, a new form of economic space and new form of economic 

agency: economic space agency. It will also transform subjectivity/objec-

tivity and the membrane between self and other.

Though this new economic language may sound like it requires a 

learning curve too steep for the ‘average’ person, the literacy and inno-

vation will come, just as it did and does on paradigm shifting platforms 

such as Facebook, Instagram and TikTok. Here, the emerging paradigm 

comes with the social programmability inherent in expressivity direct-

ly linked to the programmability of economy. The postcapitalist econo-

my will be about creating new forms of social relations; new relations of 

production that are qualitative and non-extractive. Collectively, we will 

script parameters that express our semantically based, qualitative values, 

and collectively we will manifest these values. We may hope, and perhaps 

expect, that within a few years or decades, folks will not be programming 

their fractal celebrity; they will be programming together the nuanced 

worlds they actually want to live in and creating the relationships they 

want to have there.

There is much to learn, and much to be skeptical of. To answer the glob-

al challenges set forth by history will require the input and discernment of 

millions if not billions of people – it is not a technocratic endeavor. Already 

there are millions among us who feel the need for alternative economic 

èēįċĳˉ°ČÏˉèēįˉ°ˉĻŗĬÓˉēèˉį°ÏóÉ°ąˉÓÉēČēċŗˉ°ČÏʥēįˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉĻï°Ļˉ°ČĳŕÓįĳˉēČʵ
the-ground problems of access to liquidity. The movement towards basic 

income is just one expression of this desire. In Protocols what becomes 

possible is basic equity founded upon ones’ social relations. Our require-

ment for emancipation is not further dispossession of others or ourselves 

but expanded access to the social product, particularly for those who do 
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not have it. We agree with the growing mass need for our desires and our 

É°Ĭ°ÉóĻóÓĳˉĻēˉÉēŀČĻˉ°ČÏˉÈÓˉÉēŀČĻÓÏˉóČˉŕ°ŗĳˉĻï°ĻˉįÓċ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉĻēˉ
those who sustain the world and remake it everyday. 

It is not lost on us that, in the current economic calculus, a tree, an 

individual and even a people can be worth more dead than alive, more 

incarcerated or encamped then free – and we hardly need to mention 

deforestation, police killings, settler colonialism and genocide to make 

ĻïÓˉĬēóČĻˉïÓįÓʘˉ�ŀĻˉĻïóĳˉÈēēĂʙˉĻïēŀéïˉĳĻóąąˉóČÉēċĬąÓĻÓˉóČˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉŕ°ŗĳˉ
°ČÏˉēèèÓįóČéˉċēįÓˉēèˉ°ˉĬēĳĳóÈąÓˉŕ°ŗˉèēįŕ°įÏˉĻï°Čˉ°Čŗˉ°ĳˉŗÓĻˉÏÓŢČóĻóŔÓˉ°Č-

swer, offers what approaches a concrete plan; one that may move read-

ers from increased eco-social literacy to active participation in building 

an alternative economy. It would organize social participation that will 

create greater literacy and expressivity even as it endeavors to collec-

tively create and thus instantiate, a new economic medium–an economic 

medium for the expression and collective management of a postcapitalist 

economy; a medium that is socially and ecologically responsive, which is 

to say, increasingly non-extractive because its interfaces are made to be 

just. The entire project stands or falls on this wager. However, that said, 

the book is but a seed, one that only collective uptake, and with it collec-

tive revision, can nurture and grow.

Lastly, the desire for non-, ante-, anti- and/or post-capitalism is in 

no way an invention of this text; what feels new here is the method. I 

would say that it proposes a new way to mobilize what Harney and Moten 

(2013) call the general antagonism, and with it, a new form of revolution. 

What would it be? A detournementˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬįēÉÓĳĳÓĳˉ°ČÏˉĻēēąĳʙˉ°ˉĳąēŕˉ
takeover of the economic operating system occupying planet earth by 

those whose interests have been collapsed into bank interest. Indeed, it 

is the incapacity to do just this granular and collective reformatting of 

the economy that has marked the failure of previous revolutions. Thus 

far, beyond the initial desperation, beauty and romanticism of revolu-

tionary movements, we have mostly had various efforts at a seizing of the 

state that result in the reintroduction and replication of the gendered, 

racial and hierarchical logics of capitalism. From the Soviets, to the PRC, 

to scores of post-colonial states, we are familiar with the outcomes. 

The limitations were both of imagination and technology; movements 

weighed down by default notions of centralization and bureaucratic or-

ganization, notions that informed both emergent states and the discrete 

state computing that would develop to run them and all the others. This 

time, with another century of struggle and know-how, if we all listen to 
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history and to the claims of the denizens of Earth, things may be different. 

The ECSA project opens a spread on racial capitalism and endeavors to 

use its historically consolidated capacities (our capacities), including the 

ĬēŕÓįˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻįŀċÓČĻĳˉ°ČÏˉÉēċĬŀĻóČéʙˉĻēˉŕ°éÓįˉēČˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ą-
ist outcomes. Contrary to racial capitalism, the arbitrage on intelligence 

proposed here is to reduce the cost to the planet for collective re-imag-

ination and re-organization, while also collectivizing the returns on the 

ÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉēèˉÉįÓ°ĻóČéˉċēįÓˉÉēČŔóŔó°ąˉèēįċĳˉēèˉąóèÓʘˉ£ÓˉŕóąąˉįÓÏŀÉÓˉĻïÓˉĬįóÉÓˉ
of survival, in terms of violence to others, in terms of the individual re-

quirements for the value-form (money), and in absolute terms. Perhaps 

we will collectivize values creation and distribution/sharing to the point 

of overcoming the value form of capital itself. In any case, by utilizing the 

°ÉÉŀċŀą°ĻÓÏˉĂČēŕąÓÏéÓˉóċĬąóÉóĻˉóČˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻįŀċÓČĻĳˉ°ČÏˉÉēċĬŀĻóČéˉ
derived from, but not beholden to, capitalism, we will be creating a gram-

mar for postcapitalist economic expression. The ECSA vision might just 

open an option on postcapitalist futures. This option would be one where 

we can risk together for non-capitalist outcomes, and do so from within 

É°ĬóĻ°ąʘˉ�ĳˉOēÏóˉZÓą°ċÓÏˉʯɾɼɽʁʧʄɾʰˉĳ°ŗĳʚ

Z°įŖˉŢČÏĳˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓˉ óĻĳÓąèˉ ĻēˉÈÓˉ °ˉĬï°įċÓĂēČʚˉ óĻˉ óĳˉ °ˉĬēóĳēČˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉ
it is a measure of how much human labor has been estranged and 

ÉēċċēÏóŢÓÏˉÈŗˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʙˉŗÓĻˉóĻˉóĳˉ°ąĳēˉ°ˉċÓÏóÉóČÓˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉóĻˉĬįēŔóÏÓĳˉ
a way to grasp individual human efforts as alienated social forces, 

which revolutionary struggles can turn toward collective ends. 

Let’s do that.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Contesting the current order
Despite a deepening climate disaster, consecutive global economic cri-

ses and a socially devastating pandemic, the last two decades have found 

us living in an era of capitalist triumphalism. In almost all capitalist coun-

tries, political leaders celebrate their achievements in promoting eco-

nomic growth and stock market record highs while ‘successfully manag-

ing’ wage growth. State ‘reforms’ of all kinds have seen growing precarity 

of those whose living standard is low and growing wealth and security 

for those at the top. Indeed increasing inequality seems to be the current 

engine of economic growth and it is only in the very recent past that con-

cerns for the biosphere have looked like a constraint on that momentum. 

At an individual level, it is now clear to many people that the eco-

nomic aspirations of a previous generation are no longer available to the 

majority of the population, and especially younger people. The combina-

ĻóēČˉēèˉÓÏŀÉ°ĻóēČʙˉŢČÏóČéˉĬÓįċ°ČÓČĻˉÓċĬąēŗċÓČĻʙˉ°ČÏˉĳ°ŔóČéˉÏóąóéÓČĻąŗˉ
in a bank or pension fund is no longer a formula for life security – it’s 

not available and increasingly it’s not aspired to. Education is now about 

debt accumulation with no guarantee it will generate the capacity for 

repayment; permanent employment and the idea of a predictable, secure 

income is, for a growing proportion of the working population, both un-

available and oppressive, and saving in banks sees negative real returns 

while wage payments into pension funds constrain current living stan-

dards in the name of a self-reliant old age.

The starkest challenges to capitalist triumphalism have not come 

from what we would call the traditional ‘left’: the trades union or the 

socialist organizations. Predominantly, they have been in defensive mode, 

trying to hold back change. The emerging challenge is from a different 

source: people who simply don’t want to play by the rules of capitalist 

ÓÉēČēċóÉĳʛˉŕïēˉŕ°ČĻˉĻēˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉóĻĳˉÏóĳÉóĬąóČÓˉ°ČÏˉóĻĳˉ
system or rewards.
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Generally, these people aren’t in trades union or political parties; they 

ċ°ŗˉČēĻˉĳÓÓˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉ°ĳˉÈÓóČéˉēČˉĻïÓˉʿąÓèĻʘˀ ˉ�ēˉïēŕˉÏēˉŕÓˉĬįēŢąÓˉĻïÓĳÓˉ
people? Perhaps they are open source developers, but their designs can’t 

be easily monetized, or won’t be funded by the internet monopolies. They 

ċ°ŗˉŕÓąąˉÉįÓ°ĻÓˉĳēÉó°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳʙˉÈŀĻˉĻïÓóįˉóČČēŔ°ĻóēČˉÏēÓĳČˀĻˉÉēċĬąŗˉŕóĻïˉ
corporate business plans. Perhaps they see themselves as a custodian of 

the commons, but can’t see a way to expand the organization of that role 

to the scale required. Or maybe they care passionately about environ-

mental decay and work to build biosustainability. But they know that, for 

°ąąˉ ĻïÓˉēèŢÉó°ąˉĬēĳĻŀįóČéˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĳŀĳĻ°óČ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉÉēČÉÓĳĳóēČĳˉ ĻēˉéįÓÓČˉ
industry, the current system will never pursue deep changes that will 

save the planet, because returns to investors will always shout loudest 

in any debate. They might work in various forms of human care, for low 

or even zero income, and generally without much social recognition, but 

they know their contribution is socially essential and should be rewarded 

with a reasonable income. Or perhaps they work in art and design, and 

hear governments pronounce on the importance of cultural creation, but 

see them deliver miniscule funding to people who are indeed performing 

critical social roles.

What all these endeavors have in common is that they generate social 

ÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉÈŀĻˉ°įÓČˀĻˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓÏˉ°ĳˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓˉóČˉ°ˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉĳÓČĳÓʛˉóČÏÓÓÏˉ
as not creating a surplus, to use a more general term. In a Covid-domi-

Č°ĻÓÏˉŕēįąÏʙˉŕóĻïˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉŢĳÉ°ąˉ°ŀĳĻÓįóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉĬįēĻį°ÉĻÓÏˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉÏēŕČ-

ĻŀįČˉ°ŕ°óĻóČéʙˉĻïÓóįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉèŀĻŀįÓˉóĳˉÈąÓ°Ăʘˉ£óąąˉ°ŀÏóÓČÉÓĳˉįÓĻŀįČˉŕóĻïˉ
spending power; will governments still give grants; will philanthropists 

feel as generous?

An alternative for these sorts of people could be to participate in an 

economy that values differently: both in the sense of different modes 

of calculating economic ‘value’ and with different collective social and 

ÓĻïóÉ°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓĳʘˉ�ïóĳˉŕēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ°ČˉÓÉēČēċŗˉČēĻˉÏįóŔÓČˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ąąŗˉÈŗˉĬįēè-
itability, nor reliant on state subsidies or philanthropy, but one which 

draws on aspirations and affects, to value social, creative and environ-

ċÓČĻ°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳʙˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉįÓÏŀÉóČéˉ°ąąˉÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČĳˉóČĻēˉ°ˉĬįóÉÓʘˉ�įĻóĳĻĳˉ
and designers, along with people performing care roles – care for people 

or for the environment – could be rewarded for what they actually con-

tribute to society.

This is the economy that we are aspiring to see built. We are pitching 

our network design particularly to the generation of people who want 

to do it differently: who know from personal experience that the con-
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ventional economic system is not serving them well individually or col-

lectively, and are looking for ways to participate in building a collective 

future of their shared design. 

Our proposal is that analysis must start at the frontier of current 

change, and work out how to subvert its momentum. A critical factor in 

framing this direction is the recognition that social and economic power 

has shifted dramatically since the 1970s from industrial capital, and the 

ŕēįĂĬą°ÉÓʵÈ°ĳÓÏˉŀČóēČĳˉŕïēˉÈ°ĻĻąÓÏˉóĻʙˉĻēˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉŕïÓįÓˉĻïÓįÓˉóĳˉąóĻĻąÓˉ
organized resistance; at least not the old kind of resistance. Finance is 

too elusive, too liquid and mobile to be trapped in power battles with 

ēįé°ČóŞÓÏˉą°Èēįʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĬÓēĬąÓˉÓċĬąēŗÓÏˉÈŗˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉéÓČÓį°ąąŗˉóČˉ
a union-based labor force. 

Economically and politically, if we want to build postcapitalism, we 

ċŀĳĻˉ ĳĻ°įĻˉ Èŗˉ įÓÉēéČóĳóČéˉ Ļïóĳˉ ĬēŕÓįˉ ēèˉ ŢČ°ČÉÓˉ °ČÏˉ Éï°ąąÓČéÓˉ óĻˉ Èŗˉ
ÈŀóąÏóČéˉ°ˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉŢČ°ČÉÓʘˉ�ïÓˉŀąĻóċ°ĻÓˉéē°ąˉóĳˉ°ČˉÓÉēČēċŗˉēèˉĬįēÏŀÉ-

tion, animated by alternative social and ethical values, and the starting 

ĬēóČĻˉóĳˉŢČ°ČÉÓʘ1 
Finance is both dynamic and fragile. In its current dominant form, it 

éēÓĳˉĻēˉŕïÓįÓˉĻïÓˉĬįēŢĻĳˉ°įÓˉéįÓ°ĻÓĳĻʙˉÈŀĻˉóĻˉóČĳĻ°ČĻąŗˉįÓĻįÓ°ĻĳˉŕïÓČˉĻïÓˉ
ĬįēŢĻĳˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉ°ĬĬÓ°įóČéʘˉ�ēˉóĻˉóĳˉ°ˉÏóįÓÉĻˉÏóĳÉóĬąóČÓˉēČˉĻïēĳÓˉŕïēˉČÓÓÏˉ
ŢČ°ČÉÓʚˉĻïÓŗˉċŀĳĻˉÏÓąóŔÓįˉĬįēŢĻĳʙˉēįˉĻïÓŗˉĳŀèèēÉ°ĻÓʘ
�ŀĻˉ óĻĳˉ ąóĮŀóÏóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉċēÈóąóĻŗˉ óĳˉ°ąĳēˉ óĻĳˉŔŀąČÓį°ÈóąóĻŗʙˉ èēįˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉÏÓ-

pends critically on the state to provide it with a money instrument and 

ĻēˉŀČÏÓįŕįóĻÓˉóĻĳˉĳēÉó°ąˉįÓĬŀĻ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉóĻĳˉĬįēŢĻʘˉ�ïÓˉ��ʵóČóĻó°ĻÓÏˉĳŀÈʵ
prime crisis of 2007-2008 and, even more emphatically, the 2020s Covid 

Ĭ°ČÏÓċóÉˉï°ŔÓˉįÓŔÓ°ąÓÏˉïēŕˉĻïÓˉè°ĳĻˉ°ČÏˉèįÓÓˉċēŔÓċÓČĻˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉÉ°Čˉ
undermine its own conditions of existence. In both periods we have 

seen nation states (predominantly through their central banks) having 

Ļēˉ ĻïįēŕˉċēČÓŗˉ°ĻˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ Ļēˉ ĳÓÉŀįÓˉ ąóĮŀóÏóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉĳŀĳĻ°óČˉŢ-

Č°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻˉĬįēŢĻĳʘˉCČˉɾɼɼʄʙˉĻïÓˉ��ˉ8ÓÏÓį°ąˉ}ÓĳÓįŔÓˉ�ï°óįċ°Čˉ°įéŀÓÏˉ
behind closed doors that the state has to do whatever it takes to preserve 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻˉĬįēŢĻĳˉēįˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉÏóĳ°ĳĻÓįˉŕēŀąÏˉèēąąēŕʘ2 By 2020, the 

1 Inspirational Marxist historian Eric Hobsbawm (1978) contended that the 1970s must be 

read as a crisis for working class organizations; a crisis from which they have not recov-

ered. Our response is that collective endeavors that move beyond the control of capital 

ċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉèēÉŀĳĳÓÏˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉèįēČĻóÓįˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉÏÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉʷˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČČēŔ°ĻóēČˉʷˉČēĻˉóČˉ
nostalgia for a resurgent industrial proletariat.

2 ‘If we don’t do this, we may not have an economy on Monday’ is a statement attributed to 

Federal Reserve Chairman, Ben Bernanke, in a meeting on Thursday September 18, 2008 
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ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳˉŕÓįÓˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉÉēČŢÏÓČĻąŗˉ°ĳĳÓįĻóČéˉĻïÓˉÏÓċ°ČÏˉ
èēįˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉĻēˉéŀ°į°ČĻÓÓˉĻïÓóįˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗʘ3 

Somehow, we have collectively fallen into the position where these 

institutions hold the key to our viability. The oppression of the treadmill 

ēèˉŕēįĂóČéˉèēįˉŕ°éÓĳˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉóČĻįŀĳóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉąēéóÉˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉóČĻēˉÏ°óąŗˉ
life now express both the triumph of capitalism and the reason so many 

people are resisting its consequences.

But if the current era is about the shift from the power of industrial 

É°ĬóĻ°ąˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĬēŕÓįˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʙˉĻïÓČˉĻïÓˉČÓŕʙˉÓċÓįéóČéˉèēįċĳˉēèˉ
ēĬĬēĳóĻóēČˉČÓÓÏˉĻēˉÈÓˉŀČóĻóČéˉ°įēŀČÏˉŢČ°ČÉÓʘˉ�ēċÓˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉĻįóÓÏʙˉÈŀĻˉ
ultimately they succumb to the power of what they oppose. In 2011 Oc-
cupy Wall Street was the initial instantiation of this opposition in its con-

temporary form, but it was conceived as a protest and a spatial obstacle 

óČˉĻïÓˉċēŔÓċÓČĻˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ°ÉĻēįĳʛˉČēĻˉ°Čˉ°ąĻÓįČ°ĻóŔÓˉŢČ°ČÉÓʘˉOccupy 

could be dispersed by the state power of the police. In 2021, social media 

mobilized a crash of hedge funds short-selling GameStop (GME) shares, 

°ČÏˉŕóĻïˉĳïēįĻʵĻÓįċˉĳŀÉÉÓĳĳʙˉÈŀĻˉŀąĻóċ°ĻÓąŗˉ°ĻˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉÉēĳĻˉĻēˉĬ°įĻóÉ-

ipants. Neither was sustainable. 

�ïÓˉóÏÓ°ˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓįÓˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ°ˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉēįˉĻï°ĻˉÉÓįĻ°óČˉċēČ-

ÓĻ°įŗˉįēąÓĳˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉĬÓįèēįċÓÏˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉĻïÓˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉ°ČÏˉ
without state backing, had already emerged in 2008, but not initially in 

a recognizable form. That new possibility came into being with Satoshi 

Nakomoto’s Bitcoin White Paper (2008). Its implications have become wor-

įŗóČéˉèēįˉĳĻ°ĻÓĳˉ°ČÏˉÈóéˉŢČ°ČÉó°ą ó̄ČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳˉ°ąóĂÓʙˉèēį ó̄ĻˉŀĳŀįĬĳˉĻïÓóįˉĬēŕÓįˉ
ĻēˉÏÓĻÓįċóČÓˉĻïÓˉįŀąÓĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉ°ČÏˉïēŕˉĻïÓˉÓÉēČēċŗˉĳïēŀąÏˉēĬÓį°ĻÓʘˉ

This is where the domain of cryptographically enabled decentralized 

economic-organizational systems (a.k.a cryptotokens) opens the possibil-

ity of a challenge to capitalist triumphalism in a way that the old industri-

al-based organizations of the left now cannot and probably never could: 

with Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, in his advo-

cacy of a $700 billion bailout plan for banks. https://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/02/

business/02crisis.html

ɿˉ 8óČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬÓįóēÏˉɾɼɾɼʵɾɼɾɾˉċóéïĻˉÈÓˉÏÓĬóÉĻÓÏˉ°ĳˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĻÓįįēįóĳĻĳʙˉ
with sticks of illiquidity strapped to their chests, threatening to blow themselves up, and 

taking the rest of us with them, unless the state guaranteed market liquidity. And states 

gave those terrorists exactly what they wanted. The terrorist ransom payment is better 

known as Quantitative Easing, and because of it, the balance sheet of the Federal Reserve 

(to reference just one index) reached $8.9 trillion by mid 2022, up from $0.9 trillion in 

2007, $2.3 trillion in December 2008, and $4.2 trillion in February 2020.
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óĻˉÉï°ąąÓČéÓĳˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓˀĳˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳˀˉċēČēĬēąŗˉēŔÓįˉŢČ°ČÉÓʘˉ
�ïóĳˉÉï°ąąÓČéÓˉċÓ°ČĳˉĻ°ĂóČéˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉ

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ óČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳʘˉ£Óˉ ĬįēĬēĳÓˉ ČÓĻŕēįĂĳˉ ēèˉ ĬÓēĬąÓʙˉŕóĻïˉ ĻïÓóįˉ ēŕČˉ
ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻóÓĳˉʷˉŀČóĻĳˉēèˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻʙˉÏóĳĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉÉįÓÏóĻˉ óĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉ°ČÏˉ
ways of investing, measuring and rewarding – building a collective alter-

native to capitalism in a way that the traditional left no longer can.

That’s still not how most people are thinking of crypto, although at-

titudes are changing rapidly. One widespread image, especially from 

ĻïēĳÓˉóČŔÓĳĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĻ°ĻŀĳˉĮŀēʙˉóĳˉēèˉÉįŗĬĻēĻēĂÓČĳˉ°ĳˉ
scams and crypto markets as casinos of speculative bets. An alternative 

image is of a libertarian anti-statism of freely associating individuals, 

pursuing their own goals in the name of some individualistic concep-

tion of ‘freedom.’ Both of these views warrant direct critique, and these 

will be developed in subsequent chapters. It will be revealed that they 

may not be ‘wrong,’ for there is evidence of all these characteristics, but 

the critiques are trivial and dangerous in equal measure. They are trivial 

because crypto token design keeps evolving and markets in aggregate 

seem resistant to the effects of scams and volatility (though some in-

dividuals certainly lose wealth). Continual predictions of the pending 

demise of the cryptocurrency markets are consistently wrong. The cri-

tiques are dangerous because they are premised on the idea that, with 

ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉ Ïó°ĻįóÈÓʙˉ ÉįŗĬĻēˉ ÉŀįįÓČÉóÓĳˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻÓÉïČēąēéŗˉ ĻïÓŗˉ įÓĬįÓ-

sent will simply disappear. So they encourage the perspective of crypto 

as a cult, and thereby discourage the importance of a wider population 

inquiring into the potential for new ways of thinking with cryptograph-

ically enabled technologies.

�ÓČÓ°Ļïˉ ĻïÓĳÓˉ óÏÓēąēéóÉ°ąąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉĬēąÓċóÉĳʙˉ ʿÉįŗĬĻēˀˉ ĳóċĬąŗˉēèèÓįĳˉ
various versions of a technology of communication and exchange: the 

possibility of coordinating chains of interactions without a central 3rd 

party authority. And basically that’s all it can do. Economic protocol 

design must be much more, but critically built on that game-changing 

technology. So our project is to push past this ideological polemic and 

immediately frame crypto technological innovation as a site of social 

contestation about the sorts of social interactions we are seeking to fa-

cilitate, built on top of a technology of communication and exchange.

Our project is to design a network where participants:

• interact in the creation of new outputs (not simply gamble on price 

movements); 
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• communicate in the determination of what is deemed value-creating 

ʯČēĻˉÏįóŔÓČˉÈŗˉĬįóŔ°ĻÓˉ°ĬĬįēĬįó°ĻóēČˉēèˉĬįēŢĻʰʛˉ
• coordinate the assemblage of production (not corporate);

• bind in the building of a commons (not individualistic); and

• launch the capacity to scale and reproduce in sustainable ways (not 

reliant on on-going injections of external funding). 

We cannot, and should not, pre-determine the outputs that people 

produce, nor what constitutes value or the content of the commons. The 

people who have participated in building the Economic Space Protocol 

outlined in this document all have views about what sorts of outcomes we 

would personally like to see, but it is critical that these are not predeter-

mined in protocol design, that distributed network interactions and not a 

central authority coordinates network development. That’s why we frame 

our work as a political project as well as a project of network design. 

1.2 What does the future hold?
�ąēÉĂÉï°óČʵÈ°ĳÓÏˉóČČēŔ°ĻóēČĳˉèēįˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÏÓĳóéČˉ°įÓˉÓŔēąŔ-
ing rapidly. Most recently, DAOs, DeFi, stablecoins, DEXs, liquidity farming, 

NTF markets and creator and community tokens offer expansive new pos-

sibilities. But what will be the next frontier; the next big development? 

What does history suggest?

By today’s standards, history moved in slow motion. It records that 

money, roughly as we now know it, dates from about the 7th century BCE. 

Recognizably modern banking developed in the Northern Italian coastal 

cities of Florence, Venice and Genoa in the 14th century, driven by the 

funding requirements of long-distance trade. This banking evolved over 

the next few centuries from funding commerce to funding the rise of 

industrial production, and a system we call capitalism. The formation of 

joint stock companies and a liquid stock exchange in the mid 19th centu-

ry transformed ownership of capital to decentralized protocols, though 

the division between ownership and management served to re-central-

ize the control. This is the corporate capitalism we know today.

In cryptohistory, that long evolution looks like it is happening over 

little more than a decade. Bitcoin as a new, distinctive p2p form of mon-

Óŗˉ°įįóŔÓÏˉ óČˉɾɼɼʅʙˉŕóĻïˉ Ó8óˉ ʯÏÓÉÓČĻį°ąóŞÓÏˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉēįˉÈ°ČĂóČéˉĬįēĻē-

cols) becoming prevalent a decade later; funding new kinds of distribut-

ed exchange and money games. Governance mechanisms of DAOs and 
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in-house treasury functions, broadly replicating the roles of the corpo-

rate form, followed immediately afterwards. History would say that these 

developments must surely evolve to the funding of a new era of produc-

tion as its next logical step. But that next step is yet to emerge, and its 

possible shape is still unclear. 

It is already clear this future will be ‘post-industrial,’ with information 

at the center, as both its predominant input and output. But what will 

be its social shape; what technical capacities and social relations will it 

build upon? There are two complementary, contemporary developments 

that are critical: distributed money and the iteration of the internet that 

brings decentralization back into its heart; also known as Web3 or the 

Economic Web.

First, distributed money. The development of blockchain technolo-

gy opened the possibility of re-thinking money: what it is, who issues it 

and who controls its value. Bitcoin initiated a new form of money, but it 

remains centrally issued and controlled by the global virtual agent that 

maintains the ledger in singular blockchain. Network protocol design 

creates the possibility for a distributed money system where there is no 

central money issuer. All agents can be issuers, while network-recog-

nized collateral for such lending means the money system can nonethe-

less remain stable. These are already the foundations of current shadow 

banking. Such a money system is elaborated below.

Distributed ‘money’ can then be put at the service of pursuing post-

capitalist economic values (modes of calculating), effectively superseding 

ĻïÓˉĬįēŢĻʵÈ°ĳÓÏˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳˉĻï°ĻˉóĳˉÓċÈÓÏÏÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįóÉÓˉēèˉ°ČÏˉ°ÉÉÓĳĳˉĻēˉ
conventional money. In relation to capitalism, we can now have a parallel 

(but interacting) money system, associated with a parallel (but interact-

ing) value system. 

Second, Web3. We have designed an economy that draws on the 

data and network capacities that were driving the initial development 

of the internet more than forty years ago: an internet native economic 
system. We have built on the vision of Web3 and the re-imagined po-

ĻÓČĻó°ąˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ óČĻÓįČÓĻʚˉ óĻĳˉ É°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉ èēįˉ ĻįŀĳĻˉ °ČÏˉŔÓįóŢ°ÈóąóĻŗʙˉ èēįˉ ĳÉ°ą-
ability and decentralized relations, with users owning and in charge of 

their own data. The potential of Web3 opens a new economic imagi-

nary, where peer-to-peer economic networking protocols can create 

performances and outputs out of information creation and exchange, 

distributed computation, connectivity and network relationships. Cod-

óŢÓÏˉóČÉÓČĻóŔÓĳˉ°ČÏˉÓČèēįÉÓċÓČĻˉÉ°ČˉċēĻóŔ°ĻÓˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳʙˉ
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with informational value transmitted as tokens. There is a lot to absorb 

in these last sentences, and the process tagged here will be elaborated 

in the chapters below.

We see Web3 engaging the native potential of the internet, challenging 

and going beyond the power of the current major internet players (tech 

ÉēċĬ°ČóÓĳʙˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ óČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČĳˉ °ČÏˉ ēĻïÓįˉ ÉēąąÓÉĻēįĳˉ °ČÏˉŀĳÓįĳˉ ēèˉ ÉēČ-

sumer data) who have channeled, and even prevented, the realization of 

this potential by means of copyright, paywalls, advertising, data extraction, 

etc. so that internet expansion remains consistent with tech company 

ĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗʘ4 A blockchain-based distributed money doesn’t need to ‘take 

ēČˀˉĻïÓĳÓˉÉēįĬēį°ĻÓˉéó°ČĻĳʛˉóĻˉóĳˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉĳóċĬąŗˉĻēˉĳóÏÓĳĻÓĬˉĻïÓċʘ
Web3 offers the potential for what we call ‘economic media’ for ex-

pressing economic-organizational relationships and networks. The ca-

pacities of distributed economic communication have yet to emerge. 

�óĻÉēóČʙˉ èēįˉ °ąąˉ óĻĳˉ óČČēŔ°ĻóēČʙˉ ĬįÓĳÓįŔÓĳˉ Ţ°ĻˉċēČÓŗˀĳˉċēČēąēéóÉˉċēČÓ-

tary value (‘price’), not the broad sweep of social meaning that can attach 

to exchange.5 Other crypto designs (such as Ethereum) have attempted 

through smart contracts to make this expression on the blockchain more 

robust by creating programmable money, but the full development of a 

cohesive and expressive, decentralized medium of value networks has 

not yet been achieved. We are building on this aspiration.

£ïÓČˉŕÓˉĻŀįČˉĻēˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉŕÓˉĳÓÓˉĻïÓˉĳ°ċÓˉĬįēÉÓĳĳÓĳˉĻï°ĻˉŕÓįÓˉÿŀĳĻˉ
depicted in relation to the internet. Credit, which is essentially a system 

of IOUs, requires systemic trust, scale and collateral. The current world 

ēèˉóČĳĻóĻŀĻóēČ°ąˉÈ°ČĂóČéˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉĬÓįèēįċĳˉĻïÓĳÓˉ°ČÏˉēĻïÓįˉèŀČÉĻóēČĳˉ
in a way that extracts wealth from, and imposes surveillance on, those 

who borrow and lend. Decentralized Finance (DeFi), like Web3, is offer-

ing the alternative to this corporate control by developing decentralized 

ÉįÓÏóĻˉóĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉ°ČÏˉēĻïÓįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬįēÏŀÉĻĳˉēèˉįóĳĂˉċ°Č°éÓċÓČĻʘˉ�ŀĻˉÉ°Čˉ
DeFi develop the extra stage and link to the funding of investment in new 

systems of production? We believe that this requires an analytical leap: 

4 Many people now make this argument. See, for example, Dixon (2018) and Buterin (2017)

ʁˉ 8įēċˉ ēŀįˉ ĬÓįĳĬÓÉĻóŔÓʙˉ ÈóĻÉēóČˉ óÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻįŀĳĻÓÏˉ óČĻÓįċÓÏó°įŗˉ ÉēċĬēČÓČĻˉ ēèˉ É°Ĭ-

óĻ°ąóĳċʘˉ�ï°Ļˉ óĳʙˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˀĳˉįÓéóċÓˉēèˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉÏÓĬÓČÏĳˉēČˉĻįŀĳĻˉŕïóÉïʙˉ óČˉ óĻĳˉĻŀįČʙˉ
ultimately depends on states’ monopoly on violence and coercion. Bitcoin expressed that 

there can be more dimensions of freedom. It opened the question of the sociality of 

value: it showed that value is always social, organizational and institutional. But bitcoin 

didn’t give a language to express it. The Economic Space Protocol is a grammar for ex-

pressing the sociality of value.
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to think of stake (ownership of investment) as the preferred collateral 

for reciprocal issuance of credit.6 It will give credit a material and ex-

pandable foundation. Financing investment in new forms of production 

(performances) will itself open up new possibilities for DeFi that link to 

the ‘real’ economy.

For us, the goal of realizing the potential of Web3 for economic de-

sign, extending DeFi into investing and staking, and building an economic 

space of many collective values are all parts of the same vision. These 

ÉēČČÓÉĻóēČĳˉ °įÓˉēŀįˉÏÓĬóÉĻóēČˉēèˉ Éēąą°Èēį°ĻóŔÓˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉ ʯ�ē8óʰʙ7 and the 

ĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČˉĻï°Ļˉ óĻˉ óĳˉ ĻïįēŀéïˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉĻï°Ļˉ°ˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉċēĳĻˉ°ÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÉē-

heres. But, in connection to our starting question of what the future 

holds, we need a clear stepping off point. In capitalism, it is the state 

that economically ties the present to the future.8 It issues treasury bonds 

and oversees the yield curve, it sets the base interest rates from which 

commercial rates follow and it manipulates exchange rates, etc.. But in a 

ČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċŗʙˉóĻˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉÏÓĳóéČĳˉēèˉÏóĳĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉĻï°Ļˉ
economically links the present to the future.9 So it is critical that the 

interaction of credit, investment and exchange – all dimensions of CoFi – 

are integral to protocol design. 

The subsequent chapters of this analysis work systematically through 

these issues, moving from the creation of new products (Chapter 4) to 

staking their creation and distributing their outputs (Chapter 5), to a sys-

tem of credit that keeps the system of performances and distribution 

ţēŕóČéˉʯąóĮŀóÏʰˉʯ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʄʰʘ

6 The trend to use equities as collateral for loans is increasingly prevalent. In 2017 the 

US Securities and Exchange Commission reconsidered the rules which prevented in-

stitutional market participants from pledging and accepting equity as collateral in the 

US securities lending market. In March 2020 the US Federal reserve, looking to rebuild 

liquidity in the Covid pandemic, enabled banks to borrow cash against stocks and corpo-

rate bonds.

7 This term has been used in the ‘sharing economy’ literature for quite a few years. We use 

óĻˉïÓįÓˉóČˉ°ˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ąąŗˉÈąēÉĂÉï°óČʵÓČ°ÈąÓÏˉŕ°ŗʙˉ°ĳˉóČóĻó°ąąŗˉĬįēĬēĳÓÏˉÈŗˉ°ˉąēÉ°ąˉÉŀįįÓČÉŗˉ
research team at Informal Systemsʘˉ�ÓÓʙˉèēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉïĻĻĬĳʚʥʥÉēŢʘóČèēįċ°ąʘĳŗĳĻÓċĳʘˉ�ÓÓˉ
also Fleischman, et al (2020).

8 Antonio Negri (1968) was astute when, in 1968, he observed that connecting the present 

to the future in a capitalist economy is the responsibility of the state. In the absence of 

ĻïóĳˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉįēąÓʙˉŕÓˉĳÓÓˉĻïÓˉČÓÓÏˉĻēˉċ°ĂÓˉĻïÓˉąóČĂˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąąŗˉŕóąąˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąąŗˉÈÓˉċ°ÏÓˉÈŗˉ
futures and option contracts.

9 The argument here is crystalised in Chapter 8.5.
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1.3 A new economic space; new economic performances
To conceive of a viable postcapitalism that gives focus to collective, 

shared futures, we start from the proposition that the economy is a net-

work: a group of agents interacting under certain agreements, (i.e. proto-

ÉēąĳʰˉŕïóÉïˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉĻï°ĻˉèēįċˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉ°ČÏˉïēŕˉóĻĳˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉ
may change. 

Protocols involve design choices and they can embed the capacity to 

be redesigned at the will of the network itself. A postcapitalism must be 

ÈŀóąĻˉʿóČĳóÏÓˀˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉ°ČÏˉŢČÏˉóĻĳˉēŕČˉŕ°ŗˉĻēˉÓċÓįéÓˉʿēŀĻˉēèˀˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʘˉ
Our approach combines the radical rupture of bitcoin with the in-

tegration of CoFi and adds to them the agenda of expressing different 

ÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉ ċÓ°Čĳˉ ēèˉ ÏÓŢČóČéˉ °ČÏˉ ċÓ°ĳŀįóČéˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓʙˉ Ļēˉ ÈŀóąÏˉ
an open, new economic space. Building a whole economy represents a 

profound change in direction for cryptodesign. We call it the Economic 

Space Protocol.10 The Economic Space Protocol is the language that net-

work participants, through their agents,11 use to interact, program and 

operate an economic space. These social and economic interactions are 

of the participants’ own determination, but not in circumstances of their 

own choosing. It is important to highlight that the existence of the net-

work and its protocols is the foundation of interactions between partici-

pants: they interact through the network. 

But nor is the network imposed on participants. Although an agent 

ensures adherence to the protocol, when the protocols are designed the 

‘right’ way, participants operate in an open and coordinated space where 

they can collectively assert sovereignty over the network; not via a cen-

tral authority, but via distributed network governance. Choice is indi-

vidual and sovereignty is collective. The objective of design is to enable 

a process of sovereignty that sees participant decisions incentivized to 

enhance shared goals. The effect would be to bring the collective and 

each participant into alignment. 

Framed this way, the economy is a programmable, designable medi-

um: not in a mechanistic, reductionist sense of guaranteed processes 

and outcomes, but in the sense that how the economy works and its key 

conventions – the kind of relations, interactions, agents, incentives and 

10 See  López, J. ’Economic performance: The Economic Space Protocol.’ http://economicper-

formance.manifold.one. See Appendix 1.1 for a brief summary of its current application. 

11ˉ �éÓČĻĳˉ°įÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉċēįÓˉĬįÓÉóĳÓąŗˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɿʘɾʘˉCČˉĻïóĳˉÉēČĻÓŖĻʙˉĻïÓŗˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉĻïēŀéïĻˉēèˉ
as individuals or self-organized groups of individuals under a singular network identity. 
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values the network operates under – can become simultaneously an au-

tomation space and a design space, continuously open to its participants.

We started this chapter with the contention that crypto develop-

ments have not yet given focus to new ways of producing, or what we 

prefer to call ‘performances.’12 Performances involve processes of new 

value creation. Understood more broadly than ‘production,’ performanc-

es can focus on issues of social meaning, shared risk taking, and affect. It 

is important, therefore, that our initial approach to the Economic Space 

Protocol centers on performances. The Economic Space Protocol sets 

out three critical features of performances:

New forms of economic participation. Capitalism produces one 

form of incentives, one form of ownership, one money system and 

one stream of value.13 The Economic Space Protocol enables a dif-

ferent stream of value, with different incentives, ownership and to-

kens. Agents in the network design their own performance expres-

sions, including the internal relations of performing and the social 

outcomes they claim for their outputs.14 These relations, as well as 

the outcomes of a performance will be evaluated by the network as 

contributions to the creation of new economic value. The network 

is not specifying exactly how ‘postcapitalist production’ should be 

organized, but when protocols are not designed around extractive 

class relations, the most suitable forms of performance relations 

are created by agents themselves. 

12ˉ �ïÓˉÏóĳĻóČÉĻóŔÓˉċÓ°ČóČéˉēèˉ°ˉʿĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʙˀˉ°ČÏˉóĻĳˉÏÓÓĬÓįˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓʙˉóĳˉÓą°Èēį°ĻÓÏˉóČˉ
Chapter 4.

13 Other forms of incentives, ownership and money do indeed exist within society but our 

point here is that capitalist incentives etc. are hegemonic and are expanding their reach 

into facets of daily life and social relations once seen as outside the economy. 

14 The public policy literature discussed in Appendix 4.1 highlights the importance of the 

difference between outputs and the outcomes, or effects, of those outputs. Public policy 

is clearly more concerned to produce outcomes more than just outputs. Adopting the 

same framing, our use of the terms is that performances produce outputs but the net-

work attributes value (it validates output) based on social outcomes. However, as will 

become apparent, it is necessary that ledgers record outputs, but these are always vali-

dated outputs (that is, they are recognized as having produced certain outcomes). When 

we describe the social contribution of performances, the focus will be on outcomes; 

when we describe the ledger processes, the focus will be on outputs, but the latter al-

ways presumes network-validated outcomes. This process is described in Chapter 4.
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Reciprocal staking. All agents invest in other agents. They invest 

not from a store of ‘money,’ but by giving up stake in themselves. 

Hence staking is reciprocal. The network will involve an evolving 

web of connections of stake ownership, creating the conditions for 

a network commons.15ˉ �éÓČĻĳˉ ĻïÓįÓèēįÓˉ ï°ŔÓˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąʙˉ ĳĻį°ĻÓéóÉˉ
and emotional skin-in-the-game across the network. Individual 

agents want their performances – their offers to the network – to 

be evaluated by the network as to whether they are deemed to 

create value for the network, and this evaluation determines the 

rewards for staking (‘dividends’). 

New modes of valuing. When agents reciprocally stake and make 

ĻïÓóįˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉÏÓÉóĳóēČĳˉēČˉŕïēˉóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉóĳˉÉįÓ°ĻóČéˉ
valuable social output, they are signaling what they believe creates 

°ˉ ʿÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉ ÏÓŢČÓÏˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓʘˀ 16 This signaling will be formed into 

network-generated units of measurement (see Chapter 7), so that 

agents in the network are participating in both creating value and 

ÏÓŢČóČéˉŕï°ĻˉÉēČĳĻóĻŀĻÓĳˉ°ˉʿÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˀˉ

These three features are interrelated in ways that will unfold in sub-

sequent chapters. In effect, we have taken the collective values of the 

commons and designed a way to reconcile them with market relations. 

Our goal is to build distributed economic relations that privilege col-

lectively-expressed values and the creation and distribution of outputs 

(and their outcomes) that comply with, and are motivated by, those val-

ŀÓĳʘˉ�ēˉĻïÓˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉēèˉĳĻ°įĻóČéˉŕóĻïˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉóĻˉéóŔÓĳˉèē-

cus to ĳï°įÓÏ˂ţēŕĳ˂ēè˂Ŕ°ąŀÓ˂ÉįÓ°ĻóēČ, and the incentives to risk in gener-

°ĻóČéˉĻïēĳÓˉţēŕĳʙˉČēĻˉēČˉĻïÓˉóĳĳŀÓˉēè individual decisions to buy and sell. 

15 The way in which mutual staking forms a commons is addressed in Chapter 6.

16 In the focus on alternative notions of value, staking could be seen as an act of partial or 

full philanthropy. In that framing, the staker may simply want the performance and its 

outputs to be realized because they are a ‘good cause.’ The network will indeed collect 

data on these philanthropic stakings, and there may appear correlations/causations that 

įÓŔÓ°ąˉ °ˉŕóÏÓįˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻˉ °ĻĻįóÈŀĻ°ÈąÓˉ Ļēˉ ĳŀÉïˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳʘˉ �ïÓĳÓˉ ĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ
ċ°ŗˉóČÏÓÓÏˉŢČÏˉįÓÉēéČóĻóēČˉóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ°ĳˉŔ°ąŀÓʵÉįÓ°ĻóČéʙˉÓŔÓČˉŕïÓČˉĻïóĳˉóĳˉČēĻˉĻïÓˉ
óČĻÓČĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċóČéˉ°éÓČĻĳʘˉ�ŀĻˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉóĳˉČēĻˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĬïóą°ČĻïįēĬŗʚˉóĻˉóĳˉ
ÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉįÓĻŀįČĳˉèēįˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČʙˉŕïÓįÓˉĻïÓˉÏóĳĻóČÉĻóŔÓˉèÓ°ĻŀįÓˉóĳˉ
Ļï°ĻˉĻïÓˉĬįēÏŀÉĻĳˉēèˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉÉ°ČˉÉįÓ°ĻÓˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÓŔÓČˉŕïÓČˉĻïÓŗˉ
ÉįÓ°ĻÓˉČēˉĬįēŢĻʘ
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This focus is the key to building a network with a collective momentum, 

rather than being a forum for trading per se.

1.4 A note on terminology
By this point, readers will have already come across some terms that are 

ČÓŕʙˉēįˉè°ċóąó°įˉŕēįÏĳˉÈÓóČéˉÉēČŢéŀįÓÏˉóČˉČÓŕˉŕ°ŗĳʘˉCČˉ°ˉĬįēÿÓÉĻˉĳŀÉïˉ
as ours, it is always a dilemma whether to invent new terms or to try and 

wrest familiar terms from their narrow historic framings. We have done 

some of each, and carefully considered how to get that balance right. To 

assist readers in this interpretation, we provide a glossary to terminology 

developed in the Economic Space Agency.17 

There are three terms, which have already appeared, that need some 

ÏÓéįÓÓˉēèˉÉą°įóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ°ĻˉĻïóĳˉĳĻ°éÓʚˉĳĻ°ĂóČéʙˉĻēĂÓČĳˉ°ČÏˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉ�ïÓˉÉą°įó-
ŢÉ°ĻóēČˉïÓįÓˉóĳˉÏÓŢČóĻÓąŗˉĬįÓąóċóČ°įŗʙˉ°ČÏˉŕÓˉŕóąąˉįÓĬįóĳÓˉ°ČÏˉÓą°Èēį°ĻÓˉ
these terms on a number of occasions as the analysis develops. 

Staking. In cryptoeconomics, staking has recently become prevalent, 

but with multiple different points of emphasis. One use of the term arises 

in the context of ‘proof-of-stake,’18 where people stake their holdings of a 

token as collateral to become validators of ledger transfers of that token. A 

second form of staking is lending tokens that others may borrow (e.g. for 

use in derivative trades), generating a speculative yield to ownership. A 

third is collateralizing (staking) tokens for a loan in a stabletoken, which 

can then again be invested or staked (and the process rinsed and repeated, 

many times). These practices led to token markets becoming increasingly 

leveraged, and susceptible to the price crash that happened in 2022.19

A fourth use of the term staking involves locking tokens to a protocol’s 

staking contract in return for certain ‘rights.’20 As a type, this form of 

staking is one application of our use of the term. In our analysis, staking 

óČŔēąŔÓĳˉĻ°ĂóČéˉēČˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÓŖĬēĳŀįÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĳŀÉÉÓĳĳʥè°óąŀįÓˉēèˉ°ČēĻï-

er person or group’s (agent’s) creation of output. In aggregate, it gives a 

17 The ECSA Glossary is available at https://glossary.ecsa.io/.

18 The need to cut energy usage in ordering transactions on a blockchain has seen the sys-

ĻÓċˉēèˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉĳïóèĻˉį°ĬóÏąŗˉèįēċˉĬįēēèʵēèʵŕēįĂˉĻēˉĬįēēèʵēèʵĳĻ°ĂÓʘˉ
19 Staking, in this sense, is often also incentivized by (often absurd) returns in the protocol 

native token, or in the protocol’s native token in combination with some other protocol’s 

token.

20 For example, vote-escrowed governance tokens, or some other ‘rights,’ largely depend-

ing on the amount and the length of staking time.
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network a shared exposure to the future. It is a process of investing in 

new performance, and it generates returns based on the success of that 

process. Some in cryptoeconomics (e.g. Walden 2020) talk of the impor-

tance of intertemporal commitment in an ‘ownership economy,’ and our 

view broadly aligns with this.

Tokensʘˉ�ŗˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČʙˉĻēĂÓČĳˉ°įÓˉ°ČˉÓŖÉąŀĳóŔÓʙˉĻį°ČĳèÓį°ÈąÓˉ°ČÏˉĮŀ°Č-

ĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉĳÓĻˉēèˉįóéïĻĳʙˉÈŀĻˉóČˉċ°ČŗˉĬÓēĬąÓˀĳˉóČóĻó°ąˉŀČÏÓįĳĻ°ČÏóČéʙˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉ
ĳóċĬąŗˉ°ąĻÓįČ°ĻóŔÓĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓˀĳˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČÉŗʙˉŕóĻïˉÈóĻÉēóČˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉÉïóÓèˉ
referenced challenger. In both cases, these are issued centrally by a third 

party. The state’s issuance rests on the reputation of the state; bitcoin’s 

ēČˉ°ˉŕóÏÓĳĬįÓ°ÏˉÈÓąóÓèˉóČˉĻïÓˉÈąēÉĂÉï°óČʙˉóĻĳˉŢČóĻÓˉĮŀ°ČĻŀċˉ°ČÏˉóĻĳˉÉŀą-
tural statement. Both are believed (and agreed) to be a store of value; one 

(for now) deemed ‘safe’; the other volatile, but a store nonetheless.

The tokens we introduce are neither centrally issued nor do they 

store wealth in themselves: there is no ‘money’ in the conventional sense. 

Instead, in a distributed network (without a central 3rd party authority), 

tokens are issued by individuals/collectives (agents) to transfer an ex-

clusive set of rights to an underlying value, be it a good, a service or an 

asset. Tokens are at the service of a ledger, and the balance on the ledger 

records the good service or asset being transferred in one direction and 

a token transferred in the other direction. The question, of course, is 

what you can do with a token issued by another person. Answering this 

will take us into details our analysis is not yet ready to reveal but, to give 

some answer, those tokens are associated with the settlement of credit.21

Value. This concept has two general meanings. One relates to values 

as an ethical frame (as in personal values). The other relates to value as a 

Įŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓċÓČĻˉēèˉŕï°ĻˉĳēċÓĻïóČéˉóĳˉŕēįĻïʘˉ�ïēĳÓˉĻŕēˉċ°ŗˉēŔÓį-
ą°ĬˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻąŗˉʯ°ˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏˉÓĻïóÉĳʰʙˉÈŀĻˉĻïÓˉĳÓÉēČÏˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉï°ĳˉ
a meaning as a unit of commensuration (or foundation for establishing 

equivalence), as in Marx’s ‘labor theory of value.’ There, the term may be 

used in relation to the system of value calculation and analysis, or to the 

Įŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏˉŕēįĻïˉēèˉ°ˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įˉĻïóČéˉʯĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèʥ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉĻēˉ°ˉÉŀĬˉ
of coffee, according to the adopted theory of value). We note the impor-

Ļ°ČÉÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻʙˉÓĻïóÉ°ąˉċÓ°ČóČéˉÈŀĻˉÏēˉČēĻˉÏóĳÉŀĳĳˉóĻʙˉ°ąĻïēŀéïˉŕÓˉĻ°ĂÓˉ
it as the impulse to frame value theory in a particular way. In our analysis, 

we use the term value to mean both the abstract system of calculation, 

and the concrete valuation of particular outputs. However, it needs to be 

21 This issue is addressed in Chapter 7.
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said that theories of value, of all varieties, perform best as indicative of 

social processes rather than formal calculative systems.

����'ETMXEPMWX�ERH�TSWXGETMXEPMWX�ƼRERGI
$°įąóÓįˉóČˉĻïóĳˉÉï°ĬĻÓįˉŕÓˉé°ŔÓˉèēÉŀĳˉĻēˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉèįēČĻóÓįˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ą-
ist economic change and from where postcapitalism must develop. We 

then shifted to our own priority of building postcapitalist performances 

of value creation. So how do we frame the connection from capitalist 

èįēČĻóÓįĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉĻēˉ°ˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉÓÉēČēċŗˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓʵÉįÓ°ĻóēČʟˉ�ïóĳˉ
connection forms the substance of the rest of this book, but our path into 

it starts by depicting the difference between capitalism and postcapital-

óĳċˉ°ĳˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉʿĳĬįÓ°Ïʘˀ
�ïÓˉÉēįÓˉĮŀÓĳĻóēČĳˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĬįÓ°Ïˉ°įÓʚ

• What counts as liquidity?

• What counts as collateral? 

• What counts as ‘surplus’ and

• Who decides each of these?

The liquidity question. Who has the right to issue? In capitalism liquid-

ity is about the state, the banking system it superintends and the money 

it endorses. When only those state-approved agents can issue, then a 

liquidity premium (a rate of return on money) can be charged for the 

risks involved in holding illiquid assets, because an exchange  may not 

be found quickly.22 The new economic space challenges this hegemony 

as the source of money issuance, proposing instead p2p reciprocal issu-

ance amongst agents in a network. But what they issue is not ‘money’ as 

conventionally understood. Tokens in the network we propose are not 

private money, but claims on other agents: offers from one agent that 

are accepted by another and registered by the transfer of a token. Where 

all agents can issue in this sense, there need be no network shortage of 

liquidity and hence no liquidity premium.23 The provision of liquidity can 

be fully collateralized by stake, and this collateral, rather than a liquidity 

22 Stripped to its basics, the liquidity premium is a cost that addresses the deepest, darkest 

fear of capitalism: that the market (people to sell to or buy from) will simply disappear in 

ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉČŀċÈÓįĳˉĳēˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉţēŕˉŕóąąˉĳĻēĬʘˉ�ïóĳˉĬēóČĻʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉČÓÉÓĳĳóĻŗˉēèˉĻïÓˉÏÓ°ąÓįˉ
function, has been emphasized to us by Colin Drumm (2021), see also Treynor (1987).

23 For explanation see López, J. ‘Market credit: Distributed liquidity protocol.’ http://mar-

ketcredit.manifold.one
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premium, covers lending risk.24 Because collateral derives from the pro-

cess of reciprocal staking it is the network overall that carries default risk. 

Stake becomes the complement of liquidity.

The collateral question. Who gets to determine what ‘assets’ are, and 

how they can be utilized for leverage? In capitalism, asset prices, and 

hence value as collateral, are linked to their capacity to generate future 

ĬįēŢĻʘˉ£ēįĂÓįĳˀˉĬįóċ°įŗˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉʷˉĻïÓóįˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉĻēˉŕēįĂˉʷˉóĳˉēČąŗˉÉēąą°ĻÓį°ąˉ
in the context of slavery and student debt. In the new economic space, 

°éÓČĻĳˀˉ ĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ÉįÓ°ĻÓˉ ʿŔ°ąŀÓˀˉ ʯ°ĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÈŗˉ ĻïÓˉ
network) forms the basis of collateral, for stake price is linked to value 

ÉįÓ°ĻóēČʘˉCČˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉóĻˉóĳˉĻïÓˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉĻēˉÉįÓ°ĻÓˉĬįēŢĻˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓŢČÓĳˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉ
as collateral; in postcapitalism, it is the capacity to create collectively 

ÏÓŢČÓÏˉŔ°ąŀÓˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓŢČÓĳˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉ°ĳˉÉēąą°ĻÓį°ąʘˉ�ČÏˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ
will be undertaken within non-extractive work relations, all participants 

have a stake and hence a claim to collateral.

The surplus question. What proportion of output is in excess of the costs 

of producing it, and who lays claim to the excess? The former is a measure-

ment question; the latter the social access (class) question. Historically the 

determination of surplus was a process of extraction. In slavery and feu-

dalism the surplus is that output in excess of the costs of sustaining slaves 

or a peasant class of producers. It is predominantly a surplus in the form 

ēèˉéēēÏĳˉ°ČÏˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳʘˉCČˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉóĳˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉ
it is implied that all the components of output and hence the ‘excess’ can 

be commensurated, via units of value.25ˉ�ŀįĬąŀĳˉĻ°ĂÓĳˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ èēįċˉ
ēèˉ įÓČĻʙˉ óČĻÓįÓĳĻˉēįˉĬįēŢĻʘ26 Postcapitalism opens the question of how a 

ĳŀįĬąŀĳˉ óĳˉ ĻēˉÈÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉʯïēŕˉÉēĳĻĳˉ°ČÏˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉ°įÓˉĻēˉÈÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉ
measured: units of value and the unit of exchange) and claims of access to 

ĻïóĳˉĳŀįĬąŀĳʘˉCČˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įʙˉŕïÓįÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉóĳˉČēĻˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉįÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻʙˉ
(some part of) surplus may be attributable to a commons.

24 This is the practice of shadow banking. Many people equate shadow banking with illegal-

ity. But investment banks like Goldman Sachs, insurance and reinsurance companies and 

money market funds – many of which are divisions of large ‘standard’ banks – engage in 

shadow banking, where the feature of being outside standard regulation is that lending 

is fully collateralized.

25ˉ �ˉŀČóĻˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉÓŖĬą°óČÓÏˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʂʘɿʘˉ�ŀèŢÉÓˉóĻˉïÓįÓˉĻēˉÏÓŢČÓˉóĻˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳēÉó°ąąŗʥ
ïóĳĻēįóÉ°ąąŗˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻʘ

26ˉ �ïÓįÓˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉ°Čˉ°įéŀċÓČĻˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉēèˉʿĬįēŢĻˀˉóĳˉČēĻˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʛˉŕï°Ļˉóĳˉ
ĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉóĳˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉĬįēŢĻĳˉ°įÓˉÉ°ąÉŀą°ĻÓÏʘˉ£Óˉï°ŔÓˉÉïēĳÓČˉĻēˉ°ÏēĬĻˉĻïÓˉŕēįÏˉʿĳŀįĬąŀĳˀˉóČˉįÓ-

lation to the Economic Space Protocol to avoid ambiguity. See Appendix 5.2 for elaboration.
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The ‘who gets to decide?’ question.ˉ ʿ£ïēˉï°ĳˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬēŕÓįʟˀˉ óĳˉ ĻïÓˉ
ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉŔÓįĳóēČˉēèˉʿÉą°ĳĳʘˀ ˉCČˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʙˉŕÓ°ąĻïˉ°ČÏˉĬēŕÓįˉ°įÓˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉ
critically in the capacity to decree the issuance of money and the valua-

tion of assets.27 In postcapitalism, all agents can issue assets to be used as 

collateral, other agents in the network have the capacity to accept these 

assets as collateral, and all collateral can serve to back liquidity. Implic-

óĻˉïÓįÓˉ óĳˉĻïÓˉ óÏÓ°ˉĻï°Ļˉ°ˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʙˉŕïÓČˉèį°ċÓÏˉĻïįēŀéïˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉ
can be depicted as an economy of abundance. This is not in the sense 

that too many commodities are produced, or that no-one will want for 

°ČŗĻïóČéʙˉÈŀĻˉĻï°ĻˉŕïÓČˉʿŔ°ąŀÓˀˉï°ĳˉÏóŔÓįĳÓˉèēįċĳˉʯČēĻˉÿŀĳĻˉĬįēŢĻʵÈ°ĳÓÏʰˉ
and is determined via distributed processes, we will all discover an abun-

Ï°ČÉÓˉēèˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉ°ÉĻóŔóĻŗʙˉŔÓįóŢÓÏˉÈŗˉ°ˉĬąÓĻïēį°ˉēèˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉÏ°Ļ°ˉ°Č-

alytics, which was hitherto performed without social recognition, and 

thereby no doubt under-performed.

We have mentioned the speed of change in cryptoeconomic histo-

ry. Decentralized Finance (DeFi) has already introduced stablecoins as 

ċÓÉï°ČóĳċĳˉèēįˉĻēĂÓČˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉį°ĻÓˉĳĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉŕóĻïˉįÓĳĬÓÉĻˉĻēˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČ-

cies and pooling mechanisms for stabilizing token prices. More recent-

ly, it is introducing to cryptoeconomics the possibilities of distributed 

banking and insurance: that assets need not lie idle, but can be mobilized 

for borrowing and lending and with mechanisms of insurance offered on 

the side. The emergence of a rapidly-growing market for Non-Fungible 

Tokens (NFTs) is further accelerating this development, creating market-

able assets whose sale creates collateral for further rounds of lending. 

Lending is then giving rise to the potential for leverage: borrowing in 

order to take positions in markets. That, in turn, is opening up issues 

like collateral requirements with margin calls and default risk. Predict-

°ÈąŗʙˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉ°ąįÓ°ÏŗˉĳÓÓóČéˉĻïÓˉóĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉēèˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬįēÏŀÉĻĳˉ
like credit default swaps (CDS) and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) 

designed to on-sell default risk from those who wish to avoid it to those 

prepared to carry it for a fee.28 

27 We note the blurring of the categories of money and assets. One form of blurring is 

between debt (money) and equity (assets) (e.g. convertible bonds). Another is found in 

central bank policies of Quantitative Easing, and the expanding range of assets central 

banks are taking onto their books in the name of ‘monetary policy.’ The blurring was 

noted by Myron Scholes (1997) in his Nobel Prize lecture.

28ˉ �ēĬēįēŕĳĂóˉ ʯɾɼɽɼʧˉ ɽɾʰˉ ĬŀĻĳˉ óĻˉ ĳŀÉÉóČÉĻąŗʚˉ ʿóČˉ °Čˉ Óį°ˉ ēèˉ ŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉ ŢČ°ČÉÓˉ ċēĳĻąŗˉ
ŢČ°ČÉÓĳˊŢČ°ČÉÓʘˀ
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We can note in passing that these latter developments have the hall-

mark of the sorts of derivative products being traded in the lead-up to 

ĻïÓˉ ɾɼɼʃˉ éąēÈ°ąˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ Éįóĳóĳʘˉ£ïÓĻïÓįˉ ĻïÓŗˉ °įÓˉ ĬēóČĻóČéˉ Ļēˉ ÉįŗĬĻēˀĳˉ
‘Minsky moment’29 ’is another matter, for the products themselves were 

never the source of crisis; it was their governance, expressed in pricing 

models and the conditions of access to leverage they were built upon. It 

is not surprising, therefore, that the emergence of ‘crypto-derivatives’ 

and a focus on DeFi governance are emerging concurrently. Whether 

they are emerging compatibly remains to be seen. 

Nonetheless, we should note the enormous potential in the develop-

ment of NFTs as derivatives on performances. The current focus in re-

lation to NFTs creating a market for digital images should not obscure 

the potential to frame performances – value creating processes – as 

[8�ĳʙˉ°ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉĻïÓˉēŕČÓįĳïóĬˉēèˉ[8�ĳˉ°ĳˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÓŖĬēĳŀįÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉ
processes of future value creation. The relative simplicity of their issu-

ance could open up a vastly new vision of how NFTs could be central 

tools of social innovation.

What sorts of derivative products might be exchanged in the new eco-

nomic space? The answer is that there could be any and all of the above: 

agents can offer for exchange whatever they decide to. Governance of the 

network must be cognisant of the potential for ‘Minsky moments.’ In gen-

eral, our interest is in derivatives that embed the social. We invoke, after 

Randy Martin, the ‘social logic of the derivative.’30 As ’the social’ in the new 

economic space is conceived as a network, we will use the term ‘network 

ÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓĳʘˀˉ�ïóĳˉċÓ°Čĳˉ Ļ°ĂóČéˉ ĻïÓˉ ąēéóÉˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓĳˉ ʯèŀĻŀįÓĳʙˉ
options and swaps)31 and giving them network application as a collective 

29 Named after economist Hyman Minsky, a ‘Minsky moment’ is a sudden collapse of asset 

values which becomes self-perpetuating. Collapses in asset values collapses the value of 

collateral leading to margin calls and the sudden loss of capacity to support loans.

30 Randy Martin was a friend and mentor to many of us in ECSA. He has inspired our vision 

and our analytical techniques. Randy died before the real emergence of crypto tech-

nology. His brilliance would have at once embraced the social and political potential of 

cryptomedia choreographies. See, for example, Martin (2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015) and Lee 

and Martin (2016).

31ˉ CČˉŢČ°ČÉÓʙˉ°ˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓˉóČŔēąŔÓĳˉĻïÓˉĬŀįÉï°ĳÓˉēèˉ°ČˉÓŖĬēĳŀįÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉʿŔ°ąŀÓˀˉēèˉ°ČˉŀČÏÓį-
lying asset without (necessarily) purchasing ownership of the underlying asset itself. 

Derivatives therefore trade risk positions: the risk of the price of a barrel of oil going 

up or down, without trading the barrel of oil. Options, as critical forms of derivative, 

enable the coverage of risk in one direction, but not the other: they can insure against 
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value creating process. Here, the emphasis is on decomposed ‘things’ con-

ventionally conceived as singular into their exposures (information, poten-

Ļó°ąĳˉ°ČÏˉįóĳĂĳʰˉĳēˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉċ°ŗˉÈÓˉįÓÉēČŢéŀįÓÏˉ°ĳˉČÓŕˉÉįÓ°ĻóŔÓˉÏóįÓÉĻóēČĳʘˉ
They enable the network to take positions on what counts as value, what 

counts as collateral and how liquidity creates social connection. 

CČˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įʙˉēŀįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ°ĬĬįē°ÉïˉĻēˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓĳˉįÓĮŀóįÓĳˉÏÓĳóéČóČéˉ
the optimal combination of price-determination conditions (what con-

ŔÓČĻóēČ°ąˉÓÉēČēċóÉĳˉÉ°ąąĳˉÏÓÉóĳóēČʵċ°ĂóČéˉŀČÏÓįˉŀČÉÓįĻ°óČĻŗʰˉ°ČÏˉţēŕʵ
of-value conditions (what Marxism calls accumulation). When we get that 

balance right, we can target the ways to depict positions (decision-mak-

óČéʰˉēČˉĳēÉó°ąˉŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉ ʯ°ˉţēŕʰʘˉ CČˉÓèèÓÉĻʙˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉÏÓŢČóČéˉĻïÓˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąˉ
of a spread in which agents risk. Expressed as stake choices and value 

creation, it sees agents making individual decisions to embrace a social 
conception of what is valuable.

1.6 The immediate proposal: living in the spread
Our proposal is framed in the spread between the network capacities 

of the current capitalist economic system and those of the Economic 

Space Protocol.

We have seen people active in art and design, the p2p movement and 

open source software engineers show close interest in our proposal, and 

ŕÓˉèÓÓąˉÉēČŢÏÓČĻˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉ°ĬĬÓ°ąˉēèˉēŀįˉŔóĳóēČˉŕóąąˉĳĬįÓ°Ïˉ°ĳˉóĻĳˉóČĳóéïĻĳˉ
are understood. The proposition is not that we will simply ‘transfer’ to 

the new economy, but that we can spend part, and a growing part, of our 

economic lives in the new economic space.

Financially, we can frame capitalism and postcapitalism as a spread. 

Investing in the new economic space is trading the spread, taking a long 

position of an alternative to capitalist modes of valuing. But we also de-

pict it as a short position: those who recognize pointers to capitalism’s 

loss of legitimacy may want to place a bet against capitalism. Bitcoin may 

be a short position on capitalist money. Our proposal offers a short posi-

tion on the capitalist economy and culture. 

Our aspiration is that people will traverse the spread by being drawn 

towards participation in our postcapitalist vision and, in so doing, will in 

some degree reduce their current engagement with capitalism. Our hope 

is that more and more people will spend more and more of their time 

prices going up, or they can insure against prices.
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engaging with and through the Economic Space Protocol. But in reality, 

we will be living inside the spread.
But we must conclude this introduction with a caution. All the above 

propositions assume the citizen capacities of liberal democracies and, 

within those democracies, there is the presumption that states will not 

regulate so as to subvert the development of proposals such as those of 

the new economic space. The threat of subversion-by-regulation points 

to a general political struggle for the right to think and organize differ-

ently, without denying the importance of the principle of the rule of law. 

We also understand that, in certain societies, distributed protocols, for 

all their internal stateless organization, are under the surveillance and 

control of centralized states intent on enforcing ideological compliance. 

In these places, there is no capacity to ‘live in the spread.’ These seri-

ous concerns point to a politics-beyond-choice; to forms of fascism. We 

emphasize our opposition to these regimes, and note that the struggle 

against them is a struggle for us all.
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APPENDIX 1.1 

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF THE 
NEW ECONOMIC SPACE 

The socioeconomic principles of the new economic space are: 

• Postcapitalist. Economic protocols that can enable a progressive de-

ŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉÈÓŗēČÏˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉĻï°ĻˉŀĳÓˉĻïÓˉÏÓŔóÉÓĳˉēèˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ°ČÏˉŢ-

nance to enable interoperability between contemporary capitalism 

and the new economic space.

• Open. An internet-native economic system with internet architec-

ture; with no central data broker, host or owner.

• �ČóŢÓÏʑ �ïÓˉ ĳŗĳĻÓċóÉˉ ą°ŗÓįˉ ēèˉ ŀČóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ ÈÓÉēċÓĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓÉēČēċóÉˉ
grammar (the Economic Space Protocol) that enables transparent 

economic communication and empowers every agent equally. The 

ĳēÉó°ąˉą°ŗÓįˉēèˉŀČóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉĻēˉÈÓˉÏÓĳóéČÓÏˉĻïįēŀéïˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉēČĻį°ÉĻĳʘ
• Power-symmetric. All agents in the system have the same default ca-

pacities (they can fully express through all the capacities of a shared 

economic language). This is the precondition for production to be 

organized through reciprocal economic relations and the pursuit of 

collectively-agreed outcomes, devoid of embedded or encoded ex-

tractive relations. 

• Socially valuable. The capacity to express both tangible and intangi-

ble production processes by encoding them as ‘performances,’ and to 

benchmark all performances to an agreed measure of the social good.

• Harnessing change. Open-ended exposure to the potential of change. 

This entails embracing and harvesting volatility; not designing it away. 

• Equitable. The risks and rewards of innovation must be distributed 

across the network in intentional and rightful ways.

• Risk-sharing. We aspire to ‘risk together,’ but in a measured way – in 

ĻïÓˉ ĳÓČĳÓˉēèˉÈÓóČéˉÈēĻïˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉ ĳĻį°ĻÓéóÉʘˉ�ïÓˉ ąēČéˉĬēĳóĻóēČˉ
may be risk taking, but the strategy itself needs to be low risk. This 

implies focussing on both the upside and downside of risk and the 

desire for individual choices within a ‘together’ strategy.
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• Economically interoperable. The new economy will require a boot-

strapping phase, centered on the conversion of capital market funds 

ÏÓČēċóČ°ĻÓÏˉ óČˉ Ţ°Ļˉ óČĻēˉ ĻēĂÓČĳˉ Ļēˉ ĬįēŔóÏÓˉ ĳĻ°įĻŀĬˉ èŀČÏĳˉ Ļēˉ ČÓŕˉ
agents. Current economic forms can still be encoded in the new eco-

nomic space, yet they can begin to actualize and experiment with the 

new tools.
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APPENDIX 1.2

SOME KEY DISTINCTIONS  
BETWEEN THE ECONOMIC 

SPACE PROTOCOL AND OTHER 
PARADIGMATIC BLOCKCHAIN 

ARCHITECTURES.

Secrecy versus Privacy32

As an architecture, the Economic Space Protocol’s approach to archi-

tecture is one where the protocol distributes records across a network 

of physical devices residing in different locations. There is no singular 

shared recording data structure, that is, the blockchain, but a network of 

nodes, each holding its records with remote references to those of oth-

ers. Rather than relying on secrecy through cryptographically encoded 

records, it relies on privacy, where records start by being accessible only 

to their owner and located in the node where the owner created them. 

It is the owner who progressively shares them according to the logic 

of the network’s protocol. So in the network there are private records, 

shared records, public records, and everything in-between. The protocol 

connects these records through remote references, creating a physical-

ly distributed data structure instead of relying on a partially encrypted 

globally replicated linked list as its recording medium.

Agents can determine which of their records they share at any point 

in time through offers (smart-contract offers) that outline how the infor-

mation may be used by and through the network.

There is no need to pre-determine the bounds of the information 

that the network can collectively store, leaving it a programming choice. 

This architecture is necessary for the Economic Space Protocol, and the 

32 See López, J. ‘DJS: Distributed Javascript.’ http://djs.manifold.one
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economy it creates, as it keeps economic information private and eco-

nomic instruments, distribution logics and performances, programmable. 

The architecture is thus very different to current blockchains and the 

token economies they enable.

Regulatory implications
The Economic Space Protocol does not rely on a discourse in which ‘reg-

ulatory authorities’ are to be evaded or avoided; instead, it empowers 

users by allowing them to determine key features of their agent’s behav-

ior: how it should be constrained or regulated through protocol; what 

information to share, and what information to keep private.

Are tokens securities?
�ēĂÓČĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ�Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįēĻēÉēąˉÉ°įįŗˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉŀĻóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉ
passive investment vehicles. Although all agents in the network are issu-

ers and holders, agents utilize tokens to enable their economic activity.33 

�ēĂÓČĳˉ°įÓˉèŀČÉĻóēČ°ąˉ°ČÏˉóċĬąÓċÓČĻˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉÓąÓċÓČĻĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąʘ
Whether this will be subject to various states’ regulation remains to 

be seen. However, we expect regulation only to be applicable in the on-

ramp and off-ramp between the new economic space and the conven-

tional economy.

33 For example, the liquidity token allows the user to exchange and clear commodity to-

kens. The stake token enables users to peer with others to create economic relationships 

through reciprocal mutual stakeholding.
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CHAPTER 2 

FROM CAPITALIST TO  
POSTCAPITALIST ECONOMY

2.1 Designing an economy 
CĳˉÉįŗĬĻēÓÉēČēċŗˉÿŀĳĻˉ°ˉįÓŢČÓċÓČĻˉ°ČÏˉ°ÉÉÓąÓį°ĻóēČˉēèˉ°ˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉÓÉēČ-

omy or can it create new economic space? It could be either or, indeed, 

both. The platforms that utilize blockchain and cryptographic technol-

ogies can be placed at the service of protocols that are essentially capi-

talist, or postcapitalist protocols that are conceived more cooperatively 

°ČÏˉÉēċċēČĳʵēįóÓČĻÓÏˉʷˉÏÓĳóéČÓÏˉ°įēŀČÏˉĳï°įÓÏˉ°ĳĬóį°ĻóēČĳʙˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ
innovation and risking together. The technology permits both capitalist 

and postcapitalist versions to be designed centrally or in a distributed 

way. Importantly, framed this way, the postcapitalist agenda can be seen 

as no less practicable than a formally designed, distributed capitalism, 

and we can provide a clear depiction of the difference between the two. 

In both cases, there are cost and speed advantages of cryptoeconomic 

platforms because of the absence of need for central clearing houses, and 

we already see large corporations and states adopting the technology for 

fast, reliable, low cost and accurate record keeping. But there is a politics 

here, too. The emergence of central bank digital currencies is a stark 

statement.34 It is not essential for states to digitally replicate their cur-

rent money, but they realize they need a foothold in the space of crypto.

We are proposing the protocols of a postcapitalist economy in full 

awareness that this is a political as well as a technological project and, for 

us, that means that our analysis must be based in the lessons of history. 

Our proposition, as it unfolds, points to the need to re-think some 

basic economic questions. We are not just opening the possibility of ad-

ÏįÓĳĳóČéˉČÓŕˉéē°ąĳʙˉ°ČÏˉĬįēĬēĳóČéˉċēįÓˉÓèŢÉóÓČĻˉŕ°ŗĳˉēèˉéÓĻĻóČéˉĻïÓįÓʘˉ

34 The International Monetary Fund reports that, in 2022, 105 countries and currency 

unions are exploring central bank digital currencies (up from 35 in 2020; 19 of the richest 

20 currencies are involved – see Fanti et al (2022)).
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That would be to suggest that we know the end point. Rather, our objec-

tive is about network processes without specifying particular outcomes 

°ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉ Éą°óċĳˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓóįˉ ÓèŢÉóÓČÉŗˉ ēįˉ ï°įċēČŗʘˉ£Óˉŕ°ČĻˉ Ļēˉ
build the protocol on which narratives of the future can be built. We need 

to rethink what we mean by ‘production’ of value, where what constitutes 

‘value’ is an open question, and where the motivations for engaging in, 

and staking, value creation are themselves as important as the outputs 

created. We need to reframe what markets are and what they could be as 

ČÓĻŕēįĂˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉįÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻˉ°ČÏˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉ°ˉÉÓČĻį°ąóŞÓÏˉ
operator. These dimensions will be revealed as the analysis unfolds.

2.2 An economics primer
While we are proposing to build an economy that is new in many re-

spects, we cannot do so in a social, intellectual or historical vacuum. We 

must note what we can learn from capitalist modes of calculation, and 

we must engage an audience which may not have considered the possi-

ÈóąóĻŗˉēèˉÈŀóąÏóČéˉ°ČˉÓÉēČēċŗˉēČˉĬįóČÉóĬąÓĳˉēĻïÓįˉĻï°ČˉĻïēĳÓˉóÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉ
with capitalism.

Accordingly, we turn to some basic principles of capitalist economics 

and start to focus on the ways in which they might (and might not) artic-

ulate with the potentials of a cryptoeconomy. In particular, our agenda 

is to pick apart certain standard economic categories in a detailed way, 

to ensure that we don’t simply carry over concepts and approaches that 

will ultimately inhibit our project. But nor do we assume there is nothing 

to learn from the conventional knowledge. On the contrary, we need to 

blend the new with relevant lessons derived from the old.

Economics is a broad and contested discipline. It is also an old one, 

with Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations almost 250 years old, and Karl Marx’s 

economics 180 years old. Back then it was debated as ‘political economy,’ 

with a narrower discipline of ‘economics’ – locking the social into a set 

of simplifying assumptions – dating only from the late 19th century. That 

narrowing involved the emergence of ‘neo-classical’ economics which 

įÓċ°óČĳˉ ïÓéÓċēČóÉʙˉċēįÓˉ Ļï°Čˉ ɽɼɼˉ ŗÓ°įĳˉ ēČʘˉ CĻˉ ï°ĳʙˉ ēèˉ ÉēŀįĳÓʙˉ ĳóéČóŢ-

cantly evolved over the past century, but the approach to ‘the social’ has 

varied little. It reduces the social to a set of behavioral abstractions (pro-

tocols), generally idealizations (homo economicus as their agent), which 

equate social goals with the operation of ‘free’ markets (businesses maxi-

ċóŞóČéˉĻïÓóįˉĬįēŢĻĳʛˉÉēČĳŀċÓįĳˉċ°ŖóċóŞóČéˉĻïÓóįˉʿ ŀĻóąóĻŗˀʰˉ°ČÏˉįÓĳĻįóÉĻˉĻïÓˉ
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state’s role to market facilitation. Theoretical innovations have generally 

been about adding complexity (e.g. game theory) and exploring ‘distor-

tions’ (e.g. asymmetrical information; behavioral deviations from homo 
economicus). It presents as an orthodoxy, quite unlike the rest of the so-

cial sciences that are conceived in continuous theoretical and method-

ological debate. Moreover, it is not merely an orthodoxy but, as a socially 

decisive discourse, it is performative: this theory of markets and homo 
economicus are less an attempt to describe society, than an engineering 

effort to remake society in its own image, predicated on the assumptions 

ēèˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąóĳċʙˉĳÓąèʵóČĻÓįÓĳĻˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉŀČóŔÓįĳ°ąˉ°ĳĬóį°ĻóēČˉēèˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ
articulated through (predominantly) market relations. It has the template 

for the kinds of people and interactions it wants and, if permitted to run, 

óĻˉŕóąąˉŢČÏˉ°ČÏˉĻį°óČˉĬą°ŗÓįĳˉĻēˉÈÓï°ŔÓˉ°ÉÉēįÏóČéˉĻēˉóĻĳˉċēÏÓąʘˉCČˉĻïÓˉÓį°ˉ
of cryptoeconomics we can describe this engineering effort as building 

protocols of social performance.35 

But that orthodoxy is under new challenge, especially with the ca-

pacities of cryptocurrencies and cryptographically enabled distributed 

systems. We see the rise of a sub-discipline of ‘cryptoeconomics’ as a dis-

ĻóČÉĻˉŢÓąÏˉēèˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳʘˉ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉÉēČÉÓįČÓÏˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČĳˉ
of cryptoeconomics have so far engaged in a limited way in the social and 

political theory that lies behind their ‘alternative’ economics.36

Generally, challenges to the orthodoxy depict themselves as ‘political 

economy,’ picking up on the 18th and 19th century recognition that eco-

nomics and politics (the social) cannot be separated. 

In modern usage, ‘political economy’ emerged in the 1950’s as part of 

a radical rejection of capitalist class relations. Some branches reached 

back to Marx’s propositions about the contradictions of capitalism and 

the emergence of a politicized working class to resist oppression, creat-

ing the way for a self-organizing society.

35 We already see, to quote Nick Land (2018, §2.653), if human beings are found to be irra-

tional or incompetent or ‘lack the plasticity to compete in these terms, or revolt against 

ĻïÓˉįēąÓĳˉ°ČÏˉĻÓċĬą°ĻÓĳˉÈÓóČéˉ°ŀĻēċ°ĻóÉ°ąąŗˉ ą°óÏʵēŀĻˉèēįˉĻïÓċʙˉĻïÓČˉ°įĻóŢÉó°ąˉ°éÓČÉóÓĳˉ
– ‘DAOs’ – will be fabricated to play the game instead.’

36 For example, Nick Szabo tweeted about economists and programmers: ‘An economist 

or programmer who hasn’t studied much computer science, including cryptography, 

but guesses about it, cannot design or build a long-term successful cryptocurrency. A 

computer scientist and programmer who hasn’t studied much economics, but applies 

common sense, can.’ @NickSzabo4, March 23 2018 https://twitter.com/nickszabo4/

status/977035747713675264 
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Others developed a political economy that focussed on reforms of the 

state intended to make society fairer, more equal and more sustainable. 

Rather than a revolutionary politics, these reformers advocated a social 

democratic state, often looking to Scandinavian societies as their model.

Both schools of political economy lost potency in the 1980’s and 90’s. 

On the one hand, the fall of the Soviet Union and the ‘marketisation’ of 

China had reputational implications for Marxisms of all varieties, includ-

ing those that despised the Soviet Union as much as they despised capi-

talism. On the other hand, the rise in the west of ‘neo-liberalism’ saw the 

state operating as the obstacle to ‘progressive’ reform, not as its agent. 

Simply advocating what a ‘good’ state should do lacked any real politics. 

2.3 The Hayekian turn: knowledge, price and  
spontaneous order
But there was an emerging undercurrent of political economy, now com-

ing from the ‘right’ of politics, that came to the fore in these contexts. It 

is most readily associated with the name Friedrich von Hayek – a rather 

marginal libertarian economist living in the shadow of Keynes and the 

(broadly) Marxists, but who came to public prominence in the 1970s as 

the theoretical guru of UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher: the person 

many attribute as the instigator of ‘neoliberalism.’

We start with Hayek not because we see ourselves as being in the 

tradition of Hayek – quite the contrary – but because Hayek is so popular 

within the cryptoeconomic community. We will later have reason to draw 

on other economic traditions, especially Marx, Sraffa and Keynes. But in 

all cases the agenda is not to give a ‘Hayekian,’ ‘Marxian’ or ‘Keynesian’ 

take on cryptoeconomics: indeed we believe that the technologies of the 

internet, cryptography and a blockchain would have been challenging for 

all past thinkers and would have caused them to re-think some of their 

core analysis.37 But what we can do is look at their methods (rather than 

their conclusions) and ask how these might be applied in the current era, 

to see what insights we can glean. Indeed, we conjecture that this fram-

ing will lead to conclusions often quite different from those that appear 

in the emerging cryptoeconomic literature.

?°ŗÓĂˉŕ°ĳˉŔÓïÓċÓČĻąŗˉ°ČĻóʵĳēÉó°ąóĳĻʙˉÈŀĻˉïÓˉï°Ïˉċ°ÿēįˉÉēČţóÉĻĳˉŕóĻïˉ
the neoclassical economists too. He embraced individual self interest as 

37 Not least because these technologies exist in abundance, with marginal costs effec-

tively zero.
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the premise of social order but thought the neo-classicals adopted two 

positions he opposed. 

First, he opposed their conception of ‘equilibrium’ as an optimal state. 

His preferred notion was ‘spontaneous order.’ That term might seem 

a close approximation of equilibrium, but the difference is critical. For 

?°ŗÓĂʙˉ ĻïÓˉĮŀ°ąóĻŗˉ ēèˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉïÓˉ °èŢįċÓÏˉŕ°ĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ĻïÓŗˉĬįēÉÓĳĳˉ Éēċ-

plex information into simple information (prices). That is an intrinsic 

virtue, distinct from any claims that markets would somehow gravitate 

to balance or optimisation. It is the process that Hayek valued; not the 

outcome. Information processing is clearly critical to programming an 

economy; it is an issue to which we will return.

Second, Hayek opposed the conventional endorsement of the state in 

economic management. The state, he contended, is innately authoritar-

ó°ČʙˉóċĬēĳóČéˉóĻĳˉŕóąąˉēČˉĳēÉóÓĻŗʚˉĳēċÓĻóċÓĳˉŕÓąąʵóČĻÓČĻóēČÓÏˉÈŀĻˉţ°ŕÓÏʛˉ
other times clearly enhancing the power of the state itself.38 The market, 

claimed Hayek, is the natural site of freedom of expression and a means 

to generate spontaneous social order.

Of course the popular critique is that markets, if left to themselves, 

create massive inequality, environmental destruction, etc.. Not so, said 

?°ŗÓĂʘˉCĻˉóĳˉĻïÓˉóČ°ÏÓĮŀ°ĻÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĬįēĬÓįĻŗˉįóéïĻĳˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉįŀąÓĳˉ
of markets (that we reveal as a distributed protocol) that are the problem, 

and when states tinker with outcomes (levies and bounties) they gener-

ally mess up. Most critically, they mess up the provision of a state-sanc-

ĻóēČÓÏˉċēČÓŗˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉʯŢ°ĻˉċēČÓŗʰʘˉ
Not surprisingly, Hayek has had great appeal in cryptoeconomics. On 

ĻïÓˉ ĳŀįè°ÉÓʙˉ ĻïÓŗˉ °įÓˉ °ˉ ČÓ°įˉ ĬÓįèÓÉĻˉ ŢĻʘˉ �ˉ ÉįŗĬĻēÓÉēČēċóÉˉ ēįÏÓįˉ ÉēČ-

ceived in a rejection of the state as economic manager, including as pro-

vider of the sole monetary system, and instead focussing on data ana-

lytics and optimizing individuals in contractual transactions, seems to 

resonate deeply with Hayek. So too does the idea, expressed in his The 
Fatal Conceit (1988), of the need to break up conventional, secure but 

distorting practices. 

We can readily source essays on cryptoeconomics that celebrate the 

self-directed individual and claim foundations in Hayek.39 It should be 

38 Milton Friedman later called it the tyranny of the majority: that an elected government 

could claim legitimacy in trampling on people’s natural rights. For some, quadratic voting 

offers an alternative.

39 Albeit that they tend to ignore the later Hayek’s more nuanced view of markets, and the 

recognition that the state always plays critical roles of market facilitation.
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ČēĻÓÏˉĻï°ĻʙˉĂČēŕóČéąŗˉēįˉČēĻʙˉĻïÓˉóÏÓ°ąóŞ°ĻóēČˉēèˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąóĳċʙˉĬįēŢĻˉ°ČÏˉ
the market as foundational social relations come as integral to the Hayek 

package and those foundations are being transmitted, perhaps not always 

intentionally, into cryptoeconomic culture. This adoption leaves unques-

tioned the issues of what we count and how we measure: both of which 

embody the potentially transformative politics of cryptoeconomics.

In creating new economic space, we are opening the opportunity for 

a different economic calculus. Our proposition is that knowledge, pric-

es and their relation to markets need to be re-thought. What Hayek and 

conventional economics, and their digital disciples, take as foundational in 

relation to markets, we think are protocols. As protocols, they are design-

able in different ways. But Hayek and his followers seem to think not. They 

analyze ‘the market’ as a platform: culturally foundational and economical-

ly ‘natural.’ For them, the market is depicted as a neutral technology into 

which individuals bring their strategic interests and which, if allowed to 

operate as it ‘should,’ will create ‘equilibrium’ (neoclassical economics) and 

‘spontaneous order’ (Hayek). The social ‘good’/’harm,’ the commons, the 

environment, that sit outside these individual interests can only be framed 

as ‘externalities,’ and hence second order considerations.40

What stands as contestable, and where we will focus our analysis, is 

the question of what we mean by ‘markets,’ ‘price mechanisms’ and their 

relations with ‘society.’ Markets are socially constructed, not ‘natural,’ 

and they embed particular social protocols. Markets transmit a range of 

information; not just price. Moreover ‘price’ itself transmits information, 

but it is always encoded in a particular way of measuring. So markets, 

°ĳˉĳĬ°ÉÓĳˉēèˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓʙˉČÓÓÏˉČēĻˉįÓą°ĻÓˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻʙˉÈŀĻˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉÏÓĳóéČÓÏˉĻēˉ
generate the sorts of information a network needs. As they currently are 

utilized, they are fundamentally directed to serving the pursuit of prof-

it-making. In summary, market processes are not innately capitalist and 

their logic is not innately extractive (expressing social dominance). 

If we can isolate the process of market interactions from a social con-

text of wealth, power and inequality, and redesign them at the center of a 

40 There are current critiques of capitalism that feature the proposition that capitalist mar-

kets ignore ‘externalities’ (costs and revenues that are not allocated within existing prop-

erty relations). The classic case is pollution, which imposes social costs that are not borne 

ÈŗˉĻïÓˉĬēąąŀĻÓįʘˉ£ÓˉÉēČÉŀįˉĻï°ĻˉĻïóĳˉè°óąŀįÓˉóĳˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻʙˉÈŀĻˉÉēČĻÓČÏˉĻï°ĻˉóèˉŕÓˉèēÉŀĳˉēČˉ
Ļïóĳˉʿţ°ŕʙˀˉĻïÓČˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉóċĬąóÉóĻąŗˉÉēČÉÓÏóČéˉĻï°ĻʙˉóČˉĻïÓˉ°ÈĳÓČÉÓˉēèˉÓŖĻÓįČ°ąóĻóÓĳʙˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ
ċ°įĂÓĻĳˉŕ°įį°ČĻˉēŀįˉ°èŢįċ°ĻóēČʘˉaŀįˉÉįóĻóĮŀÓˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉĬįóŔóąÓéÓˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉóČÏó-
ŔóÏŀ°ąóĳċˉēŔÓįˉēĻïÓįˉŔ°ąŀÓĳˉ°ČÏˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻʙˉŕïÓĻïÓįˉēįˉČēĻˉĻïÓįÓˉ°įÓˉÓŖĻÓįČ°ąóĻóÓĳʘ
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distributed postcapitalist economy, they can be seen as means of voting 

for economic outcomes, articulating individual views about what con-

ĳĻóĻŀĻÓĳˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉCĳĳŀÓĳˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉ°ČÏˉï°įċʙˉĻïÓˉÓČŔóįēČċÓČĻʙˉÓĻÉʘˉóČˉ
É°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉÓóĻïÓįˉÉēČĻįóŔÓÏˉóČĻēˉĬįēŢĻˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳˉēįˉĻįÓ°ĻÓÏˉ°ĳˉʿÓŖ-

ternalities,’ and essentially outside of market calculus. We want to bring 

them inside market calculus by adapting market processes to value the 

things that we know to be socially important, but which are left out of 

É°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʘˉ£ÓˉĳïēŀąÏČˀĻˉÉēČţ°ĻÓˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʵŀČÏÓįʵÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉŕóĻïˉ
markets-as-information-transmission processes.

CČˉĻïÓˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳĬ°ÉÓʙˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ°įÓˉÓŖĬąóÉóĻąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉÏóĳĻįóÈ-

uted network protocols. They are spaces of exchange and valuation: they 

structure the space of possibilities for interactions and for the economic 

properties of the objects populating such spaces. A market is a network 

°ČÏˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉēèèÓįʙˉċ°ĻÉïóČéʙˉČÓĻĻóČéˉ°ČÏˉÉąÓ°įóČéˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳˉĻï°ĻˉóĻĳˉ
agents must adopt in order to interoperate as a coherent whole.

2.4 Hayek’s dead end
To get to the logic of the new economic space we don’t simply go via a 

simple refutation of Hayek, for his emphasis on markets as mechanisms 

of information collection and transfer is important. It is worth teasing out 

Hayek’s view so as to subsequently clarify what is distinctive about the 

new economic space. 

In the mid 20th century, Hayek and his Austrian School colleagues 

opened a debate with advocates of (broadly) Soviet-style planning. It be-

came known as the Socialist Calculation Debate. Here is not the place 

to review that debate, although it warrants noting that there is a recent 

ąóĻÓį°ĻŀįÓˉįóèŢČéˉēèèˉóĻˉĻēˉ°ÏÏįÓĳĳˉĻïÓˉÓċÓįéÓČĻˉÉēċĬŀĻ°ĻóēČ°ąˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻóÓĳˉ
èēįˉÓèŢÉóÓČĻˉą°įéÓʵĳÉ°ąÓˉÉÓČĻį°ąˉĬą°ČČóČéʘ41 

Hayek’s proposition, which is hard to refute in historical context, is 

that Soviet central planning was always authoritarian and operating with 

inaccurate and outdated data when making resource allocation decisions. 

It was, at the time, an easy critique given the level of Soviet information 

technology and a war-ravaged economy, although the debate drew some 

creative interventions about how central planning might be integrated 

41 See Bernes (2020), for an impressive recent contribution. Some have argued that global 

corporations are applying all the techniques that would be required for state-run central 

planning. See, for example, Phillips and Rozworski (2019).
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with market processes in a combination known as ‘market socialism.’42 

Some of these interventions, applying neo-classical economic criteria of 

ÓèŢÉóÓČÉŗʙˉŕÓįÓˉċēįÓˉÉï°ąąÓČéóČéˉèēįˉ?°ŗÓĂˉĻēˉįÓèŀĻÓʙˉÈŀĻˉïóĳˉ°įéŀċÓČĻˉ
always came back to the point that markets provide superior information 

and enable the pursuit of individual freedom (read self-interest).

In the context of the Socialist Calculation Debate, Hayek made state-

ments about markets and information that have clearly resonated in 

cryptoeconomics. It is worth quoting Hayek at some length:

It is in this connection that what I have called the ‘econom-

ic calculus’ proper helps us, at least by analogy, to see how this 

problem can be solved, and in fact is being solved, by the price 

system. Even the single controlling mind [the central planner], 

in possession of all the data for some small, self-contained eco-

nomic system, would not — every time some small adjustment in 

the allocation of resources had to be made — go explicitly through 

all the relations between ends and means which might possibly 

be affected. It is indeed the great contribution of the pure logic 

of choice that it has demonstrated conclusively that even such a 

single mind could solve this kind of problem only by constructing 

and constantly using rates of equivalence (or ‘values,’ or ‘margin-

al rates of substitution’), i.e., by attaching to each kind of scarce 

resource a numerical index which cannot be derived from any 

ĬįēĬÓįĻŗˉĬēĳĳÓĳĳÓÏˉÈŗˉ Ļï°ĻˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įˉ ĻïóČéʙˉÈŀĻˉŕïóÉïˉ įÓţÓÉĻĳʙˉ
ēįˉ óČˉŕïóÉïˉ óĳˉ ÉēČÏÓČĳÓÏʙˉ óĻĳˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉ óČˉ ŔóÓŕˉēèˉ ĻïÓˉŕïēąÓˉ
means-end structure. In any small change he will have to consid-

er only these quantitative indices (or ‘values’) in which all the rele-

vant information is concentrated; and, by adjusting the quantities 

42 Market Socialism sought to integrate private enterprise or capitalist modes of calculation 

within socialist planning, generally by the operation of markets at the ‘local’ level, with 

market information guiding central planners in the ‘big’ allocation decisions. This inter-

vention in the Socialist Calculation Debate is associated especially with Ota Šik, economist 

and deputy Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia, who was central to the liberalization of the 

Czech economy and the ‘Prague Spring’ that triggered the Soviet invasion in 1968. Capi-

talist modes of calculus, via the use of changes in stocks rather than prices to determine 

output decisions, is associated with post-war Polish economist Oskar Lange. 

Our concern is not balance between planning and markets, for we believe it to be a false 

juxtaposition, but with the protocols under which markets are conceived. But it should 

be noted that this literature precipitated Hayek’s break with neo-classicals: both their 

conception of ‘competition’ and their belief in ‘equilibrium.’
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one by one, he can appropriately rearrange his dispositions with-

ēŀĻˉï°ŔóČéˉĻēˉĳēąŔÓˉĻïÓˉŕïēąÓˉĬŀŞŞąÓˊab initioˊēįˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉČÓÓÏóČéˉ
°Ļˉ°ČŗˉĳĻ°éÓˉĻēˉĳŀįŔÓŗˉóĻˉ°ĻˉēČÉÓˉóČˉ°ąąˉóĻĳˉį°ċóŢÉ°ĻóēČĳʘ

Fundamentally, in a system in which the knowledge of the relevant 

facts is dispersed among many people, prices can act to coördinate 

the separate actions of different people in the same way as subjec-

tive values help the individual to coördinate the parts of his plan. 

ʯ?°ŗÓĂˉɽʅʀʁʧˉɾɾʁʵɾʂʰ

�ēˉ?°ŗÓĂˉï°ĳˉ óÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉ°ˉÉįóĻóÉ°ąˉ óĳĳŀÓʚˉ Ļï°Ļˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʙˉ °ĳˉ°ˉĬįēĻēÉēąʙˉ
construct indices of measurement, in this case a rate of exchange, so that 

any small component of the economy can be commensurated against the 

whole, for this is the condition of tracing how a change in that small thing 

impacts the whole. This is an issue we return to consistently: the con-

struction of distinctly postcapitalist communication networks and ways 

of measurement.

Hayek’s notion of ‘free’ markets and prices transmitting information 

may be one technical ‘solution’ (if we leave to one side the conceptually 

trivial and therefore socially dangerous idea of ‘free’ markets43), but it 

is only one, and a decidedly capitalist, ‘solution.’ For Hayek, price is the 

reduction of complexly-layered knowledge to a single index. With every-

ēČÓˉĳĬÓ°ĂóČéˉĻïÓˉą°Čéŀ°éÓˉēèˉĬįóÉÓˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĬŀįĳŀóĻˉēèˉĬįēŢĻˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳóČéŀą°įˉ
objective for decision-making, market interactions are said to generate 

spontaneous order, but what they actually do is to structure the space of 

the possible. Hayek’s mid 20th century advocacy of ‘the market’ and trust 

in ‘prices’ may stand strong as an alternative to Soviet central planning, 

but 75 years on the argument must be different.

It is important to understand that alternative economic indexes can be 

based in different knowledge, producing a different logic: a different space 

of what is possible. We want indexed movements to measure economic 

performance(s) and surpluses and to trigger trading strategies for agents 

that lead to wider economic decisions about what is produced and how. 

£Óˉŕ°ČĻˉĻēˉ°ŔēóÏˉ°ŀĻēċ°ĻóÉˉįÓąó°ČÉÓˉēČˉóČÏóÉÓĳˉĻï°ĻˉÓċÈÓÏˉĬįēŢĻˉċ°Ŗó-
mizing strategies or situate in monetary processes driven by interest ex-

traction. We depict our preferred measures as the performance indices of 

the new economic space. Performance indices are explored in Chapter 4.

43 Hayek’s explicit reference to a means-end structure signals that the ends are beyond 

evaluation.
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£ÓˉĳïēŀąÏˉČēĻÓˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉóČˉŕïóÉïˉ?°ŗÓĂˉÏÓĬóÉĻĳˉĬįóÉÓˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳóċĬąóŢÓÏˉ
index that obviates the need for agents to hold full knowledge. Via cul-

tural enmeshment, agents come to believe that price can be trusted to 

incorporate knowledge.

�ïÓˉċēĳĻˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉè°ÉĻˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĻïóĳˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉóĳˉĻïÓˉÓÉēČēċŗˉēèˉĂČēŕą-
edge with which it operates, or how little the individual participants 

need to know in order to be able to take the right action. In abbrevi-

ated form, by a kind of symbol, only the most essential information 

is passed on, and passed on only to those concerned. It is more than 

a metaphor to describe the price system as a kind of machinery for 

registering change, or a system of telecommunications which en-

ables individual producers to watch merely the movement of a few 

pointers, as an engineer might watch the hands of a few dials, in 

order to adjust their activities to changes of which they never know 

ċēįÓˉĻï°ČˉóĳˉįÓţÓÉĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįóÉÓˉċēŔÓċÓČĻʘˉʯ?°ŗÓĂʙˉɽʅʀʁʧˉʁɾʂʵɾʃʰ

It would be a misrepresentation of Hayek to read from this quote that 

prices are the only data on which agents make decisions: after all, no-one 

buys anything simply because of its price. Price may initiate exchange 

°ĳˉĻïÓˉĻįóééÓįˉóČèēįċ°ĻóēČʙˉÈŀĻˉóĻˉóĳˉČēĻˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉóČèēįċ°ĻóēČˉĻēˉÓŖĬą°óČˉ
exchange.44 Individuals are also ‘readers’ of themselves and of the ‘market 

conditions’ and they trade on the basis of their subjective preferences, 

informed by whatever information they choose to utilize. The brilliance 

of markets, he thought, is the reduction of a complexity of data to a sin-

gle index of exchange.45 Through price signals, markets transmit ‘tacit’ 

or ‘dispersed’ knowledge. But, for all the information individuals may po-

tentially generate – including their affects and velleities46 – it is only the 

transaction-at-a-price that triggers a data entry.

In Hayek’s framing, price may be the condensation of a complex set 

of knowledges, but knowledge is not intended to be reverse engineered 

44 Morozov (2019) contends it is just a neoclassical interpretation of Hayek that argues all 
information reduces to price.

45 For example, when I pay $5 for a cup of coffee I am not actually going through a complex 

calculation of the costs of all the technologies, raw materials, transport, labor, taxes, 

consumer preferences etc. that lie behind a cup of coffee. I just reduce all that to the 

acceptance of the price, pass over the debit card, and receive the coffee. 

46ˉ �ïóĳˉóĳˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèÓÉĻˉŕēįÏˉóČˉĻïóĳˉÉēČĻÓŖĻʙˉÈŀĻˉóĻˉóĳˉČēĻˉóČˉÉēċċēČˉŀĳ°éÓʙˉĳēˉŕÓˉēèèÓįˉ°ˉÏÓŢ-

nition. A velleity is a wish or inclination not strong enough to lead to action.
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from price.47 All other data about an output and the interactions around 

its creation and exchange are thereby lost when price is elevated as 

the form in which knowledge is transmitted. Yet we now know that, in 

the current world, social media and on-line marketing are assembling 

all sorts of data about individuals, their velleities, ‘attributes’ and net-

works. In these ‘attention markets’ price is just one amongst many data 

points valued by corporations. A postcapitalist economy not driven by 

extractive relations or surveillance, will nonetheless need data-rich ar-

chitecture. This issue is taken up in Appendix 2.1

Price is not the condensation of knowledge. Price is, after all, no more 

Ļï°Čˉ ēČÓˉ óČÏÓŖʚˉ óĻˉ ċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳˊ relativeˊ ÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓĳˉ ʯÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉ Éēċ-

modities; over time). But in the hands of Hayek (and the neo-classicals), 

with their version of ‘the market’ naturalized as a platform, price can be 

treated socially as an absolute social measure. Indeed this is the analyti-

cal objective: to create the impression that price formation is the social 

expression of the natural order of markets. Prices slide from being tech-

nically relative values framed in a particular social and economic context 

to being presented as socially absolute values.

Here is where many crypto analysts who profess dissent from capital-

ist values get unwittingly trapped: by celebrating the creation of a mone-

tary system freed from the state, but embracing the reliance on markets 

and self interest they embed the values they are seeking to escape. How 

we frame markets, prices and units of account are the central economic 

questions of a distributed postcapitalist economy. 

����4VMGIW�JVIIH�JVSQ�TVSƼX
Our starting point is that information must ‘from the start’ be an expression 

of social values, in the same way that Hayek’s information ‘from the start’ 

expresses capitalist values. Our postcapitalist network will require data on 

ţēŕĳˉēèˉ óČĻÓČĻóēČĳʙˉ°èèÓÉĻˉ°ČÏˉÓċēĻóēČ°ąˉÉēċċóĻċÓČĻĳˉʷˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČĳˉēèˉ
the sorts of values that will frame the direction of this economy – for these 

data will inform the debates and choices about making that future. 

Prices in a capitalist economy are determined, generally, by the in-

teraction of supply and demand. Demand may be all about individual 

‘tastes’: their values, aesthetics, needs, etc.: a domain generally inaccessi-

ble to economics, except as data. Supply in a capitalist economy is more 

47 Financial market models that attempt this reverse engineering are at best crude, and 

were not envisioned by Hayek.
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telling. It is dictated, other than in exceptional cases, by the condition of 

ĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗʘˉ£ïÓĻïÓįˉ °ÏēĬĻóČéˉ °ˉ ÉēċĬÓĻóĻóŔÓˉċ°įĂÓĻˉ ÓŖĬą°Č°ĻóēČˉ ēįˉ °ˉ
ĬēĳĻʵQÓŗČÓĳó°Čˉċ°įĂʵŀĬˉʯÉēĳĻˉĬąŀĳˉ°ˉį°ĻÓˉēèˉĬįēŢĻʰˉÓŖĬą°Č°ĻóēČˉēèˉĬįóÉÓĳʙˉ
ĬįēŢĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉóĳˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉÉÓČĻÓįʘˉzįēÏŀÉÓįĳˉŕóąąˉČēĻˉĳŀĬĬąŗˉĻēˉ°ˉċ°įĂÓĻˉŀČąÓĳĳˉ
óĻˉóĳˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓˉĻēˉÏēˉĳēʘ48ˉ�ïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉ°ĳĳÓĻĳˉ°įÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓóįˉ
ĬįēŢĻʵéÓČÓį°ĻóČéˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąʙˉ°ČÏˉĳēˉēČʘˉ
8ŀįĻïÓįʙˉĬįóÉÓĳʵąóČĂÓÏʵĻēʵĬįēŢĻˉ°įÓˉÈ°ĳÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉĬįēŢĻˉóĳˉÉ°ąÉŀ-

lated, and that points to the structure of accounting. There exists an ex-

tensive literature in the history of accounting, tying the system of double 

entry book-keeping to the rise of capitalism.49 Double entry book-keep-

óČéʙˉ°ĳˉóĻˉÏÓŔÓąēĬÓÏʙˉÈÓÉ°ċÓˉÉÓČĻį°ąˉĻēˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉŕÓ°ąĻïˉóĳˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉ°ĳ ʿ̄É°Ĭ-

óĻ°ąˀʛˉïēŕˉĬįēŢĻˉʯĻïÓˉÓŖĻį°ÉĻóēČˉēèˉ°ˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉèįēċˉĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉēŕČ-

ers of capital) became legitimized by the mode of its inclusion into the 

ĳĻįŀÉĻŀįÓˉēèˉÉēįĬēį°ĻÓˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳʙˉ°ČÏˉïēŕˉĻïÓˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉēèˉʿĬįēŢĻˀˉÓŔēąŔÓÏˉ
as capitalism itself has evolved.50 

A postcapitalist economy cannot adopt capitalist modes of account-

ing. Yet, in parallel with our contentions about prices and markets, it is 

important to differentiate the particular capitalist application of double 

entry ledgers – the units in which measurement is recorded – from the 

logic of ledgers formulated with a system of entries and counter-entries. 

The use of tokens and a ledger-based accounting system are central to 

the Economic Space Protocol and in later chapters we will explore the 

way in which an economic space, with double entry book-keeping mea-

sured with a different units of value, opens the possibility for a different 

determination of ‘prices’ and designation of a surplus, and how these link 

to designing postcapitalist value.

Indeed, as will be explained in Chapter 4, combinations of information, 

°ČÏˉ ĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČĳˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓóįˉ ÓÉēČēċóÉˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉ ʯŕï°ĻˉŕÓˉ É°ąąˉ ʿĬÓįèēį-
mances’), come to the fore as the critical, frontier products of the new 

economy. Giving meaning (even competing meanings) to information is 

48ˉ £ÓˉČēĻÓˉĻïÓˉĳïēįĻˉĻÓįċˉĳŀĬĬąŗˉÉēČÏóĻóēČˉēèˉÉēŔÓįóČéˉŢŖÓÏˉÉēĳĻĳʙˉĳēˉēŀįĳˉóĳˉ°ˉąēČéÓįʵĻÓįċˉ
and more general proposition.

49 The work of R.A Bryer is particularly important in this analysis. See https://www.re-

ĳÓ°įÉïé°ĻÓʘČÓĻʥĳÉóÓČĻóŢÉʵÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČĳʥ}�ʵ�įŗÓįʵɾɼɼɿɽʅʁɾɾɽʘˉ 8ēįˉ °ˉ ĳŀċċ°įŗˉ ēèˉ °ČÏˉ
insight on the literature accounting and capitalism, see Chiapello (2007) and Chapter 6.3. 

50 Indeed, it was not until the middle of the 19th century and the rise of joint stock companies 

ʯēŕČÓįĳïóĬˉÏóŔÓįĳóŢÓÏˉĻïįēŀéïˉ°ˉĳĻēÉĂˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓʰʙˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉįŀąÓĳˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳˉÈÓÉ°ċÓˉ
generalized. In essence, owners and prospective owners needed reputable information on 

which to base their decisions to buy and sell.
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the critical economic agenda for the future. This is about using infor-

mation to create narratives of the future, as a way of opening up new 

possibilities, rather than codifying data into price for individual market 

choices. Why then is ‘price,’ as it is currently measured, the privileged 

index of valuation? Why do we not use (for example) sociality (social im-

pact) as the privileged index of valuation? Or environmental impact? The 

answer is that these issues are not currently being tracked in the records 

(the ledgers) on which the current economy operates.

We are interested in focusing on the richness of information ţēŕĳ and 

ČēĻˉÿŀĳĻˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉóČÏóÉÓĳˉʯʿĬįóÉÓĳˀʰˉĻï°ĻˉéÓĻˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓÏˉ°ĳˉĬ°įĻˉēèˉ
ĻïÓˉţēŕĳʘˉ�ČÏˉŕÓˉŕ°ČĻˉʿĬįóÉÓˀˉʯēįˉĻïÓˉĮŀ°ČĻŀċˉ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉĻēˉ°ČˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉ
which has been validated by the network through market expression) to 

óĻĳÓąèˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉʿĳēÉó°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓĳˀʛˉČēĻˉĬįēŢĻˉĬÓįˉĳÓʘˉ

2.6 Turning Hayek on his head
The challenge we’ve mounted is to make clear that the process of price 

formation ‘price,’ as it is conventionally understood, can be re-framed 

as just one set of protocols but not, as Hayek would have us believe, the 

only one. In the context of distributed ownership and distributed issu-

ance of ‘money,’ the social processes of the economy will be profoundly 

challenged.

Three challenges are pivotal, and they drive the analytical agenda of 

our analysis:

Network value. How does a network place a value on outputs not pro-

duced for sale in a market, for example an art display, creating green 

spaces, new open source technology and human care?51 Outputs-with-

no-price cannot be interpreted in a Hayekian framing. Our preferred 

approach comes not via value in exchange, but via how agents in the 

network place a value on the performances which produce the outputs. 

We are interested in the performance of care; the vision of green space, 

the potential of open technology, and these cannot be framed in standard 

market analysis devoid of time, affect and contingency.

The role of the Economic Space Protocol is to build ways to express 

the value of outputs, without reliance on a direct price (see Chapter 3.5.). 

Moreover, those who create outputs-with-no-price should participate 

in rewards based on social assessment of their contribution. The reward 

51 Of course these outputs can be designed for commercial sale, but that will capture only 

a fraction of their social contribution/collective value.
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is to be understood simply as a share of a surplus created in production 

(see Chapter 5 and Appendix 5.2).52

Time. Hayek  works with a limited conception of time as purely linear, 

clock time. In credit, interest accrues over time, but time itself is analyt-

ically passive. Investment is explained as a return to entrepreneurship 

°ČÏˉèēįÓĳóéïĻʘˉ�°ĬóĻ°ąˉóĳˉ°ˉįóÏÏąÓʚˉʿ£ïŗʙˀˉ°ĳĂĳˉ?°ŗÓĂˉʯɽʅʀɽʧˉʂɼʰʙˉʿĳïēŀąÏˉĻïÓˉ
more time-consuming methods of production yield a greater return,’ and 

he answers it by reference to the requirements of technical change in 

production. In each case, there is simply clock time, and its importance 

is only to compare rates of return.

A network requires a different conception of time, for time is the con-

dition of contingencies and what matters is the sequence of events (what 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉÉ°ąąˉʿĻóÉĂˉĻóċÓˀʰʘ53 

In an exchange, the ledger-based processes of offers, matches, netting 

and clearing may all happen virtually instantaneously, as if timeless, but 

may take time to execute. Our analytical focus is the duration,54 or on the 

set of state changes required for the exchange. It logically forms an in-

terval, and within the duration of this  interval, while certain mechanical 

processes may be risk-free, contingencies are critical.55 In ‘performances,’ 

as we are framing them, this interval is occupied by the momentum for 

innovation, affect and social change. In standard analysis, these would 

be cast as ‘subjective’ and unmeasurable, though when they manifest in 

‘price’ they suddenly become objective and measured. Tick time is de-

ŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉįïŗĻïċˉēèˉĻïēĳÓˉċēċÓČĻŀċĳˉ°ČÏˉÏŗČ°ċóÉĳʚˉĻïÓˉèēÉŀĳˉóĳˉēČˉ

52 At this point in the analysis, a surplus can be taken to mean any excess over what is 

įÓĮŀóįÓÏˉĻēˉįÓĬįēÏŀÉÓˉĻïÓˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉCĻˉóĳˉŀĳŀ°ąąŗˉĻïēŀéïĻˉóČˉŢ-

Č°ČÉó°ąˉĻÓįċĳ ʯ̄ĬįēŢĻˉįÓČĻʙ ó̄ČĻÓįÓĳĻʰˉēįˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳ ó̄ČˉÓŖÉÓĳĳˉēèˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗ ó̄ČĬŀĻĳˉ
(e.g. Sraffa, 1960). We will later invoke broader, more social perspectives on ‘surplus.’

53 See, for example Goldman Sachs analyst (later Professor of Financial Engineering at Co-

lumbia University) Emanuel Derman (2002) says of short-term investors: ‘They may per-

ceive and experience the risk and return of a stock in intrinsic time, a dimensionless time 

scale that counts the number of trading opportunities that occur, but pays no attention 

to the calendar time that passes between them.’

54 Reference here is to Henri Bergson’s (1889) framing of duration, further developed by 

Deleuze (1988). The critical point is that the time of change and event cannot be reduced 

to its preconditions, thus going beyond a linear (and spatial) conception of time.

55 This process depicts the network as if it were, in key respects, an automated market maker: 

an agency which executes orders on behalf of agents in the network.
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the repetition of occurrences and patterns.56ˉCĻˉéóŔÓĳˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉ°ÉÉÓĳĳˉ
to the way in which people respond to a duration. More abstractly, and 

as we will explore in relation to units of account, tick time opens up the 

question of what is measured (what is deemed by the network as import-

ant to measure), how to measure it and the meanings of duration.

When we add time and contingency we open the conditions of a de-

rivative framing not addressed by Hayek. In the era of blockchain and 

ÈóéˉÏ°Ļ°ʙˉ°ČÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉą°Čéŀ°éÓˉēèˉ9óąąÓĳˉ ÓąÓŀŞÓˉŕÓˉÉ°ČˊˀÏóŔóÏŀ°ĻÓˀˊĂČēŕą-
edge: break it down into its underlying, determining elements (that Hayek 

thought were too complex to code), but without necessarily aspiring to 

see those elements combined so as to ontologically privilege the total-

óŞÓÏˉÉ°ĻÓéēįŗˉēèˉ°ˉĳóČéŀą°įˉʿĂČēŕąÓÏéÓʙˀˉąóČĂÓÏˉĻēˉʿĬįóÉÓʘˀ ˊQČēŕąÓÏéÓˉóĳˉ°ˉ
synthetic asset; an assembly of processed information. Its purpose does 

not have to be the formation of ‘market price.’57

Liquidity. In Hayekian analysis (and in conventional economic analy-

sis) all markets are assumed to be liquid.58 The presumption of liquidity 

is required in order to assume that there is a single price for any good or 

service: there will be no need to discount from normal prices to secure a 

Ļį°ÏÓʘˉ�ïóĳˉ°ĳĳŀċĬĻóēČˉèēįċĳˉĻïÓˉèēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĬįóÉóČéˉċēÏÓąĳˉ
°ČÏˉÉēČÉÓĬĻóēČĳˉēèˉÓèŢÉóÓČÉŗʙˉÈÓˉóĻˉĻïÓˉÓèŢÉóÓČĻˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉïŗĬēĻïÓĳóĳʙˉĻïÓˉ
capital asset pricing model or the Black Scholes Merton options pricing 

model. Marx’s analysis also assumes liquidity: that buyers and sellers are 

óČˉ ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉČŀċÈÓįĳˉ Ļēˉ ÓČ°ÈąÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉ Ļēˉ ĳÓąąˉ ʿ°Ļˉ ĻïÓóįˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓʘˀˉ �ïÓˉ °È-

ĳÓČÉÓˉēèˉąóĮŀóÏóĻŗˉóĳˉ°ˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉēèˉʿÉįóĳóĳʘˀ
Where there are two prices – a bid-ask spread – it is unclear what is 

meant, in Hayekian discourse, by ‘price,’ and hence in the depth of knowl-

edge that is said to condense into price.59 A spread framed simply as two 

56 In Marx’s depiction of capitalism, this dynamic is expressed as the pursuit by capital 

ēèˉįÓą°ĻóŔÓˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉŔ°ąŀÓˉʯéįēŕóČéˉĬįēŢĻˉèįēċˉÉï°ČéóČéˉĻïÓˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉēèˉĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČʚˉ°ˉ
creative but nonetheless extractive logic). But if we take innovation out of the discourse 

ēèˉĬįēŢĻʵĳÓÓĂóČéˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʙˉóĻˉóĳˉĻïÓˉċēċÓČĻŀċˉĻēˉĬŀįĳŀÓˉċ°ČŗʙˉÏóŔÓįĳÓˉÏÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻĳʙˉ
consistent with the values expressed by the network, that will enable the expanded re-

production of the system.

57 It follows that we can think of Hayek’s price as itself a derivative on those underlying 

forms of information of which price is said to be the condensate. In Hayek’s analy-

ĳóĳʙˊʿĬįóÉÓˀˉóĳˉįÓ°ąąŗˉĻïÓˉĳĻįóĂÓˉĬįóÉÓˉēČˉĻïÓˉēĬĻóēČˉēČˉ°ˉĳŗČĻïÓĻóÉˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉÉ°ąąÓÏˉʿĂČēŕąÓÏéÓʘˀ
58 For Hayek, and Keynesian economics, the story of liquidity ties to agents’ desires to hold 

liquid or illiquid assets and the capacity of the rate of interest to impact that choice.

59 In Marx, too, the existence of a bid-ask spread creates challenges in the depiction of 

price in relation to value. We thank Colin Drumm for this point.
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ĬįóÉÓĳˉĬēóČĻĳˉĻēˉóČÓèŢÉóÓČÉŗˉēįˉÏóĳĻēįĻóēČʙˉČēĻˉóČČēŔ°ĻóēČˉʯēįˉ°ČˉóċĬēĳĳó-
bility of telling the difference) and the momentum that gets focus is not 

the dynamic of innovation, but the dynamic of arbitrage and the process 

by which the spread closes. The point is that price risks are embedded in 

price but cannot be separated from price: a price alone cannot disclose 

the probability of the price changing, though a price spread can. Prices 

cannot be disentangled from derivatives of prices.

There is more here than this technical point, and our proposal needs 

to identify two critical factors.

First, in a network of mutual credit issuance (which is yet to be elabo-

rated), liquidity is an index of sociality: the preparedness of agents to is-

sue credit and make markets is an expression of social engagement and 

trust in network protocols. The basis of trust is not that the state mone-

tary authorities or banks will ‘do the right thing’ in their policy discretion, 

but that there is knowledge that a) all credit is fully collateralized (Chapter 

8); b) default risk will be spread across the network (because ownership 

is dispersed, see Chapter 5) and c) all agents understand the liquidity re-

quirements of others by understanding their own liquidity requirements 

(Chapter 8). A breakdown of liquidity, such as happened in the 2007-2008 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉįóĳóĳˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉɾɼɽʅʵɾɼɾɾˉĬ°ČÏÓċóÉˉÉįóĳóĳʙˉ óĳˉ óĻĳÓąèˉ°ˉÈįÓ°ĂÏēŕČˉ
ēèˉ ĳēÉó°ąóĻŗˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉ ĻïÓˉÉÓČĻį°ąóŞÓÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ĳŗĳĻÓċˉïóéïąóéïĻÓÏˉ ĻïÓˉÏóè-
ference between individual interest (wanting to receive liquidity, but not 

give it) and collective interest. In a distributed economic system, all eco-

nomic agents must take responsibility for the provision of liquidity, and 

performance indices must produce measures to verify the need for and 

conditions of liquidity. This is why the mutual issuance of credit is critical 

to the Economic Space Protocol, for it makes provision of liquidity and the 

distributed, not hierarchical, sociality of the network integrally related.

Second, markets will see bid-ask spreads that cannot be presumed to 

close in the time interval implicit in an automated market making func-

tion of the network. In an equilibrium framing, this is a market failure, 

where prices aren’t adjusting to clear the market. But where the focus is 

on innovation, spreads are always opening up, the propensity is not to-

wards balance, but dynamic change and the creation of a surplus by the 

network-as-a-whole. In the conventional analysis of a bid-ask spread, a 

ĬįēŢĻˉóĳˉĬįÓĳŀċÓÏˉĻēˉ°ÉÉįŀÓˉÈŗˉĻį°ÏóČéˉēČˉĻïÓˉĳĬįÓ°ÏʘˉCČˉ°ˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ
network, the question to be addressed is: who lays claim to the surplus, 

and how can it be realized as a social surplus rather than a private one? 

This issue is addressed directly in Chapter 5.3 and Appendix 5.2.
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2.7 Implications
We have gone through an engagement with Hayek (but also, indirectly, 

Marx, Keynes and others) to give focus to the proposition that markets 

°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĬįóÉÓĳˉĻïÓŗˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓˉÏēˉČēĻˉï°ŔÓˉĻēˉÉēČČÓÉĻˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻĳʙˉ°ČÏˉĬįēè-
its are not the sole, nor indeed primary, measure of economic achieve-

ment. Our goal has been to contest these assumed links not just as an 

ethical stand in the name of social goals of equality and respect for the 

biosphere and humanity, but as an analytical proposition. We can ’unpick’ 

the apparent logic that links individual interest to markets and markets 

ĻēˉĬįēŢĻĳˉ°ČÏˉʿÏÓĳóéČˀˉċ°įĂÓĻˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉĮŀóĻÓˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻąŗʘˉ�ïÓŗˉČÓÓÏˉČēĻˉ
èēÉŀĳˉēČˉĬįóÉÓĳʙˉēįˉĬįēŢĻĳˉēįˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąĳʙˉÈŀĻˉĻïÓŗˉÉ°ČˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓˉóČèēįċ°-

tion systems that can utilize indices other than price; a range of goals and 

of inter- and intra-agent relations. But they will still be markets – mar-

kets as communication networks. The objective of protocol design is to 

give an orderly opportunity to re-imagine the ways in which economic 

goals are set and measured. We are seeking to develop the protocols for 

utilizing network-generated data to keep social goals – multiple goals – 

at the forefront of calculative processes.
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APPENDIX 2.1

DO ‘BIG DATA’ CHANGE  
THE STORY?

There is now a growing literature proclaiming that the emergence of 

big data is dramatically transforming, even abolishing capitalism (e.g. 

Zuboff, 2019). Often Hayek’s work forms a point of departure. Viktor 

Mayer-Schönberger and Thomas Ramge, the authors of Reinventing 
Capitalism in the Age of Big Data,60 for example, tell us that we no longer 

need to see all knowledge reduced to ‘prices.’ Directly-accessed data 

will supplement and in some ways supplant prices as the critical source 

of information. This, they say, challenges the role of money in a capi-

talist society.

We half agree. The standing of a unitary measure of price as the driv-

er of exchange can and should be under challenge. Other metrics will 

ĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉÈÓ ó̄ČÏÓŖóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉĻïēĳÓ ó̄ČÏóÉÓĳˉĻēĂÓČóŞÓÏʘˉ óŔÓįĳÓˉĻēĂÓČĳˉŕóąąˉ
express a ‘market’ for innovation in social valuation: a market potentially 

far more important than competition over prices.61 But we do not agree 

that this is a challenge to the role of money, nor to capitalism itself.

60 We nominate this book amongst a range of recent contributions about the implications 

ēèˉÈóéˉÏ°Ļ°ˉ èēįˉŀČÏÓįĳĻ°ČÏóČéˉ ĻïÓˉ èŀĻŀįÓˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉēèˉ óĻĳˉÉą°óċĳˉ ĻēˉĳóéČóŢ-

cance. The original German version is titled Das Data; a play on Marx’s Das Kapital. 
61 A parallel proposition in relation to capitalism is that competition for technical change 

ʯċēĻóŔ°ĻÓÏˉ Èŗˉ ÉēĳĻˉ ÉŀĻĻóČéʙˉ ČÓŕˉ ĬįēÏŀÉĻˉ ÏÓĳóéČʙˉ ÓĻÉʘʰˉ óĳˉ ēèˉ éįÓ°ĻÓįˉ ąēČéʵĻÓįċˉ ĳóéČóŢ-

cance than competition over prices in a market. Indeed, history shows that the great 

monopolies/oligopolies of history are defeated by being technologically superseded, not 

by competition from lower cost providers. We do not believe that data will somehow 

sit alongside price as an additional input to decision making, for within conventional 

calculus data will predictably be incorporated into pricing, and product design (and mar-

keting) will become more differentiated in response to the patterned diversity revealed 

in data. We concur that the role of capitalist money will indeed be challenged. Yet the 

challenge will not be by recourse to an amorphous mass of statistics. It will occur via the 

invention of new, different indices: new modes of ‘money’ (tokens) expressing different 

social knowledges. 
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In popular debate, big data are framed as individual surveillance by 

corporations and states, and hence a privacy and civil liberties issue.62 

This, too, resonates with a Hayekian focus on the rights of individuals. 

Yet big data are also what national and international statistical agencies 

collect to enable a monitoring of dispersed processes in order to build 

an aggregate depiction of the economy, and to feed into economic poli-

cy formation. Clearly, the categories in which those data are assembled 

themselves embed a particular social and economic approach to society.63 

So there is an immediate contradiction that big data, cast as a digital re-

cord of ‘the social,’ will be used against society. For Hayek this combina-

tion of issues saw Soviet-style central planning as The Road to Serfdom 
(1944): that central control of data and planning was innately authoritar-

ian and contrary to the rights and freedoms of individuals. We know that 

ĻïóĳˉŀČÏÓįĳĻ°ČÏóČéˉóĳˉČēĻˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉċóÏˉɾɼĻïˉÉÓČĻŀįŗˉĳēʵÉ°ąąÓÏˉĳēÉó°ąóĳĻˉ
planning: in the digital era there is a clear record of social media com-

panies – including the largest global companies in the world – mining 

personal data and manipulating both individuals and political processes.

Conversely, Posner and Weyl (2018), in what they take to be the spirit 

of Hayek, advocate that individuals should own and trade their own data. 
From our perspective, people’s ownership of their own data is fundamen-

tal, but the Posner and Weyl proposal is at most a second best alternative. 

Individuals may receive a fee for their data, but will then lose control over 

how those data are used once sold. It does not address the loss of control; 

it simply prices it.

Our preferred position, embedded in the protocol design of the new 

economic space, is that individual data are considered the property of 

individuals, but it is also recognized that pooled data are critical to iden-

tifying the health and dynamism of the network. 

Instead of an individual data market, the new economic space proposes 

a data commons: individual agents can choose whether, and to what de-

gree, to share their data with the commons, and in return acquire access 

(according to the degree of sharing) to the aggregate data of the commons. 

62 See Chapter 4.4 for some consideration of internally-generated data, although this analysis 

is not intended as an engagement with social debates about big data.

63 Keynes wrote his General Theory (1936), which transformed economic policy in the mid 

20th century, without use of data. His view was that the economic data which were 

collected at the time were assembled in taxonomies incompatible with his new theo-

ry. Empirical Keynesianism awaited the development of national accounts compiled in 

‘Keynesian’ categories.
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The protocols of the commons are considered in Chapter 6. In the current 

context, we note simply that mutual staking of a commons enables a dis-

tributed but shared position on economic design,64 securing both individ-

ŀ°ąˉįóéïĻĳˉēèˉÓČé°éÓċÓČĻˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉēèˉÉēʵēĬÓį°ĻóŔÓˉÓČÏÓ°Ŕēįʘˉ

64 Morozov (2019) has drawn attention to the seemingly-neglected work of Daniel Saros 

(2014). Saros develops important insights on the use of big data in decentralized planning. 

While written without reference to crypto and blockchain, it is clearly blockchain-relevant. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MARKETS AS  
COMMUNICATION  

NETWORKS

3.1 Introduction
To build the conditions for a distributed postcapitalist economy it is clear 

that markets are integral: they are an essential source of information in a 

scalable, non-centralized system. But should an analysis of postcapitalism 

start with markets?65 In Chapter 1 we contended that the Economic Space 

Protocol is centered on postcapitalist performances and the creation of 

ÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉċÓ°ČóČéĳˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉ¥ÓĻˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉĳĻ°įĻóČéˉēŀįˉÓŖĬēĳóĻóēČˉ
of this Protocol not with performances of new value creation but with pro-

cesses of market exchange. This is not a matter of choice: it is the engi-

neering foundation on which communication protocols must be built.

We share this entry point with Marx, in Volume 1 of Capital (1867), who 

starts by establishing the principles of equivalence in exchange, denom-

inated in units of labor time – what he calls ‘simple exchange’ – before 

he turns to the production of new value. Like Marx, we later return to 

exchange in a central role; now within the dynamics of an economy of 

investing and credit issuance (Chapter 9). Some, including supporters of 

Marxism, would say that this starting point is fraught with problems,66 

for building the dynamism and uncertainty of performances on top of a 

65 Those who oppose market relations (and generally also the adoption of token exchange) 

generally also advocate localism, where it is direct personal relationships, not in a re-

cord-keeping system that form the basis of trust. The inevitable neglect of the produc-

tion process that cannot exist without scale is clear, so this perspective is not engaged in 

our analysis. Furthermore, local relations are never without their own power relations.

66 In Marxism, one way of depicting the so-called ‘transformation problem’ is the challenge 

ēèˉįÓÉēČÉóąóČéˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉĳóċĬąÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉŕóĻïˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉÏŗČ°ċóÉˉ°ÉÉŀċŀ-

lation of capital.
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protocol of simple exchange is challenging. Performances and exchang-

Óĳˉï°ŔÓˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉÏįóŔÓįĳʚˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉ°Čˉ°ŀĻēċ°ĻóÉˉŢĻʘˉ�ŀĻˉ óĻˉ óĳˉŕïÓįÓˉ
we start, and we must approach it knowingly, including appreciating the 

challenges it created for Marx.67 

In particular, it is important to recognize that the analysis in this 

chapter assumes a liquid market: that there are no impediments to 

transactions due to a lack of capacity to ‘buy’ (match an offer). This is 

a simplifying assumption to ‘get the analysis rolling.’ In Chapter 8 we 

return to issues of liquidity, in the context of bringing network credit 

into the analysis. 

A challenge of starting with simple market exchange is that everyone 

thinks they know how exchange works, so our propositions will be read 

as just an idiosyncratic restatement of a familiar process. But this chap-

ter is much more than a semantic re-framing of conventional depictions 

of markets: the explanation below opens up one face of the distinctive 

dynamics of the Economic Space Protocol. Just as exchange is different 

in gift societies from capitalist societies, so it is different in the new eco-

nomic space. In this chapter, we address how market interactions have 

to be designed in order to be non-capitalist, scalable, with unique units 

of account and not centrally managed.

?ÓįÓˉ óĳˉ°ˉÈįóÓèˉĳŀċċ°įŗʙˉŕóĻïˉÓ°ÉïˉŕēįÏˉČÓÓÏóČéˉįÓĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ óČˉ
italics. Those who participate in markets are agents who interact in a 

network and, through their interactions, create economic space. In these 

markets, prices are disconnected from the presumption of pursuit of 

ĬįēŢĻˉ °ČÏˉ óČĳĻÓ°Ïˉ ÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉ ŀČóĻĳˉ ēèˉ ÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉ network value 

ʯĳÓÓˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɽɿʘɾʰʘˉ�į°Čĳ°ÉĻóēČĳˉ°įÓˉÉēČŢįċÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉĻį°ČĳèÓįˉēèˉtokens 

on a network ledger, rather than exchanges of ‘money.’

One particular condition is elevated by this reframing. It is critical to 

ÏóĳĳēÉó°ĻÓˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉŔ°ąŀÓˉèįēċˉĳ°ąÓĳˉ°ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉÓŖĬÓČÏóĻŀįÓʥ
revenue from sales. The new economic space must be able to attribute 

value to outputs produced for the commons, and those who produce col-

ąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉŔ°ąŀÓ è̄ēįˉĻïÓˉÉēċċēČĳˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉ°ÈąÓˉĻēˉįÓÉÓóŔÓˉ°ˉŗóÓąÏˉēČˉ
their performance (as the condition of their reproduction). This means a 

network attribution of value for outputs that do not ‘go to market.’ 

67 Critics of Marx would say that the need to reconcile every commodity’s value denomi-

Č°ĻÓÏˉóČˉą°ÈēįˉĻóċÓˉŕóĻïˉ°ˉċ°įĂÓĻˉĬįóÉÓˉóĳˉĻïÓˉĻÓÉïČóÉ°ąˉţ°ŕˉóČˉZ°įŖˀĳˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳʚˉĻïÓˉĳēʵ
called ‘transformation problem.’
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3.2 Agents and markets
Most introductions to economics depict ‘individuals’ interacting as buy-

ers and sellers in predominantly monetized markets. The Economic Space 

Protocol depicts ‘agents’ in tokenized markets. What’s the difference?

Agents
An economic agent is a networking unit with a unique network identi-

ty, following a protocol that may be utilized by an individual person or a 

ÉēąąÓÉĻóēČˉēèˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąĳʘˉ�Čˉ°éÓČĻˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉįÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉĻēˉċÓċÈÓįĳïóĬˉ
of a network, and the rights they gain from and give to such a network 

ċŀÉï Ļ̄ïÓˉŕ°ŗˉ°ˉʿÉóĻóŞÓČˀ ó̄ĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉįÓèÓįÓČÉÓ Ļ̄ēˉċÓċÈÓįĳïóĬˉēèˉ°ˉĬēąóĻŗʘ68 

Through an agent, individuals can collectively relate in ways of their own 

design (the agent can be itself a network), but when the agent relates to 

the larger network of which it is one part (a network of networks), it does 

so with a singular identity and with the capacities of a single economic 

agent. The network in aggregate is therefore always a network of networks.

Agents relate to the network via the creation and matching of offers, 

óČˉÈ°ĳóÉ°ąąŗˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąĳˉēįˉŢįċĳˉóČˉēČʵąóČÓˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉèēįˉéēēÏĳˉ°ČÏˉ
labor tasks make offers. In the network language, the seller makes an of-

fer and the buyer matches the offer. The word ‘match’ rather than ‘accept’ 

relates to the network process of pairing the two sides of an exchange 

transaction.69 The purpose may be a one-off transaction but of more in-

terest is the potential for on-going relations: to engage with other agents 

in mutual value creation, mutual investing and mutual provision of liquid-
ityʚˉĻïÓˉĻïįÓÓˉÏēċ°óČĳˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉĻēĂÓČˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉ
designing. What distinguishes an agent in capitalism from one in a post-

capitalist economy is the protocols by which they interact in a network. 

Markets70

The Economic Space Protocol starts with the social as a design ob-

ject, and is modeled after a network: óĻˉ ĳĬÓÉóŢÓĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻÓįċĳˉ °ČÏˉ įŀąÓĳˉ
by which agents participate in ‘the social’ as coherent, networked be-

haviors. The issuance and matching of offers to a network – the social 

68ˉ �ïÓˉÉēČĻį°ĳĻˉóČˉÈēĻïˉÉ°ĳÓĳˉóĳˉŕóĻïˉ°ČˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ŀĻēČēċēŀĳąŗʙˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉ
context.

69 Offers and matching are explained in more detail in Chapters 9 and 10.

70 See López J. ‘Market offers: Distributed trading protocol.’ http://marketoffers.manifold.

one
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įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉ°éÓČĻĳˉĻïįēŀéïˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉʷˉ°įÓʙˉóČˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉóČĳĻ°ČÉÓʙˉ
exchange relations and in this sense constitute a market. But they are 

also communication relations and in this sense constitute an economic 

ċÓĳĳ°éóČéˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ�ïÓˉéÓČÓįóÉˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉ°įÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ óČˉĻïÓˉ
protocols of commodity,71 credit, and stake exchange. The generic com-

ċŀČóÉ°ĻóēČˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉ°įÓˉċÓĳĳ°éóČéˉ°ÈēŀĻˉŕï°Ļˉ
is produced, what is collectively accepted as clearing the credit, and col-

lective investment intentions. These exchange messages are elaborated 

in Chapter 9.

For a network, market relations are effective for scaling, distribution 

and interoperability, but agents may also engage in ‘subnetwork’ inter-

actions that may not rely on markets. These may be ‘local’ and directly 

ÉēʵēĬÓį°ĻóŔÓʙˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓĳÓˉ įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉ ÉēŀąÏˉ óČŔēąŔÓˉ ĮŀóĻÓˉ óČČēŔ°ĻóŔÓˉ ŢČ°Č-

cial contracts (such as a gift; ownership which decays to the commons, 

etc.). These are all design questions. But to scale beyond the local, and 

ÈÓˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąŗˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʵ°Ļʵą°įéÓʙˉ ĻïÓįÓˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉĻïÓˉ
adoption of the larger network’s units of account.

�ïÓĳÓˉ įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉ °įÓˉ ČēĻˉ ÉēČÉÓóŔÓÏˉ °įēŀČÏˉ ÉēČŔÓČĻóēČ°ąąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉ
market ‘structures’ of competitive, monopolistic, etc.; nor are they con-

ceived around means-ends strategies of agents understood as optimizing 

individuals. Rather, these relations are conceived around performances: 

creative, often cooperative, but always social, acts that embed the poten-

tial for future effects and future rewards for the performers.

71ˉ �ïóĳˉóĳˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉŀĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉĻÓįċˉʿÉēċċēÏóĻŗʙˀˉŕïóÉïˉ°ĬĬÓ°įĳˉèįÓĮŀÓČĻąŗˉóČˉĻïÓˉèēąąēŕóČéˉ
°Č°ąŗĳóĳʘˉ£ÓˉÏÓŢČÓˉ ʿÉēċċēÏóĻóÓĳˀˉ Ļēˉ óČÉąŀÏÓˉ°ąąˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉĬįēÏŀÉÓÏˉèēįʙˉ°ČÏˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓÏˉ
by, the network. It is not Marx’s use of the term, which associates commodities with 

capitalist production relations. There, commodity production has two dimensions: it is 

extractive, in the sense that commodities are produced by the workers and owned by 

ĻïÓˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻʙˉ°ČÏˉóĻˉóĳˉĬįēÏŀÉÓÏˉĳēˉ°ĳˉĻēˉÈÓˉĳēąÏˉèēįˉ°ˉĬįēŢĻʘˉ�ïóĳˉą°ĻĻÓįˉÓċĬï°ĳóĳˉéóŔÓĳˉ
įóĳÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĻÓįċˉʿÉēċċēÏóŢÉ°ĻóēČʙˀˉŕóĻïˉċēįÓˉ°ČÏˉċēįÓˉè°ÉÓĻĳˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉ ąóèÓˉÉēČŔÓįĻÓÏˉ
into marketable opportunities for extraction. Our use of the term ‘commodity’ is more 

like Sraffa (1960) in his book Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities. There, 

commodities are all produced outputs. They are produced for a market, but they are not 

exchanged for money. This gives space for our proposition that commodities can be pro-

duced for the commons (without a price). Similarly, there can be no suggestion that our 

use of the term commodity is subject to a ‘fetishism’ of commodities, developed by Marx 

(1867) at the end Chapter 1 of Volume I of CapitalʙˉèēįˉĻïóĳˉĻÓįċʙˉĻēēʙˉóĳˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻʵĳĬÓÉóŢÉʘˉ
In many analyses, the political response to fetishism is to take goods and services out of 

market relations. Our proposal is to change the nature of markets. 
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3.3 Economic space
Every economic space shares a common economic grammar or value 

calculus. Each individual economic space is a communication medium, 

where economic agents express, through offers and matching, participa-

tion in the pursuit of a shared network goal. The focus, therefore, is on 

shared knowledge or ‘expression’ which, in turn, can be used to continu-

ally redesign economic space, making it inherently adaptive in expressing 

what is valued.

Framed this way, an economic space is expressed in two dimensions: 

ŢįĳĻˉóČˉċ°įĂÓĻˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓĳˉʯĻïÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉċ°ĻÉïóČéˉēèˉēèèÓįĳʰʙˉÈŀĻˉČēĻ-
ing that the interactions of exchange may not be motivated by either 

prices nor optimisation strategies; and secondly through performances, 

where agents take a position on their own and other agent’s proposals for 

future value creation. The focus here is an inter-temporal spread featur-

ing risk, volatility and creativity. In performances it is these dimensions 

that animate the creation and matching of offers.

3.4 Tokens and distributed ledgers

Ledgers
Ledgers take the form of a digital double entry database; in structure 

basically no different from a corporate ledger. What will be different is 

the categories in which ledgers are compiled and the conditions for the 

entry of quantities against those numbers (the questions of what counts 

and how it is counted). These will depend on the network’s unit of ex-

change.72 The network’s ledger records multiple instruments/asset types 

represented in multiple accounts measured in terms of a shared unit of 

exchange, and thereby made commensurable with any other.

A token system based on distributed ledgers does not require the 

function of single, universally recognized means of exchange, only that 

a means of exchange is quantitatively recognisable (has an exchange 

rate; is commensurable) across a network, where ownership and val-

ŀ°ĻóēČˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉįÓÉēįÏÓÏˉēČˉ°ˉŔÓįóŢ°ÈąÓˉąÓÏéÓįʘˉ�ïÓˉįÓ°Éïˉēèˉ°ČŗˉĻēĂÓČˉ
comes from the extent of a network of ledger relations. Moreover, there 

need be no presumption that the one token type performs all the ‘stan-

dard’ money functions. Different money functions can be implemented 

72 The formal explanation of a unit of exchange is developed in Chapter 7.
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through different protocols, and different token types can be better or 

worse at them.73

How agents share the data stored on the network ledger is a matter 

ēèˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉÏÓĳóéČʘˉCČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉ°éÓČĻˉÏ°Ļ°ˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ĳˉĬįóŔ°ĻÓʙˉÈŀĻˉ°ééįÓ-

gated data forms the basis of a data commons, in which individual agents 

may choose their degree of participation. 

Tokens
Tokens have many attributes, and those attributes are being introduced 

°ĻˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉĳĻ°éÓĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳʘˉ£ÓˉŢįĳĻˉóČĻįēÏŀÉÓÏˉĻēĂÓČĳˉóČˉ°ˉĬįÓąóċ-

inary way in Chapter 1.4 and in Chapters 9 and 10 they will be given full 

development. In the current context, we focus on their role in market 

exchange in the Economic Space Protocol. 

�ēĂÓČĳˉ °įÓˉ ĻóÉĂÓĻĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ĳóéČ°ąˉ įóéïĻĳʘˉ 8ēįċ°ąąŗʙˉ Ţ°ĻˉċēČÓŗˉ óĳˉ °ˉ ĳŀÈʵ
set of tokens74 and some crypto-tokens, most notably bitcoin, stand with 

Ţ°Ļˉ ċēČÓŗˉ °ĳˉ °ˉ ÉÓČĻį°ąąŗʵóĳĳŀÓÏˉ ʯĻïēŀéïˉ ÏóĳĻįóÈŀĻÓÏąŗˉ ŔÓįóŢÓÏʰˉ ĻēĂÓČˉ
system. In the Economic Space Protocol, tokens are bearer (smart) con-

tracts, and can express a multitude of modes of instruction. For example, 

some tokens are more akin to entry tickets (to a bus, concert, etc.) which 

have a particular use: they are issued by agents and once they have been 

used, they cannot be reused. Others may be used for clearing of credit, 

a process explained in Chapter 8. Yet others may be utilized to receive a 

stream of dividends. 

CČˉĻïÓˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳĬ°ÉÓˉ°ˉĻēĂÓČˉóĳˉ°ČˉÓŖÉąŀĳóŔÓʙˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉĳÓĻˉēèˉ
rights, whose transfer is recorded on and enforced through a ledger. The 

ĳĻ°ĻÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉĻēĂÓČˉóĳˉ°ąŕ°ŗĳˉįÓţÓÉĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻóČéˉÏÓįóŔÓÏˉèįēċˉĻïÓˉ
ledger. When an offer is made by one agent and matched by another (for 

example for exchange of a commodity), the receipt of the commodity 

triggers the issuance of a token by the agent who matched the offer; re-

cording the completion of the transaction. So it is individual agents, not a 

central authority who issues tokens. Some tokens may be redeemed, and 

become inactive. 

Immediately we see that these tokens are not what is popularly thought 

to be ‘money’ or ‘coins.’ They are neither being ‘minted’ (an operation appli-

cable to ‘coins’; not to bearer contracts) or exclusively issued by privileged 

73 This issue is explored in Chapter 10.

74 The term ‘chartalism’ to describe state-issuance of money comes from the Latin ‘charta,’ 

meaning ‘ticket’ or ‘token’; indicating that money is a type of token. 
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ĻïóįÏˉ Ĭ°įĻóÓĳˉ ʯ°ĳˉ °ĬĬąóÓĳˉŕóĻïˉ Ţ°Ļˉ ÉŀįįÓČÉóÓĳʰʘˉ ?ÓČÉÓˉ ĻēĂÓČĳˉ °įÓˉ ČēĻʙˉ óČˉ
themselves, a preferred or agreed upon store of value: a token must always 

attach to (stand for) a ‘real’ asset (encoded as a set of contractual rights). A 

more precise concept is ‘material underlier’ and there must be ‘real’ asset 

transfers associated with token exchanges.75 For example, wealth may be 

stored as stake, and recorded by a token entry in the network ledger to 

that effect (an asset recorded in a ledger as X stake tokens).

CČˉĻïÓˉąóéïĻˉēèˉĻïóĳˉÉą°įóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻēĂÓČĳʙˉ°ČˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳĬ°ÉÓʙˉ°ĳˉÏÓ-

ŢČÓÏˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉ3.3, É°ČˉÈÓˉįÓĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉ°ĳˉ°ˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉŕïÓįÓˉÓŔÓįŗˉ°éÓČĻˉ
participates in the distribution of tokens, exchanging offers, and ar-

ÉïóŔóČéˉĻïēĳÓˉóČĻÓį°ÉĻóēČĳˉēČˉ°ˉŔÓįóŢ°ÈąÓˉįÓÉēįÏʘˉ

3.5 Ways of ‘pricing’
In Chapter 2 we developed a critique of the Hayekian focus on prices and 

the propensity to reduce all information to a single index. Our count-

er-proposal was the need to preserve the complexity of information, for 

óĻˉċ°ŗˉŕÓąąˉŢČÏˉČÓŕˉċÓ°ČóČéˉʯèēįċˉóČĻēˉČÓŕˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ°ČÏˉČÓŕˉēŀĻ-
puts) over time. 

In the Economic Space Protocol, an act of exchange registers a trans-

fer of title (ownership), and that transfer will be recorded at a ‘price,’ in 

the sense that an object of ledger transfer is attributed a rate of exchange. 

Our analysis must describe the formation of that quantity, but for now 

ŕÓˉóČŔēĂÓˉĻïÓˉóÏÓ°ˉĻï°Ļˉ°ČˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉŢČÏĳˉŔ°ąóÏ°ĻóēČˉʯóĳˉ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉŕóĻïˉŔ°ą-
ue) in the network. The word ‘price’ is a word that has a popular meaning 

akin to the way it is used by Hayek, but it is a term we should not sur-

įÓČÏÓįˉĻēˉĻï°ĻˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉċÓ°ČóČéʘˉ�ēˉįÓÉą°óċˉĻïÓˉŕēįÏˉŕÓˉóČĻįēÏŀÉÓˉèēŀįˉ
different notions of ‘price’:

• A direct price. This is a price determined in point-in-time exchange 

between the agent and the network (ultimately another agent) for a 

quantum of tokens in an open market. This is somewhat parallel to 

that found in Hayek, with the additional information dimensions.

• An indirect price. This is a price that emerges on the network over time. 

�ïóĳˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉ èēŀČÏˉèēįˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉĻï°ĻˉŢČÏˉČēˉÏóįÓÉĻˉĬįóÉÓˉÈŀĻˉÈÓÉēċÓˉ

75ˉ CČˉĻïÓˉĻÓįċóČēąēéŗˉēèˉ9ŀįąÓŗˉ°ČÏˉ�ï°ŕˉʯɽʅʂɼʰˉĻïóįÏˉĬ°įĻŗˉóĳĳŀÓÏˉċēČóÓĳˉąóĂÓˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČÉŗˉ
and bitcoin are ‘outside money.’ Outside money may certainly enter the new economic 

space, but it will do so as a commodity for exchange. A transfer of outside money within 

the network will be matched by a token transfer, as it is for any commodity exchange. 
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óČĬŀĻĳˉóČĻēˉēĻïÓįˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉĻï°ĻˉÏēˉŢČÏˉ°ˉÏóįÓÉĻˉĬįóÉÓʘˉ?ÓįÓˉóĳˉŕïÓįÓˉĻïÓˉ
maintenance of a chain of information is critical. By following a chain 

of output-becoming-inputs-becoming-outputs to a point where a di-

rect price is found, the network can retrospectively attribute a share 

of that direct price to formerly-unpriced inputs back down the chain 

(see Appendix 4.2).

• A tribute.ˉ �ēċÓˉ įóéïĻˉ Ļį°ČĳèÓįĳˉŕóąąˉ ŢĻˉ ĻïÓˉ É°ĻÓéēįŗˉēèˉ °ˉ éóèĻʘˉ �ïÓĳÓˉ
could be between individual agents but, most critically for the Eco-

nomic Space Protocol, these may be gifts to the commons (see Chap-

ter 6.3). The counter-gift is access to the commons, on terms at the 

discretion of the commons. 

• A synthetic price. This is a price which can be created by the network 

to account for outputs which are consumed collectively, most notably 

those given as tribute. The formula for a synthetic price is (socially 

validated) costs of production + the average rate of return for the net-

work. Some outputs in the network can be said to produce value (they 

are socially valued) but they are not designed to be sold. When the 

network wants to value these (for example in calculating total output 

of the network) it may invoke a synthetic price.

Indirect prices, tributes and synthetic prices have no parallel in Hayek. 

They are the forms of price that link most to the process of staking per-

formances 

3.6 Peer-to-peer; decentralized to distributed 
Economic relations can be thought of as hierarchical or distributed. 

Hierarchical relations may be centralized (at the top of the pyramid) or 

decentralized (pushed down the pyramid, for example to regions or sec-

tors or lower down the hierarchy to towns or workplaces). There are also 

different forms of vertical communication.76

We should also distinguish decentralized from distributed. When 

decision making is decentralized, it is nonetheless part of a hierarchi-

É°ąˉ ĳŗĳĻÓċʘˉ ʿ óĳĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˀˉ óĳˉ ÏÓŢČÓÏˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉ įÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉ Ļēˉ ïóÓį°įÉïŗʚˉ °ąąˉ
agents have the same formal capacities. In the Economic Space Protocol 

76 Hayek and indeed all ‘neoliberal’ economics advocates decentralized markets, with 

some conditions of ‘market failure’ and exceptional use of an active centralized agent. 

Hayek wanted the money used in exchange to be decentralized; the neoclassicals want 

it centralized.
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it means that there is one grammar in the network that every agent can 

speak, but no central authority: not even a virtual one. 

In relation to ‘money,’ centralized money issuance and centralized 

clearing divides agents in the network in two classes: those that can is-

sue/clear money, and those that cannot. In the Economic Space Protocol 

all agents are peers who have the capacity to issue and clear without 

need for the service of specialized third parties.

Centralized architectures are optimal for mediums that propagate 

and process information slowly, and hence must maintain information 

locally. But they scale poorly, as the capacity to react to information, and 

back-propagate it, becomes increasingly slow as the network grows. High 

speed communications and information processing media make central-

ized networking architecture obsolete. It is now possible to distribute to 

individual agents roles with high information requirements. 

3.7 Social objectives
Two issues can be framed here: how agents behave and how collective 

agendas are expressed in the Economic Space Protocol.

Agents and their goals
Just as the engineering requirements of a network mean starting the 

analysis with exchange, so there is the requirement of starting with in-

dividual agents. The Economic Space Protocol designs the infrastructure 

through which these agents express their sociality but without a central 

°éÓČĻˉóċĬēĳóČéˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĳēÉó°ąˉéē°ąĳʘˉ�ïÓĳÓˉ°įÓˉĬįēÉÓĳĳʵēįóÓČĻÓÏˉĬįēĻē-

cols; not an ends-means system.

The Economic Space Protocol is designed to endow individual agents 

with a diversity of goals and provide them with capacity to generate 

a range of modes of measurement of their performances. Agents can 

pursue goals of their own choosing and measure in ways of their own 

choosing, but the value proposition of the network means that their 

success in achieving those goals must be validated by other agents. 

Sociability is therefore centered on addressing the question of ‘what 

constitutes network ‘value,’ and how are the rewards for value creation 

shared across the network?

The dynamic of agents pursuing their own economic vision, but need-

ing to reconcile that vision with collective valuation, is what drives the 

network. As visions change, and as collective valuation changes, the sys-
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tem embeds a volatility of social expression. In this context, volatility isn’t 

something to fear or eradicate: it is the expression of social development, 

°ČÏˉēĬÓČĳˉĻïÓˉĳĬ°ÉÓˉèēįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉįÓĬįÓĳÓČĻ°ĻóēČˉēèˉÓŔēąŔóČéˉĳēÉó°ąˉéē°ąĳˉ
ʯŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉ°ĳˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĬįÓ°Ïʰʘ

The protocols of the relationship between the individual agent and 

the system of collective valuation is therefore key to the economic ex-

pression of sociability. Posed in simple terms, to be elaborated in later 

Éï°ĬĻÓįĳʙˉ°éÓČĻĳˉʿóČŔÓĳĻˀˉóČˉĻïÓóįˉéē°ąĳʙˉÓċēĻóēČ°ąąŗʙˉĬēąóĻóÉ°ąąŗˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°Č-

cially, by the performances they choose to undertake and by staking the 

performances of other agents they believe contribute social value. In-

vesting agents not only diversify their stake holdings (sharing risk) but, 

with a liquid stake market, staking becomes the network’s mode of voting 

on values see (Chapter 5.2). The on-going preparedness of agents to keep 

ĳĻ°ĂóČéˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉŕóĻïˉÉÓįĻ°óČˉŔ°ąŀÓˉĬįēŢąÓĳˉĻïÓČˉĳĻ°įĻĳˉĻēˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓˉ
network’s on-going depiction of value. 

The collective
The Economic Space Protocol starts with the network as a con-

struct-in-itself: a set of protocols that must be followed by every individ-

ual agent who joins the network. It cannot be simply ‘assumed-to-exist,’ 

nor does it implicitly take on the social order in which it operates, for 

social relations are a design choice and agents explicitly must agree to 

the protocols. But ‘the social’ cannot be expressed simply as the sum of 

those individual interactions: it exists at a different level of sociality. 

This framing is critical to the new economic space, and warrants brief 

įÓţÓÉĻóēČʘˉ�ïÓˉ°Č°ąŗĻóÉ°ąˉèēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉÏÓĳóéČˉóĳˉéÓČÓį°ąąŗˉóČÏó-
vidual agents who interact. Protocol design involves the building out of 

these interactions. But if we think of an economy as a whole, it is more 

than the sum of these interactions: It is not just a distinction of scale, but 

also of design too.

There are three critical factors here that are central to understanding 

the network premium, i.e. that the whole as more than simply the sum of 

individual interactions:

• The Commons. There is a need to identify, preserve and expand per-

formances that make collective contributions that are not readily di-

visible to individual ownership. Protocol design can generate a sys-

tematic expansion of the Commons (see Chapter 6).
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• Valuing collective performances. Some outputs won’t be sold, even 

ĻïēŀéïˉĻïÓŗˉċ°ŗˉéóŔÓˉĳēÉó°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻʘˉCČˉ°ˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉÉÓČĻÓįÓÏˉēČˉĬįēŢĻʙˉ
that means they cannot be counted. But with diverse modes of mea-

suring, selling is not the condition of creating new value. 

• Network performances. The new economic space is a network of in-

teractions between subnetworks. Each of these subnetworks, and the 

aggregate network, can be seen as expressing distinct performances 

in their own right. That is, they are not merely the aggregation of agent 

performances inside ‘their’ network: they have distinctive meaning in 

combination. The overall performance of the new economic space, 

accordingly, has a meaning that is more than just adding up the in-

dividual parts. In particular, the overall performance will reveal the 

health of the network, partly by reference to data on the mechanics of 

the protocol and partly as a measure of the success of the network in 

meeting its (diverse) goals.

3.8 Governance
The Economic Space Protocol constitutes a process of governance 

through the design of markets and the rights of all individual agents in 

relation to those markets and hence to other agents. As we clarify these 

įóéïĻĳˉóČˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉ°ĬĬąóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ�Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįēĻēÉēąˉóĻˉŕóąąˉÈÓ-

come apparent that they lie behind the logic of token issuance (and clear-

ance): rights to issue, create, share and stake in performances, create and 

receive credit, or exchange commodities. 

But the new economy, indeed any economy, needs means to set a col-

lective social agenda; to determine what is valuable is to set priorities 

which will drive market incentives. This agenda could be set by decree 

from a central authority, or it could be set in a distributed way by markets 

designed so as to elicit support for possible social agendas. This would 

make governance of the network the role of all participating agents. 

Distributed governance is also critical within production processes, 

or ‘performances’ as we call them (see Chapter 4). Each act of valuation/

realignment is a form of decision-making. Unlike voting, which seeks to 

ÏÓŢČÓˉ°ˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉċ°ĂóČéˉ°ˉÏÓÉóĳóēČˉēČˉŕï°ĻˉĻēˉĬÓįèēįċʙˉ°ˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉ
óĳˉóĻĳÓąèˉ°ˉÏÓÉóĳóēČˉĳÓÓĂóČéˉ°ˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉĻēˉ°èŢįċˉóĻʘˉZēįÓēŔÓįʙˉŔ°ąŀóČéˉĬÓį-
formances follows market dynamics. It does not require creating a high-

er-powered agent like a board that coalesces preferences into discrete 
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events and chooses a majority over a minority. Instead, distributed gov-

ernance integrates opinions, preferences, and agendas by mutually em-

powering participants.77

In distributed governance, and in the absence of a state as the source 

of trust in economic processes and institutions, trust must be founded 

within the network. There are four primary dimensions of this trust: 

• trust in the integrity of the network. 

• trust in the measurement device.

• trust in the quality and authenticity of what is being measured. 

• trust in the counterparty (their risk of non-delivery or default). 

In the new economic space, trust in the network depends on trust in 

the protocol plus trust in participants in the network. The recording of 

Ļį°Čĳ°ÉĻóēČĳˉēČˉ°ˉÏóĳĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉąÓÏéÓįʙˉŕïÓįÓˉÈēĻïˉĳÓąąÓįˉ°ČÏˉÈŀŗÓįˉÉēČŢįċˉ
completion shifts issues of trust towards the protocol level to ensure that 

computation is correct, distributed state is consistent, and information is 

secure, to avoid issues like the ‘double spend.’ Knowing an agent’s trans-

action histories adds the dimension of a reputation rating for other agents.

Trust in measurement devices and the quality of measurement is the 

subject of token design, addressed in Chapter 11. The critical issues here 

are the clear connection of token relations to economic relations, giving 

tokens a material basis in ‘real,’ and sustainable economic relations of 

investing (staking), credit and trade.

3.9 The tools to reframe
This chapter has introduced the core categories of the Economic 

�Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįēĻēÉēąʙˉ°ČÏˉï°ĳˉÈÓÓČˉÏÓĳóéČÓÏˉĻēˉċÓÓĻˉĳēċÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉÉï°ąąÓČéÓĳˉ
set out at the start of the chapter. 

The consideration of markets in the context of new ways of measur-

ing opens the possibility that things currently deemed desirable but un-

ĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓˉʷˉ èēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓˉÉ°įÓʙˉ°įĻʙˉ įÓĳÓ°įÉïʙˉ°èèÓÉĻʙˉÈóēĳĬïÓįÓˉÓČï°ČÉÓ-

ment – can come to prominence as value-creating activities. They need 

not be seen as after-thoughts, to be ‘subsidized’ by the state or private 

Ĭïóą°ČĻïįēĬóĳĻĳˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉŔóįĻŀēŀĳʵÈŀĻʵŀČĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓʘˉ

77 The effect is a distributed economic intellect, referring to Marx’s notion of the general intel-
lectʙˉŕïóÉïˉóČˉóĻĳˉĻŀįČˉįÓèÓįĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ąˉĬï°ĳÓˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʙˉŕïÓįÓˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉóĻĳÓąèˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓĳˉ
the seed of its destruction when knowledge and social powers of interaction replace direct 

labor and labor time at the core of the production of wealth. See Virtanen (2006).
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The distributed nature of economic spaces focuses on the capacities 

of individual agents to pursue their own goals of value creation, to make 

offers to the network, to issue tokens, to reciprocally stake and, as we will 

see in later chapters, to issue credit. But the Economic Space Protocol 

is always drawing these individual agendas back to their social meanings 

and collective validation. This is framed not as a constraint on individual 

expression but as the condition for sociability; indeed, the condition for 

having a sense of the collective social agenda (network health, the com-

mons, etc.) that is beyond the capacity of agents conceived as just an 

aggregation of individuals, to achieve. 

The concepts and categories introduced in this chapter provide us 

with the tools we need for Economic Space Protocol design. In subse-

quent chapters these concepts and categories, and the way they combine 

together, will be explained and scrutinized in greater detail. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRODUCTION AS  
PERFORMANCE

4.1 Background
Chapter 3 presents the conceptual categories of exchange that serve 

as the foundation of performances. This chapter outlines the general 

nature of performances. It links closely with the following chapter on 

stake, which engages the way in which performances are valued by the 

network.

Performances must also be understood as protocols of a network. This 

is a process of recognising performances as a sequence of events, making 

them both composable and divisible, so that they can be encoded (see 

Chapter 4.3). They are also interactive: across the network, they must 

be perceived, communicated and enacted. So each performance always 

includes an offer to the network, describing its organization, proposed 

outputs, proposed outcomes of those outputs, how their value should be 

measured, token issuance, governance, surplus distribution, etc.. Perfor-

mances thus have scripts – to ‘perform’ the sequence of events – and are 

to be understood as expressions to be evaluated by the network. 

A performance is akin to what economics calls ‘production,’ but we 

utilize the broader term for the following reasons:

• ‘Performance’ puts the emphasis on creativity and innovation of those 

performing, unlike ‘production’ which is often associated with the re-

petitive discipline of a production line.

• How a performance is designed and implemented is determined by 

the performers, unlike production which is often associated with hi-

erarchical control.

• A performance has an audience; production has a market. An audience 

may pay directly to consume/participate, but it may not. Part of the 

innovation of the new economic space is the recognition that contri-
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butions to value can take multiple forms: they won’t all be expressed 

through direct exchange in a market.

• It follows that there must be mechanisms of social (audience) ac-

ĂČēŕąÓÏéċÓČĻˉ °ČÏˉ ŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ Ļï°Ļˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓˉ óĳˉ ÈÓóČéˉ ÉįÓ°ĻÓÏʘˉ �ïÓˉ įÓ-

turns to performers that come from a social acknowledgment of value 

creation are determined by relations of staking between agents, not 

extractive relations of wage labor and capital.

So performances express what makes a postcapitalist economy a dif-

ferent experience for those participating in it: it places their creativity 

and their intention to create social meaning at the center of the economy 

and scripts them as offers to the network. It is then up to the network 

to determine whether these proposals warrant support by staking. Here 

is where the diversity of values, and different modes of measuring value, 

take on practical meaning, both in agents’ decisions about what to pro-

duce and how to produce it, but also in their claims to create value for 

the network.

4.2 Performing relations
In the Hayekian (and neoclassical) framing of markets, there is no analysis 

of the process of production of outputs. There are inputs of labor, ma-

terials and technology, all acquired by exchange, and there are outputs 

sold for money. So there is an account for what goes into production and 

what comes out, but what goes on inside the production process is un-

explained. Marx was decisively different in this regard. Marx depicts the 

įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįēÉÓĳĳˉēèˉĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉÏÓŢČóČéˉèÓ°ĻŀįÓˉēèˉ°ˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ą-
ist economy. It is the domain of the owners of the means of production 

(the employer of labor). The workplace runs at their discretion and wage 

workers must comply, subject to some degree of legally-imposed stan-

dards. These are the social relations Marx depicted as extractive: where 

workers produce more net output value than their wages can purchase. 

They produce a surplus, belonging to the owner.  

In a postcapitalist economy we need a different analysis of the organi-

zation of performances. The contemporary literature on postcapitalism 

èēÉŀĳÓĳˉïÓ°ŔóąŗˉēČˉÏÓċēÉį°ĻóÉˉŕēįĂĬą°ÉÓˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳʙˉţ°ĻˉïóÓį°įÉïóÓĳˉ°ČÏˉ
workers’ control over production decisions. In the light of the disturbing 

histories of 20th century centrally-controlled ‘socialist’ states, current 

proposals for postcapitalist priorities tend to gravitate to the virtue of 
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direct p2p, community modes of organization, most of which are not de-

signed to scale.

The protocols of the new economic space remain silent on the social 

relations of each performance. There are no standards or norms about 

ïēŕˉÓ°ÉïˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉċ°ŗˉÈÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ČÏˉÓŖÓÉŀĻÓÏʙˉïēŕˉÏÓÉóĳóēČĳˉ°įÓˉ
made, what metrics get generated and how performance revenues are 

shared between internal participants. In a distributed system it is the 

performance participants78 who must determine the social relations of 

that performance and associated governance structure. However, al-

though those ‘performing relations’ are determined by participants, they 

are nonetheless subject to network scrutiny. Performing relations are 

themselves a performance offer to the network, and subject to network 

evaluation in the same way other  performance proposals are subject to 

network evaluation. We might anticipate that the social relations of a 

performance will be a critical issue for prospective stakers (and stakers 

of stakers). These relations can, thereby, be a site of continuing improve-

ment, for that improvement is itself a claim to value creation. 

4.3 Protocols of performances79

A performance is the organization of a coherent set of actions across a 

network to achieve a stated goal as a network state change. It must be 

recognized by agents in the network as constituting a discrete series of 

events. Socially and culturally, a performance offer is an expression of an 

intention to create something of social worth and have it recognized and 

ŔÓįóŢÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʛˉóČˉÓèèÓÉĻʙˉĻēˉÈÓˉÏÓÉą°įÓÏˉ°ĳˉŔ°ąŀÓʘ
The term ’recognition’ is important here, and it must have a formal 

meaning, for while a performance may be depicted as a creative, expres-

ĳóŔÓˉēèèÓįʙˉóĻˉċŀĳĻˉ°ąĳēˉÈÓˉąÓÏéÓįʵÉēċĬ°ĻóÈąÓʘˉ�ĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉCČĻÓįČ°-

ĻóēČ°ąˉ8óČ°ČÉó°ąˉ}ÓĬēįĻóČéˉ�Ļ°ČÏ°įÏĳˉʯC8}�ˉ8ēŀČÏ°ĻóēČˉɾɼɽʁʧɽɾʰˉʿįÓÉēéČó-
tion is the process of capturing an asset or liability for inclusion in the 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĻ°ĻÓċÓČĻĳʘˀ ˉ�ēˉóĻˉąóČĂĳˉÉąēĳÓąŗˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÉïēĳÓČˉŀČóĻĳˉóČˉŕïóÉïˉ°ˉŢ-

Č°ČÉó°ąˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻ ó̄ĳˉÉēċĬóąÓÏˉ°ČÏˉĬįÓĳÓČĻÓÏˉʯĳÓÓˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʃʰʘˉ�ŀèŢÉÓ ó̄ĻˉïÓįÓˉ

78 Stakers could, for this purpose, be considered participants. They could make their stak-

ing conditional on the performance offer having a certain structure, including its social 

relations in production. Furthermore, we expect performing relations to become a new 

value layer: a critical performance outcome.

79 See López, J. ‘Network Performance: Distributed Computing Protocol.’ http://network-

performance.manifold.one
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to say that recognition relates to the way a creative offer is expressed to 

the network in a way the network will recognise as a proposal to create  

a new asset. 

Financially, a performance implies taking on a risk position on the fu-

ture: a calculation that the costs of mounting a performance will gen-

erate new value in excess of those costs (a surplus in some form). Per-

formances will generally be intentionally planned, but it is possible that 

network data may reveal the conditions of an ‘unplanned’ performance.

 Performances may be ‘closed’ or ‘open’ (or have recognizable dimen-

ĳóēČĳˉēèˉÓ°ÉïʰʙˉįÓţÓÉĻóČéˉÏóĳĻóČÉĻóŔÓˉįóĳĂˉĬēĳóĻóēČĳʚˉ

• A closed performance. This is a pre-scripted process with a determi-

Č°ĻÓˉÓČÏʘˉCĻˉċ°ŗˉÈÓˉĻïēŀéïĻˉēèˉ°ĳˉ°ˉēČÓʵēèèˉēįˉ°ˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉĳÓįóÓĳʘˉ�ïÓˉ
Įŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉ ïÓįÓˉ óĳˉ įÓą°ĻóŔÓąŗˉ ĳĻį°óéïĻèēįŕ°įÏˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉ
risk is associated with the costs relative to Value creation of a broad-

ly-known output. 

• An open performance. Where the stated goal is aspirational and the 

performance may not have a clear beginning, nor a clear end, it is 

called an open-ended performance. Its outputs are likely to be inputs 

for ‘higher-order’ performances, just as its own inputs will likely be 

combinations of other, ‘lower-order’ performances. The implied com-

plexity and coordination makes the pricing of outputs and of stake 

more about broader, collective, network goals than individual ones 

(see Appendix 4.2). It is likely that performances offered to the com-

mons will be open rather than closed performances. 

In elaborating the nature of performances there are concepts that we 

ŕóąąˉŢįĳĻˉÏÓŢČÓˉĳÓĬ°į°ĻÓąŗʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓČˉÈįóČéˉĻēéÓĻïÓįʚ

• Information: any performance-related data recorded in the network.80 

The network will ‘automatically’ create the possibility of recording a 

vast range of data. These will most obviously be about times, places 

and prices of exchange, but there can readily be produced adjunct 

data. These could be about performance scripts, design and execution, 

the agents and their trading histories, time intervals between offers 

and network matching, intensities of interest from other agents, agent 

80 The network holds all records, of which the ledger is just one type; for example, records 

of offers made, even if they do not get a match. Moreover, it warrants emphasizing that 

it is performances that encode information with meaning. 
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satisfaction, networks of connection between exchanging agents, 

state changes in the project organization, bits transferred, documents 

created, and more.

• Event: sets of data thought to have a combined meaning (a data narra-
tive). Data analytics could readily be built on top of these raw data. The 

simplest analytic we call an economic eventʚˉĻïÓˉóÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉÏ°Ļ°ˉ
happening in combinations (a+b)81 where a and b could be raw data or 

themselves compiled from statistical analytics. One can imagine a tree 

of a’s and b’s combining to form new, ‘higher-order’ a’s and new b’s.

• Events in combinations: events (data narratives) which can cause de-
sired effects. Events are devoid of a causal proposition over time. But 

when we propose causality (a+b leads to c), we invoke the conditions 

for a performance. Events in combinations may then be treated as 

higher-order events themselves. When data are encoded as narra-

ĻóŔÓĳʙˉĻïÓŗˉ°ÏēĬĻˉĻïÓˉéį°ċċ°įˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓʙˉÈŀĻˉĳĻóąąˉą°ÉĂˉĻïÓˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ
the network that is the condition of value.

• Performance: innovation and risk. Events in combinations propose 

causality, but no innovation. So if the proposition a+b leads to c were 

posed in the subjunctive tense – if a+b were to lead to c – we add a 

contingency, for a+b may or may not lead to c. The subjunctive prop-

osition becomes a risk exposure when the occurrence of c has conse-

ĮŀÓČÉÓĳˉŕïóÉïˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąąŗʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉ°ˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉóČˉ
the domain of taking a position on the future: a performance, framed 

óČˉĻïÓˉĳŀÈÿŀČÉĻóŔÓʙˉŕóĻïˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉēČĳÓĮŀÓČÉÓĳʘ
• Performance index: measuring the execution of a performance. This is 

°ˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉÉ°ąÉŀą°ĻóēČˉēČˉĻïÓˉ óČèēįċ°ĻóēČˉĬįēÏŀÉÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉĻÓÉïČóÉ°ąˉ
data on performance (it is the result of a mathematical formula). It has 

a magnitude that is expected to change over time. It also has a type, 

ŕïóÉïˉ óĳˉ ĻïÓˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įˉÏóċÓČĳóēČˉēèˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉ ʯÓʘéʘˉ
transaction speed, liquidity index, average transaction volume, car-

bon footprint, engagement index) that makes all performances com-

mensurable in these dimensions.

• A measurement of value: network responses to a performance. This in-

ŔēąŔÓĳˉ ĻïÓˉ óÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉŕïÓĻïÓįˉ °ˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉï°ĳˉċÓĻˉ óĻĳˉ ŔÓį-
óŢ°ÈąÓˉ ēŀĻÉēċÓˉ Ļ°įéÓĻĳˉ ʯċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳˉ ēèˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉ ÓèèÓÉĻĳʰˉ ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ
validated by the network as the creation of value. No measure can 

81 By ‘+’ in this context we mean simply ‘in combination with,’ where combinations may be 

ÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉóČˉ°Čŗˉŕ°ŗˉĻï°ĻˉóĳˉÏÓÓċÓÏˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓʘ
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ÈÓˉċ°ÏÓˉŀČĻóąˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉēċĬąÓĻóēČˉēèˉ °ˉŢįĳĻˉ ĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʙˉ ÈŀĻˉ ĻïóĳˉċÓ°-

surement serves as information for staking on second and subsequent 

performances.

• Stake: network calculation of future performances. This results from 

the preparedness to invest in some ownership of a performance. 

Stake frames contingency as potentiality. It takes the contractual 

form: ‘I am prepared to stake an asset in expectation of a yield, should 

future events occur.’ All the above data can impact decisions to stake 

a performance, but most obviously the performance index and the 

measurement of value. 

We can now see these dimensions in combination. The information 

generation that is triggered around an act of exchange and the enact-

ment of a performance can be framed as the basis for individual agents 

to take positions on the performance or consequences of the econom-

óÉˉÓČÏÓ°Ŕēįʘˉ£óĻïˉĳąóéïĻˉÓą°Èēį°ĻóēČʙˉŕÓˉóÏÓČĻóèŗˉĻïÓˉÉēÏóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉÏ°Ļ°ˉ
into performances whose contingency can be staked. A critical proposi-

tion follows. Something produced with potential, measurable social sig-

ČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉʷˉÈÓˉóĻˉ°ˉĬïŗĳóÉ°ąˉéēēÏʙˉ°ˉĳÓįŔóÉÓʙˉēįˉ°ČˉóČĻ°ČéóÈąÓˉʷˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ
offered to the network. It is expressed socially as a performance, qualita-

tively as a measurement of value, quantitatively as a performance index 

and made investable as a stake.

4.4 Performance Indices and value measures
Any agent can transform information into an index or ‘measure’ and pub-

lish it to the market, but whether it becomes network-recognized will 

depend on others adopting it to measure their activities consistent with 

its meaning. An index or other measure must be endorsed by the net-

work and in this sense, indices have attributes of produced commodities: 

they are themselves ‘performed.’

Performance indices 
These measure performances of technical processes of output creation. 

They are the mode of measuring (counting) outputs of a performance. 

|ŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉóĳˉÉįóĻóÉ°ąˉóČˉ°ČŗˉÓÉēČēċŗʙˉÈŀĻˉóČˉĻïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ�Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįē-

tocol these quantities are not immediately or always converted to a univer-

sal unit of exchange (prices and revenues). The compilation of indices must 

preserve how output and outcome qualities are different-but-measurable. 
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Performance indexes measure combinations of data that seek to 

capture statistical relations designed to depict events, using nominat-

ÓÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳˉĳŀÉïˉ°ĳˉįÓĬÓĻóĻóēČĳʙˉ óČţŀÓČÉÓʙˉįÓĬąóÉ°ĻóēČĳˉ°ČÏˉ°ĻĻį°ÉĻóēČʘˉ
A performance could be a single event-with-consequences (e.g. other 

performances reference/adopt/adapt this performance) or the event is 

itself repeated, with each repeat triggering recognition. Either way, it 

óČŔēąŔÓĳˉĻïÓˉóÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ°ˉÉēČĻóČŀēŀĳˉĳÓĻˉēèˉóČÏó-
É°ĻēįĳʙˉĻï°Ļˉ°įÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉĻóċÓˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉóĳˉēèèÓįÓÏˉèēįˉĳĻ°ĂÓʘˉ
Quantifying occurrences makes different outputs quantitatively com-

mensurable (as a spread), without reducing them to a single measure. 

Notice that this framing preserves the diversity of measures to preclude 

them being reduced to a single index (which would then look like a con-

ventional price). In summary, performance indices preserve what is qual-

itatively distinctive about outputs and outcomes while at the same time 

counting their occurrences (quantifying). 

Value measures
These identify performances as expressive acts of productive creation, 

designed to produce value for the network. A performance starts as an 

agent making an offer to the network. That offer must specify how the 

performance will be undertaken, the outputs  of the performance, and 

the intended social outcomes of those outputs It is on the basis of this 

offer – the proposed performance and its nominated mode of network 

recognition – that other agents in the network will decide whether, and 

to what extent, they will stake the performance. The mechanics of this 

process are developed in Appendix 4.1 and in Chapter 7.

$°ÉïˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉóĳˉĻïÓįÓèēįÓˉŔ°ąŀÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉĻēˉįÓţÓÉĻˉĻŕēˉ
things:

• The worth of the performance. Is the performance recognized by the 

network as an expression of its determination of what constitutes val-

ŀÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČʟʛˉ°įÓˉĻïÓįÓˉéēēÏʙˉÉąÓ°įˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳʟʛˉŕóąąˉ ĻïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉ ʿóČ-

ÏÓŖóŢÉ°ĻóēČˀˉĬįēŔóÏÓˉ°ČˉÓèèÓÉĻóŔÓˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓˉēèˉ ĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉéē°ąʟˉ
For example, for a performance related to human care, the network 

ŕóąąˉÈÓˉÏÓĻÓįċóČóČéˉŕïÓĻïÓįˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉÉ°įÓˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉ°ČˉēèèÓįʙˉïēŕˉ
the provision of care is organized and managed, and the way units 

ēèˉÉ°įÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉ°įÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉʯÓʘéʘˉįÓÉóĬóÓČĻˉįÓĳĬēČĳÓĳʛˉĬïŗĳóÉ°ąˉ
wellbeing of the recipient, etc.) are considered stakeable, and at what 

stake price?
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• The ‘pricing’ of outputs of the performance. This relates to the four 

ċēÏÓĳˉóÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɿʘʁʘˉ�ïóĳˉĬįóÉóČéˉĬįēÉÓĳĳˉʷˉį°ČéóČéˉèįēċˉ
direct sale to tributes to the commons – will see the network’s valua-

tion of the outputs of a performance. 

4.5 A ‘value theory of performance’
In our analysis we refer many times to ‘value,’ and do so not simply in an 

ethical sense of what is deemed desirable, but also in a technical eco-

nomic sense of being a way of measuring. So what do we mean by this 

latter meaning of ‘value’? Broadly speaking, in economics there are two 

types of value theories.

One is based on ‘objective’ measures that sit outside of market pric-

es. The most prevalent are labor theories of value of which Marx’s is the 

best known.82 Value in this approach is related to labor time embedded 

directly or indirectly in a produced commodity. What makes this a so-

cial theory is that all different sorts of labor are conceptually convertible 

to units of abstract labor: that which all acts of labor share in common. 

£ïÓČˉŕÓˉèį°ċÓˉĻï°Ļˉ°ĳˉ°ˉįÓą°ĻóēČˉĻēˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉ°ČÏˉĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČˉèēįˉĬįēŢĻʙˉ°ąąˉ
labor stands collectively as the creators of output and capital collectively 

as the owners of the output.

The other type of value theory adopts ‘subjective’ measures that are 

focussed directly on the individual preferences of sellers and buyers and 

how they interact in a market, to exchange at a price. Broadly this cov-

ers neo-classical and Hayekian approaches. The social dimension here 

(which might constitute an approach to ‘value’) is the way that all individ-

uals’ preferences combine to form prices that clear markets, in a process 

gravitating to equilibrium (neoclassical) or spontaneous order (Hayekian). 

The socialness is that as each agent changes their decision, it impacts on 

price, and hence on the decisions of every other agent.

 Most adherents of this latter approach, however, would not generally 

describe themselves as ‘value theorists,’ for they recognize no domain of 

calculation other than price. Conversely, for those who adhere to ‘objec-

ĻóŔÓˀˉĻïÓēįóÓĳˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓʙˉĬįóÉÓˉóĳˉįÓ°ąʙˉÈŀĻˉĳŀĬÓįŢÉó°ąʚˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉ

82  Sraffa (1960) proposes a Marx-compatible approach to value that is not centered on 

labor time. We admire this work as opening a way of framing value in a postcapitalist 

economy. In acknowledging Sraffa, we might call our own approach ‘production of per-

formances by means of performances.’
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realm of production is the long-term driver of markets, and prices are a 

response to short-term factors, but will tend to vary around longer-term 

(labor) values.

The Economic Space Protocol draws on both, but complies with nei-

ther of these theories of value.

Labor-based approaches to value were designed to explain the work-

ings of capitalism, not the conditions for postcapitalism. Indeed, in the 

Ïēċ°óČˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉįÓą°ĻóēČĳˉēèˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉ°ČÏˉóČČē-

vation, it is social effects, not labor inputs that will be the key to value. 

For the Economic Space Protocol, value relates to the social recognition 

(staking) of the performance itself; not social recognition (purchase) of 

ĻïÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉēèˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳʘˉ�ïÓˉÏóèèÓįÓČÉÓˉóĳˉĳŀÈĻąÓʙˉÈŀĻˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻʘ
Labor-based approaches struggle to deal with the ‘value’ of outputs 

where marginal costs are virtually zero. This problem was original-

ąŗˉ ĬēĳÓÏˉ óČˉ Ļïóĳˉ ĳēįĻˉ ēèˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓˉ ĻïÓēįŗˉ °ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ÏóèŢÉŀąĻŗˉ ēèˉ ĬŀĻĻóČéˉ °ˉ Ŕ°ą-
ue on nature. Nature, being created without labor, could be treated as 

the exception. But today, intangible outputs like software, networks and 

knowledge are increasingly prevalent in the economy, but labor time in 

production seems to explain very little.83 Our depiction of performances 

associated with exchange is designed precisely to account for the collec-

tive contribution of intangibles in new, creative ways.

A subjective preference approach to value, conversely, faces no such 

challenge from intangibles, but price has to be framed around private pat-

ent ownership and contrived scarcity. Software markets reach a clearing 

price, but only by social exclusion (e.g. by restricting access; hiding the 

source code). So recognition of intangibles in this approach can only be 

achieved by a private, not an innately social, approach to value. 

A postcapitalist approach to value must encode ways to value the so-

Éó°ą Ļ̄ï°Ļˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉŔó°ˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏ ą̄°ÈēįʙˉČēįˉĳóċĬąŗˉÈŗˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉĬįóÉÓʘˉ
Indeed, there should be no suggestion that price and value are, or can be 

made, of the same quantities: a proposition that haunts Marxian value 

ĻïÓēįŗˉʯĻïÓˉĬįēÈąÓċˉēè ʿ̄Ļį°ČĳèēįċóČéˀˉŔ°ąŀÓĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉĳēÉó°ąąŗˉČÓÉÓĳĳ°įŗˉ
labor time into (smoothed) prices). In our analysis, value comes from the 

attribution of social recognition, and we will later identify how this rec-

ognition might be measured, but these are not proxy prices. The ‘conver-

83 The proposition is not that labor theories of value cannot explain intangibles like software, 

for the labor of the software designer could indeed be counted. It is that little about the 

ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉēèˉĳēèĻŕ°įÓˉóČˉŔ°ąŀÓˉèēįċ°ĻóēČˉóĳˉéēóČéˉĻēˉÈÓˉÓŖĬą°óČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïóĳˉ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻóēČʘ
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sion’ from values to prices, if there is indeed such a process, is expressed 

through staking: how agents change their staking decisions in response 

to value measures, but it is a tendency only; not a formal connection. This 

is why we focus on the performance as the mode of expression of value. A 

performance may be initiated by an exchange in a market but, in contrast 

with subjective preference approaches, it is the social meaning that can 

be built around the exchange, not the exchange itself, that is critical to 

value creation. Moreover, and unlike ‘objective’ approaches to value, the 

goal is not to explain each commodity’s value in terms of output metrics, 

but to identify a network perspective on what outputs are deemed to 

create value for the network: how a producing population of agents cre-

°ĻÓĳʙˉèŀČÏĳˉ°ČÏˉċ°óČĻ°óČĳˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉèēįˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘ
To achieve this focus, we must look at the social consequences of pro-

duction and exchange. To say that an output is a social contribution, it 

óĳˉČēĻˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉĻēˉĳ°ŗˉĻï°ĻˉóĻˉĳÓąąĳˉèēįˉ°ˉĬįóÉÓʙˉČēįˉĻï°ĻˉóĻˉŕ°ĳˉĬįēÏŀÉÓÏˉ
by labor for the market,84 but that it is validated by the protocols of the 

network (see Appendix 4.1 and Chapter 7). 

For this to be impactful on the growth of the economy, and on incen-

tives for producing agents, there must be trailing commissions, yields or 

dividends attributable to performers and other owners of stake in the 

performance. This is why postcapitalism must link to stake: the skin in 

the game that holds the connection between initial production and col-

ąÓÉĻóŔÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉʯēįʙˉóČÏÓÓÏʙˉÉēĳĻʰʘ
Performance is the mode of expression of value that runs through 

from an initiating act, triggered by exchange, to broader social conse-

quences. We could, therefore, call this a ‘performance theory of value.’ 

But, following Elson (1979) on Marx’s value theory, we prefer to depict it 

as a ‘value theory of performance.’ Our goal is not to use individual perfor-

mances to explain value, but to use the social conditions of value to give 

meaning to individual performances.

84 We are aware of Marx’s concept of socially necessary labor time, making acceptance of 

a commodity in the market a condition of value. The point here is consistent with that 

condition of value. 
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APPENDIX 4.1

A PERFORMANCE  
EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

�ï°ĬĻÓįˉ ʀʘʀˉ óÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉ ĻïÓˉ Ïŀ°ąˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻĳˉ ēèˉ ĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉ óČÏóÉÓĳˉ
and value measurement. While noting in Chapter 4.5 that these are not 

competing modes of measuring the same thing, how they relate together 

warrants explanation. That explanation requires other elements, such as 

ĳĻ°ĂóČéˉʯ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʁʰˉ°ČÏˉĳēˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉÉą°įóŢÓÏˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʃˉēČˉĬēĳĻÉ°ĬóĻ°ą-
ist modes of measurement. In the current context of performances, we 

can identify public policy initiatives, associated originally with the British 

(HM) Treasury, that address the measurement of social impacts in a way 

that directly parallel the processes we are invoking, and which have been 

critical in framing our analysis.85 

Social impact bonds
�ïÓĳÓˉ °įÓˉ ĳēċÓĻóċÓĳˉ É°ąąÓÏˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉ ÈÓČÓŢĻˉ ÈēČÏĳˉ ēįˉ Ĭ°ŗʵèēįʵĳŀÉÉÓĳĳˉ
bonds.86ˉ�ïÓŗˉŕÓįÓˉŢįĳĻˉóċĬąÓċÓČĻÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉ�įóĻóĳïˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉóČˉɾɼɽɼˉĻēˉèŀČÏˉ
social policy expenditures on experimental projects. These were initially 

programs to address prisoner recidivism and then programs for family 

įÓŀČóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉóČˉĻïÓˉÉēČĻÓŖĻˉēèˉÉïóąÏįÓČˉĻ°ĂÓČˉóČĻēˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°ĻÓˀĳˉŕÓąè°įÓˉĳŗĳ-
tem. Around the world, there have since been many other applications. 

The critical innovation of social impact bonds is that they design a 

bond for a private investor to purchase, where the funds raised from the 

bond sale are spent on an experimental public policy intervention (i.e. 

where the outcome is unknown). The intervention must be undertaken 

by an ‘independent’ third party, not a party to the contract, to ensure the 

įÓĳŀąĻĳˉ°įÓˉŔÓįóŢ°ÈąÓʘˉ�ïÓˉÈÓĻˉèēįˉĻïÓˉóČŔÓĳĻēįˉóĳˉŕïÓĻïÓįˉĻïÓˉóČĻÓįŔÓČĻóēČˉ
ŕóąąˉ°ÉïóÓŔÓˉ°ˉĬįÓʵĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉąÓŔÓąˉēèˉĳŀÉÉÓĳĳˉʯóèʙˉèēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉ°ˉéįēŀĬˉēèˉ

85 We acknowledge here the contribution of Pamela Hansford who brought this literature 

to our attention and advised on its application.

86ˉ �ēÉó°ąˉ óċĬ°ÉĻˉÈēČÏĳˉ°įÓˉĳ°óÏˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉŢįĳĻˉ óČŔÓČĻÓÏˉÈŗˉ°ˉ[Óŕˉ¬Ó°ą°ČÏˉÓÉēČēċóĳĻˉ
Ronnie Horesh in 1988.
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prisoners that receives the intervention has 20% lower rate of recidivism 

than a control group). If the intervention is successful in achieving its 

20% target, the investors get a payout; if not, they lose their money.87 

This innovation had two relevant features for our purpose. First, the 

design of social impact bonds embeds the criteria by which success (an 

óČŔÓĳĻēįˉĬ°ŗēŀĻʰˉŕēŀąÏˉÈÓˉŔÓįóŢÓÏʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉČēĻˉ°ˉĬēąóÉŗˉēèˉʿóČĻÓįŔÓČÓˉŢįĳĻˉ
and evaluate after’: the conditions of evaluation (the 20% improvement 

condition, for example) is known to the investor before they invest. In the 

depiction of performances presented in this chapter, this is an important 

feature: the performance offer must declare its claims to independently 

ŔÓįóŢ°ÈąÓˉēŀĻÉēċÓĳʙˉ °ČÏˉ ĻïÓˉĬįēÈ°ÈóąóĻŗˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓĳÓˉ Ļ°įéÓĻÓÏˉ ąÓŔÓąĳˉ ÈÓóČéˉ
achieved enters into investor calculation about staking the performance. 

CČˉ°ˉĳēÉó°ąˉóċĬ°ÉĻˉÈēČÏʙˉóČÏÓĬÓČÏÓČĻˉŔÓįóŢ°ÈóąóĻŗˉóĳˉŀČÏÓįĻ°ĂÓČˉÈŗˉ°ˉĳÓĬ-

arate institution: neither the state nor the investor, but the third party 

commissioned to undertake the intervention. In the new economic space, 

it is believed that network-generated data will be the primary source of 

óČÏÓĬÓČÏÓČĻˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČʘˉ?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉ°Čˉ°éÓČĻˉÉēŀąÏˉēèèÓįˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉ
ēèˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉĳÓįŔóÉÓĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘ
�ÓÉēČÏʙˉĻïÓˉÏÓĳóéČˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉóċĬ°ÉĻˉÈēČÏĳˉÓČ°ÈąÓĳˉĻïÓˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ

of social phenomena generally thought unmeasurable. It measures not 

an absolute outcome (what number (to appear on a ledger ) could be 

given to a successful recidivism reduction program, and what is the mea-

sure of ‘success’?) but the spread between the intervention group and 

the control group (was there a 20 percent difference?). This spread is the 

objective of calculation. If the intervention achieves a 20 percent spread, 

the intervention is deemed successful and the investor gets an agreed 

bond payout; if not, the investors lose their money.88 This closes the in-

tervention: the investor has received payment (or not) and the state has 

discovered whether the intervention is worth permanent funding (or not).

The lesson for the new economic space is that measurement of per-

formance outcomes, as the condition for declaring value, will be found in 

ĻïÓˉÏÓĳóéČˉ°ČÏˉĬįóÉóČéˉēèˉĳĬįÓ°Ïĳʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉ°ˉèį°ċóČéˉóČˉĻïÓˉąēéóÉˉēèˉŢČ°Č-

cial derivatives: pricing the spread on the performance of an asset rather 

87 In practice, the investors do not lose all their money. Governments’ desires to promote 

the policy have tended to set generous terms for investors.

88 Social impact bonds involve the government funding an experimental intervention to 

determine whether it should receive on-going state funding. They were never designed 

to be on-going modes of service provision, for a repeat of the same intervention involves 

no calculation of investor risk, and hence no rationale for investor return.
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Ļï°ČˉĬįóÉóČéˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉŀČÏÓįąŗóČéˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉóĻĳÓąèʘˉ�ïÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÏÓįóŔ-
ative framing is developed in Appendix 5.2; the mode of measurement 

itself in addressed in Chapter 7.3 

Policy evaluation framework
The second critical policy development of HM Treasury is the Magenta 
Book: Central Government Guidance on Evaluation ʯɾɼɾɼʰʙˉŢįĳĻˉĬŀÈąóĳïÓÏˉ
in 2011, now extended and elaborated. Its framework has been adopted 

and adapted by many states’ treasuries as the foundation for their policy 

evaluation frameworks. In our terms, it addresses directly the question 

of how value gets attributed to the outcomes of a performance, including 

when these outputs that generate the outcomes are not sold. 

The Magenta Book adopts some of the analytical insights of social im-

pact bonds, but gives them a more general context. It is designed, as the 

subtitle suggests, to give guidelines for policy evaluation generally: an 

agenda that implicitly includes means to commensurate the value creat-

ed by different policies. 

It is not the purpose of this appendix to summarize that extensive 

document, but to highlight two important features that are germane to 

the new economy space and the Economic Space Protocol. First, as with 

social impact bonds, the Magenta Book proposes knowing the method of 

evaluation before the policy commences; indeed designing the policy so 
as to be measurable. Second, it advocates drawing a difference between 

outputs and outcomes. Outputs are generally easy to quantify: number of 

reports or recommendations, surveys conducted, dollars spent, tonnes 

of this; hours of that, etc.. But outputs are not ends in themselves. It is 

on outcomes that policy aspires to exert an impact, and outcomes have 

to be measured differently from outputs,89 often via the ‘spread method’ 

developed in social impact bonds. 

The relevance to the Economic Space Protocol is that performances 

create outputs (goods, services, etc.) and performance indices can mea-

sure the technical, data attributes of these outputs, giving them a tech-

nical point of comparison like transaction speed and volumes. But these 

are not the point of access to a determination of an individual value and 

the commensuration of different values. What the Magenta Book empha-

89 The questions  of how, when and how often to measure outcomes have become big 

questions in public sector use of the evaluation framework, as they will be in a new 

economic space.
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sizes in a policy context is that the critical task is to measure the out-
comes of outputs. In the new economic space, the measure of outcomes 

is the equivalent to the process by which the network attributes value 

to the outputs of a performance. It is asking the question of whether a 

performance output led to the creation of something of value. Outcomes 

°įÓˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉóČˉŕïóÉïˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉŕóąąˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓˉʯóČˉĻïÓˉĳÓČĳÓˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉ
Chapter 4.3) a performance’s value. This reinforces the emphasis, in both 

social impact bonds and public policy design, that outcome measures are 

embedded in the design of performance offers. 
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APPENDIX 4.2 

PERFORMANCES (P) AND 
THEIR OUTPUTS (C)

Production can be depicted diagrammatically as the relation between 

performances (P) and commodity outputs (C). By the term ‘commodity’ 

to reiterate, we do not mean something produced by wage labor to be 

ĳēąÏˉèēįˉ°ˉĬįēŢ̄Ļˉʯ°ĳˉZ°įŖˉŀĳÓĳˉĻïÓˉĻÓįċʰˉÈŀĻˉ°ČŗˉéēēÏˉēįˉĳÓįŔóÉÓˉĻï°Ļˉóĳˉ
offered to the network. This appendix includes reference to token types 

which will not be explained until Chapter 10. Their inclusion here, even at 

this stage of the analysis, will give the reader some idea of the role tokens 

play in the network.

Simple commodity production
We start with simple commodity production as a baseline (Figure 4.1) and 

add complexity.

Figure 4.1 Simple commodity production

This is where a single act of ‘performance’ is directly sold as a com-

modity. A performance, in this context, equates to an act of production of 

an output to be offered for sale. This is distinct from an exchange of C – C, 

where there is a circulation of existing commodities

Cumulative commodity production
Here, performances combine to produce commodities. This may be 

simply two performances in combination creating a higher level perfor-

mance (a 2 link chain), which is then realized as a commodity. This 2 link 

chain is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Cumulative commodity production

Or it could be more complex chains of performances combining, with 

different numbers of links (performances) in the chain, such as shown in 

Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 Chains of performance

In each above case, a single commodity event occurs (i.e. the perfor-

mances combine to produce one network unit of value). The production 

ēèˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉóĳˉÏÓŢ̄ČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉŔ°įóēŀĳˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉÉï°óČĳˉĻï°ĻˉąóČĂˉĻēˉĬįēʵ
duce a commodity. 

The effect of being realized as a commodity valued by the network 

ĻïÓČˉĻįóééÓįĳˉÉą°óċĳˉēČˉĻï°ĻˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉŔ°ąŀ°ĻóēČʙˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉţ̄ēŕˉēèˉʿįÓŔÓČŀÓˀˉ
claims in the opposite direction. This occurs by the automated issuance 

of a commodity token for each recording of a commodity value event 

in the network. The commodity token is then distributed (into partial 
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shares) back down the performance chain, so that each performance that 

feeds into a commodity claims a share of Value. 

When an agent attributes values to a performance, it does so by 

‘clearing’ or crediting the ‘performing agent.’ The effect is to validate an 

exchange of value by issuing a commodity token. For the owner of the 

performance, this crediting effectively enables them to settle credit, and 

as credit is held against stake, the net balance of stake increases. Criti-

cally, where ‘Value’ is being recognized in the network not as monetary 

return (sale for a price) but asset of performances validated by the net-

ŕēįĂʙˉĻïÓČˉĻïÓˉʿÈÓČÓŢ̄ĻĳˀˉēèˉĳŀÉÉÓĳĳèŀąˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ°įÓˉįÓŔÓ°ąÓÏˉČēĻˉ°ĳˉ
monetary revenue, but as a reduction in outstanding liquidity: a wealth 

effect, not an income effect. 

Hence, the value of the commodity token is that it is the means by 

which agents party to the chain of performances can clear credit (which 

has been issued against stake; see below). How those shares are divided is 

contractually determined at each link in the chain. When an individual ‘P’ 

is many links away from ‘C,’ its share of the issued commodity token may 

be relatively small; conversely, an individual ‘P’ may form a link in many 

chains, and thus access a share of commodity tokens from many sources.

Further, commodities may combine with performances to create 

higher-level commodities as depicted in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Combined performances

Reading from right to left, realization of the value of C1 triggers the is-

ĳŀ°ČÉÓˉēèˉ°ˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉĻēĂÓČˉ°ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉ°ˉÉēŀČĻÓįţ̄ēŕˉēèˉąóĮŀóÏóĻŗˉÉąÓ°įʵ
ing revenue to the owners of P3in recognition of their contribution to 
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ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉ£ïÓČˉĻïÓˉÉēŀČĻÓįţēŕˉįÓ°ÉïÓĳˉ�ɾʙˉĻïÓˉÏóįÓÉĻˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉ
accrue to the owner of C2, though the network acknowledgment of the 

ÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČˉĻēˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉ�ɾˉ°ąĳēˉţēŕĳˉĻïįēŀéïˉĻēˉĻïÓˉzɾˉ°ČÏˉzɿˉąÓŔÓąĳʙˉèēįˉ
their indirect contribution to C1. Each ‘level’ of claim on the value of C1 

is contractually negotiated with the level above. This emphasizes that 

the conversion of performances (or combinations of performances) into 

commodities may be seen as the end of a particular performance chain, 

but new chains may emerge out of commodities, creating more com-

plex commodities. The relation between performances and commodities 

comes to depict a Leontief-style input-output model.
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CHAPTER 5

STAKE: THE KEY TO VALUE

5.1 Introduction
Reciprocal staking involves agents investing in the performances of oth-

ers by relinquishing stake in themselves. But it is more than simply each 

°éÓČĻˉ°ÉĮŀóįóČéˉ°ˉĬēįĻèēąóēˉēèˉ°ĳĳÓĻĳˉŕóĻïˉÏóŔÓįĳóŢÓÏˉįóĳĂʘˉ�Ļ°ĂóČéˉóĳˉĻïÓˉ
way in which agents and the network as a whole commit to a future, by 

backing proposals to create new economic value. Without a pre-speci-

ŢÓÏʙˉÓŖĻÓįČ°ąˉČēĻóēČˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉʯÓʘéʘˉÈŗˉįÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻʰˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉóċċÓ-

diately opens an economic and social imaginary of what the priorities of 

that future could be, both individually and collectively. It gives the net-

work a dynamic of growth, disruption and realignment, and the collective, 

exploratory choice of direction.

The process of agents in a network taking stake in each others’ per-

formances could be subject to a range of economic and social interpre-

tations. Is it a petit bourgeois (small business) stock exchange, with an 

extractive logic? So does it imply a logic of some agents devouring others 

and an inevitable polarization of wealth? If posed outside the Economic 

Space Protocol, this is a possible meaning.

 In the context of the Economic Space Protocol, staking points in a dif-

ferent direction, although partial parallels with a capitalist stock exchange 

should be acknowledged, and the contrasts should be drawn to make the 

differences stark. (Terminologically, we use the word ‘stake’ in the Eco-

nomic Space Protocol and ‘stock’ in relation to the capitalist stock market.) 

Four key points of comparison feature prominently in this chapter.

First, unlike the stock market, the market for stake involves reciprocal 
investing. Agents enter the network not with a quantity of money with 

which to acquire stake in others, nor by offering themselves as wage 

workers (both of which would then play out an extractive logic of grow-

ing wealth inequality), but with proposals for performances or with pro-

ĬÓČĳóĻŗˉĻēˉĬ°įĻóÉóĬ°ĻÓˉóČˉēĻïÓįĳˀˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉ°ÉĻóŔÓąŗˉ°ČÏʥēįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąąŗʘˉ
We see a shift towards what Marx called ‘free association’ and individual 
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‘self activity.’90 The role of the Commons in expressing this propensity 

towards postcapitalism, is explored in Chapter 6.

Second, the criteria of performance success are different for stock and 

for stake. In broad terms, in capitalist countries, corporate governance 

ąÓéóĳą°ĻóēČˉįÓĮŀóįÓĳˉċ°ĂóČéˉĬįēŢĻˉ ĻēˉÈÓˉ°ˉĬįóēįóĻŗˉēÈÿÓÉĻóŔÓʙ91 with just a 

small amount of wriggle room to enable recognition of so-called social, 

environmental and governance input (so-called ESG accounting). In the 

new economic space, the goals of investors and performances are not 

ĬįÓʵĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏʘˉ£ÓˉįÓèÓįˉïÓįÓˉČēĻˉĻēˉĻïÓˉįÓÉēéČóĻóēČˉĻï°ĻˉĳēċÓˉóČŔÓĳĻēįĳˉ
ċ°ŗˉÈÓˉ°ąĻįŀóĳĻóÉʙˉ°ČÏˉČēĻˉĬįēŢĻʵÏįóŔÓČʙˉèēįˉĻï°Ļˉ°ąĳēˉï°ĬĬÓČĳ ó̄ČˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʘˉ
Rather, the network’s  goals are determined in distributed processes and 

subject to change according to the changing view of the network. 

Third, stock and stake involve different risk allocations. New stake is 

created and issued as part of a mutual stakeholding transaction. In effect, 

each party to the transaction, and their respective networks, are under-

writing each others’ issuance. As stake forms collateral for credit, the 

parties are also underwriting each others’ credit issuance. The intention, 

as with stock market equity, is to expand net value creation and hence 

the net value of stake itself. Although new stake issuance ‘dilutes’ the 

proportion of total stake held by extant stakeholders, it is associated with 

an expansion of the performance potential of the underlying assets. The 

new stake therefore opens a new risk (the expansion) but also a shared 

risk (the underwriting). 

90 For Marx, this stage was directly contingent on advanced technology developed in cap-

italism and involved the proletariat freeing itself of capitalist class relations so that this 

óČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóŔÓČÓĳĳˉ°ČÏˉèįÓÓˉ°ĳĳēÉó°ĻóēČˉÉēŀąÏˉţēŀįóĳïʘˉ�ïóĳˉĻÓÉïČēąēéóÉ°ąˉÏÓŔÓą-
opment and its social conditions Marx referred to the ‘force of production’ or ‘productive 

forces.’ In the words of Marx:

The appropriation of these forces [of production] is itself nothing more than the devel-

opment of the individual capacities corresponding to the material instruments of pro-

duction. The appropriation of a totality of instruments of production is, for this very 

įÓ°ĳēČʙˉĻïÓˉÏÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉēèˉ°ˉĻēĻ°ąóĻŗˉēèˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻóÓĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąĳˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˊʘˉʘˉʘˉʘ

This appropriation is further determined by the manner in which it must be effected 

through a union . . . . Only at this stage does self-activity coincide with material life, 

which corresponds with the development of individuals into complete individuals and 

the casting off of all natural limitations. (Marx 1854, Part 1, Section D)

91ˉ �ïÓįÓˉóĳˉČēČÓĻïÓąÓĳĳˉ°ċÈóéŀóĻŗˉïÓįÓʙˉÓĳĬÓÉó°ąąŗˉ°ÈēŀĻˉïēŕˉĬįēŢĻˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĻóċÓˉ
ïēįóŞēČˉèēįˉĬįēŢĻˉċ°ŖóċóŞ°ĻóēČʘ
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Fourth, mutual stakeholding transactions are strategic and continu-

al and they convey critical information to the rest of the network. Is-

sued stake quantity, price and transaction data are essential feedback, 

for they signal network perceptions (current and anticipated future) of 

the value creation capacities of each performance. Those perceptions 

about network recognition can change. Agents may seek to realign their 

stake portfolios by acquiring more stake or they may partially or fully 

exit a staking relationship. This depiction may also describe the deci-

sion-making process of a hedge fund or venture capitalist, but mutual 

staking makes both the risks and the consequences of staking decisions 

markedly different. 

Behind staking are acts of exchange: in transacting stake, there will 

be offers and matches recorded on a network ledger.92 It follows that we 

are starting to see the conditions for the emergence of tokens as repre-

sentations of these transactions. However, the consideration of tokens in 

relation to staking will be delayed until the social relations of staking are 

explained. This analytical sequence means that, at this stage of the analysis, 

there is not yet an elaborated unit of exchange in the network (see Chap-

ters 7.2 and 9), so staking, as considered in this chapter, involves the de-

termination only of relative values (ratios or equivalences) and just a con-

ceptual reach to how they might be made operational as absolute values. 

5.2 The circular logic of reciprocal staking93

The four points of difference between postcapitalist staking and capital-

ist stock purchasing point to two leading questions of the new economic 

ĳĬ°ÉÓʚˉŢįĳĻʙˉïēŕˉÏēˉŕÓˉŀČÏÓįĳĻ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉį°ĻÓĳˉ°ĻˉŕïóÉïˉ°éÓČĻĳˉŕóąąˉ°ÉĮŀóįÓˉ
stake in others and give up stake in themselves; and second, if expected 

ĬįēŢĻˉóĳˉČēĻˉĻïÓˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳˉĻï°ĻˉċēĻóŔ°ĻÓĳˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉÏÓÉóĳóēČĳʙˉŕï°Ļˉóĳʟ

Staking ratios
When agents acquire stake in others by giving up stake in themselves, 

a critical issue is the decision of how much each invests in the other. 

Reciprocal staking will not simply involve Agent A acquiring one unit 

of stake in each of B and C and Agent B one unit of stake in A and C, 

92 The mechanics of this process are examined in Chapter 10.2.

93 See López, J. ‘Market shares: Distributed Staking Protocol.’ http://marketshares.mani-

fold.one
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etc.. It is the ratios of allocation that prove critical: how much stake A 

must be given up in order to acquire a unit of stake in B may be dif-

ferent from how much A is ready to give up to acquire a unit of stake 

in C. What these ratios reveal is the network’s relative view of each 

agent’s past and expected performances: those with the highest ratio 

(who have received the largest amount in stake offers, relative to others, 

and whose stake price is rising) are deemed the greatest contributors 

to value creation (see Chapter 7.3 for the process). The higher your ratio, 

the more the rest of the network values your performance relative to 

other performances. Reciprocal staking is the determination of these 

ratios. The process by which these ratios appear as absolute numbers 

is not considered until Chapter 8.4, for credit and liquidity are key to 

this development.

Even though the differences in prices between the stake tokens of 

different agents are vital to the system’s functioning in the short and me-

dium terms, as means of empowering agents proportionally to the per-

ceived value of their performances, they may create imbalances in the 

long term. Therefore, depending on the nature of the performance, the 

economic space can introduce inequality mitigation policies. One such 

policy is stake decay: as the stake held by an agent increases as a deter-

mined rate or to a determined level, some part of that stake will start 

decaying into the network (other stakeholders or the commons), accord-

ing to a function. Stake decay or other  redistribution policies are a de-

sign choice for every economic space and something to be considered by 

agents when deciding to participate.

 Decisions to stake other agents’ performances
Staking involves investing in the inter-temporal contingencies of individ-

ual performances and how they are valued by the network. We can think 

of it as a sequence of three questions faced by an agent considering pro-

posing a performance of whether to match another agent’s staking offer:

• what they would like to see happen in the future.

• what they think is likely to happen in the future. 

• how they value what happens in the future and the past.

�ïÓˉŢįĳĻˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉʷˉŕï°ĻˉŕēŀąÏˉÈÓˉéēēÏˉĻēˉï°ĬĬÓČˉʷˉóĳˉ°Čˉaspirational 
perspective. It invokes an emotional response to investing. Agents seek 

to author performances and stake the performances of other agents to 
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generate outputs they would like generated by the network: what they 

individually think creates ‘value.’ 

The second – what is likely to happen – is a predictive perspective. It 

invokes a calculative response to investing. It involves each agent posi-

tioning their own aspirations of performance and staking in the context 

of expectations of the network as a whole. It invokes a competitive re-

sponse to investing. Indeed, if this is where our analysis stops, staking 

ŕēŀąÏˉ ÈÓˉ ČēˉċēįÓˉ Ļï°Čˉ ĳóċĬąŗˉ Ţ̄Č°ČÉó°ąąŗˉ ĬēĳóĻóēČóČéˉ ēČˉ ĻïÓˉċēēÏˉēèˉ
the market. It would, to invoke Keynes’ critique of stock markets, involve 

placing bets on what other people think will be successful. Keynes’ cri-

tique is considered directly in Appendix 5.1

The third – interpreting the network’s response to performances – is 

an evaluative perspective. It invokes a social response to investing (see 

Chapter 4.4 and Appendix 4.1). It reveals a network perspective on which 

performances end up creating value in the network. 

This is not a sequence of decisions: each is being made and remade 

simultaneously, as depicted in Figure 5.1. In capitalism, aspirations may 

be no different from the new economy, but prediction is about popular 

ēĬóČóēČˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĬįēŢ̄Ļˉ°ČÏˉÓŔ°ąŀ°ĻóēČˉóĳˉÏóÉĻ°ĻÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉĬįēŢ̄ĻˉēŀĻÉēċÓĳʘˉCČˉ
the new economic space, evaluation is not by a predetermined criterion; 

it is determined by the network. If evaluation is endogenous, then pre-

diction has no singular goal, and hence aspirations can be more expres-

sive. Similarly, if evaluation is a social process, it feeds into emotion, into 

individual decisions about what to offer to the network and hence also 

into predictions.

Figure 5.1 Aspirations, Predictions and Evaluations

Endogenous evaluation means that what a network does value can be a 

mediated expression of what the network aspires to value, so long as there 

is diversity in predictions. There will be diversity in predictions because 

agents are not only predicting which individual performances will be suc-

cessful; they are simultaneously determining the criteria of success. 
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Most agents, including those pursuing their own explicit maximiza-

tion strategies, will diversify their predictions because they cannot know 

in advance the criteria by which their predictions will be evaluated. This 

process will see agents mining network data seeking investment trends 

and network opinions. Data analysis will not converge on a single out-

come, but it may well see convergence to a range of aspirations, a range 

ēèˉċēÏÓĳˉēèˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉʯĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉóČÏóÉÓĳʰˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉį°ČéÓˉēèˉÉįóĻÓįó°ˉēèˉ
value. How broad or narrow these ranges are will be played out by the 

network itself.

Combined 
Our consideration of staking ratios involved depicting staking as a vot-

ing process in the network: which agents are perceived to be popular to 

stake and which unpopular. The consideration of the feedback processes 

in agents’ staking decisions shows that staking is more than voting. To in-

voke the terms of Benjamin Graham (sometimes called the ‘Dean of Wall 

�ĻįÓÓĻˀˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉè°ĻïÓįˉŢéŀįÓˉēèˉʿŔ°ąŀÓˉóČŔÓĳĻóČéˀʰˉóČˉÏóĳÉŀĳĳóČéˉĻïÓˉĳĻēÉĂˉ
market, in the short run this market is a voting machine – determining 

the network’s popular views about how each agent’s proposal to produce 

value compares with other agents’ proposals – but in the long run it is a 

weighing machine, evaluating the relative substance of each agent’s per-

formances.94 The weighing mechanism is about collectively determining 

how much each performance contributes to the network’s creation of 

new value, and hence determining exactly what is meant by a quantity of 

value (for this particular network). 

How can a network measure the value of things even though there 

may be no single, ‘objective’ measure of value and, indeed, some output  

may never be sold for a price? The answer is that the willingness of 

agents to stake a performance shifts the focus away from how to get 

°ČˉÓŖ°ÉĻʙˉ°éįÓÓÏˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉēèˉʿÉ°įÓʙˀˉēįˉʿÓČŔóįēČċÓČĻ°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻʙˀˉʿ°įĻóĳĻóÉʥ
technological contribution’ etc., and towards the willingness of agents 

ĻēˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉ°ˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČʘˉ�ïÓˉįóĳĂˉēèˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉóĳˉĻïÓˉąóĂÓąóïēēÏˉēèˉ
ÉÓįĻ°óČˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÓŔÓČĻĳˉēèˉʿÉ°įÓˀˉÓĻÉʘˉēÉÉŀįįóČéʘ95 This shift is critical, for 

94 Something approximating this statement appears in Graham and David Dodd’s 1934 book 

Security Analysis: the original text on investing according to a company’s ‘fundamentals.’ 

�ïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĳĻ°ĻÓċÓČĻʙˉïēŕÓŔÓįʙˉóĳˉČēĻˉóČˉĻïÓˉÈēēĂʘˉCĻˉóĳˉēèĻÓČˉĳóċĬąŗˉ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻÓÏˉĻēˉ9į°ï°ċʙˉ
most notably by one of his students, Warren Buffett. See also Appendix 5.3 for elaboration.

95 The focus here is on outputs (for they are what is recorded in the ledger) although refer-
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instead of claiming the capacity directly to value outputs-with-no-

price we analytically ‘sidestep’ that problem, or approach it indirectly 

by valuing the performances that generate those outputs-with-no-

price. Adopting a cost plus average return pricing model we can then 

determine an implied, approximate ‘price’ value for those outputs, but 

the critical goal is not to have a full set of output prices, but a full set of 

staking prices.

There is one more analytical link before that explanation is complete: 

why would someone stake a performance that produces outputs that 

have value but no market price and hence generates no revenue? The an-

swer is clear, although we have to connect to issues addressed in Chapter 

8 to explain it. It is that when the network attributes a token to that value 

creation, the token can be used to clear credit in the network. It means 

that creditors, and creditors of creditors, are recognising the creation of 

value. The capacity to clear credit becomes the ultimate network-wide 

recognition of value creation.

5.3 Returns to stakeholding
Agents will stake other agents’ performances not merely to express views 

about what constitutes value, but in search of a yield. This includes a 

yield on outputs that are consumed in the commons.

The returns to staking will be in whatever form the staking contract 

nominates, but generally they are in two forms. First, there are changes 

in stake price. The full meaning of this awaits the introduction of tokens, 

and especially the credit token. It also awaits a consideration of the rela-

ĻóēČˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉóČĻÓįČ°ąˉ°ČÏˉÓŖĻÓįČ°ąˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉŀČóĻĳˉʯÓʘéʘˉŢ°Ļʰʘ
Second, stake will generate ‘a dividend’ (value-remuneration shar-

ing). It may be a share of output, or a share of net revenue (outputs less 

ĻïÓˉÉēĳĻˉēèˉóČĬŀĻĳʰʘˉCĻˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉįÓĻŀįČˉēįˉ°ˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉ
return, and those returns may accrue directly to the stakeholder or to 

some other agent nominated by the stakeholder, such as the commons 

(see Chapter 6). It could also give other rights; for example, rights to 

óČţŀÓČÉÓˉĻïÓˉèŀĻŀįÓˉÓŔēąŀĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʙˉēįˉ óĻˉÉēŀąÏˉéóŔÓˉĻïÓˉ
stakeholder rights to build their own performance in connection with 

the performance they staked. Indeed, when outputs are framed as divi-

dends, dividends themselves become the center of the governance and 

ence is to outputs whose outcomes have been validated by the network. 
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innovation dynamism that drives the network. This depiction is central 

ĻēˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉʿĳŀįĬąŀĳˀˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘ96

Notice, therefore, the investor intent that now becomes apparent in 

the act of staking when we focus on returns to staking. Agents stake a 

performance that they would ‘like to see happen,’ because it complies 

with their emotional and aesthetic perspective, because they believe 

ĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉ óĳˉ óċĬēįĻ°ČĻˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉēŔÓį°ąąˉ ĬįēŢąÓˉ ēèˉ ĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉ ēįˉ
because there is a distinctive dividend they would like to acquire, be it 

a physical package, access to something or simply an acknowledgment 

Ļï°ĻˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉĻïÓŗˉĳĻ°ĂÓÏˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓÏˉ°ˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉèēįˉēĻïÓįĳʘˉ�ïóĳˉįÓ-

veals that ethical, emotional and aesthetic dimensions are embedded in 

the depiction of value, and the dividends on performances will therefore 

also embed those ethical foundations.

5.4 Staking and the network: a summary and a projection
Stake plays six critical roles in a network, some of which have just been 

described, others of which await the depiction of tokens, and especially 

the role of credit. We nominate the latter at this time, to give signals to 

readers who are looking to comprehend the network-as-a-whole, and 

especially its liquidity.

• Resourcing performing. Staking is a means by which agents enter the 

performance of another agent: staking opens ‘relations of perform-

ing’ which are not premised on wage labor or other extractive pro-

duction relations.

• Diversifying risk. Staking enables the initiator/undertaker of perfor-

mances to share the risks of their innovation, and mutual staking sees 

them diversify their own risks.

• Collateral. Stake stands as collateral for credit. The price of stake (re-

ţÓÉĻóČéˉ èŀĻŀįÓˉĬįēÿÓÉĻóēČĳˉēèˉ óĻĳˉïēąÏÓįĳʰˉ ĻïÓįÓèēįÓˉÈ°ÉĂĳˉ ĻïÓˉÉįÓÏóĻˉ
that will fund other future performances.

• Social Poolingʘˉ �Ļ°ĂÓˉ ČēĻˉ ēČąŗˉ ÓČ°ÈąÓĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ÏóŔÓįĳóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ ēèˉ įóĳĂĳˉ
(which is indeed one form of pooling); it also expresses the way in 

which individual agents who stake a performance combine to form a 

ČÓŕˉ°éÓČĻˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓóįˉÉēċċēČˉĬŀįĬēĳÓˉʯ°ˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳĬ°ÉÓʰʙˉ
and in turn the way in which performances combine to form aggre-

gated networks. 

96 See Appendix 5.2 for elaboration.
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• Commensuration of performances. Stake price makes all different per-

formances commensurable, and hence creates the idea of an economy 

of collective innovation and interoperability among economic agents. 

But it does so, critically, without reducing the measurement of per-

formances to a single index: it intentionally preserves the importance 

of diverse ways of measuring the value-creation of each performance. 

• Revealing network Value priorities. When each performance is pre-

sented to the network in terms of the values it extols, staking choices 

are a voting process on values. 
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APPENDIX 5.1 

FUNDAMENTAL VALUE  
AND SPECULATION:  

KEYNES’ BEAUTY CONTEST

Keynes was critical of stock market speculation. He was writing in the 

context of the 1920s stock market boom and the 1929 crash which direct-

ly connected to the Great Depression of the 1930s. In his General Theory 
of Employment, Interest and Money (1936) he wrote of ‘the euthanasia of 

the rentier,’ referring not to a literal policy proposal but to the predic-

tion that the lower interest rates he believed his policies would generate 

would mean that people could not live off the income stream of their 

assets. They would have to invest in ‘productive’ activities. 

Keynes’ critique of stock markets was that investors simply buy the 

stocks they think other people will buy, for the more people who want to 

buy a stock, the more its price will rise. Popular investing, he contended, 

has nothing to do with the underlying business proposition and assets 

of companies (often called the ‘fundamentals’) and everything to do with 

what investors think other people will do; indeed, what investors think 

other people think other people will do. It is apparent that, more than 90 

years on, there is widespread adherence to Keynes’ interpretation of the 

stock market, and especially its application to investors in volatile cryp-

toasset markets, where many tokens are made up of narratives that lack 

underlying assets (‘fundamentals’).

We have differentiated staking in the new economic space from stock 

market investing in a capitalist economy, albeit accepting certain paral-

lels, and from other forms of staking in cryptoeconomics.97 Nonetheless, 

does Keynes’ caution about stock speculation apply to our proposals for 

reciprocal staking, especially in the light of a 2022 major downturn in 

crypto markets? We need to be clear about how our proposal is distinct 

from Keynes’ dramatic critique.

97 See Chapter 1.4 for this differentiation.
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Here is Keynes’ critique. (Readers are asked to overlook the almost 

100-year-old social presumptions of both the object being described and 

the language used to describe it.)

To identify the workings of investing in the stock market, Keynes used 

an analogy with a style of 1930s newspaper beauty contests in which 

readers were asked to choose the 6 prettiest faces from a page of 100 

ĬïēĻēéį°Ĭïĳʘˉ�ïÓˉĬįóŞÓʙˉįÓĬēįĻÓÏˉQÓŗČÓĳˉʯɽʅɿʂʧˉɽʁʂʰʙˉŕ°ĳʚ

awarded to the competitor whose choice most nearly corresponds 

to the average preferences of the competitors as a whole; so that 

Ó°ÉïˉÉēċĬÓĻóĻēįˉï°ĳˉĻēˉĬóÉĂʙˉČēĻˉĻïēĳÓˉè°ÉÓĳˉŕïóÉïˉïÓˉïóċĳÓąèˉŢČÏĳˉ
prettiest, but those which he thinks likeliest to catch the fancy of 

the other competitors. 

It is important to note that the ‘competitors’ in Keynes’ explanation 

are not the 100 faces in the ‘contest,’ but the readers/voters. The terms of 

the competition, Keynes continued, generated a distinctive voting logic:

It is not a case of choosing those [faces] that, to the best of one’s 

judgment, are really the prettiest, nor even those that average 

opinion genuinely thinks the prettiest. We have reached the third 

degree where we devote our intelligences to anticipating what 

average opinion expects the average opinion to be. And there are 

ĳēċÓʙˉCˉÈÓąóÓŔÓʙˉŕïēˉĬį°ÉĻóĳÓˉĻïÓˉèēŀįĻïʙˉŢèĻïˉ°ČÏˉïóéïÓįˉÏÓéįÓÓĳʘ

In application to the stock market, Keynes contended that investors 

were like the reader/voters, buying shares not based on any criteria of 

èŀČÏ°ċÓČĻ°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓʙˉČēįˉĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČĳˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĬįēŢĻʵċ°ĂóČéˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąʙˉÈŀĻˉ
on investors’ perception of what they think other investors will buy. So 

nothing matters but opinions, and opinions on opinions, or what they 

think other investors think others investors believe is the average opin-

ion of the value of the asset. In other words, it’s all a speculative bubble of 

popular opinion without substance and it’s destined to burst.

Some readers may see a parallel between Keynes’ beauty contest anal-

ogy and our depiction of the relation between staking and network de-

termination of value. But that would be a misunderstanding.

�ïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻïóČéˉĻēˉČēĻÓ ó̄ĳˉĻï°ĻˉQÓŗČÓĳˀĳˉ°Č°ąēéŗ ó̄Čˉ°ĬĬąóÉ°ĻóēČˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĳĻēÉĂˉ
market is itself limited. It mis-places the role of the central authority. It in-

serts a discrete ‘prize,’ funded by a central authority, as the motive for play-

ing, and the awarding of the prize ends the game. In the stock market, peo-
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ple may invest in response to popular opinion and may be ‘ahead’ or ‘behind’ 

on their balance sheets according to stock choice and timing. But over time 

ĻïÓˉċ°ĻÓįó°ąˉÈ°ĳóĳˉēèˉĳï°įÓˉĬįóÉÓĳˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉįÓŔÓ°ąÓÏˉÈŗˉŕï°ĻˉĳĻ°ĻÓʵÉÓįĻóŢÓÏˉ
ÉēįĬēį°ĻÓˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳˉ°ÉĻŀ°ąąŗˉĳïēŕˉĻēˉÈÓˉĻïÓˉĬįēŢĻˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉēèˉÉēċĬ°-
nies. The state’s role is not as a prize-giver to attract short-term audience 

participation but as a rule-maker to ensure reliable data. 

�ÓÉēČÏʙˉ °ˉ ÏóįÓÉĻˉ °Č°ąēéŗˉ ŕóĻïˉ ēŀįˉ ČÓĻŕēįĂˉ ĬįēĬēĳ°ąˉ óĳˉ ţ°ŕÓÏʘˉ CČˉ
Keynes’ beauty contest, the contestants are not the faces (as would be 

implied by the term ‘beauty contest’) but the newspaper readers/voters. 

With reciprocal staking, the analogy would be if the only people who can 

vote in the beauty contest are the 100 contestants; they can divide their 

votes into fractions, and there is no winner-takes-all ‘prize’: the prize is 

connectivity. So there is no ‘winning’ from voting for yourself and, direct-

ly or transitively, it is likely that everyone will be holding a partial vote for 

everyone else, so prizes are as much collective as individual.

If we think of the 100 people whose faces appear in the contest, each 

having their own ways of identifying facial attributes (their own mea-

sures of value), there will be built across the network not a speculative 

bubble but a system of facial recognition. Distributed determination of 

value is a system of network recognition of value.

Two years before Keynes’ General Theory was published, the idea of 

fundamental value rose to new prominence with developments in the ana-

lytics of corporate accounts. Benjamin Graham and David Dodd published 

Security Analysis (1934), introducing the concept of ‘value investing.’ Their 

work has been made famous in the 21st century by Warren Buffett.98 

The approach they took was to look at the intrinsic worth, or long-term 

‘fundamentals,’ of a company and not be distracted by short-term share 

price volatility. The fundamentals include measures like company perfor-

ċ°ČÉÓʙˉĬįēŢĻˉċ°įéóČĳʙˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉŔ°ąŀÓĳʙˉÏÓÈĻˉąÓŔÓąĳʙˉÓĻÉʘʘˉ�ïÓˉóČŔÓĳĻċÓČĻˉĬįēĬ-

osition was to use data on these fundamentals to reach an overall valuation 

of the company. This was then a guide to whether current stock prices 

were ‘overpriced’ or ‘underpriced,’ with direct implications as to whether 

the stock should be bought or sold at its current price. 

Each of these fundamentals depicted by Graham and Dodd in 1934 

óĳˉ éÓČÓį°ąąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉ įÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉ Ļēˉ °ˉÏóĳĻóČÉĻąŗˉ É°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ ÓÉēČēċŗˉ°ČÏʙˉ
we contend, an early to mid 20th century capitalist economy. In the 21st 

98 Graham was Warren Buffett’s teacher/mentor. Buffett has written an introduction to 

later editions of Security Analysis.
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century, most of the largest and fastest growing companies in the world, 

when measured by market capitalization – such as Alphabet, Amazon, Ap-

ple, Microsoft and Tesla – have share prices far in excess of what Gra-

ham and Dodd’s measures would recommend, and have done so for some 

time.99 To label these prices as ‘speculative’ and ‘bubbles,’ especially when 

they have lasted so long, seems to be a misreading of underlying processes. 

We believe that these stocks are symptoms of a change in what we 

should understand by ‘intrinsic worth’ and ‘fundamentals.’ Two factors 

are critical here. One is that the intangible assets that dominate these 

companies’ balance sheets – software patents and brands – cannot easily 

be subject to Graham and Dodd’s measures.100 The second factor is that 

investors in these iconic 21st century companies are not simply specula-

tors, nor are they simply ‘factoring in’ environmental, social and gover-

Č°ČÉÓˉʯ$�9ʰˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓįĳˉĻēˉĻïÓóįˉĬįēŢĻʵÏįóŔÓČˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳʘ101 Many are taking 

an intentional long-term position on the future of the economy and wid-

er society. In a changing world, they are investing in intentional modes of 

Éï°ČéÓʘˉ�ïÓŗˉ°įÓˉĳóéČ°ąóČéˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąąŗˉŕï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉÈÓąóÓŔÓˉóČˉ°ČÏˉŕï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉ
project the future economic frontiers to be. Neither Keynes’ depiction of 

speculation nor Graham and Dodd’s depiction of intrinsic value appear 

able to capture this motivation.

For these reasons, we contend that stake and stake owners inside the 

network will not tend to behave the way Keynes described. But nor are 

the fundamentals the ones that Graham and Dodd described, for people’s 

social, political and emotional responses to network potential are them-

selves part of the fundamentals. Accordingly, the Economic Space Proto-

col provides the data required to construct measures related to affect in 

the network, and hence to undertake a fundamentals analysis informed 

by the critical role of affect. But it will be up to agents to compile these 

data in ways that generate meaning as well as prediction. 

99ˉ �Óĳą°ˉÏóÏˉČēĻˉĻŀįČˉ°ˉĬįēŢĻˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉɾɼɼɾˉ°ČÏˉɾɼɽʅˉŗÓĻˉóĻĳˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓˉŕ°ĳˉéįÓ°ĻÓįˉĻï°Čˉ
Toyota, despite the fact that it produced less than 5 percent of the number of vehicles 

produced by Toyota. 

100 �̄ïÓˉĬįēĬēįĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉÉēċĬ°ČóÓĳˀˉ°ĳĳÓĻĳˉÉą°ĳĳóŢÓÏˉ°ĳˉ óČĻ°ČéóÈąÓˉ óĳʚˉ�ąĬï°ÈÓĻ, 73 per-

cent; Amazon, 81 percent; Apple, 96 percent; Microsoft, 93 percent; and Tesla 94 percent. 

See Brand Finance (2022).

101ˉ }ÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉïÓįÓˉóĳˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÓċÓįéÓČÉÓˉēèˉĳēʵÉ°ąąÓÏˉ$�9ˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻóČéˉĻēˉĳóĻˉ°ąēČéˉĬįēŢĻˉ°ČÏˉ
ąēĳĳˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳʘˉ�ŀĻˉ°ĳˉ$�9ˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳˉ°įÓˉ ĳÉ°įÉÓąŗˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏʙˉ ĻïÓŗˉĳóĻˉ ą°įéÓąŗˉ°ĳˉÓĻïóÉ°ąˉ
Įŀ°ąóŢÓįĳˉĻēˉĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻĳʛˉČēĻˉ°ĳˉ°Čˉ°ąĻÓįČ°ĻóŔÓˉŕ°ŗˉēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįóČéʘ
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APPENDIX 5.2

DIVIDENDS AND THE  
SURPLUS

‘Surplus’ is one of those terms in economics with many meanings, and it is 

ČēĻˉ°ĬĬįēĬįó°ĻÓˉĻï°ĻˉŕÓˉĳïēŀąÏˉ°ĳĬóįÓˉĻēˉéóŔÓˉĻïÓˉÏÓŢČóĻóŔÓˉċÓ°ČóČéˉïÓįÓʘˉ
[ēČÓĻïÓąÓĳĳʙˉóĻˉóĳˉ°ˉĻÓįċˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉŀĳóČéʙˉ°ČÏˉĳēˉóĻˉČÓÓÏĳˉĳēċÓˉÉą°įóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ
in the context in which it arises analytically. 

CČˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ą°Čéŀ°éÓˉ Ļï°Ļˉ èį°ċÓĳˉ ēŀįˉ °ĬĬįē°Éïʙˉ °ˉ ĳŀįĬąŀĳˉ óĳˉ °ˉ
spread. In neoclassical economics, focussed as it is on exchange rela-

tions, the surplus is in individual relations between buyers and sellers: it 

is the spread between the price a buyer/seller would have been willing 

to accept and the price at which they do accept an offer. In Marx, surplus 

value is a class-based spread between the value of labor power (approx-

imately equal to the wage) and the new value created by current labor. 

Piero Sraffa’s (1960) adaptation of Marx, which has been an important 

ŀČÏÓįąŗóČéˉóČţŀÓČÉÓˉóČˉēŀįˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳʙˉĬēĳÓĳˉĻïÓˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉĳĬįÓ°ÏˉÈÓ-

tween the commodities used up in the process of production and the 

commodities created by the process of production. When we extend 

�į°èè°ˉèįēċˉ°ˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉŕēįąÏˉĻēˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉŕēįąÏʙˉĻïÓˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉóĳˉĳóċĬąŗˉ
output values created that are not paid for. Non-payment is not about 

theft, but the capacity of human endeavor to create, such that inputs into 

ĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉĻēˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻˉèēįˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳʘ
�ïÓˉ�į°èŢ°ČˉÏÓĬóÉĻóēČˉĳÓÓċĳˉŔ°ąŀ°ÈąÓˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉēèˉ óĻĳˉéÓČÓį°ąóĻŗʚˉ ĻïÓˉ

neo-classical depiction is simply about ‘bargains’ in trading – a depic-

ĻóēČˉŕóĻïēŀĻˉŀĳÓèŀąˉĳēÉó°ąˉċÓ°ČóČéˉʷˉ°ČÏˉZ°įŖˀĳˉóĳˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ
įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉą°Èēįˉ°ČÏˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʘˉ�ïÓˉ�į°èŢ°ČˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉóČÉąŀÏÓĳˉZ°įŖˀĳˉ
surplus, albeit that the emphasis is not on extractive relations (i.e. that 

one class produces the surplus and another owns it) but its analytical 

ÈÓČÓŢĻˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉóĻˉÉ°ČˉÏÓĳÉįóÈÓˉ°ąĳēˉ°ˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉóČˉċ°įĂÓĻʵÈ°ĳÓÏʙˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉ
producing societies that are precapitalist (late feudal) and a postcapital-

ist (a ‘market socialist’102) economy. Sraffa’s ledgers resonate with those 

102 Sraffa was not particularly an advocate of ‘market socialism’: a term which arose in the 
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we describe in later chapters, and give us some tools to describe a post-

capitalist surplus.

But Sraffa’s depiction also has an immediate limitation for our purpose, 

for it is explicitly a depiction of a surplus created in a non-monetary, 

commodity-producing economy (recall Sraffa’s major work is called Pro-
duction of Commodities by Means of Commodities). If surplus is attributed 

to the human endeavor to create, then we should not presume that the 

creative outputs of that endeavor are only and always commodities pro-

ÏŀÉÓÏˉèēįˉ°ˉċ°įĂÓĻʘˉ£ÓˉĬįÓèÓįˉĻïÓˉÓŖĻÓČÏÓÏˉ�į°èŢ°ČˉÉēČÉÓĬĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ
surplus as ‘outputs not paid for,’ which gives us an open-ended framing 

of what constitutes an ‘output.’

When our analysis opens up the conception of value in a postcapi-

Ļ°ąóĳĻˉÓÉēČēċŗˉŕÓˉÉ°Čˉ°ąĳēˉÏÓŢČÓˉĻïÓˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳĬįÓ°ÏʘˉCČˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēį-
mance evaluation framework (see Appendix 4.1) the surplus is the spread 

between the value of network performance inputs and outputs, where 

outputs are valued by the network evaluation of the social outcomes they 

generate. In the derivative framing (Appendix 5.2) this spread is the value 

of the swap.

At this stage of the analysis we are now in a position to clarify (some-

what) the surplus of the new economic space. The surplus will take the 

form of dividends on stake, so it is appropriate to repeat the depiction of 

°ˉÏóŔóÏÓČÏˉèįēċˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉʁʘɿʧˉ

It may be a share of output, or a share of the net revenue (outputs 

ąÓĳĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ÉēĳĻˉ ēèˉ óČĬŀĻĳʰʘˉ CĻˉ ÉēŀąÏˉ ÈÓˉ °ˉ ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ įÓĻŀįČˉ ēįˉ °ˉ Éēċ-

modity output return, and those returns may accrue directly to the 

stakeholder or to some other agent nominated by the stakehold-

er, such as the commons (see Chapter 6). It could also give other 

įóéïĻĳʛˉèēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉįóéïĻĳˉĻēˉóČţŀÓČÉÓˉĻïÓˉèŀĻŀįÓˉÓŔēąŀĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ
performance, or it could give the stakeholder rights to build their 

own performance in connection with the performance they staked.

That list is open-ended: it can be whatever an agent’s performance 

ĳĬÓÉóŢÓĳˉĻïÓˉóČĻÓČÏÓÏˉÏóŔóÏÓČÏˉĻēˉÈÓʘˉ�ēċÓˉĬ°įĻˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉÏóŔóÏÓČÏĳˉ°įÓˉ
not surplus: they are the conditions of reproduction of the performanc-

es of stakeholders either directly (by being used as inputs in their per-

context of the 1920s Socialist Calculation Debate which Hayek claimed to have mastered 

(see Chapter 2.4). The proposition here is simply that he describes a surplus that could 

be framed in the context of ‘market socialism.’
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formances) or indirectly, by being sold to enable the purchase of other 

inputs. Indeed, in the case of the commons, where outputs may be al-

ąēÉ°ĻÓÏˉ èēįˉ èįÓÓʙˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓŖóĳĻÓČÉÓˉ ēèˉ ÏóŔóÏÓČÏĳˉċ°ŗˉ ÈÓˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉ èēįˉ ĻïÓˉ
stake price of the producer, and that is essential to the reproduction of 

the producer’s performance. We cannot, ex ante, specify what fraction is 

surplus and what is necessary for reproduction. 

?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉĻïóĳˉóĳˉČēĻˉĻïÓˉèŀąąˉĳŀįĬąŀĳʘˉ�ïÓˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉ°ÈēŔÓˉóĳˉĻïÓˉ°ééįÓ-

gate of private surpluses. We must also recognize the possibility that the 

network overall is more than the sum of its parts: that the whole network 

is a performance, and hence a potential source of surplus. The formaliza-

tion of this collective dimension must await the analysis of the total net-

work. But it is important to emphasize the muti-dimensionality of that 

surplus, associated with the multi-dimensionality of network value. 

Our framing of the network surplus, especially as the spread between 

the costs of performances and the outcomes of performances (including 

the new economic space performance) comes close to what Brian Mas-

sumi has called in his ‘99 Theses’ ‘processual surplus value’ or the ‘sur-

plus-value of life.’ Massumi’s Thesis 16 states:

Z°įŖˀĳˉ ÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĳŀįĬąŀĳʵŔ°ąŀÓˉ ïóČéÓĳˉ ēČˉ ĻïÓˉ ą°Èēįˉ ĻïÓēįŗˉ ēèˉ
value, according to which value is the quantity of labor-time that 

is ‘congealed’ in the product. Processual surplus value . . . is pure-

ly qualitative and concerns the intensity of lived potentials. It is 

surplus-value of life. Capitalist surplus-value and processual sur-

plus-value are, of course, related, but they cannot be equated. The 

former is the systemic capture of the latter. Their difference—the 

difference between quality of activity as such and the derivation 

from it of a quantitative yield—is internalized by the system, to 

ĳÓįŔÓˉ°ĳˉóĻĳˉÏįóŔóČéˉèēįÉÓʘˉʯɾɼɽʄʧˉɽʂʰ

And elsewhere, by way of summary, the ‘surplus value of life’ is:

  an experienced value that is its own value, worth it for itself. This 

is a purely qualitative value. It is as incomparable as the timbre 

of a particularly pellucid note of music or the saturation of a 

breath-taking color. It is incommensurable, unexchangeable. It is 

such as it was, all and only that, and nothing more than how it was 

lived. It can be pursued on the smallest or most macro of scales, 

beginning from right where one is. No need to wait for the correct, 

ŢČ°ąˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳˉʯŕïóÉïˉŕóąąˉČÓŔÓįˉÉēċÓʰˉÈÓèēįÓˉÿŀċĬóČéˉóČʘˉ[ēˉČÓÓÏˉ
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for the end-all up front (which will never happen). Any and every 

moment can yield surplus-value of life, provided the moment is 

óČĻÓČĳÓąŗˉąóŔÓÏʘˉʯɾɼɽʄʧˉʅɽʰ

The concept of surplus we are working with has some close parallel 

with what Massumi’s idea of processual surplus value is reaching for, be-

cause value is determined by the processes of the network. But   for Mas-

ĳŀċóʙˉóĻˉóĳˉÉįóĻóÉ°ąˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉĳŀįĬąŀĳʵŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉąóèÓˉóĳˉŀČĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓʘˉ�ïÓĳóĳˉ
5 states that:

�ïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĻ°ĳĂˉēèˉĻïÓˉįÓŔ°ąŀ°ĻóēČˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉóĳˉĻēˉŀČÉēŀĬąÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉèįēċˉ
Įŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČʘˉ¢°ąŀÓˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓÏˉèēįˉŕï°ĻˉóĻˉóĳʚˉóįįÓÏŀÉóÈąŗˉ
Įŀ°ąóĻ°ĻóŔÓʘˉʯɾɼɽʄʧˉʀʰ

|ŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČʙˉïÓˉÈÓąóÓŔÓĳʙˉÏį°ŕĳˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉÈ°ÉĂˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉŕēįąÏˉ
of commodity production, at least until the concept of value can be re-

claimed and freed from capitalist calculation. 

Our analysis agrees with one aspect of this statement, which is why 

we contend that the surplus has no a priori categories of measurement. 

However, and here we are re-stating a proposition of our analysis made 

elsewhere (especially Chapters 5.4 and 11), if we focus on the social rela-

tionship of staking, and the propensity of agents to stake performances 

in the anticipation that those performances will create social-validated 

ēŀĻÉēċÓĳˉŕïóÉïˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉÉ°ČˉŔ°ąŀÓˉŔó°ˉĻïÓˉóÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓˉ
spreads, then we are identifying the measurement of attributes of the sur-

ĬąŀĳʵŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉąóèÓʙˉÓŔÓČˉóèˉĻï°ĻˉĳŀįĬąŀĳˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ĳˉÈÓŗēČÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻʘ
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CHAPTER 6

THE COMMONS

6.1 Finding the commons 
In simple terms, a commons entails resources that have shared owner-

ship and are built and curated in a distributed way. Particularly in a dig-

ital era, all sorts of performances and outputs are commons compatible. 

Non-divisibility of outputs and (close to) zero marginal costs of produc-

tion, as found in software and other digital goods, are all conditions for 

a commons.103 This suggests that commons attributes are everywhere: 

inside agents, between agents and across and between networks. 

There is now an extensive literature on the ways in which p2p net-

works create the potential for a commons. We are strongly supportive of 

this broad agenda, and see a propensity towards participatory common 

ownership as integral to a postcapitalist vision. 

We have already engaged issues that relate to the commons, but have 

not yet named them. One is reciprocal staking and the culture of risk-

ing together. Reciprocal staking is the mode of entry to the commons. 

The other is the exchange of particular commodities that have commons’ 

ĬįēĬÓįĻóÓĳʘˉ�ēċÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉʿĬŀÈąóÉˉéēēÏĳʙˀˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ĳˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉŕïÓįÓˉ
one person’s consumption does not preclude (indeed, may enhance) the 

consumption of others (for example data compiled by the network, pub-

lic art, a clean environment). We believe that the second dimension is 

°ąįÓ°ÏŗˉŕÓąąˉŀČÏÓįĳĻēēÏʙˉ°ČÏˉóĳˉČēĻˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉĻïÓˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĳĬ°ÉÓʙˉ
so our focus is the commons that arises from mutual staking, or what we 

É°ąąˉ ĻïÓˉ ʿĳŗČĻïÓĻóÉˉÉēċċēČĳʘˀˉ CČˉŢČ°ČÉÓˉ ĻïÓˉ ĻÓįċˉ ʿĳŗČĻïÓĻóÉˀˉ óĳˉŀĳÓÏˉ Ļēˉ
describe instruments that are engineered to simulate the performance 

of other assets. In the Economic Space protocol, private ownership can, 

in certain circumstances, simulate the interests of collective ownership. 

103 The Creative Commons, for example, issues licenses to enable free distribution of an 

author’s work for its further development. The license can limit the uses to which their 

work may be applied. See https://creativecommons.org.
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Each of these is considered in turn.

6.2 Reciprocal staking forms the ‘synthetic commons’
�ąĻïēŀéïˉ°ˉÉēċċēČĳˉ óĳˉÉēČŔÓČĻóēČ°ąąŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ°ĳˉ ĻïÓˉ°ČĻóĻïÓĳóĳˉēèˉĬįó-
vate property, reciprocal staking creates the conditions for a commons 

via private ownership. If all agents in the network are reciprocally staked 

with all other agents either directly or transitively104 then every agent is a 

partial owner of every other agent’s performances. It may not be a large 

ĬįēĬēįĻóēČˉ ēèˉ ĳĻ°ĂÓˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉ ŢįĳĻˉ óČĳĻ°ČÉÓʙˉ ÈŀĻˉ óĻˉ óĳˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻąŗˉ éįÓ°ĻÓįˉ
than zero. These are the conditions in which private ownership exhibits 

the same interests as common ownership: a synthetic commons. It is as 

if reciprocal staking across the network cancels out the effects (interests) 

ēèˉĬįóŔ°ĻÓˉēŕČÓįĳïóĬʙˉèēįˉŕïÓČˉÓ°Éïˉ°éÓČĻˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉèįēċˉĻïÓˉĳŀÉÉÓĳĳˉēèˉ
every other agent, individual interests converge with collective interests. 

It is not the intention of the new economic space that common interest 

be purely accidental. The proposal for enacting a synthetic commons is 

that each agent intentionally manages their reciprocal staking portfolio so 

as to secure a proportional reciprocal stake across the network. We term 

this combination of stake the ʸÉēċċēČĳ˂ °ĳĳÓĻ˂ ĬįēŢąÓ.’ Automated stake 

Ļį°ÏóČéˉÉ°ČˉŢČÏˉĻïÓˉēĬĻóċ°ąˉĬ°ĻïˉèēįˉÓ°Éïˉ°éÓČĻˉʯ°ČÏˉ°ąąˉ°éÓČĻĳʰˉĻēˉĳÓÉŀįÓˉ
ĻïÓóįˉÏÓĳóįÓÏˉïēąÏóČéˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉēċċēČĳˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓʘˉ�ēċÓˉ°éÓČĻĳˉŕóąąˉĳÓÓĂˉ
°ˉą°įéÓˉïēąÏóČéˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉēċċēČĳˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓʛˉēĻïÓįĳˉąÓĳĳʘˉ�ïÓˉĬįēĬēįĻóēČˉ
ēèˉ°Čˉ°éÓČĻˀĳˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉïÓąÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉÉēċċēČĳˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓˉÏÓĻÓįċóČÓĳˉĻïÓˉąÓŔÓąˉ
of their access to the commons. So individual agents can choose whether 

to enter the commons and the level at which they hold membership. They 

can change this level by changing their reciprocal staking. 

6.3 Dividends as the common purpose 
Chapter 5.3 describes the dividends from stake ownership:

It may be a share of output, or a share of the net revenue (outputs 

ąÓĳĳˉĻïÓˉÉēĳĻˉēèˉóČĬŀĻĳʰʘˉCĻˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉįÓĻŀįČˉēįˉ°ˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉ
output return, and those returns may accrue directly to the stake-

holder or to some other agent nominated by the stakeholder, such 

104 Direct staking is when two parties own a stake in each other. Transitive staking is where 

one party holds a staking exposure to another via a third party. If A holds stake in B and B 

holds stake in C, then A has a transitive staking exposure to C.
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as the commons. It could also give other rights; for example, rights 

Ļē ó̄ČţŀÓČÉÓˉĻïÓ è̄ŀĻŀįÓˉÓŔēąŀĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʙˉēį ó̄ĻˉÉēŀąÏˉéóŔÓˉ
the stakeholder rights to build their own performance in connection 

with the performance they staked. Indeed, when outputs are framed 

as dividends, dividends themselves become the center of the gover-

nance and innovation dynamism that drives the network.

An agent will enter the commons in order to acquire access to these 

dividends. Some performances for the commons will be of the same 

kind as performances not for the commons; it will be just the dividends 

that are available to the commons. Other performances will be  com-

ċēČĳʵĳĬÓÉóŢÉʙˉóČˉĻïÓˉĳÓČĳÓˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉÏÓĳóéČÓÏˉĳēˉ°ĳˉĻēˉÈÓˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓąŗˉ
accessible. For example:

• Data. The network will be ‘spontaneously’ producing a vast quantity of 

data that will be useful for each agent in order to monitor the health of 

the network and to inform their own decision-making. Yet each agent 

owns their own data, so that these aggregate data cannot be compiled 

and released without mutual agreement. The commons provides the 

means to co-ordinate and distribute network data. A condition of ac-

cessing collective data is that each agent must offer their own data in 

order to access collective data. Different levels of participation in the 

commons will be linked to different levels of data exchange and access.

• Public goods.ˉ�ïÓįÓˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉĳēċÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳ Ļ̄ï°ĻˉÈÓČÓŢĻ è̄įēċˉĳÉ°ąÓÏˉ°ÉÉÓĳĳʘˉ
For some, there will be no exclusion. Agents in the network can access 

such outputs irrespective of whether they join the commons. But other 

performances have different attributes, where the possibility of scaling 

is large but exclusion is required (for example, a concert with a signif-

icant but limited audience capacity). These outputs may be offered to 

the commons. Access to these outputs (and their outcomes) could be 

conditional upon an agent’s level of commons membership. 

• Free goods. Some outputs are not produced so as to be sold, but they 

nonetheless produce value because they meet a recognized need 

within the network. We know they produce value because agents in 

the network are staking the performances that generate these out-

puts.105 These outputs can be attributed a synthetic price (for purposes 

105 The owners of stake in these performances receive yield in the form of appreciating 

stake price, but no private dividends. It could be that each individual investor is prepared  

to forgo yield because of a commitment to the commons. Or it could be that this com-
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of data collection), and may be thought of as gifts to members of the 

commons (see Chapter 3.5).

In summary, the commons is brought into being by reciprocal stak-

ing and, once the conditions of a synthetic commons has been achieved, 

agents exchange dividends with the commons. There is no concept of 

equivalence in this exchange, for dividends are distributed directly, with-

out the use of exchange offers. At a collective level  these dividend offers 

to the commons constitute a social surplus: that part of network output 

which creates value that  is not paid for.106 The commons is a surplus 

distribution system! No agent has an incentive to hold back offers to the 

commons, and no agent’s drawing down on the commons will restrict the 

capacity of other agents in the commons to draw down.107

6.4 The commons as a process of redistribution
The commons embeds some implicit processes of redistribution. 

• Assumed equivalence. Because outputs for the commons are not priced, 

there is no formal calculation of what any agent puts into the com-

mons and accesses from the commons: it is an assumed equivalence 

in a ledger sense. This assumed equivalence embeds a redistributional 

agenda: the capacity to contribute and the need to draw down.108

• Underwriting lower-performing stake. The requirement that agents 

will likely hold (directly or transitively) a proportional stake across the 

network gives temporary advantage to agents with lower-priced, low-

er performing stake, for all agents must hold some (small) exposure to 

mitment is shared across the network, and demand for stake in these performances sees 

stake price escalate to ‘compensate,’ as it were, for the lack of private dividends.

106 ‘Not paid for’ should not create the impression that it only applies to the outputs which 

would ‘normally’ be sold. Perhaps a better term is that applies to outputs that can be 

attributed only a synthetic price, as per Chapter 4.3.

107 Will any agent see a disincentive to hold stake in a performance which issues dividends 

to the commons, because they lose access to privately-accruing dividends? This would 

be a narrow reading of incentives, for to hold no stake in commons-linked performances 

would see this agent having limited access to the assets and products of the commons. 

So if the network as a whole judges a performance to be value-creating for the network, 

and its dividends are issued to the commons, each individual agent must hold some stake 

in that asset, directly or transitively, to access any part of the commons.

108 Reference here is to Marx’s slogan from his 1875 Critique of the Gotha Programme (part 1): 

‘From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs.’
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ĻïÓĳÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉóČˉēįÏÓįˉĻēˉïēąÏˉĻïÓˉÉēċċēČĳˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓʘˉZ°Čŗˉ
of these performances will be in long-term decline, so the commons 

°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓˉéóŔÓĳˉĻïÓóįˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉĳēċÓˉĳŀĬĬēįĻˉĻēˉĳċēēĻïˉĻïÓˉĬįóÉÓˉĻįÓČÏʘˉ
The threshold levels of reciprocal staking that constitute different lev-

els of commons participation will need to be sensitive to this process.

The commons can also be designed as a system of intentional redis-

tribution. The desirability, level and mechanisms of redistribution are 

matters of protocol design, so we here just nominate the sorts of mech-

anisms that might be implemented.

• Absolute or relative reciprocal staking? The process of agents’ recipro-

cal staking as the mode of entry to the commons opens the issue of 

how to measure an agent’s level of holding of the commons asset pro-

ŢąÓʘˉ£óąąˉóĻˉÈÓˉĻïÓˉ°ÈĳēąŀĻÓˉąÓŔÓąˉēèˉċŀĻŀ°ąˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉÉēČĳóĳĻÓČĻˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉ
ÉēċċēČĳˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĬįēŢąÓʙˉēįˉĻïÓˉĬÓįÉÓČĻ°éÓˉēèˉÓ°Éïˉ°éÓČĻˀĳˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉïÓąÏˉ
in that portfolio? The latter clearly gives cheaper commons access to 

agents with smaller stake portfolios. 

• Decay to the commons. Protocols could design the conditions under 

which the ownership of stake could revert to the commons direct-

ly or indirectly (i.e. to other agents in proportion to their commons 

membership). The condition of decay could relate to issues like activ-

ity on the network (dormant performances decay to the commons) or 

the size or concentration of ownership of performances (high priced 

stake or concentrated ownership could trigger conversion to com-

mons ownership).109

These are all design principles for the Commons Protocol that await 

development, but it should be noted that any concerns about ‘ultra-com-

ĬÓĻóĻóŔÓˀˉ ÈÓï°Ŕóēįˉ óČˉ ĳĻ°ĂÓˉ ēįˉ ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ É°Čˉ ÈÓˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻąŗˉ
ameliorated by the introduction of redistributional processes in relation 

to the commons. 

109 The possibility of decay to the commons, as a way to deal with the wealth effects of di-

verging stake prices, was raised in Chapter 5.2.
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CHAPTER 7 

POSTCAPITALIST UNITS OF 
MEASUREMENT

7.1 Introduction
The new economic space is an economic communication medium. Data 

generated from offers and their matches, netting and clearing provide 

agents in the network with access to a data pool for mining, interpreting 

and building new data performances. Some of these data performances 

will be for ‘private’ use within agents, others will be offered to the net-

work; many of them through the Commons. They will be valued by the 

same process that all offers are valued. One of the most exciting poten-

tials of the new economic space will be to see how data are assembled 

and spreads delineated, and how the network will feed off these analytics.

‘How to measure?’ is a critical proposition of postcapitalism,110 for it will 

not be the same as in capitalism, where accounting practices ‘lock in’ cal-

culative practices we have already contested.111 There are multiple layers to 

this question, and two warrant attention. One is based on the distinction 

between capitalist and postcapitalist modes of measurement; a second is 

the distinctive measurement dimensions of distributed token issuance. 

The measurement practices in capitalism take the form of an en-

trenched conventional wisdom. The units in which assets, liabilities and 

110 In the Socialist Calculation Debate, the principal area of disagreement between the 

advocates of central planning was what units should be recorded on ledgers: price or 

units of labor time or actual physical magnitudes of outputs and costs (called calcula-

tion in-natura). 

111 Analysis here would address the following sorts of practices: qualifying all exchanges 

as sales, so there can be no recording of outputs not for sale; seeking a positive delta 

between the sale price of inputs and the sale price of outputs, distributing this delta 

among shareholders, measuring an agent’s credit worthiness and making valuations of 

investors dependent on this delta, and making the rate of return or interest the mode of 

commensuration and the calculative information that informs agent decision making.
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outputs are measured and the  units of exchange in relation to ‘money’ 

start with the presumed interconnection of capitalist accounting practices 

ŕóĻïˉŢ°ĻˉċēČÓŗʘˉCČˉĻï°Ļˉèį°ċóČéʙˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉÈÓÉēċÓĳˉįÓÏŀÉÓÏˉĻēˉĬįóÉÓˉ
expressed in dollars. However, as we discussed in Chapter 2 in relation to 

Hayek, a focus on prices is important, but prices collapse social informa-

tion to a single index, and strip market processes of much social meaning.

Nonetheless, the conventional wisdom is both deeply entrenched and 

embeds dubious assumptions.  When it is explained, it generally takes 

ĻïÓˉèēįċˉēèˉ°Č°ąēéŗˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĻïÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉēèˉ°ˉĳï°įÓÏˉŀČóĻˉēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉ
without asking how that shared unit came into being, and in whose inter-

est it is sustained. The frequent analogy is with centimeters as a unit to 

measure distance and dollars to measure value. It’s a false analogy. There 

is an international, invariant standard for a centimeter, preserved by the 

International Bureau for Weights and Measures; there is no such basis for 

a dollar and no one can explain precisely the purchasing power of a US 

Ïēąą°įʙˉēįˉ°ČŗˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČÉŗʘˉ8ŀįĻïÓįʙˉ°ąĻïēŀéïˉ°ˉĻ°ĬÓˉċ°ŗˉÈÓˉįēąąÓÏˉēŀĻˉĻēˉ
measure distance, there is no such formula for asset value.112 The hidden 

lesson from the analogy is telling: all measures are social conventions, 

but only some can be adopted as if they are invariant. Money and asset 

values are not in this subcategory and to assume that they are serves 

simply to displace their contestability into some other social dimension.

7.2 Measurement categories for the Economic  
Space Protocol
�ïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ �Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįēĻēÉēąˉ įÓĮŀóįÓĳˉċēÏÓĳˉ ēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉ °ČÏˉŢ-

nancial encoding to quantify all sorts of changes at any given instant and 

over time. These will contribute to the network enacting new value forms 

in a way compatible with the network’s ledger practices. Although not all 

are exclusive to a postcapitalist system, they will have distinctive post-

capitalist dimensions to their compilation and use in explaining the be-

havior of the asset categories of stake, credit and commodities.

Below are the prevalent measures.

• Measure of value. The outcomes of performances must be measured in a 

way that network value cant be attributed. Every performance proposal  

112 A tape measure can verify that some spoons are 20 cm long and others 22 cm. No com-

putation is needed. But to say one spoon is worth $2 and another $12 rests on social 

conventions of attributing value.
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cannot be presumed to create ‘value’ for the network; the network must 

express an evaluation of whether the effects of the performance (its 

ēŀĻÉēċÓĳʰˉ°įÓˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉĻēˉÈÓˉÏÓÉą°įÓÏˉʿŔ°ąŀÓʘˀˉ�ïÓˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉïÓįÓˉ
óĳˉ įÓą°ĻÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉÏÓĻÓįċóČ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ ʿŕï°Ļˉ óĳˉ ĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˀˉ °ČÏˉ óĻˉ É°ČˉēČąŗˉ
take the form of a spread between what was offered and what was then 

achieved. It cannot be a single network-wide unit of measurement (like 

°ˉĻ°ĬÓˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓʰˉèēįˉóĻˉóĳˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉÓ°ÉïˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʘˉ
• Market Offers. These measure value in exchange. When matched, 

market offers are a way of measuring the rate of exchange at any giv-

en time between any two commodities, referred to as exchange value. 

When unmatched, exchange offers are understood to express views 

on potential exchange value. The exchange value of any asset can be 

calculated in terms of any other, but it is convention to use one spe-

ÉóŢÉˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉĻēˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉĻïÓĳÓˉēèèÓįĳʘ113 This asset is given the status of 

‘money of account’ and is used to communicate exchange value in a 

standardized way. In the Economic Space Protocol, this asset is credit 

denominated in the unit of exchange.

• Unit of exchange; unit of credit. These measure commodity and credit 

rates of exchange. The unit of exchange is utilized as a common de-

nominator in which to express exchanges, enabling the matching algo-

įóĻïċˉĻēˉéį°Ïŀ°ąąŗˉŢąąˉ°ČˉēįÏÓįʘˉ}°ĻïÓįˉĻï°ČˉʿÏÓįóŔóČéˀˉĻïÓˉŀČóĻˉèįēċˉĻïÓˉ
exchanges, we acknowledge its presence from the start, and express 

all exchange offers with it. This does not require credit, but just divisi-

bility of the assets being exchanged in ‘chunks’ of these units. This unit 

becomes most visible to the users, when it is utilized to create units of 

credit which are, basically, credits measured in units of exchange.114

• �ēċċēÏóĻŗ˂�ĬÓÉóŢÉ°ĻóēČĳʑ A distinct class of commodity (or particular 

attribute of multiple commodity types) can be compared qualitative-

ąŗˉ°ČÏˉĮŀ°ČĻóĻ°ĻóŔÓąŗˉʙˉ�ˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉóĳˉĻïÓˉ°ééįÓé°ĻÓˉēèˉ
information (not just provided by the issuer of the commodities)  that 

can be created by the network to enable a comparison.

113 In Chapter 1 of Capital, Marx referred to the relative equivalent forms of value, with the 

equivalent form as the benchmark against which other commodities are measured. Mon-

ey becomes the ‘universal equivalent.’

114 The unit of exchange and the unit of credit are similar, in the way a 100 dollar bill and a 

100 dollar check are similar. Even though they both use the dollars as the measurement, 

they are two distinct instruments that pertain to two distinct accounts and two distinct 

risks. This distinction is clear from an accounting perspective, although not so much 

from a general use perspective.
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• Performance Metrics. These measure the level of economic activity 

in the network. Associated with stake, a performance metric is de-

rived from the records of the performance of an economic space, 

and compiled into distinct quantitative data that can be compared 

throughout time. As distinct forms of measurement and valuation, 

ĻïÓŗˉ °įÓˉ óċĬēįĻ°ČĻˉ ÈÓČÉïċ°įĂĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ óČţŀÓČÉÓˉ ĻïÓˉ Ĭ°įĻóÉóĬ°ĻóēČˉ
and the staking decisions of agents on a particular space. Anyone 

can create and publish a performance index, or adopt them. Perfor-

mance metrics can be tokenized, be distributed as dividends, uti-

ąóŞÓÏˉ°ĳˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏˉèēįċĳˉēèˉĬ°įĻóÉóĬ°ĻóēČˉįÓÉēéČóĻóēČʙˉ
and/or exchanged in a market.

• Offer matches over a unit of time. These measure exchange value 

ţēŕʘˉ£ÓˉÉ°ČˉĻį°ÉÓˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉţēŕˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉ°ČŗˉĻŕēˉ°éÓČĻĳʙˉēįˉ°ČŗˉĻŕēˉ
groups of agents by compiling the information contained in the offer 

records, where time can also be ‘tick time,’115 represented by the over-

all offer matching events, within the range being measured. This is 

valuable information for agents’ credit issuance and staking decisions.

• Stake exchange value. This measures ‘economic space agency.’ It is im-

portant to measure the exchange rate of a particular space’s stake in 

terms of units of exchange. The larger this value is, the larger the ca-

Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉēèˉ°Čˉ°éÓČĻˉĻēˉÓŖÓįĻ ó̄ČţŀÓČÉÓ ó̄ČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉ°ČÏˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉ
This unit compresses, but still retains, the assemblage of the qualities 

and quantities associated with an economic space.

The Economic Space Protocol challenges the traditional notion that 

exchanges must involve a money instrument in order to be executed. 

With distributed token issuance, tokens are not a store of value and stake 

is not converted to free-standing tokens when sold. Performance met-

rics, not just price, determine the network’s valuation of an asset. Ab-

stract units of exchange are deployed to increase the matching capacity 

of an exchange offer. These modes of measurement are associated with 

three distinctive exchange practices of the new economic space. 

• An abstract unit of exchange. Exchange offers are expressed through 

an abstract unit of exchange, where the rates of exchange between 

any two commodities are translated to these units. Through netting, 

exchanges can occur without the need to hold and then use a mediat-

óČéˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĳĻįŀċÓČĻˉʯˉóʘÓʘˉċēČÓŗʰʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉēèˉĬ°įĻóÉŀą°įˉóċĬēįĻ°ČÉÓʙˉ

115 On tick time, see Chapter 3.5.
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since money in a capitalist economy is effectively the ‘right to express 

exchange value.’

• Reciprocally issued credit. The Economic Space Protocol’s money 

equivalent is reciprocally issued credit, denominated in units of ex-

change/units of credit. Agent credit issuance, like agent stake issu-

ance, is determined by the lending/investing parties and is integral to 

the process of value determination in the network. Staking processes 

signal the network determination of value-creating performances; 

credit issuance and settlement through clearing – and the determina-

tion of what performance outputs can be credited – expresses value 

in a monetary form. 

• No interest credit. Credit in the Economic Space Protocol does not 

generate interest payment in the capitalist sense. This frees agents 

èįēċˉ èēąąēŕóČéˉ ĻïÓˉĬįēŢĻˉĳÓÓĂóČéˉïÓŀįóĳĻóÉĳˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąʙˉ °ČÏˉ Ļēˉ èēÉŀĳˉ
instead on other forms of surplus transfer denominated in different 

units, and representing different measures of value (see Appendix 5.2). 

Dividends do not need to be converted into credits in order for them 

to be distributed. This is a different way of distributing the value that 

agents create, where an output (or an outcome), needs not be framed 

to be seeking a market.

7.3 Postcapitalist units of value
In Chapter 4.5 we introduced the term ‘value theory of performance’ 

which, in that context, was aspirational: why we would want to measure 

performances with respect to value. Yet how does a network actually at-

tribute value when what constitutes ‘value’ is not predetermined? 

This is a conspicuously different agenda from capitalist ways of mea-

suring. In capitalist economies, the accounting conventions associated 

ŕóĻïˉʿŔ°ąŀÓˀˉ°ĻĻįóÈŀĻóēČˉÉÓČĻÓįĳˉēČˉĻïÓˉĬįēŢĻˉĳŗĳĻÓċʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïēĳÓˉÉēČŔÓČ-

ĻóēČĳˉ ÓŔēąŔÓÏˉ Ļēˉ ÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉ ĻïÓˉ É°ąÉŀą°ĻóŔÓˉ ĬįóēįóĻóÓĳˉ ēèˉ °ˉ ĬįēŢĻʵÉÓČĻÓįÓÏˉ
economy.116 The price  of a good or service is conditional on it meeting 

116ˉ �ïÓˉĬįóČÉóĬąÓˉēèˉĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏóŞÓÏˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻóČéˉŢįĳĻˉÓċÓįéÓÏ ó̄ČˉĻïÓˉɽʄʁɼĳʙˉ°ąēČéˉŕóĻïˉ
the legalization of joint stock companies (companies with shareholders) and limited lia-

bility. Investors needed standard performance metrics so that they could compare cor-

porations and make informed investment choices and state protection against respon-

sibility for the legal consequences of corporate actions. We know that these standard 

metrics, conventions and rules have been constantly evolving since then, but the con-

ČÓÉĻóēČˉēèˉąÓÏéÓįĳˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻˉï°ĳˉįÓċ°óČÓÏˉĻïįēŀéïēŀĻʘˉ�ÓÓʙˉèēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓʙˉ�ïó°ĬÓąąēˉʯɾɼɼʃʰʙˉ
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ĬįēŢĻˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉèēįˉ óĻĳˉĳŀĬĬąóÓįˉ ʯēįˉĳŀĬĬąŗˉŕóąąˉÏóĳÉēČĻóČŀÓʰʛˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀ°-

tion of a capital asset is conditional on its expected future capacity to 

éÓČÓį°ĻÓˉĬįēŢĻʛˉĻïÓˉį°ĻÓˉēèˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻˉ°ČÏˉēèˉįÓČĻˉÉï°įéÓÏˉ°įÓˉŔ°ąŀÓÏˉŕóĻïˉ
the objective of securing a return for their providers at least equal to the 

į°ĻÓˉēèˉĬįēŢĻʘ117 Optimisation models that sit on top of these categories 

are about valuing assets and determining their ‘best’ uses with respect to 

ċ°ŖóċŀċˉĬįēŢĻʘˉ�ïÓįÓˉ°įÓˉóČÏÓÓÏˉÏÓÈ°ĻÓĳˉ°ÈēŀĻˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻʙˉÈŀĻˉĻïÓŗˉ
are within prescribed limits. They focus most prominently on issues like 

historical cost versus fair value accounting as the most appropriate way 

ĻēˉįÓÉēįÏˉĬįēŢĻʵÉÓČĻÓįÓÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓĳʘ
When we open up the ‘how to measure’ question, the initial task, de-

ŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉ ĻïÓˉ CČĻÓįČ°ĻóēČ°ąˉ8óČ°ČÉó°ąˉ}ÓĬēįĻóČéˉ�Ļ°ČÏ°įÏĳˉ ʯC8}�ˉ8ēŀČÏ°-

ĻóēČˉɾɼɽʁʧɽɾʰʙ ó̄ĳˉ̄ ʿįÓÉēéČóĻóēČˀʚˉʿ ĻïÓˉĬįēÉÓĳĳˉēèˉÉ°ĬĻŀįóČéˉ°Čˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉēį ą̄ó°ÈóąóĻŗˉ
èēįˉóČÉąŀĳóēČˉóČˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĻ°ĻÓċÓČĻĳʘˀ ˉ�°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċˉï°ĳˉÏÓŔÓąēĬÓÏˉēČÓˉ
system of recognition, but it is only a convention.  In response, we can 

borrow from Keynes: ‘the . . . conventional method of calculation will 

be compatible with a considerable measure of continuity and stability in 

our affairs, so long as we can rely on the maintenance of the convention’ 

ʯɽʅɿʂʧɽʁɾʙˉÓċĬï°ĳóĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉēįóéóČ°ąʰʘ
The unit(s) of recognition of the new economic space are not bound 

by that convention. We can open up a range of different possibilities and 

ÈŀóąÏˉČÓŕʙˉţÓŖóÈąÓˉÉēČŔÓČĻóēČĳʘˉ�ïÓˉÉï°ąąÓČéÓˉóĳˉĻēˉįÓÉēČÉóąÓˉţÓŖóÈąÓˉ°ČÏˉ
multiple modes of recognition and measurement with the need for com-

mensuration across the network. 

£ÓˉĳĻ°įĻˉŕóĻï Ļ̄ïÓˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉēèˉţÓŖóÈóąóĻŗʙˉ°ĳ Ļ̄ïÓŗˉ°ĬĬąŗ Ļ̄ēˉÓ°Éï ó̄ČÏóŔóÏ-

ual performance. The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS 

ʿ�ēČÉÓĬĻŀ°ąˉ8į°ċÓŕēįĂˉèēįˉ8óČ°ČÉó°ąˉ}ÓĬēįĻóČéˀˉʯɾɼɽʄʧ�ʀʂʵʀʃʰʰˉóÏÓČĻóŢÓĳˉ
a ledger-expressed unit of account (not to be confused with the money 

Levy (2014), Hopwood and Miller (1994) and Bryer (2000). Of course the proposition is not 

Ļï°ĻˉÓŔÓįŗĻïóČéˉóČˉ°ˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉĳēÉóÓĻŗˉóĳˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉĻïįēŀéïˉĬįēŢĻˉÉįóĻÓįó°ʙˉÈŀĻˉĻï°ĻˉĻïóĳˉ
óĳˉĻïÓˉÏÓŢČóČéˉĳēÉó°ąˉèÓ°ĻŀįÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉÓį°ʘˉ�ÉĻóŔóĻóÓĳˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉĬįēŢĻˉÉįóĻÓįó°ˉ°įÓˉóČĻÓįĬįÓĻÓÏˉ
ĻïįēŀéïˉĻïÓˉÏóĳÉēŀįĳÓˉēèˉĳŀÈĳóÏóÓĳˉʯ°ČÏˉĻ°ŖÓĳʰʙˉĬïóą°ČĻïįēĬŗˉēįˉÈÓóČéˉÉą°ĳĳóŢÓÏˉĳóċĬąŗˉ
as ‘non-economic.’

117 Current conventional accounting can adopt a unit of ‘capital’ as its measure because 

É°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻóČéˉï°ĳˉÈÓÓČˉÈŀóąĻˉèēįˉĻïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĬŀįĬēĳÓˉēèˉÏÓŢČóČéˉ°ČÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįóČéˉ
‘capital.’ This is the accounting dimension of the so-called ‘Cambridge Critique’ of capital 

theory which argues, in essence, that there is circularity in the conventional theory of 

É°ĬóĻ°ąʚˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉēèˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉÉ°ČČēĻˉÈÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÓÏˉŀČĻóąˉóĻĳˉį°ĻÓˉēèˉįÓĻŀįČˉóĳˉĂČēŕČˉ°ČÏˉóĻĳˉ
rate of return cannot be known until capital is valued. See G.C (Harcourt 1972). 
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èŀČÉĻóēČˉēèˉʿŀČóĻˉēèˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻˀʰʘˉ�ĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉĻïÓįÓʙˉ°ˉŀČóĻˉēèˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉ
°Čˉ°ĳĳÓĻʵĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉŕ°ŗˉēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįóČéˉ°ČÏˉï°ĳˉĻïÓˉèēąąēŕóČéˉèÓ°ĻŀįÓĳʚ

• It is selected for an asset or liability when considering how both rec-

ognition criteria (see Chapter 4.3) and measurement concepts will ap-

ply to that asset or liability.

• There may be multiple units of account, for example, one for recogni-

tion and another for measurement, and the components of the unit of 

account may change.

• It must faithfully represent the substance of the transaction or other 

event from which it has arisen.

• CĻˉċŀĳĻˉĬįēŔóÏÓˉ įÓąÓŔ°ČĻˉ óČèēįċ°ĻóēČˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉŀĳÓįĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ĳĻ°ĻÓ-

ments, and

• CĻˉóĳˉóċĬēįĻ°ČĻˉĻēˉÉēČĳóÏÓįˉŕïÓĻïÓįˉĻïÓˉÈÓČÓŢĻĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉóČèēįċ°ĻóēČˉĬįē-

ŔóÏÓÏˉĻēˉŀĳÓįĳˉēèˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳĻ°ĻÓċÓČĻĳˉÈŗˉĳÓąÓÉĻóČéˉĻï°ĻˉŀČóĻˉēèˉ°ÉÉēŀČĻˉ
are likely to justify the costs of providing and using that information. 

The IFRS conditions give the mechanics to measure the distinctive out-

comes of each performance’s outputs, with careful attention to the differ-

ences between performance outputs and outcomes (see Appendix 4.1). 

The offer of a performance (see Chapter 4.3 and 4.4) must  include 

ČēĻˉ ÿŀĳĻˉĬįēĬēĳÓÏˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉÈŀĻˉ °ąĳēˉ ĳĻ°ĻÓÏˉéē°ąĳˉēèˉ ĳēÉó°ąˉÈÓČÓŢĻˉ
(outcomes) of the performance, consistent with these IFRS condi-

tions. Those outcomes could relate to the social effects of the out-

puts or of the performance process itself (its ‘performing relations,’ 

environmental footprint, etc.). The challenge is how those achieve-

ċÓČĻĳˉ°įÓˉŔÓįóŢÓÏˉ°ČÏˉŔ°ąóÏ°ĻÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉąÓĳĳˉ°ˉĻÓÉï-

nical exercise of calculation than a social process of evaluation.

In most conceivable claims to outcomes, an absolute measure may 

be impossible, for there is no baseline. So the objective, as with 

social impact bonds , is to create a measurable spread between 

two unmeasurables. In the social investment bond described in 

Appendix 4.1, the success of a policy intervention had no absolute 

units of measure, but the spread between a control group and an 

intervention group could be measured precisely. 

How would this framing of a spread play out in the new economic 

space? It will be an iterative process of stake price spreads widening 
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and narrowing. When a performance is offered for staking, the 

performing agent nominates some target outcomes that can be in-

ÏÓĬÓČÏÓČĻąŗˉŔÓįóŢÓÏʘˉ�ÉïóÓŔóČéˉĻïÓĳÓˉēŀĻÉēċÓĳˉóĳˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċÓįˀĳˉ
claim to creating social value. It is the process of staking and the 

market for stake that will verify these claims to value creation. 

�ÓįĻ°óČˉĳĻ°ĂÓįĳˉċ°ŗʙˉ°èĻÓįˉČÓéēĻó°ĻóēČʙˉċ°ĂÓˉ°ˉĬēĳóĻóŔÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÓŔ°ąŀ-

ation of the potential for that performance to create outcomes which will 

meet the conditions of being declared ‘value.’ Those stakers have taken 

a risk, in anticipation of some form of reward. The rest of the network, 

which has not acquired stake in the performance, may nonetheless be 

evaluating the performance contract, perhaps changing their stake in the 

agents who have staked the performance. If the performance outcome 

targets are met, the outputs are declared to be value in the network (and 

validated for clearing credit in the network).

The rest of the network now declares its judgment. When outcome 

targets are met, the network may judge that those targets were in some 

way inappropriate. They express this by selling off their stake holdings in 

the agents who staked the performance.  When the outcome targets of a 

performance are exceeded, the next circuit of performance will probably 

see higher outcome targets in the performance offer. This is a signal to 

the network that this performance is producing increasing amounts of 

value, and it will attract new stakers: its stake price will increase. Where 

targets are not met, the next circuit will probably need to set lower tar-

gets (or performance termination) and stake price will fall. 

The underlying process is that the network’s evaluation of the attribu-

tion of value to the outcomes of a performance plays out not attempting 

to attribute a direct price to those outcomes; it plays out as spreads on 

stake prices. Here we see an important reason not to collapse network 

information simply to stake price, for it can disguise the social meanings 

transmitted in the network, of which price is just one. ‘Lying behind’ the 

shifting staking prices are the simultaneous determination of what con-

ĳĻóĻŀĻÓĳˉŔ°ąŀÓˉ°ČÏˉïēŕˉÉą°óċĳˉĻēˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉ°įÓˉŔÓįóŢÓÏʘˉ?ÓįÓʙˉŕÓˉĳÓÓˉ
rich network data – economic media – as the bearer of the process of 

value expression.
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7.4 Conclusion: basic categories
The proposition of the new economic space is that the condition of post-

capitalist measurement centers on the mechanism by which agents in the 

network reveal their collective view of what constitutes value. The condi-

ĻóēČˉēèˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓċÓČĻˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉĻïóĳˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČˉÈÓˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉóČˉĳēċÓˉŕ°ŗʘˉ
The processes of the Economic Space Protocol provide the mechanism 

for the determination of a range of  measures by which to monitor and 

evaluate. Some are generated across all performances and become indices 

of comparison on the basis of which analytical propositions can be built. 

Others are constituted as spreads, designed to capture the subjective eval-

uations of agents. They can all be critical measures, but because they are 

calculated differently, they are not reducible to a single measure.

Value measures, for example, cannot be directly expressed in prices 

for they are not expressions of exchange although, we conjecture, they 

will be indirectly expressed through stake price movements. We antic-

ipate the network will create many indices of activity and measures of 

ĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʚˉĻïÓŗˉŕóąąˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉÈÓˉ°ˉŢÓąÏˉēèˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳʘˉ
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CHAPTER 8 

LIQUIDITY AND CREDIT

8.1 Introduction
An implicit assumption to date has been that markets are liquid. It is a 

widespread assumption in economics and has enabled all sorts of theo-

ries to simply ignore or marginalize the question of illiquidity, especially 

at the level of individual agent relations. It is a misleading assumption. 

Agents face what Perry Mehrling (2011), following Hyman Minsky, calls 

‘the survival constraint.’ Expressed simply, ‘[i]f you can’t roll your funding 

as it comes due, you are dead.’ This constraint goes to the heart of ex-

change, and we see it manifesting everywhere as businesses going broke 

and people losing their homes due to illiquidity.118 Yet for Hayek, market 

participants agree to a price but there is no bid-ask spread;119 for Marx, 

commodities are assumed to exchange at their value, and illiquidity is 

framed as a source of crisis, not as an integral variable of exchange. In-

ÏÓÓÏʙˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɿʙˉŕïÓįÓˉŕÓˉŢįĳĻˉóČĻįēÏŀÉÓÏˉēŀįˉÉ°ĻÓéēįóÓĳˉēèˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓʙˉ
we explicitly assumed market liquidity for the simple reason that liquidity 

is a system-wide issue: it can only be understood in the context of the 

ţēŕĳˉēè Ļ̄ïÓˉēŔÓį°ąąˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉ°ČÏ Ļ̄ï°ĻˀĳˉČēĻ Ļ̄ïÓˉĬą°ÉÓ Ļ̄ēˉĳĻ°įĻˉ°Čˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳʘ120 

We know liquidity to be contingent on the social relations that se-

cure ongoing capacity in market processes, and those social relations 

are themselves unstable. An economy based on staking performances is 

always opening a time interval between the performance offer and re-

covery of costs of mounting a performance, or the time taken for the 

118ˉ CĻˉĳïēŀąÏˉ°ąĳēˉÈÓˉČēĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïóĳˉÉēČĻÓŖĻˉĻïÓˉĻįóąąóēČĳˉēèˉÏēąą°įĳˉʯēįˉēĻïÓįˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČÉŗʰˉēèˉ
central bank ‘quantitative easing,’ for the explicit purpose of propping up liquidity in 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ°ĳĳÓĻˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʘˉ
119 This point is central to Sraffa’s critique of Hayek: that when supply and demand are not in 

equilibrium, there is a difference between the spot rate and the forward rate. This spread 

èēįċĳˉĻïÓˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉēèˉÉēċċēÏóĻóÓĳˉï°ŔóČéˉ°ČˉʿēŕČˉį°ĻÓˉēèˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻˀˉʯ�į°èè°ʙˉɽʅɿɾʧˉʁɼʰʘˉ�ïóĳˉ
framing fed into Chapter 17 of Keynes’ General Theory (1936).

120 Marx would make the same claim.
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completion of a ‘circuit of performance’ (to use a term adopted in Chap-

ter 11.2).121 Volatility and liquidity are tied together. These issues can now 

be addressed, although further layers of understanding will also be add-

ed in later chapters.

The key to liquidity is access to credit. Credit is an IOU. In the Eco-

nomic Space Protocol, credit gives an agent the right to amend the net-

work ledger – to match an offer and issue a token – when that token is, in 

effect, provided by another agent. But to frame credit as just a personal 

įÓą°ĻóēČĳïóĬˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉĻŕēˉ°éÓČĻĳˉŕēŀąÏˉċóĳĳˉóĻĳˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻ-
work, for the issuance of these IOUs also connects directly to issues of 

securing network liquidity. In the absence of centrally-issued money, and 

the associated capacities of a central bank to regulate liquidity, distrib-

uted issuance of credit performs money-like functions that must create 

and sustain liquidity. In this chapter we address the issuance of IOUs and 

the conditions of their settlement (credit clearing). 

A second role of credit for liquidity is the network’s requirement of 

credit to enable exchanges that can not be performed without granting a 

delay in their payment. We will consider this second role in Chapter 9.3. 

It is important to address at the outset of a consideration of credit a 

ŕóÏÓĳĬįÓ°ÏˉĬēĬŀą°įˉĬÓįÉÓĬĻóēČˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓÈĻˉʯĻïÓˉţóĬʵĳóÏÓˉēèˉÉįÓÏóĻʰˉóČŔēąŔÓĳˉ
ĻïÓˉĳēÉó°ąˉ°ČÏˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĳŀÈēįÏóČ°ĻóēČˉēèˉÈēįįēŕÓįĳˉĻēˉąÓČÏÓįĳʘˉCĻˉóĳˉ°ˉįÓą°-
tionship predicated on extraction. We share that view. Our focus on credit 

rather than debt is not semantic. Credit is about connecting the present 

to the future and no economy can work without credit. It secures net-

work liquidity and brings forward the capacities of agents to create that 

future. Debt re-expresses credit by reference to the attached obligations; 

invariably with a focus on interest payments. But in the new economic 

space there is no role for interest payments and no incentive for any agent 

to agree to pay interest on credit. One of the expressions of distributed 

issuance of credit is that it brings to the attention of every agent the con-

tingency of liquidity and their own capacity to alleviate illiquidity. It is in 

their own interest to issue credit; it doesn’t need the payment of interest. 

8.2 The general conditions of distributed credit issuance
Two agents may contract a credit relationship on any terms they choose 

but, for wider applications, there needs to be network recognition of 

121 Reference here is to Marx’s circuits of capital in Volume II of Capital (1885, Part 1) and our 

own interpretation of a performance circuit in Chapter 11.1 and 11.2.
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credit that is not based on direct personal relations.122 Our analysis has 

already established the proposition that credit in the new economic 

space must meet the following conditions:

• It has distributed issuance.

• It uses distributed staking as collateral.

• It is recognized and validated across the network.

The analytical challenge is that a distributed process must express 

some form of collective cohesion. The Economic Space Protocol must 

create the conditions for that cohesion.

One dimension of cohesion is that the network needs a unit in which 

credit will be issued and repaid: a general unit of credit. In Chapter 6.2 

it was determined that the general term is ‘unit of exchange,’ but when 

extended to intertemporal exchange it will be referred to simply as a ‘unit 

of credit.’ It is the conditions of repayment where the analytical challenge 

ąóÓĳʙˉèēįˉĻïēĳÓˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉÉįÓ°ĻÓÏˉŕóĻïóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ°ČÏˉįÓţÓÉĻˉ
its calculative processes.

So our analysis must restate the three conditions; particularly the 

second and third.

Distributed issuance
 As an agent-to-agent relationship (more precisely, an agent-to-net-

work-to-agent relationship), distributed issuance has come up in earlier 

chapters. In itself, it is a straightforward process. All agents have the ca-

pacity to offer and/or accept credit to/from other agents. This means 

that each agent is not just a producer, participating in performances, and 

an investor, staking other agents’ performances, but also a ‘bank,’ issuing 

and receiving credit.123 

We understand that some readers will immediately be skeptical about 

the idea of agents being banks, for they will see banks as being at the core 

of the problem of capitalism; not a means of its transformation. The idea 

that all agents can be banks is rhetorical when we think of banks as insti-

tutions, but the idea that all agents can be issuers as well as receivers and 

122 See the condition of recognition, described in relation to outputs, but applying in the 

same way to credit, in Chapter 4.3.

123 Although this phrase could describe a Local Exchange Trading Systems (LETS), where 

the term ‘mutual credit’ is used to describe the creation of IOUs, we are referring to 

scalable, tokenized credit. 
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clearers of credit is entirely serious. Indeed this is at the center of Hyman 

ZóČĳĂŗˀĳˉ°ĬĬįē°ÉïˉĻēˉŢČ°ČÉÓʚ

�ēˉ °Č°ąŗŞÓˉ ïēŕˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ÉēċċóĻċÓČĻĳˉ °èèÓÉĻˉ ĻïÓˉ ÓÉēČēċŗˉ óĻˉ óĳˉ
ČÓÉÓĳĳ°įŗˉĻēˉąēēĂˉ°ĻˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉŀČóĻĳˉóČˉĻÓįċĳˉēèˉĻïÓóįˉÉ°ĳïˉţēŕĳʘˉ
�ïÓˉÉ°ĳïţēŕˉ°ĬĬįē°ÉïˉąēēĂĳˉ°Ļˉ°ąąˉŀČóĻĳˉʷˉÈÓˉĻïÓŗˉïēŀĳÓïēąÏĳʙˉÉēį-
porations, state and municipal governments, or even national gov-

ÓįČċÓČĻĳˉʷˉ°ĳˉóèˉĻïÓŗˉŕÓįÓˉÈ°ČĂĳʘˉʯɽʅʄʂʧˉɾɾɽʰ

In a protocol framework, the proposition is that the recording on 

a ledger of each individual agent’s borrowing and lending is the same 

whether this agent is a person, a household or an assembly of people. We 

therefore turn to the capacity of agents and the network to ‘be banks’ 

and issue (and clear) credit, and the critical dimension here is staking.

8.3 Stake as collateral: the foundation of credit
�ïÓˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉ Ļēˉ óĳĳŀÓˉÉįÓÏóĻˉï°ĳˉ°ąįÓ°ÏŗˉÈÓÓČˉĬįÓŢéŀįÓÏˉ°ĳˉ°ˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ
logic, but without being named as credit. The model of stake issuance 

introduced in Chapter 5.2 is implicitly a credit-issuance logic. 

�ˉÈ°ĳóÉˉÉįÓÏóĻʵóĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉąēéóÉʙˉĳĻ°ČÏ°įÏˉóČˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÓÉēČēċóÉĳʙˉóĳˉĻï°Ļˉ
a bank issues dollar credit of its own private creation. The dollars it is-

sues are used by the borrower to make payments to others, who deposit 

their received money in their own bank, which may be different from the 

borrower’s bank. The private issuance is now accepted by the depositor’s 

bank; indeed that bank will not know the direct source of the money it 

has taken on deposit. There has simply been the acceptance/absorption 

of the newly created money: it has been declared to be money. The pri-

vately-issued money is now part of the banking system and thereby vali-

dated as social money.124 

Similarly in relation to stake in the Economic Space Protocol. An agent 

in the new economic space creates stake by privately investing in other 

agents and receiving investment from other agents. These investments 

now appear to the network as an agent holding a portfolio of stake, which 

is taken socially as collateral for credit. The issuance of stake involves 

stake ownership rights being declared as an asset. It is essentially the 

same logic as banking. By analogy, when each agent in the network not 

124 This isn’t the skeptic’s view of banks and money creation, it is the view of the Bank of 

England. See McLeay, et al (2014) and Bank of England (2014). 
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only undertakes performances but acquires stake in other agents’ perfor-

mances, and uses that stake as collateral for credit issuance, each agent 

is a producer, an investor and also a bank.

Once the network can bring a portfolio of stake into existence, ana-

lytically it is straightforward to count that stake as collateral, declared in 

the network’s unit of exchange. Stake then becomes collateral for a line 

of credit issued in that same unit of exchange, now simply renamed a unit 

of credit.

Several propositions follow from this simple connection:

• All credit can be fully collateralized.  Lenders can nominate their re-

quired level of collateral, so individual agents will be operating with 

banking capacities akin to those of shadow banks.125 This adds stability 

to the lending (minimizing default risk), and the costs of any default 

will be borne across the network.

• Credit has a material basis. The claims attached to stake ownership 

give a material basis to credit.

• Expanding stake expands credit. There is an ongoing incentive for 

agents who are developing a performance to issue stake on that per-

formance, and to buy stake in others, for the more stake they acquire, 

the greater their capacity to secure credit.

The proposition embedded here is that the value of stake-as-collat-

Óį°ąˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉĬįóÉÓÏˉ°ČÏˉŔÓįóŢÓÏˉ°ÉįēĳĳˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ$°Éïˉ°éÓČĻˉóĳˉĻïÓįÓ-

fore aware that the path to their own liquidity is to issue liquidity to 

others. This is not merely an ethical exercise of mutual support, though 

it will embrace that. The point is that, in the design of the Economic 

Space Protocol, there are no disincentives to any agent issuing collater-

alized credit when the network faces illiquidity, and hence no grounds 

for interest payments. 

8.4 Network recognition of credit and credit settlement
When the network adopts a capacity for credit issuance, credit itself 

becomes the liquid expression of the unit of exchange and the key to the 

ŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉŕóĻïóČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ�įÓÏóĻˉóĳˉĻïÓˉċÓ°ČĳˉĻēˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳˉ
all value in the network in the same units. The process here is critical 

to understanding the new economic space and the proposition that a 

125ˉ[ēĻÓˉĻïÓˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉēèˉĳï°ÏēŕˉÈ°ČĂóČéˉóČˉèēēĻČēĻÓˉɾʀʘ
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network that has no central issuance of money (no conventional ‘money’) 

can nonetheless have network-wide credit at its core.

A simple proposition is the key. All stake is different, but all credit is 

ēèˉĻïÓˉĳ°ċÓˉĂóČÏʘˉ£ÓˉŢįĳĻˉÓŖĬą°óČˉĻïÓˉĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČˉÈÓèēįÓˉÉą°įóèŗóČéˉïēŕˉ
it is key.

Each unit of stake is a holding in a different performance, undertaken 

by a different agent. The differences between each stake are important, 

for acquiring a range of stakes gives an agent the diversity of risk expo-

sures in their stake portfolio. In aggregate, the linked diversity of recipro-

cal staking gives the network a common investment in a network future: 

ĻïÓįÓˉóĳˉŀČóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉŔó°ˉįóĳĂˉĳï°įóČéˉʯʿįóĳĂóČéˉĻēéÓĻïÓįˀʰʘˉ
But credit is all of the same kind, and its fungibility is integral to its 

role. It is denominated in the network’s unit of exchange (hence the unit 

of exchange is also the unit of credit) and it can be used throughout the 

network: credit is not tied to the particular performances that formed 

the collateral of credit. In simple terms, the IOUs of credit can be used for 

transactions across the network and can be repaid across the network. 

Put slightly differently, within a network of credit, where agents are both 

borrowers and lenders, no agent can know which particular chain of 

credit they link to,126 so there is a logical demand for a common unit in 

which to express credit (Doepke and Schneider 2013).

It follows that liquidity arises not through exchange (‘monetized bar-

ter’) but through commensuration across a network, and its form of ex-

pression is in credit.

£ï°Ļʙˉ ĻïÓČʙˉ óĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉēèˉ ĻïÓˉ óÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉ Ļï°Ļˉ °ąąˉ ĳĻ°ĂÓˉ óĳˉ
different and credit is universal? Here we have to ‘loop back’ and recall 

that staking is the way in which agents in the network express their rel-

ative views on what performances contribute to network value (Chapter 

5.2). The incentive in staking is to invest in the performances that you 

believe make the greatest contribution of aggregate, network value. The 

outcome of the aggregate of these staking decisions is the collective de-

termination of that network value. The dialectical relationship between 

the choice of staking and the value of stake is integral.

At the point of the analysis where this valuation process was initially 

described, it could only be expressed in relative terms, as staking ratios. 

But credit and liquidity open the path for these ratios to be expressed 

126ˉ8ąÓóĳÉïċ°ČˉÓĻˉ°ąʘʯɾɼɾɼʰˉēèèÓįĳˉ°ČˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻóČéˉĻŕóĳĻˉēČˉĻïóĳˉĬįēĬēĳóĻóēČʚˉĻïÓˉóÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ
credit loops which could be cleared by the temporary injection of an agreed monetary unit.
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in the unit of exchange; as prices, and given the appearance of absolute 

measures.127

The simplest way to see this is in the question of what pays down cred-

it, or how an agent works off an IOU. An agent who uses credit to cre-

ate and offer a performance to the network is, in ‘normal’ circumstances, 

ÉįÓ°ĻóČéˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉĻï°ĻˉéÓĻˉŔÓįóŢÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓˉ
via the attribution of a price, in processes already explored (Chapter 4.2). 

This created value can be used to clear credit, no differently from the way 

income is used to repay a bank loan. 

Here is the critical development. So long as the network has endorsed 

an output as value (and given a price in one of the four ways described 

in Chapter 3.5), the agent who granted the credit is not concerned about 

what particular outputs are produced to repay their credit, for it shows 

on their ledger simply in the network’s unit of exchange/unit of credit. 

Nonetheless, ‘behind the scenes,’ clearing credit will often involve not 

just two but multiple agents across the network. Even though credit es-

Ļ°ÈąóĳïÓĳˉ°ˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉţēŕʙˉÈŗˉ ąóČĂóČéˉĻŕēˉ°éÓČĻĳʙˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉ
ŕóąąˉţēŕˉ°ÉįēĳĳˉċŀąĻóĬąÓˉąóČĂĳʘ

This is the same process by which output produced for the com-

mons can be attributed value on the network ledger: when it is executed 

through a credit process, the (network-endorsed) value which is given 

away can nonetheless appear on a ledger as a positive value when it is 

part of clearing credit, for it is automatically converted to the network 

unit of exchange. 

8.5 Implications
While a single exchange may be the simplest of economic acts, gener-

alized monetary exchange requires the most developed of foundations.  

Exchange needs an intertemporal dimension: it requires future exchange 
credits, expressed in the unit of exchange. For shorthand, we call it the 

unit of credit. 
The articulation of credit in relation to stake now appears at the core 

of the Economic Space Protocol logic. It has been said multiple times 

that the network faces a challenge of binding the present to the future in 

the absence of an active central authority (state). We now see that credit 

and stake form an intertemporal double helix. Stake binds the network 

by generating unity out of diversity (portfolio theory); credit binds the 

127 It is only an appearance, and should always be acknowledged as such. 
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network by giving value coherence to diverse performance outputs (unit 

of exchange, expressing a theory of value).128 

As our analysis moves from performances to staking to credit, we 

move closer to the centrality of ledgers recording all transactions as 

assets and liabilities denominated in a common unit of exchange. This 

points directly to the domain of tokens.

128 Reference here is to a value theory of performance (Chapter 4.5).
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APPENDIX 8.1

KEYNES ON MONEY  
AND CREDIT

Most economic theories built ‘from the ground up’ start with exchange. 

Hayek’s theory is pure exchange, where money is just the assumed me-

dium. Marx began Capital with simple exchange – linen for coats – so as 

to ‘discover’ that they have abstract labor in common as their point of 

comparison (and equivalence). The populist history of economics starts 

with an allegory that once there was barter and then the limitation of the 

‘double coincidence of wants’ led to the ‘invention’ of money as a means of 

exchange. This depiction is misleading for in many contexts credit/debt 

is the precondition of trade, but analytically it suggests that economic 

įÓą°ĻóēČĳˉĳĻ°įĻˉŕóĻïˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉʥŀČóĮŀÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉ°ČÏˉēČąŗˉą°ĻÓįˉʿóČŔÓČĻˀˉēįˉąēé-

ically derive the generality of money.129

Money does not come into being as a means of exchange but as credit. 

That embeds money deeply in social relations, for while trade occurs in a 

moment of time, credit is a relationship over time, and those relations can-

not be assumed stable, either in themselves or in their economic context.

Of all the leading economic thinkers of the past, it is most conspic-

uously Keynes (and later Minsky) who gives focus to the conditions of 

money. Keynes supposedly ‘solves’ the problem of money and volatility 

via state policy, where a state monetary authority is the deus ex machi-
na of the ‘laissez faire’ economy, providing the economy with a money 

instrument, secure banking for credit issuance, and the stabilization ca-

pacities of a central bank. For obvious reasons, it is not a ‘solution’ we 

care to adopt; in part because it turned out to be no solution at all. 

Nonetheless, the fact that Keynes was analyzing the nature of mon-

ey at a critical turning point in its history – the end of the 19th century 

gold standard – resonates with the current period. His proposal in the 

1930s was that the state must ‘back’ money; called ‘chartalist money.’130 

129 The standard source of this critique is Graeber (2011).

130 His view was that while money could logically be denominated in any unit that has its 
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A century on, with the capacities of cryptotokens, that necessity for 

the state is being challenged. But the core questions Keynes posed are 

broadly consistent with what we face in contemporary cryptoeconomics.

In his 1930 Treatise on Money, Keynes contended that clearance comes 

not simply via price agreement between buyers and sellers, but via credit.

Money comes into existence along with Debts, which are contracts 

for deferred payment, and Price-Lists, which are offers of con-

Ļį°ÉĻĳˉèēįˉĳ°ąÓˉēįˉĬŀįÉï°ĳÓʘˉʯɽʅɿɼʧˉɿʰ

With distributed and mutual token issuance, a token, denominated in 

the unit of exchange, does not exist prior to the offer (i.e. the opening 

of a process of exchange). An offer of a token in return for a commodity 

ʯÈÓˉóĻˉ°ˉéēēÏʙˉĳÓįŔóÉÓˉēįˉ°ČēĻïÓįˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ°ĳĳÓĻʰˉóĳˉóĻĳÓąèˉĻïÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ
ċēČÓŗʚˉŢįĳĻˉ°ĳˉ°Ŕ°óą°ÈąÓˉÉįÓÏóĻˉʯĻïÓˉēèèÓįʰˉŕïóÉïˉóĳˉċ°ĻÉïÓÏˉʯĻïÓˉċÓÏó°-

tion or ‘medium’ in the exchange) and validated and settled through the 

ŔÓįóŢ°ÈąÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉēèˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗʵÈ°ÉĂÓÏˉĻēĂÓČĳʘˉ
QÓŗČÓĳˉ é°ŔÓˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓˉ Ļēˉ Ļïóĳˉ ĻóċÓˉ óČĻÓįŔ°ąˉ óČˉ °ˉ ŕ°ŗˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ?°ŗÓĂˉ

could not. His focus was to account for the way agents deal with un-

certainty, and the way the state manages potential illiquidity (and crisis) 

implied by uncertainty. This is of central importance also in a distributed 

cryptoeconomy, and we can follow Keynes’ approach. In 1933 he wrote an 

important essay called A Monetary Theory of Production:

The distinction which is normally made between a barter economy 

and a monetary economy depends upon the employment of money 

as a convenient means of effecting exchanges – as an instrument of 

great convenience, but transitory and neutral in its effect. . . That, 

however, is not the distinction which I have in mind when I say that 

we lack a monetary theory of production. An economy, which uses 

money but uses it merely as a neutral link between transactions in 

real things and real assets and does not allow it to enter into mo-

tives or decisions, might be called – for want of a better name – a 

real exchange economy. . . . The theory which I desiderate would 

deal, in contradistinction to this, with an economy in which money 

plays a part of its own and affects motives and decisions and is, 

own rate of interest (for example corn or coal, where the rate of interest is the change 

in its own price), the state’s money is superior for it is generally accepted. See Keynes 

ɽʅɿʂʧˉ�ïʘɽʃʘ
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in short, one of the operative factors in the situation, so that the 

course of events cannot be predicted, either in the long period or 

in the short, without a knowledge of the behaviour of money be-

ĻŕÓÓČˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉĳĻ°ĻÓˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉą°ĳĻʘˉ�ČÏˉóĻˉóĳˉĻïóĳˉŕïóÉïˉŕÓˉēŀéïĻˉĻēˉ
mean when we speak of a monetary economy. (1933, pp.408-9) 

In all forms of money, including cryptomoney, the process of offer 

matching is the source of spontaneous liquidity. In contrast with chartal-

ist  money, all agents can participate within the same exchange network, 

and offer matching is mediated through a common asset type (or unit 

of exchange). Netting enables exchange and settlement to occur with-

out the need to actually hold the common asset. This monetary system 

can secure liquidity without the need for central control of issuance/

un-issuance of a money instrument. A distributed exchange protocol131 

therefore constitutes the backbone of a distributed clearing house and a 

payments and settlement system.

131 See López, J. ‘Market offers: Distributed trading protocol.’ http://marketoffers.manifold.

one
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CHAPTER 9 

EXCHANGE RELATIONS  
EXPRESSED THROUGH TOKENS

9.1 Context
The previous chapter commenced with a statement about why, contrary to 

the economics textbook order of exposition, it is appropriate to explain the 

‘full’ process of exchange only after an explanation of credit, for processes 

of exchange require the presumption of an already-existing network with 

a unit of exchange and that network requires credit for liquidity.132 

Conventionally-conceived markets specify the rights of buyers and 

sellers as they come together in a ‘market place.’ The analytical point 

is the individual who comes to market. The Economic Space Protocol 

recognizes these rights and adds additional foundational layers of rights 

compared with those attributed to a ‘citizen.’133 However, when analysis 

starts with a single agent, interactions across agents in a network can 

often go unacknowledged. Our focus on economic space gives that ac-

knowledgement: the context is not a ‘marketplace,’ but a ‘marketspace’ or 

exchange network. These shared (distributed network) protocols frame 

the formalized rights and the responsibilities of agents and become the 

foundations upon which contractual relations can be created.

These relations all have expression in protocol accounting operations. 

There will need to be many such operations and hence many network 

conventions built. Our objective is not an exhaustive coverage of these 

requirements, but to reference illustrations of the style of these protocol 

requirements and show how protocol design transitions from concep-

tual proposals about the nature of markets, tokens and prices to formal 

132ˉ?ÓįÓˉŕÓˉ°įÓˉóČˉĬ°į°ąąÓąˉŕóĻïˉZ°įŖˉʯɽʅɿʅʧˉɾʁʅʰʙˉÓŖĬą°óČóČéˉĻïÓˉÏÓŔÓąēĬċÓČĻˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉēČÉÓĬĻˉ
of capital:

. . . it is necessary to begin not with labor but with value, and, precisely, with exchange 

value as an already developed movement of circulation.

133 But note the caution expressed in chapter 2.2.
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ledger-based practices. The issues we have chosen to illustrate are those 

Ļï°ĻˉŕÓįÓˉÉēįÓˉĻēˉēŀįˉóČóĻó°ąˉįÓèį°ċóČéˉēèˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉóČˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɿʧˉĻïÓˉĬįē-

cesses of offer issuance, matching, netting and clearing. This and the fol-

lowing chapter are expositions of those processes. 

9.2 Reciprocal Issuance: offers and matching
Exchange between any two (or more) parties can be framed as an ex-

change of rights and expressed on a balance sheet as a transfer of assets 

and liabilities. This framing is what Perry Mehrling calls ‘the money view’ 

of exchange, for it records, as a bank does, assets and liabilities rather 

than income and expenditure accounts.134 So the recording of a simple 

good or service sale sees the seller gain an asset in the form of a token 

and the loss of an asset (a commodity) of equal value. The buyer has a 

reciprocal movement – the acquisition of the commodity and the liability 

of a payment of a token. The formal expression of Mehrling’s money view 

is consistent with the requirements of protocol design.

An offer is a statement of the rights an agent is willing to give and the 

rights they are seeking to receive from any other agent in the network. 

Reciprocal issuance is the realization of an offer as a formal agreement 

between two or more ĳĬÓÉóŢÉ agents. This would make no sense prior 

to the development of distributed network applications, for there would 

be no credible basis for trust in distributed issuance. But a network led-

éÓįˉ°ČÏˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉĬįēŔóÏÓĳˉ°ˉÈ°ĳóĳˉèēįˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČʚˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳʙˉóČˉ
a contractual form of rights on one side and duty or obligation on the 

ēĻïÓįʙˉÉ°ČˉÓČ°ÈąÓˉ°éÓČĻĳˉĻēˉï°ŔÓˉÉēČŢÏÓČÉÓˉĻï°Ļˉċ°ĂóČéˉēèèÓįĳˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓóįˉ
matching, recorded on a ledger, will replace the role currently performed 

by the state’s money and central and private banks. 

When an exchange occurs in a network, whether it be for commodi-

ties or stake, we depict traders as making offers to either exchange com-

modities/stake for credits (buy), or credit for commodities/stake (sell). 

But this is not the conventional simple exchange of the economic text-

book, and in two critical ways:

134 This and the following chapter – indeed the whole framing of token markets – draws on 

the ‘money view’ of economic analysis of Perry Mehrling (n.d.). For a summary see Saei-

dinezhad (2020).
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• The whole network is involved. Exchange is not between two autono-

mous agents, but between each agent and the network. This is more 

than a statement that the seller may not know or meet the buyer. It 

is that the process of offer-matching, netting and clearing requires 

the whole network of participants (and its full set of protocols) on the 

other side of the contract.135 The need for this complexity is integral 

to scalability and liquidity136 of the network and it differentiates the 

Economic Space Protocol from many p2p systems that require direct 

matching or personal relations to secure trust in the process. 

• The time interval of exchange is critical. In the conventional econo-

my, money ‘solves’ the time interval because it stands in for the oth-

er commodity: a commodity can be exchanged for money and mon-

ey later converted to another commodity. In the equivalent process 

in the Economic Space Protocol, an offer must be matched with an 

acceptance by another agent. There may be a direct match on offer 

ÈŀĻʙˉóèˉČēĻʙˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉċŀĳĻˉŢČÏˉ°ˉÉēēįÏóČ°ĻÓÏˉĳÓĻˉēèˉċ°ĻÉïÓĳʙˉ°ČÏˉ
matching may require a temporary issuance of network credit to ‘buy 

time’ in order to generate a match.

�ēĂÓČĳˉ °įÓˉ Ļį°ČĳèÓį°ÈąÓˉ °ČÏˉ Įŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉ ÈŀČÏąÓĳˉ ēèˉ įóéïĻĳʙˉ ŕïēĳÓˉ
ownership gets recorded through a ledger. Tokens themselves hold no 

mystery: they are simply a representational device that point to ‘real’ as-

ĳÓĻĳʘˉ�ĳˉĻïÓĳÓˉĻį°ČĳèÓįĳˉ°įÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉʙˉĳēˉĻïÓˉĻēĂÓČĳˉĻï°ĻˉįÓĬįÓĳÓČĻˉĻïÓċˉ
°įÓˉ ĳĬÓÉóŢÉʙ137 and as the transfers are between two agents, mediated 

by the network, so tokens can only be issued by agents (not centrally). 

It follows that tokens have a corresponding right – a commodity, stake 

or credit – that they represent. They are, in essence, (smart) contracts 

which trigger ledger entries.

The key to token ledgers is that the token and the ‘real’ item move in 

opposite directions. For example, an agent who offers a good or service 

ĻēˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉŕóąąˉįÓÉÓóŔÓˉ°ˉĻēĂÓČˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉĻï°ĻˉēèèÓįˉóČˉ°ÉĂČēŕąÓÏé-

ċÓČĻˉēèˉĻïÓˉēèèÓįˉÈÓóČéˉċ°ĻÉïÓÏʘˉZēįÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ąąŗʙˉĻïÓˉ°ÉĻˉēèˉċ°ĻÉïóČéˉ
offers validates the offered outputs (be it good or service, stake or credit), 

135 See López, J. ‘Market offers: Distributed trading protocol.’ http://marketoffers.mani-

fold.one

136 Liquidity comes with the capacity of the matching algorithm to increase matching op-

portunities.

137ˉ�ïÓˉąóĮŀóÏóĻŗˉĻēĂÓČˉóĳˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻʙˉèēįˉóĻˉóĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉĬįÓÉóĳÓąŗˉÈŗˉóĻĳˉŀČóŔÓįĳ°ąˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČʘˉ
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resulting in the issuance of a token from the accepting agent to the of-

fering agent. Note that it is not a promise to deliver an output to a buyer; 

óĻˉóĳˉ°ˉÉēČŢįċ°ĻóēČˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉĻį°ÏÓįĳˉĻï°ĻˉĻïÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉēèˉįóéïĻĳˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉ
successfully completed.

In summary, in a network context:

• Ledgers record assets and liabilities, not income and expenditure per 
seʘˉ�ïÓˉèēÉŀĳˉóĳˉēČˉÉï°ČéÓĳˉóČˉĳĻēÉĂˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉţēŕĳˉĻï°ĻˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓˉĻïēĳÓˉ
changes. 

• Credit, we saw in Chapter 8, is the key to network liquidity. The net-

work presumes that agents hold lines of credit, for it is through credit 

that token transfers settle. 

• For any agent the object of clearing credit is not to be free of credit, 

for that would mean free of liquidity, but to open the space for new 

credit offers. Paying down a line of credit is the equivalent of a pay-

ment because it enables an agent to acquire more credit equal to the 

paydown. 

• The network discovers the importance of a shared unit of exchange 

to commensurate credit between different agents. The unit of credit 

arises from the unit of exchange, as credit’s fungibility makes it the 

most liquid form of exchange. Functionally, a unit of credit emerges 

not only to enable relations of exchange, but to enable credit changes 

that result from exchanges to be cleared. 

9.3 Netting and clearing
In the Economic Space Protocol both netting and clearing are a network 

process, where every agent participates and collectively assumes the role 

commonly taken by a specialized third party like a clearing house. This is 

a distributed exchange protocol, and it enables four levels of exchange:

• Exact match. This is where token offers can match one to one. The ask 

of an offer is the bid of another, and vice versa. It is tokenized barter.

• Partial match. This is where the token offers are partially matched, 

°ČÏˉ įÓĮŀóįÓˉ ĳÓŔÓį°ąˉ ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉċ°ĻÉïÓĳˉ Ļēˉ èŀąŢąąˉ ĻïÓˉ ēèèÓįʘˉ �ïóĳˉ óĳˉ
fractional tokenized barter.

• Mediated match.  This is when two offers are matched through a third 

asset, but that asset itself is netted away. In this process, the unit 
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of exchange performs the role of measuring the asset in a way that 

makes it universally recognized in the network.

• Credit mediated match. This is when two offers are matched, through 

time, and mediated through a credit-giving instrument. In the follow-

ing chapter, we identify this instrument as the liquidity token. 

Exchange mediated through a unit of exchange and recorded on a 

ledger involves a process of netting: the simultaneous exchange of each 

party’s asks and bids. More complex exchanges, lacking the ‘double co-

incidence of wants,’ require more complex ledger processes, involving an 

interval of time and a token (credit) that can stand for a commodity offer 

that awaits matching. Here, netting of the ledger is a clearance process.

In conventional markets, this is the function of (central) clearing hous-

Óĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ įÓąŗˉēČˉįÓÉēįÏĳˉēèˉţēŕĳˉ óČŕ°įÏˉ°ČÏˉēŀĻŕ°įÏˉ èįēċˉċŀąĻóĬąÓˉÉąó-
ents in order to net and clear the market. Where there is an exchange to 

money before conversion to another commodity, credit is being offered 

to the seller, and there is a clearing function. 

In the Economic Space Protocol, when an agent has different offers 

but where the unit of exchange is present simultaneously in the ask and 

the bid component, offers may be netted, using the unit of exchange as 

means of computing their exchange rate. Hence, the common asset itself 

does not need to be ‘owned’ nor exchanged.

As the network scales, there is diminishing likelihood of direct match-

es in the barter process: ‘blockages’ become more pervasive and netting 

starts to require an interval of time for the ‘discovery’ of a netting pathway. 

�ēˉŢČÏˉċ°ĻÉïÓĳˉèēįˉēèèÓįĳˉēČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉČÓĻ-
work will ‘induce’ moments of credit to remove ‘blockages’ (illiquidity) in 

the netting and clearing process. This is an additional role of credit in 

ĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉĻēˉĻï°ĻˉóÏÓČĻóŢÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉĬįÓŔóēŀĳˉÉï°ĬĻÓįʘˉ�ïÓˉĻóċÓˉóČĻÓįŔ°ąˉ
implicitly requires the creation of credit, which can be retracted when 

the match is found. It is the oil that lubricates the netting process: it 

temporarily ‘stands in’ for different sorts of commodities (or stakes) in 

the facilitation of the netting process. As the network scales, and the 

‘blockages’ in direct netting become more pervasive, the role of liquidity 

via credit grows. In the process, the unit of exchange/credit consolidates 

its role as the universal unit of commensuration. 
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9.4 Economies enabled by protocols
�ïÓˉĬįēÉÓĳĳÓĳˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉ óČˉ Ļïóĳˉ Éï°ĬĻÓįˉ°įÓʙˉ óČˉÓèèÓÉĻʙˉ ĻïÓˉ°ĬĬąóÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉ
concepts developed in Chapter 3. There, key concepts were being differ-

entiated from conventional framings of markets, prices and money. They 

ĬÓįï°Ĭĳˉ°ĬĬÓ°įÓÏˉĳóċĬąŗˉ°ĳˉ°ĳĳÓįĻÓÏˉįÓÏÓŢČóĻóēČĳʘˉ�ŗˉČēŕˉŕÓˉÉ°ČˉĳÓÓˉ
ŕï°Ļˉ ĻïēĳÓˉ įÓÏÓŢČóĻóēČĳˉï°ŔÓˉÓČ°ÈąÓÏʚˉ ĻïÓˉÈįē°ÏˉÏŗČ°ċóÉĳˉēèˉ ĻïÓˉČÓĻ-
work-as-process that can be expressed on a ledger. This is an insight 

into the sorts of dynamics the Economic Space Protocol must design and 

enable and the ledger-expressed procedure that design expresses. The 

resulting ‘network awareness’ enables us to reason about the economy 

– its agents and its artifacts – as protocols. Awareness also means that 

protocols  will be created so as to be redesignable by the network. This 

ÓČĳŀįÓĳˉĻï°ĻˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉÏÓĳóéČˉŕóąąˉįÓċ°óČˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉ°ČÏˉŢĻˉèēįˉĬŀįĬēĳÓʘˉ
�ïÓˉèēąąēŕóČéˉÉï°ĬĻÓįˉĻ°ĂÓĳˉĻïóĳˉóÏÓČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉèŀįĻïÓįʙˉĻēˉąēēĂˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉ

exchange of commodities stake and credit as ledger-based, and hence 

token centered, processes.
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APPENDIX 9.1

TOKENS AND NETWORK  
DERIVATIVES 

In conventional markets, derivatives are understood as tools of risk 

management, delineated as futures, options and swaps. They involve 

ownership of attributes of an underlying asset, but no necessary own-

ership of that asset itself. Those attributes are generally related to price 

spreads, but could in principle apply to any index constructed to de-

scribe the underlier.138 

To frame reciprocally-issued tokens as derivatives opens up three re-

lated issues. 

• Exposure to the future. They are both statements about the future, and 

the formation of possibilities. Token issuance is about their potential 

to be validated (backed) by a network, so they embody an exposure to 

the future of that network.

• |ŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏ˂ĳēÉó°ą˂įÓą°ĻóēČĳ. In an economy based in issuance, redemp-

ĻóēČˉ°ČÏˉĳÓĻĻąÓċÓČĻʙˉĻïÓˉĻēĂÓČˉóċċÓÏó°ĻÓąŗˉóċĬąóÓĳˉ°ˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÓÏˉĳēÉó°ąˉ
relation. Tokens represent what we call ‘network derivatives.’ This de-

piction signals that token types give a partial ‘exposure’ to the total so-

cial relations: we are ‘decomposing the social’ via different token cate-

gories, in a way that cannot be done by a singular, centrally issued coin.

• Attributes of assets.ˉ ÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓĳˉóċĬąŗˉÉą°ĳĳóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēįˉÈŀČÏąóČéʘˉ$°Éïˉ
oil option contract, for example, is distinctive in its detail (they have 

different prices because they are written on different prices of oil, 

138 Weather derivatives, for example, trade spreads on indices of frost, temperature, etc.. 

�ĬēįĻĳˉÈÓĻĻóČéˉóČŔēąŔÓĳˉĻį°ÏóČéˉĳĬįÓ°ÏĳˉēČˉ°ąąˉĳēįĻĳˉēèˉé°ċÓˉċÓĻįóÉĳʙˉČēĻˉÿŀĳĻˉĻïÓˉŢČ°ąˉēŀĻ-
come. These are illustrations of non-price indices constructed to describe an underlier of 

ŕïóÉïˉĻïÓįÓˉóĳˉČēˉēŕČÓįʘˉ£ï°ĻˉóĳˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻóČéˉïÓįÓˉóĳˉĻï°ĻˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉÉēŀČĻĳ ʿ̄ÓŔÓČĻĳˀʚˉĻïÓˉ
number of times X happens over a period, whether X is a frost or a tackle in a football game. 

|ŀ°ČĻóèŗóČéˉĻïóČéĳˉÈŗˉïēŕˉēèĻÓČˉĻïÓŗˉēÉÉŀįˉʷˉʿÓŔÓČĻĳˀˉʷˉóĳˉ°ĻˉĻïÓˉÉēįÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉŕ°ŗˉŕÓˉÏÓŢČÓˉ
performances (see Chapter 5.3). If we use the occurrence of events to measure time, we 

°įÓˉóČˉĻïÓˉÏēċ°óČˉēèˉŕï°ĻˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉÉ°ąąˉʿĻóÉĂˉĻóċÓˀˉʯĳÓÓˉ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɿʘʁʰʘ
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have different expiry dates and different strike prices). But they have 

a recognized common (formulaic) relation to oil such that they are 

priced relative to each other, giving future oil a set of continuous pric-

es. Similarly, each individually-issued token must be recognisably a 

‘member’ of a type, so each token within a network must be recognis-

able as a version of the tokens issued by others.

In summary, tokens are mutually recognized exposures to the output 

Ŕ°ąŀÓˉĻï°ĻˉÏÓŢČÓĳˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉĻïÓˉĳÓČĳÓˉóČˉŕïóÉïˉĻïÓŗˉ°įÓˉÏÓįóŔ°-

tives. Each token’s strike price is determined by the network’s expression 

of the value of a bundle of output values which is deemed to back a token. 
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CHAPTER 10

TOKENS AND LEDGERS 

10.1 Introduction
Our analysis is now in the domain of ledgers and tokens. We need to 

present  the relations of exchange, credit and staking as formal, led-

ger-expressed processes in contrast with earlier chapters, where those 

relations were depicted as social interactions. Connections between 

socio-historical and formal ledger modes of expression should be high-

ąóéïĻÓÏʘˉ�ïÓŗˉ°įÓˉČēĻˉ°ČˉÓ°ĳŗˉŢĻˉÈŀĻˉ èēįˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉÏÓĳóéČˉ ĻïÓŗˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉ
reconciled because it is vital to have both dimensions expressed. 

Ledger representations give precision and transparency to social re-

lations and social relations give the token and ledger representation a 

direct connection to material social and economic underliers. This two-

way expression is our claim that the Economic Space Protocol is the 

depiction of ‘real’ economic processes: it is based socially in claims to 

historical change and economically in claims to a foundation in ‘funda-

mental value.’139 

Our focus  in this chapter is the mechanics of exchange represen-

tation on ledgers. Following the order of exposition we have developed 

in previous chapters - starting with staking and moving to liquidity and 

then to dynamic (as opposed to simple) commodity exchange, we intro-

duce the stake token, the liquidity token and the commodity token. 

• Stake tokens. These will be issued by an agent in return for a stake in 

another agent’s performance. It gives the holder the right to partici-

pate in the revenue (receive a dividend) and is generated by the issu-

ing agent’s economic activity.140

• Liquidity tokens. These are an extension of credit denominated in the 

unit of exchange, giving rise to units of credit. This token is redeemed 

on demand for any token on offer by an economic agent.

139 On claims to ‘fundamental value,’ see esp. Chapter 12.3 and Appendices 5.1 and 12.2.

140 Each staking contract will specify its particular version of these participation rights.
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• Commodity tokens. These are issued by an economic agent on com-

ĬąÓĻóēČˉēèˉ°ČˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓʘˉ�ïÓˉĻēĂÓČˉįÓĬįÓĳÓČĻĳˉ°ˉįóéïĻˉĻēˉĻïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢ̄Éˉ
output (the ‘underlier’ it describes). It also generates a set of informa-

tion associated with the exchange that forms the basis of data-rich 

economic performances that themselves generate new commodities.

Each will be considered in turn, both diagrammatically and with text. 

Figure 10.1 contains the visual elements that are components of all di-

agrams.

Figure 10.1 Visual elements representation legend

10.2 Stake tokens
Stake involves asset ownership capacities of participation in perfor-

mances and exposure to dividends (yields) on performances. Reciprocal 

staking is a two-way economic communication interface, through which 

credit, commodities or other stake can be distributed throughout the 

network. As a process, reciprocal staking binds the network in on-going 

common interest. Stake tokens, issued to represent the transferred own-

ership of stake, perform the following roles:

• Sharing the risks. Risks of asset ownership have both an upside and 

downside. A transfer of stake involves one agent’s acquisition of a 

share in the performance of another agent for purposes of both:

» ĳïēįĻˉ ĳĻ°ĂÓʵÏóŔÓįĳóŢ̄É°ĻóēČˉĬēĳóĻóēČĳʘˉ�ĳˉ Ó°ÉïˉĬŀįÉï°ĳÓˉēèˉ °ˉ ĳĻ°ĂÓˉ
token requires an issuance of stake by that purchaser, there is a 

hedging process for all agents to diversify their own risks, generat-

ing liquidity in the stake market. 
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» long performance-focusses positions. This could be called ‘com-

mitment staking.’ Agents invest stake in those agents whose perfor-

mances are likely to create future value in the network.141

• Providing collateral for credit. This  enables shared liquidity. 

Stake-as-collateral means an agent can secure access to credit (li-

quidity) without having to exit their stake position.

• Offers and dividends. Stake tokens give the right to nodes in the net-

work to receive offers from an issuer and, most importantly, to re-

ceive dividends. 

Stake tokens have the following attributes:

• They are issued and accepted by agents in return for the stakes of 

others.

• �ïÓŗˉ°įÓˉŢ̄Č°ČÉó°ąˉĬēĳóĻóēČĳˉēČˉĻïÓˉèŀĻŀįÓˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉċÓ°ČĳˉĻēˉÏóŔÓįĳóèŗˉĻïÓˉ
risks of ownership.

• They are a measurement of the aggregate performance of an econom-

ic agent.

• �ïÓóįˉĬįóÉÓˉóĳˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉŀČóĻˉēèˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓʙˉ°ČÏˉóĳˉįÓţ̄ÓÉĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓˉ
ċ°ĻÉïÓÏˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉēèèÓįĳʘˉ�ï°ĻˉˉĬįóÉÓˉŕóąąˉįÓţ̄ÓÉĻˉĻïÓˉŔ°ąŀ°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ
asset being staked, and will change broadly in relation to that valuation. 

• They give voice to agents’ decisions about what constitutes ‘value’ and 

where in the network it is best being created.

• They create performance data about the state of the economy.

The stake issuance process is shown in Figures 10.2 to 10.4.

Figure 10.2 Agent A publishes stake exchange offer to the network, proposing 500B for 900A

141 Readers who see this proposition as reminiscent of Keyne’s critique of stock market spec-

ulation (trades motivated by ‘other people’s opinions’) are invited to see Appendix 5.1.
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Figure 10.3 The network matches A’s stake exchange offer

Figure 10.4 Agent A holds 500B and the network holds 900A

10.3 Liquidity tokens 
In a distributed economy the offer-as-line-of-credit is the starting point 

and reciprocal token issuance is its appearance.142 In exchange, when the 

offer is published, it becomes a line of credit, whether it be in the form 

ēèˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉÉįÓÏóĻˉʯ°ČˉēèèÓįˉĻēˉÏÓąóŔÓįˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉóČˉĻïÓˉèŀĻŀįÓʰˉēįˉŢ̄Č°ČÉó°ąˉ
credit (an offer of liquidity). Hence the offer stands as an option on credit 

proper. The right to exercise the option – to draw down on the line of 

credit by accepting the offer of credit – is itself a form of liquidity. In 

summary, the offer is liquidity, and the matching of that offer brings the 

liquidity token into being.

The incentive to issue liquidity tokens is the recognition that scaling 

transactions and complex networks will not work without intertemporal 

smoothing. This frames liquidity token offers as a social act of reciproci-

ty: a contribution to keeping the wheels of commerce turning.

 The Economic Space Protocol implements a ‘network credit agree-

ment’ (with stake as collateral). A credit agreement is an automated ‘top-

ping up’ of credit: when any credit is cleared by an act of exchange of 

142 Economic textbooks want to explain money via a logical evolution from barter, and the 

growing complexity of economic transactions enabled by money. Anthropologists are 

inclined to emphasize the origins of trade in credit and the gift, bringing focus to the 

time interval in trade.
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liquidity tokens, the line of credit is topped up to its agreed limit. This en-

sures that credit offers are a constantly-adjusting stock, enabling credit 

óĻĳÓąèˉĻēˉċ°ČóèÓĳĻˉ°ĳˉ°ˉţēŕʘˉ�įÓÏóĻˉĻēĂÓČĳˉÈÓ°įˉČē ó̄ČĻÓįÓĳĻˉēįˉŗóÓąÏʛˉČēįˉ°įÓˉ
they an effective store of value.143

Liquidity tokens have the following attributes. They:

• Are denominated in the unit of exchange: credit clearing may only 

occur across entities of the same kind and denomination. In effect, li-

quidity tokens bring the unit of exchange to life as more than a passive 

numeraire mediating the valuation of other tokens: it becomes a unit 
of distributed issuance of credit.

• Come into being through a collateralized credit agreement. This 

means credit issuance effectively appears as automated. 

• Are cleared when they serve an exchange. This is through netting by 

the distributed offer matching algorithm. 

• Give a right to be redeemed on demand for any output on offer by the 

issuing economic agent, or to clear outstanding credit in the opposite 

direction.

• Are not held longer than necessary to settle a trade.

Credit relationships will be of two general types:

• Credit issuance. This is token issuance between agents directly in-

volved in exchange of commodities or stake, giving the liquidity re-

quired to initiate exchange. This credit will generally be initiated to 

bring an act of production into being; for example to enable a pro-

ducer to acquire inputs. It is presented diagrammatically as a credit 
granting exchange offer, represented in Figures 10.5 to 10.7.

• Distributed clearing. This token issuance is generated ‘automatically’ in 

the netting process, to enable an intertemporal match. It is automatical-

ly closed out once the ledger is settled. It is presented diagrammatically 

as a credit clearing exchange offer, represented in Figures 10.8 to 10.10

143 Credit tokens are not designed to store value; indeed with no yield, their main risk is 

downside: the risk of default of the issuer. Default would be the event of the issuer not 

being able to provide/create its outputs, and not necessarily because of insolvency. For 

as long as an issuing agent creates value, the markets will adjust both the price of the 

offer and the reputation rating of the agent, indeed to the point that the agent may be 

no more than an issuer of credit. But as long as there is any demand for its commodity 

tokens, liquidity tokens will be matched until cleared.
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Figure 10.5 An agent makes the network an (issuing credit) offer to exchange 
commodity X for liquidity tokens

Figure 10.6 Network matches the offer, accepting liquidity tokens from agent

Figure 10.7 Network gives credit to the agent who now holds a liquidity token liability 
and a commodity token asset

Figure 10.8 Agent receives a (clearing) offer from the network to exchange liquidity tokens for a 
commodity token
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Figure 10.9 Agent matches credit (clearing) offer

Figure 10.10 Agent’s credit liabilities are cleared through netting, so the network now holds 
a net asset of 30 liquidity tokens

10.4 Commodity tokens 
Economic agents initiate sales and purchases of goods and services. The 

tokens transacted in this process we call commodity tokens where the 

term ‘commodity’ means any good or service (tangible or intangible) pro-

duced for, and validated by, the network.144

In effect, the commodity token is designed to represent informa-

tional events that include, but are not limited to, the delivery of actu-

al goods and service. In a single commodity exchange, price is just one 

Ï°Ļ°ˉÓŔÓČĻʙˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąˉĳĻ°ĻóĳĻóÉ°ąˉĳóéČóŢ̄É°ČÉÓˉēèˉēĻïÓįˉÏ°Ļ°ˉÓŔÓČĻĳˉ
awaiting discovery within the network. In a dynamic system of exchange, 

144ˉ�ÓÓˉèēēĻČēĻÓˉʃɽˉèēįˉēŀįˉÉą°įóŢ̄É°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉŀĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉĻÓįċˉʿÉēċċēÏóĻŗʘˀ
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commodity transactions will be tied to credit issuance. A commodity to-

ken, verifying the creation of commodity value, can be utilized to set-

tle credit. Credit tokens and commodity tokens will therefore often be 

paired in clearing a ledger entry.

Each agent will be an issuer of its own commodity tokens and each 

ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉĻēĂÓČˉēèèÓįˉ°ĻĻ°ÉïÓĳˉĻēˉ°ˉĳĬÓÉóŢ̄ÉˉÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉēŀĻĬŀĻʘˉ�ïÓˉ°Éʵ
ceptance of the offer of a commodity, declared by issuance of a token in 

payment, means that every commodity has a matching token. According-

ly, the total of commodity tokens issued in a time period is equal to the 

total commodity exchange for that period. This is true for each individual 

agent and for the network as a total. When we separate the data into new 

commodities and re-circulated commodities, commodity token issuance 

can be used as a one proxy measure of a ‘fundamental value’ in the net-

work (see Appendix 12.2).

Commodity tokens have the following attributes:

• Their quantity is determined by the offers/matches of individual 

agents.

• Their long-term price is determined by, and a measure of, the real
output of an economic agent.

• They are priced through market offers, where the bid is the commod-

ity token, and the ask is denominated in the unit of exchange.

• The risks of commodity production are carried by the direct produc-

er; default risk is carried by the token holder.

Figures 10.11 to 10.13 depict commodity exchange.145

Figure 10.11 Agent publishes a commodity exchange offer

145 Perry Mehrling’s lectures on the ‘Money view’ make use of these types of diagrams. See 

http://sites.bu.edu/perry/.
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Figure 10.12 Network matches commodity exchange offer

Figure 10.13 Agent now has commodity X and network has commodity Y assets

10.5  Exchanges between tokens
The Economic Space Protocol sees different tokens having different roles 

in the network. But there will also be exchange relations across token 

types and a selection warrants particular note, as shown in Figure 10.14, 

to illustrate the meanings of cross-token transactions.

Figure 10.14 Cross-token exchanges

Figure 10.14 Cross-token exchanges
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Two simple points, among many, can be drawn from Figure 10.14. 

First, commodity tokens can be used for the acquisition of stake or oth-

er commodities, or they can be used to clear credit. The latter is the 

closest to a commodity token being thought of as ‘money.’ The network 

validation of an output does not generate cash, but the clearing of cred-

óĻʘˉ�ÓÉēČÏʙˉÓŖēéÓČēŀĳˉċēČÓŗˉʯŢ°ĻˉēįˉÉįŗĬĻēÉēóČĳʰˉÉ°ČˉÓČĻÓįˉ°ČÏˉąÓ°ŔÓˉ
ĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ°ĳˉÉēċċēÏóĻóÓĳʘˉ�ïóĳˉċÓ°ČĳˉĻï°ĻˉŢ°ĻˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉŀĳÓÏˉóČÏóįÓÉĻąŗˉ
for the purchase of stake or commodities or the clearing of credit, and 

ÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉÉēČŔÓŗÓÏˉĻēˉŢ°Ļʘˉ�ïÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉį°ĻÓˉŕóąąˉÈÓˉ
determined by offers on the network, and this will regulate the incen-

ĻóŔÓĳˉĻēˉċēŔÓˉ°ĳĳÓĻĳˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉŢ°Ļˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ�Ĭ°ÉÓˉzįēĻēÉēąˉŀČóĻˉ
of exchange. 

10.6 Three token categories to serve three  
economic functions
Figures 10.2 to 10.13 show sequences of token exchanges across token 

categories (commodity for credit, for example) as well as within token 

categories (for example commodity for commodity). We see in these di-

°éį°ċĳˉĻï°ĻˉÓ°ÉïˉĻēĂÓČˉĻŗĬÓˉĬą°ŗĳˉ°ˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻˉįēąÓˉóČˉĻïÓˉţēŕˉēèˉ°ĳĳÓĻĳˉóČˉ
ĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʘˉ$°ÉïˉĻēĂÓČˉĻŗĬÓˉïēąÏĳʙˉÓČÉēÏÓÏˉóČˉóĻĳˉĬįēéį°ċċóČéˉ°ĳˉ°ˉŢ-

nancial instrument (i.e. a smart contract), certain rights that are distinct. 

Each token type serves a different purpose. In summary:

• Stake tokens are shares of an economic agent’s output. They give the 

user the capacity to receive dividends through their application pro-

gramming interface (API). It is an expression of accumulated own-

ership. Its ledger entry records a stock, and the attached exposure 

to the risks of growth and contraction in the value of that stock.146 

Furthermore, stake tokens serve as communication pipes, utilized for 

agents’ economic peering.

• Liquidity tokens grant the right to clearʘˉ �ïóĳˉ įóéïĻˉ É°Čˉ ÈÓˉ ŔÓįóŢÓÏˉ
through their AIP. If a clearance is successful, a liquidity token with 

any remainder is returned. It is an exposure to future potential states, 

but without carrying the risks of those states (except for default). It 

involves the advancement (and writing down) of credit to meet the 

immediate liquidity requirements of the network, both those between 

146 Flows of stake in a secondary market occur via commodity tokens, where stake is now a 

‘commodity’ to be exchanged.
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agents to maintain their accumulation and the matching and netting 

requirements of achieving settlement in exchange.

• Commodity tokens are an exposure to an offer for an agreed output. 
They are the most programmable token type, and can hold any inter-

action logic and carry any given rights. It comes into being only at the 

ÉēċĬąÓĻóēČˉēèˉ°ˉċ°ĻÉïʙˉ°ĳˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉʿŕï°Ļˉ°ąįÓ°Ïŗˉóĳʘˀ ˉ�ïóĳˉÓČ°ÈąÓĳˉ
it to connect to measures of fundamental value as a ‘real abstraction.’

CĻˉóĳˉēČąŗˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓĳÓˉĻïįÓÓˉĻēĂÓČˉĻŗĬÓĳˉʯ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉįÓÉóĬįēÉ°ąˉţēŕĳˉĻïÓŗˉ
stand for, that the Economic Space Protocol is able to articulate a self-re-

producing economic system.
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CHAPTER 11 

DYNAMICS OF A TOKENIZED 
NETWORK

11.1 Three circuits of value
 The Economic Space Protocol is styled to give precision to the roles 

of different tokens, but there is a need to show how these token types, 

and the economic processes they express, relate together in the social 

process of ‘value in movement.’147 In this chapter we explore the econ-

ēċŗˉóČˉĻïÓˉĳĻŗąÓˉēèˉ°ˉÉóįÉŀą°įˉţēŕʘˉ�ïóĳˉĳĻŗąÓˉÏÓĬóÉĻĳˉĻïÓˉÓÉēČēċŗˉ°ĳˉ°ˉ
sequence of critical inter-connections, located in space time, that com-

ÈóČÓˉĻēˉĳÓÉŀįÓˉĻïÓˉÉēČÏóĻóēČĳˉèēįˉĻïÓˉįÓĬįēÏŀÉĻóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉţēŕʘˉ�ˉÉóįÉŀ-

ą°įˉţēŕˉĳïēŀąÏˉČēĻˉÏÓĬóÉĻˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąˉ°ĳˉ°ˉÉąēĳÓÏˉĳŗĳĻÓċˉʯĻïÓįÓˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉ
óČĻÓį°ÉĻóēČˉŕóĻïˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ°Ļˉ°ČŗˉĬēóČĻʰʘˉ[ēįˉĳïēŀąÏˉĻïÓˉţēŕˉÈÓˉ
ĬįÓĳŀċÓÏˉ°ŀĻēċ°ĻóÉʘˉ�ČŗˉÈįÓ°ĂˉóČˉĻïÓˉţēŕˉóĳˉ°ˉĬēĳĳóÈąÓˉóČĻÓįįŀĬĻóēČˉĻēˉ
the system, but they should be presumed and incorporated. 

[ēČÓĻïÓąÓĳĳʙˉ ĻïÓˉÏÓŢČóĻóēČˉēèˉ °ˉ ĳŀĳĻ°óČ°ÈąÓˉ ČÓĻŕēįĂˉ óĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ óĻˉ ï°ĳˉ
the capacity to generate its own conditions of reproduction. Put sim-

ply, if the network requires continuous injections of outside money in 

order to reproduce (after an initial bootstrapping phase as described in 

Appendix 1.2), it cannot have aspirations of being a protocol on which 

to build a postcapitalist economy. Yet that should not gainsay the ex-

pectation that outside money will enter the network; but it will do so as 

a commodity, not as ‘money,’ and it will be to expand the network, not 

reproduce it.

ˉ8į°ċóČéˉ°ČˉÓÉēČēċŗˉ°ĳˉ°ˉÉóįÉŀą°įˉţēŕˉï°ĳˉ° ą̄ēČéˉïóĳĻēįŗ ó̄ČˉÓÉēČēċóÉĳʙˉ
starting most prominently from François Quesnay’s Tableau Économique 

147ˉZ°įŖˉʯɽʄʄʁʧˉÉïʘʀʰʙˉÏÓĳÉįóÈÓÏˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉ°ĳˉ°ˉĳēÉó°ąˉįÓą°ĻóēČˉēèˉŔ°ąŀÓʚ

It is a movement, a circulatory process through different stages, which itself in turn in-

cludes three different forms of the circulatory process. Hence it can only be grasped as 

a movement, not as a static thing.
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(1758), through Marx’s circuits of capital in Volume II of Capital (1885) 

(explicitly connected by Marx to Quesnay), Luxemburg’s Accumulation of 
Capital (1913), Sraffa’s Production of Commodities by Means of Commod-
ities (1960), Leontiev’s input-output model (1966) and interpretations of 

Keynesian multiplier effects (sometimes said to have been derived from 

Marx). None of these depictions could be called a ‘formal model,’ at least 

not in the current sense in which that term is applied, but they are de-

ĳóéČÓÏˉĻēˉÈÓˉĮŀ°ČĻóŢ°ÈąÓˉʯóČˉ°ˉŕ°ŗˉĻï°ĻˉĳēˉċŀÉïˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉÏóĳÉŀĳĳóēČˉēèˉĻïÓˉ
‘circular economy’ is not). Our exposition here is conceived in that long 

tradition and offers a heuristic device to show patterns of inter-connect-

edness (and possible disconnection) in the economy. 

We take our mode of exposition from Marx’s (1885, Part I) depiction of 

circuits of capital. For Marx, these components of the circuit are money 

capital, commodity capital and industrial capital. All can be thought of as 

essential elements of a self-reproducing system, but they are also three 

ways of looking at an overall circular process that involves all of money, 

industry and commodities.148

CČˉēŀįˉÏÓĬóÉĻóēČʙˉĻïÓˉĳĻ°éÓĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉÉóįÉŀą°įˉţēŕˉ°įÓʚˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓˉʯzÓʰʙˉ
collateral (Co) and credit (Cr). All circuits require each of these compo-

nents. As a circuit, there is no original starting or end point, but when 

we describe the circuit by starting an explanation from each different 

point, and look at the way in which the circuit reproduces that nominat-

ed starting point, different issues of emphasis become prominent. 

�ēˉŕÓˉÏÓŢČÓʚˉ

• The Performance Circuit (Pe–Co–Cr–Pe). This circuit describes the re-

quirements for a performance to be reproduced (which must include 

not just the act of performing, but also the validation of those per-

formances by the network – a process we refer to, for shorthand, as 

‘production and consumption’).

• The Collateral Circuit (Co–Cr–Pe–Co). This circuit describes the re-

quirements for collateral to be reproduced (which must include the 

reproduction of the stake portfolio that forms the basis of collateral).

148 Marx saw these circuits as describing the path of individual companies and also the 

economy as a whole. The latter would be seen as a set of intersecting circuits where 

the output of one company is the input of another; the money revenue of one industrial 

process is shifted to fund another, etc.. These intersections are the focus of Leontiev’s 

input-output analysis. We will not extend our analysis in this way, but it is consistent 

with that project.
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• The Credit Circuit (Cr–Pe–Co–Cr). This circuit describes the require-

ments for network credit to be reproduced (which must include the 

process of credit clearing from the previous ‘round’ of credit).

Figure 11.1 shows a circuit in the new economic space. The outer ring 

óĳˉĻïÓˉ ʿįÓ°ąˀˉÓÉēČēċŗˉēèˉĻïÓˉţ̄ēŕˉÈÓĻŕÓÓČˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳʙˉÉēąą°ĻÓį°ąˉ°ČÏˉ
credit. The inner circle shows the reciprocal token movements of com-

modity tokens, stake tokens and liquidity tokens. Consistent with our ex-

Ĭą°Č°ĻóēČˉēèˉĻēĂÓČĳˉ°ČÏˉąÓÏéÓįĳˉʯ�ï°ĬĻÓįˉɽɼʰʙˉĻïÓˉʿįÓ°ąˀˉĬįēÉÓĳĳÓĳˉţ̄ēŕˉóČˉ
ēČÓˉÏóįÓÉĻóēČˉʯÉąēÉĂŕóĳÓʰˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓóįˉįÓÉóĬįēÉ°ąˉĻēĂÓČˉóĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉţ̄ēŕĳˉóČˉĻïÓˉ
opposite direction (anticlockwise). 

Figure 11.1 Circuits in the New Economic Space

11.2 The performance circuit: the circuit of 
value creation
 The start and end point of this circuit focuses on production and con-

sumption as a pairing, for combined they depict the performance of value 

creation in the network.

A performance starts with an offer by an agent to the network to 

produce outputs it believes will be valued by the network. The offer is 

also seeking staking from other agents who may directly participate or 
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Ļ°ĂÓˉĳēċÓˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻˉóČˉįÓ°ąóŞóČéˉĻïÓˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓʘˉ�ïįēŀéïˉĳĻ°Ă-
ing, performances become (underlying) assets which is the key to their 

standing as collateral (Pe–Co).

The act of staking highlights that the offer of a performance is a risk 

position on the future: an estimation of whether the performance be-

ing staked will receive future social recognition (replication, adoption or 

some other form of socially recognized approval). This risk position is 

played out over time: whether a performance does, indeed, create the 

value its implementers intended and its stakers aspired to. The direct 

expression of the playing out of risk is the changing price of stake, as the 

network monitors the enactment of a performance.

When stake is used as collateral for credit issuance (Co–Cr), a change 

in the value of a performance, and hence of stake, means that the value of 

collateral will change over time. In particular, there is a risk that a perfor-

mance whose staked value falls will see a fall in the value of collateral, and 

hence shift the risks of default to the issuer of credit. There will be clear 

incentives for collateral to be based on a pooling of staked performances. 

This is the momentum of ‘risking together.’

 Hence, when credit is used to fund the acquisition of inputs for the 

agent’s next performance (be it repeating the same performance or in-

novating a new one) (Cr–Pe), it is apparent that the playing out of risks 

of the previous circuit impacts on the capacity of this agent to mobi-

lize future credit. The signal of that risk evaluation is stake price. Stake 

framed as collateral now becomes the backing for the offer of a line of 

credit (Co–Cr), so the change in the value of a performance impacts the 

future provision of credit to fund the construction of future perfor-

mances (Cr–Pe).

 When framed as the circuit of an individual performance, we see em-

phasis on risks and changing network valuation of performances. When 

framed as the circuit of the total of network performances, we see how 

the growth of network-created value leads to the funding of new perfor-

mances. Hence we depict Pe–Pe as the circuit of value creation.149

149 In the Marxian circuit, the return to the ‘starting point’ designates expanded value, ac-

quired by the extraction of surplus value from labor. In our terms it would be a Pe–Pe 

circuit. But in the circuit of the new economic space, there is no process of surplus ex-

traction from producers, so the circuit’s growth is via replication, not extraction.
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11.3 The collateral circuit: the circuit of growth
 The start and end point of this circuit focuses on the propensity of the 

network to expand wealth. Wealth in the network is expressed in stake 

price growth, for staking, and hence stake price, responds to where new 

Ŕ°ąŀÓ ó̄ĳˉÈÓóČéˉÉįÓ°ĻÓÏʘˉ�ŀĻˉēŀįˉ°Č°ąŗĳóĳˉēèˉ°ˉÉóįÉŀóĻˉ̫ ˉ°ˉţēŕˉ̫ ˉĳïēŀąÏˉČēĻˉÈÓˉ
centered on the stock dimension. This is why we focus on stake-as-col-

lateral rather than stake-as-wealth. 

�ēąą°ĻÓį°ąˉóĳˉĳĻ°ĂÓʙˉĮŀ°ąóŢÓÏˉÈŗˉįóĳĂʙˉ°ČÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉŀČóĻˉēèˉÓŖ-

Éï°ČéÓʘˉ�Ļ°ĂÓˉÓŖóĳĻĳˉ°ĳˉ°ˉʯÏóŔÓįĳóŢÓÏʰˉĬēįĻèēąóēˉēèˉŀČóĮŀÓʙˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻó°ĻÓÏˉ
assets. When looked at as collateral, the focus shifts from the diversity 

of performance-backed stakes to the singularity of an abstracted unit 

of measure, expressed in the unit of exchange/unit of credit. Portfolio 

valuation is a critical analytical shift, for it opens up the calculative basis 

for decisions ‘rebalancing’ portfolio holdings as risks change. The inten-

tional shift of agents’ stake holdings is the key to shifting the growth and 

direction of the network.150 

In summary, collateral is the conversion of a diverse range of stake-

holdings into a single index of valuation, and from here it can be ex-

pressed in the same terms as credit (Co–Cr): from the perspective of the 

portfolio it is the unit of exchange; from the perspective of credit, it is the 

unit of credit. But it is the same unit.

Credit backed by collateral then appears as a trusted (risk-rated) 

source of liquidity, which will be advanced to individual agents to fund 

ĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉʯ�įʷzÓʰʘˉCČˉĻïÓˉĬįÓŔóēŀĳˉąóČĂˉʯ�ēʷ�įʰʙˉŕï°Ļˉŕ°ĳˉ°ˉ
process of converting diversity to sameness now becomes the opportu-

nity for creating diversity out of sameness (Cr–Pe). This pulse from di-

versity to singularity to diversity drives the growth of the network. The 

question the circuit resolves is whether the performances that backed 

collateral at the ‘start’ of the circuit will be the same as the perfor-

mances that get funded by the credit raised from the staking of those 

performances.

In this role, collateral is the means to make risk commensurable across 

the network so that different performances and their risk/return calcu-

lations can be expressed in a common unit of measure. The movement 

from Pe–Co, which completes the circuit, has expressed a view about 

which performances will thrive and which will not. 

150 ‘Modern portfolio theory’ tells us that the value of the whole is not simply found in add-

óČéˉŀĬˉÉēċĬēČÓČĻˉĬįóÉÓĳʚˉĻïÓˉÉēċĬēĳóĻÓˉįóĳĂˉĬįēŢąÓˉóċĬ°ÉĻĳˉŔ°ąŀ°ĻóēČʘ
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The Co–Co circuit expresses the risk-adjusted measure of growth of 
accumulation by the network (compared with the Pe–Pe circuit which 

expresses the growth of output value of the network). 

11.4 The credit circuit: the circuit of stability
The start and end point of this circuit focuses on the provision of liquidity 

and the propensity of the network to be stable (whilst it grows). Its start-

ing point is individual offers of liquidity to enable the network’s new value 

creation (production and consumption). An agent draws on credit to fund 

the design, build and stake a future performance (Cr–Pe). The provision 

of credit avoids illiquidity which would otherwise impede the creation of 

(stakeable) performances. From the perspective of the credit circuit, the 

movement Cr–Pe expresses the decision about which performances will 

be staked: which performances are most likely to succeed, and hence 

repay the credit from the value of their outputs.

The movement Pe–Co reveals that the risks of the creditor and staker 

°įÓˉÏóèèÓįÓČĻʘˉ�ïÓˉĳĻ°ĂÓįˀĳˉįóĳĂˉóĳˉįÓţÓÉĻÓÏˉóČˉĻïÓóįˉÏóŔóÏÓČÏˉÏÓįóŔóČéˉèįēċˉ
the value of the performance. It is the growth position. The creditor’s 

risk is simply that the performance generates enough return on stake to 

éóŔÓˉĻïÓˉóĳĳŀÓįˉēèˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉĻēĂÓČĳˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉįÓŔÓČŀÓˉĻēˉįÓĬ°ŗˉÉįÓÏóĻʘˉ�ïóĳˉóĳˉ
both a lower level of risk so credit will more likely be directed towards 

‘safer’ investments: riskier investments will likely rely more on stake than 

on credit. This is the sense in which the credit circuit emphasizes the 

capacity of the system for stability.

When the circuit is completed by collateral as the backing for credit 

(Co-Cr), it is now apparent that the more successful stakes are the ones 

that ‘survive’ to form future collateral, and especially collateral that will 

not decline in value over the life of the circuit. This selection process 

establishes  a stable basis on which further performances can be chosen 

and funded.

When framed as the circuit of an individual line of credit, the circuit 

shows the processes by which the conditions for its repayment are cre-

ated (and the risks that are ‘passed through the circuit). When framed as 

the circuit of total credit we see how credit is being directed to those 

performances most likely to meet risk/return calculus. The credit circuit, 

therefore signals not just the stability of the circuit, but the stability of 

the connection over time between performances and value.
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�����7MKRMƼGERGI
The circuits described above are a heuristic device: they are not inputs 

into a model or input/output analysis of the new economic space. The 

objective is to show that a single transaction, posed as a movement in a 

circuit, takes on different meaning according to how the circuit is being 

described. This is more than a statement that, to invoke Gunnar Myrdal, 

all points of view are views from a point (although that is important). It is 

that these different meanings form a spread of meaning, and therein lies 

fertile grounds for volatility in the system. But it is not a volatility to be 

eradicated as a threat; indeed it is the lifeblood of the network. Without 

volatility, the system would stagnate.
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CHAPTER 12

STABILITY, VOLATILITY  
AND VALUE

12.1 Stability
In a distributed protocol, claims to stability cannot relate to convention-

al macroeconomic indicators like unemployment and GDP growth, nor 

to counter-cyclical policy measures. Those agendas are tasked to states: 

their taxing and expenditure policies and their monetary regulation ca-

pacities. Instead, claims to stability must be about the relationship be-

tween tokens and the material underliers of the network. To claim more 

– for example, to maintain stability with respect to the US dollar or to US 

economic growth – is not just a claim that, in practice, cannot be sus-

tained (at least not without making this the sole purpose of a token); it 

is an aspiration we do not hold. A different economy, with a different set 

of goals and processes, is intended to diverge from the US economy; not 

to track its performance. This relates to our proposal that participants 

in the new economic space, who nonetheless remain heavily exposed to 

capitalist economies, will be ‘living in the spread’ (Chapter 1.6). The cen-

trality of tokens in the Economic Space Protocol relates to token value 

stability and the capacity of tokens to facilitate economic processes in 

ways that tie token issuance to ‘real’ value and the capacity of credit issu-

ance to the smooth operation of the network.

We have the opportunity to rethink what we mean by stability. An 

economy may be stable in its own terms: its average return on capital, 

unemployment rate and exchange rate may be stable (we once could 

ï°ŔÓˉóČÉąŀÏÓÏˉóČţ°ĻóēČˉį°ĻÓˉ°ČÏˉóČĻÓįÓĳĻˉį°ĻÓĳˉïÓįÓʛˉÈŀĻˉČēˉąēČéÓįʰʙˉÈŀĻˉóĻˉ
may be unstable by other criteria such as poverty levels, life expectancy, 

access to health care, housing affordability or carbon emissions. When 

targeted metrics of a postcapitalist economy are different from those of 

a capitalist economy, each economy will likely appear as volatile, if not 

failing, when measured by the metrics of the other. We believe that the 
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most robust claims of ‘stability’ cannot rest on attachment to another en-

tity itself deemed ‘stable,’ without becoming a mere replica of that other 

entity. Stability must be a statement about self; not others. The claims to 

stability of the new economy are threefold:

The unit of exchange/unit of credit stabilizes as the economy scales. 

This means the network is trusting the relationship between the credit 

and the network’s system of output valuation: in effect, new value cre-

ated in the network is an accepted means to clear credit in the network.

Stake prices change in an orderly way. This means that stake price 

įÓţÓÉĻĳˉʿèŀČÏ°ċÓČĻ°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓˀˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉÓÉēČēċŗˉóĳˉĬįēÏŀÉóČéˉĻïÓˉēŀĻĬŀĻˉóĻˉ
claims to produce. 

Volatility inside the network is a statement about the relationship be-

tween stake prices and the unit of exchange. This gives a measure of stabil-

ity/volatility of ‘real’ network change over time and applies to both the vol-

atility of individual stake prices and the total value of stake in the network.

12.2 Outside currency within the network
A further issue of stability comes when we consider the impact of outside 

money within the network.151 There is nothing stopping agents exchang-

ing in dollars, just as they can use any object – a bag of barley or a coat 

– as a particular unit of exchange. But these will have to convert to other 

units for recognition across the network. 

It has been mentioned (e.g. Chapter 10.5) that dollars can enter the 

network, but they do so as commodities, not as token substitutes. En-

tering as a commodity means that something must be ‘given up’ (offers 

of commodities or stake expressed in terms of the network unit of ex-

change) to acquire dollars. Nonetheless, a commodity entry of dollars 

does create an implicit exchange rate between the protocol unit of ex-

change and the dollar, for commodities and stake can be priced in ei-

ther. Nonetheless, the entry of dollars and the creation of an exchange 

į°ĻÓˉï°ĳˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČÉÓʘˉ8óįĳĻʙˉĻïÓˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉį°ĻÓˉŕóąąˉóċĬ°ÉĻˉŕïÓįÓˉ°éÓČĻĳˉ
source commodities and how they fund stake, indicating that there are 

no clear boundaries to the network. This is the money/token dimension 

of living in the spread. Second, the exchange rate between the unit of 

exchange of the Economic Space Protocol and the dollar will likely be 

volatile. This doesn’t challenge the stability of the unit of exchange within 

151ˉ aŀĻĳóÏÓˉċēČÓŗˉʯ9ŀįąÓŗˉ°ČÏˉ�ï°ŕʙˉɽʅʂɼʰˉÉēŀąÏˉÈÓˉŢ°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČÉóÓĳˉēįˉēĻïÓįˉèēįċĳˉąóĂÓˉÈóĻ-
coin. For simplicity we will represent outside money as ‘ dollars.’
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the new economy’s token system; indeed, over time, the question will be 

whether it is the network’s unit of exchange or the dollar which is to be 

described as ‘volatile.’ In that optimistic statement lies the expression of 

the political battle for legitimacy of the new economic space.

12.3 Volatility
£óĻïˉ ĳĻ°ÈóąóĻŗˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉ įÓèÓįÓČÉÓˉ Ļēˉ ĻïÓˉ Ŕ°ąŀÓˉēèˉēŀĻĬŀĻĳˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉČÓŕˉ
economic space (see Appendix 12.2), there is no juxtaposition of stability 

and volatility. The goal is not to reduce volatility in the name of stability, 

ÈŀĻˉĻēˉįÓÉēéČóŞÓˉĻï°ĻˉŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉóĳˉóČĻÓéį°ąˉĻēˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉ°ČÏˉĻēˉįóĳĂʘˉ
The goal is to direct volatility and see that it occurs in parts of the system 

ŕïÓįÓˉ ĻïÓįÓˉ óĳˉ ʿóČĻÓČĻóēČ°ąˀˉ óČÏÓĻÓįċóČ°Éŗʛˉ ŕïÓįÓˉ óĻˉ ÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓĳˉ ţÓŖóÈóą-
ity, discovery and the estimation of risk and of value. Agents creating 

performances, purchasing stake, and changing their minds about which 

performances are value-creating, will generate welcome volatility as the 

ĬŀąĳÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉČÓŕˉÓÉēČēċŗʘˉ$°ÉïˉēèˉĻïÓĳÓˉÉ°ČˉÈÓˉĻïēŀéïĻˉēèˉ°ĳˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ
spreads, in which agents take positions.

So volatility can be both essential to dynamism and itself convey valu-

able information. We know that in conventional capital markets, the de-

velopment and trading of real-time volatility indices is seen as a critical 

market indicator. Inside a volatile market there are standard strategies 

for hedging to neutralize volatility (‘delta hedging’) and, moreover, to 

ĬįēŢĻˉèįēċˉĻį°ÏóČéˉŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉóĻĳÓąèʙˉĳĻįóĬĬÓÏˉēèˉÏóįÓÉĻóēČ°ąóĻŗˉʯTÓÓʙˉɾɼɾɼʰʘ
We are not seeking to initiate the development of volatility-trading 

markets in the Economic Space Protocol (though nor do we hold a view 

as to the likelihood or merits of their development).  The emergence of 

 Ó8óˉēĬÓČĳˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉĬēĻÓČĻó°ąˉèēįˉĻïÓĳÓˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʘˉ¥ÓĻˉèēįˉ°ąąˉĻïÓˉĬēĻÓČ-

Ļó°ąˉēèˉ Ó8óʙˉóĻˉóĳˉÉŀįįÓČĻąŗˉÿŀĳĻˉįÓĬąóÉ°ĻóČéˉĻïÓˉÉ°ąÉŀąŀĳˉēèˉċ°óČĳĻįÓ°ċˉŢ-

Č°ČÉÓʘˉ£ïóąÓˉ°ÏÏóČéˉţÓŖóÈóąóĻŗˉ°ČÏˉÉ°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉĻēˉ°éÓČĻĳʙˉóĻˉ°ąĳēˉï°ĳˉĬēĻÓČ-

tial of leveraging instability for its own sake.

There are (as yet) no techniques for modeling current volatility in 

crypto markets. Any suggestion that DeFi can offer a cryptoeconomy 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ĻēēąĳˉĻēˉ°ÉÉŀį°ĻÓąŗˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓˉ ʯ°ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉÏÓąĻ°ˉïÓÏéÓʰˉŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉ
ĳïēŀąÏˉÈÓˉĻįÓ°ĻÓÏˉĳĂÓĬĻóÉ°ąąŗʘˉ¢ēą°ĻóąóĻŗˉóĳˉ°ČˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČˉČēĻˉÿŀĳĻˉēèˉóČÓèŢ-

ÉóÓČÉŗˉēèˉÓĳĻóċ°ĻóēČˉÈŀĻˉēèˉĳēÉó°ąˉÏŗČ°ċóÉĳˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉóČˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉï°Č-

nels. Managing the channels does not itself stabilize social dynamics: it 

causes volatility to displace into other modes of expression. So for the 

Economic Space Protocol, there is no intention to control volatility with 
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the goal of restricting it, but to direct it to sites where it can be embraced 

(as potential). Accordingly, volatility has two central roles.

First, the information generated in markets has to be interrogated 

for patterns that can be given economic meanings as  ‘performances’: 

offers of data analytics. Volatility here will be associated with the issu-

ance of stake in those performances. But such performances carry risks, 

there can be no certainty about which performance designs will gen-

erate information which is valued by the network.152 For any particular 

performance, this source of volatility can be expected to diminish as the 

performance becomes statistically consolidated; with new performances 

ÉēČĻóČŀ°ąąŗˉÈÓóČéˉÉēČŢéŀįÓÏʙˉĻïÓˉÏēċ°óČˉēèˉĻïÓˉóĳĳŀ°ČÉÓˉēèˉĳĻ°ĂÓˉóĻĳÓąèˉ
remains an on-going site of volatility.

Secondly, the value of staked positions will change constantly as 

agents change their views about what performances are successful (valu-

able). This will be a domain of continual volatility, for volatility is the con-

dition of liquidity in the market for stakes.

It will be apparent that, in practice, the two volatilities will not be dis-

ÉįÓĻÓʚˉĻïÓˉŢįĳĻˉŕóąąˉÓċÈÓÏˉÓŖĬÓÉĻ°ĻóēČĳˉ°ÈēŀĻˉĻïÓˉĳÓÉēČÏʙˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓˉĳÓÉēČÏˉ
ŕóąąˉ įÓţÓÉĻˉ ąÓŔÓąĳˉ ēèˉ ÉēČŢÏÓČÉÓˉ óČˉ ĻïÓˉŢįĳĻʘˉ �ïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉ ï°ĳˉ É°Ĭ°ÉóĻŗˉ
to trace which economic events are associated with which stake price 

changes. This can be thought of as feedback loops on performance stak-

ing, vetting the values of past performance designs and giving incentives 

for agents to design more precise/granular performances.  

These stability-generating loops offer no guarantees of the network 

being long-run stable in its outcomes on the terms we have nominated. 

We should not overstate the capacity for creating stable outcomes. His-

tory shows that guarantees of stable systems only come with authori-

tarian control, and then only for as long as resistance can be suppressed. 

Currently, nation states, for all their regulatory and legal enforcement 

capacities, are struggling to secure even modest economic stability. For 

those states, policies for stabilization must be reconciled with a politics 

of whose interests have been served by the instability, whose interests 

must be protected in any stabilization process, and hence who is going 

to absorb the costs of stabilization policies. Moreover, this playing out of 

ÏÓÓĬˉÉēČţóÉĻĳˉï°ĳˉĻēˉ°ąąˉÈÓˉŕį°ĬĬÓÏˉóČˉ°ˉĬēąóÉŗˉÏóĳÉēŀįĳÓˉēèˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉ
necessity and common interest, while in fact being neither of those.

152 In effect, the distinction between ‘noise’ and ‘real information’ (Black, 1986) cannot be 

known in advance.
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We are not engaging in this same process. Although we describe the 

network as a commitment to a collective future, especially through re-

ciprocal staking and the mechanisms of distributed credit, there is no 

suggestion that this is the playing out of a single, agreed vision. Protocols 

are about processes, not realizing a pre-given agenda. Our goal is that in 

creating the conditions for a collective future, divided aspirations have 

Ļį°ČĳĬ°įÓČĻˉ ÓŖĬįÓĳĳóēČˉ °ČÏˉ ČÓĻŕēįĂˉ ÉēČţóÉĻĳˉ ï°ŔÓˉċÓÉï°Čóĳċĳˉ Ļēˉ ÈÓˉ
played out in an orderly way; not hidden behind the idea that a central-

ized authority knows and implements the common good.
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APPENDIX 12.1 

TOKENIZED VALUE: SIMPLE 
AND EXPANDED

Marx drew the distinction between the simple form of value (the ex-

change of commodities) and the general form of value (growth, or the 

accumulation of capital). Keynes drew a roughly similar distinction be-

tween a ‘real exchange economy’ (monetized barter) and a ‘monetary 

economy’ (which includes time, credit, liquidity and therefore risk) (see 

Appendix 8.1). How do we describe tokens in the expanded accumulation 

of a ‘monetary economy’? 

Each  performance is itself (in combination with other performanc-

es) eventually revealed in the creation of  commodities.153 It could be a 

‘conventional’ commodity (good or service) but performances have been 

framed in the Economic Space Protocol to engage also data commodities, 

or what we have called economic media. This focus represents what is dis-

tinctive about commodities in the 21st century compared with the eras of 

both Marx and Keynes: the rise to prominence of intangible outputs whose 

Ŕ°ąŀÓʵ°ĳʵÉēċċēÏóĻŗˉóĳˉĳēˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻˉĻēˉĳĬÓÉóèŗˉʯĳÓÓˉ�ĬĬÓČÏóŖˉʁʘɽʰʘ
In order to gain analytical access to data commodities, we have brought 

stake (and its projections of a contingent future of the performance) to 

the center of the analysis. The proposition is that the outputs of perfor-

ċ°ČÉÓĳˉĻïÓċĳÓąŔÓĳˉċ°ŗˉÈÓˉÏóèŢÉŀąĻˉĻēˉÏÓŢČÓˉ°ČÏˉċÓ°ĳŀįÓʙˉÈŀĻˉĻï°ĻˉÓŔÓįŗˉ
proposed output should be measured by its intended outcomes, and that 

these can be expressed in measurable ways. But the stark, consequential 

expression of output evaluation is the preparedness to stake the process 

of their creation, and this can be clearly measured in a market process. 

Perhaps, it might be said, shifting from commodities being exchanged 

(Marx, Keynes) to performances being staked, and referring to this as the 

‘simple’ form of value, is stretching the word ‘simple.’ But, we believe, this 

is necessary as a way of recognising the prominence of information in 

commodity-money relations.

153 Despite reference here to Marx, our use of the term ‘commodity,’ explained in footnote 71.
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The expanded form of value in our analysis is qualitatively differ-

ent from what we depict as the simple form, and the critical difference 

remains centered on the role of information. In this expanded version, 

information is not just the means by which individual agents make de-

cisions about the future (what to stake). It is also the means by which 

the collective of agents (the network) reaches its determination of what 

ÉēČĳĻóĻŀĻÓĳˉŔ°ąŀÓʘˉ8ēįˉÈēĻïˉZ°įŖˉ°ČÏˉQÓŗČÓĳʙˉĻïÓˉįŀąÓˉēèˉĬįēŢĻˉóĳˉÉÓČĻį°ąˉ
ĻēˉÏÓąóČÓ°ĻóČéˉŕï°ĻˉĬ°įĻĳˉēèˉĻïÓˉÓÉēČēċŗˉéįēŕˉŔó°ˉ°ˉÉŗÉąÓˉēèˉĬįēŢĻˉ°ČÏˉ
investment, and what parts shrink. For them, what constitutes ‘value’ is 

°ˉįÓĳēąŔÓÏˉĬ°į°ċÓĻÓįʙˉÏÓŢČÓÏˉÈŗˉĻïÓˉĬįēĻēÉēąĳˉĻï°ĻˉÉēČĳĻóĻŀĻÓˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳĻˉ
accumulation. But in the new economic space, without a predetermined 

ċÓ°ĳŀįÓˉēèˉ ʿŔ°ąŀÓʙˀˉ ÓŖĬ°ČĳóēČˉÈÓÉēċÓĳˉ °ˉċēįÓˉţŀóÏˉĬįēÉÓĳĳʙˉ èēįˉŕïÓČˉ
agents stake performances, they not only project its creative success on 

°ˉĻŕēˉÏóċÓČĳóēČ°ąˉĳÉ°ąÓˉʯïēŕˉĬįēŢĻ°ÈąÓˉóĻˉŕóąąˉÈÓʰˉÈŀĻˉČēŕˉ°ąĳēˉēČˉ°ˉĻïóįÏˉ
dimension (what will be judged socially to be valuable). In this framing, 

reading trends (information) is the universal key to explaining the dy-

namics of value.
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APPENDIX 12.2

MV=PQ: AN APPLICATION TO 
THE ECONOMIC SPACE  

PROTOCOL TOKEN LOGIC

The claim that the new economic space is grounded in fundamental value 

has been made on multiple occasions. It is perhaps a contentious one, 

predominantly because the concept itself is contentious.

Many economists balk at the concept of ‘fundamental value.’ Some do 

ĳēˉÈÓÉ°ŀĳÓˉĻïÓŗˉÈÓąóÓŔÓˉĻï°ĻˉÉŀįįÓČĻˉĬįóÉÓˉ óČˉĻïÓˉċ°įĂÓĻˉ óĳˉ°ˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉ
measure of ‘value’ and any idea that value is something ’deeper’ than 

price, as the classical economists believe, is simply metaphysics. Hayek 

and the neo-classical economists are disposed to this view. Others, in 

ĻïÓˉĻį°ÏóĻóēČˉēèˉQÓŗČÓĳʙˉʯ°ąĳēʰˉįÓÿÓÉĻˉèŀČÏ°ċÓČĻ°ąˉŔ°ąŀÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ąąŗˉ°ĳˉóĻˉ
relates to asset prices. Asset prices, they say, incorporate guesses about 

the future expressed in the present and, as no-one can know the future, 

asset prices now are just expressions of popular opinion about the future 

(see Appendix 5.1).

The Economic Space Protocol generates a direct connection between 

tokens and their material foundations in the ‘real’ economy. This founda-

tion is what we mean by fundamental value: it implies a mode of valuing 

that looks to ‘deeper’ determinants (underliers) and discounts for spec-

ulation and short-term price movements. A clear connection between 

tokens and their underliers is itself a claim to a critical form of stability 

within the network.

CČˉÉįŗĬĻēÓÉēČēċóÉĳʙˉĻïÓįÓˉÓċÓįéÓÏˉĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻˉÓČé°éÓċÓČĻˉŕóĻïˉĻïÓˉ
concept of fundamental value, including via options pricing theory and 

ĻïÓˉÓèŢÉóÓČĻˉċ°įĂÓĻĳˉïŗĬēĻïÓĳóĳʘˉ£Óˉï°ŔÓˉċ°ÏÓˉÉēČĻįóÈŀĻóēČĳˉĻēˉĻïóĳˉÏÓ-

bate in the past (e.g. Bryan 2018). Much analysis involves application of 

the old (originally 18th century; attributed to philosopher David Hume) 

‘equation of exchange,’ often expressed as the ‘quantity theory of money.’ 

The Economic Space Protocol can give a version of a quantity theory as 
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a way of verifying the direct connection of tokens to underliers at both 

the level of individual transactions and the level of the network overall.

The formula of the old Quantity Theory of Money states: MV=PQ.

Where: 

M = the quantity of money in circulation,

V = its velocity of circulation of money,

P = the general price level in the economy and

Q = the quantity of goods and services sold in the economy.

The cryptoeconomics discussion of this issue has been innovative and 

creative, albeit that interest in it appears to have fallen away in the past few 

years, despite the growing popularity of terms like ‘creator economy’ and 

‘ownership economy’ which suggest the generation of measurable value.

Taking MV=PQ into a crypto setting has required each of the variables 

ÈÓˉ ĳóéČóŢÉ°ČĻąŗˉ °Ï°ĬĻÓÏʘˉ�ēĂÓČĳˉ °įÓˉČēĻˉ ĳóċĬąŗˉ ʿZʙˀˉ °ČÏˉïÓČÉÓˉ¢ˉċŀĳĻˉ
change meaning (velocity of what?). In the Economic Space Protocol, ‘P’ 

is not a mono-measure of the terms of exchange and hence Q cannot be 

adequately expressed in relation to P. 

A token only comes into existence when an offer is matched (and ex-

pressed through the creation of a debit and a credit record on corre-

sponding ledgers). As an aggregate, we can compile a list of offers. Thus 

an offer expresses the potential creation (supply) of a token. An exchange 

offer between a good or service(Q), and a token instrument (M), where Q 

units are in the bid and M units are in the ask, denotes the exchange ratio 

relationship between Q and M, that can be interpreted as the price (P) of 

a Q unit, in terms of M. V is the speed at which M is issued and cleared; 

an issue of liquidity considered Chapter 9.

Zˉ įÓĬįÓĳÓČĻĳˉ ĻïÓˉ ČŀċÈÓįˉ ēèˉ ĻēĂÓČˉ ŀČóĻĳˉ įÓĮŀóįÓÏˉ Ļēˉ èŀąŢąąˉ Ļï°Ļˉ ÓŖ-

Éï°ČéÓˉʯzēĻÓČĻó°ąˉZʰʘˉ�óČÉÓˉZˉóĳˉįÓŔēąŔóČéʙˉċÓ°ČóČéˉóĻˉţēŕĳˉóČˉÈēĻïˉÏó-
rections (as it is both ‘earned’ and ‘spent’) we can say that V is the average 

ĳĬÓÓÏˉ°ĻˉŕïóÉïˉZˉţēŕĳˉ óČˉÈēĻïˉÏóįÓÉĻóēČĳˉ óČˉ°ˉéóŔÓČˉĬÓįóēÏˉēèˉĻóċÓʘˉ¢ˉ
then constitutes a multiplier where a net revolving amount of M, is re-

ĮŀóįÓÏˉĻēˉèŀąŢąąˉ°ąąˉēèèÓįĳˉēèˉ|ˉ°ĻˉĬįóÉÓˉzʘˉ�ïŀĳˉZˉŖˉ¢ˉˬˉ˼ʯzZˉ× Q) ( per 

period of time used to calculate V ) .

Where Q1P1 can be matched with Q2P2, netting represents an instant 

exchange, or it could be said that the M component can be netted away. 
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The distributed market processes of offers and matching, closed by a 

ČÓĻĻóČéˉĬįēÉÓĳĳʙˉéóŔÓĳˉ°ˉąóĻÓį°ąˉóČĻÓįĬįÓĻ°ĻóēČʥŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČˉēèˉZ¢ˬz|ʘˉ�Ó-

cause every token offer (potential M) must be matched by a ‘commodity’ 

(PQ) in order to become ‘actual’ M, then M and PQ are ‘2 sides of the 

same token offer.’ And in this context, with every match the M that is 

ĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉĻēˉóĻˉÓŖĬóįÓĳʘˉ[ÓŕˉZˉÉēċÓĳˉóČĻēˉÈÓóČéˉŕóĻïˉ°ˉČÓŕˉēèèÓįˉŔ°ąóÏ°ĻÓÏˉ
ÈŗˉóĻĳˉċ°ĻÉïóČéʘˉCČˉÓèèÓÉĻʙˉĻïÓˉŔÓąēÉóĻŗˉēèˉ°ˉĻēĂÓČˉóĳˉóČŢČóĻÓʙˉĳēˉZˉĻÓČÏĳˉ
Ļēŕ°įÏĳˉɼʧˉĻï°ĻˉóĳʙˉĻïÓˉĳÓĻĻąÓċÓČĻˉēèˉ°ČˉÓŖÉï°ČéÓˉóĳˉ°ĻˉēČÉÓˉĻïÓˉÓŖĬóįŗˉēèˉ
Zʘˉ�ïÓįÓˉóĳˉċēČÓŗˉţēŕʙˉÈŀĻˉČēˉċēČÓŗˉsupply required: M can be deemed 

Ļēˉï°ŔÓˉÈÓÓČˉĳóċŀąĻ°ČÓēŀĳąŗˉóĳĳŀÓÏˉ°ČÏˉįÓÏÓÓċÓÏʘˉ�ēˉZ¢ˬz|ˉóĳˉÏÓŢČó-
tionaly true, albeit not quite as an identity (as it is in the quantity theory 

of money), but as a protocol design. 

The above depiction, making a clear and direct connection of tokens 

to output, is contingent upon a direct offer matching and complete net-

ting. The introduction of a time interval (credit) and the possibility that 

matching may be indirect, or mediated through a web of matchings, re-

quires a deeper explanation.

Netting is not itself an explanation of fundamental value when trades 

occur at different times and there is not a one-to-one correspondence 

between offers. Put simply, netting presupposes the existence of the 

things to be netted, yet their delivery to market will not be simultaneous 

with the offer. Temporal gaps open a need for credit to provide liquidity 

to the time interval. Hence fundamental value must be explained in the 

context of credit and the need to create liquidity across a time interval. In 

this context, credit itself has fundamental value: delivery on its promise 

of future exchangeability.
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CHAPTER 13

THE CONDITIONS OF A DIGITAL 
POSTCAPITALIST ECONOMY

13.1 Introduction
The Economic Space Protocol proposes an economy of distributed re-

lations, without reliance on a central 3rd party authority. This is not a 

proposition that current nation states are redundant, for there are many 

centralized facets of society, and the rule of law is a conspicuous one, 

which impact directly on the economy. The new economy will exist in 

any foreseeable future within a mainstream social and economic context. 

It is simply presenting an alternative economic way of being and doing, 

and it offers a protocol that can be readily adopted by anyone, without 

the sponsorship of any nation-state.

How the new economy interfaces with the conventional economy is 

°ČˉēĬÓČˉÏÓĳóéČˉĳĬ°ÉÓʙˉÈŀĻˉ°ąĳēˉ°ˉÏēċ°óČˉēèˉŀČÉÓįĻ°óČĻŗʘˉ�ïÓˉĳĬÓÉóŢÉˉēÈ-

jective of our analysis is to present the case, and it can be no more than 

a case, that, after an initial bootstrapping phase, the Economic Space 

Protocol offers a set of economic relations that can be self-reproducing. 

There will be porous boundaries between the conventional economy and 

ĻïÓˉ ČÓŕˉ ÓÉēČēċŗʚˉ Ţ°ĻˉċēČÓŗʙˉ ÉēċċēÏóĻóÓĳˉ °ČÏˉ ĬÓēĬąÓˉŕóąąˉċēŔÓˉ ÈÓ-

tween the two systems. Indeed it is likely that every single user will have 

a foot in each system. But it is critical that we can present an economic 

logic for a coherent alternative that can become independent of constant 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉ ĻēĬʵŀĬˉ èįēċˉēŀĻĳóÏÓˉ ʯèēįˉÓŖ°ċĬąÓˉ óČˉÏēąą°įĳʰʘˉ�ˉÏÓĳóéČˉéē°ąˉ óĳˉ
that the new economy can produce a surplus that generates its own con-

ditions of continuation and expansion.  

Self-sustainability in a narrow economic sense is important, but it 

would be a modest achievement if the alternative we are proposing looks 

pretty much the same as the existing system. The new economic space we 

are proposing offers a new vision of economic relations: the conditions 

of increasing equality of living standards, the creation of environmental 
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health, and an economy sensitive to the aesthetic, cultural, and emotion-

al attachments of participants. These are the collectively-determined, 

ĳēÉó°ąąŗʵÏÓŢČÓÏˉÉēČÉÓĬĻóēČĳˉēèˉÉ°ąÉŀą°ÈąÓˉŔ°ąŀÓˉÉįÓ°ĻóēČʙˉēįˉŕï°ĻˉŕÓˉÉ°Čˉ
term simply ‘network value.’ 

13.2 Network value
The contention throughout this analysis is the capacity of the new eco-

nomic space to incorporate performances creating outputs motivated by 

network value, and the capacity of the network to reward the perfor-

mances that animate network value creation. We need to make as clear 

as possible the connection between network value, rewards and system 

reproduction. It requires all elements of the Economic Space Protocol, 

and all the earlier chapters to be brought together. 

Performances motivated by network value are already familiar: philan-

thropy, crowdfunding, etc. are all expressions of this agenda. The chal-

lenge is to show the conditions under which network value is sustained 

and reproduced without the need for continual injections of outside 

money. In other words, the social surplus recognized in network value 

ČÓÓÏĳˉĻēˉÈÓˉĳÓÓČˉ°ĳˉÓĮŀóŔ°ąÓČĻˉĻēˉĬįēŢĻˉóČˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąóĳċʚˉŕïÓįÓˉĻïÓˉċ°įĂÓĻˉ
evaluates and rewards performances with a yield of some form recog-

nized by the network, either through individual agents or the commons.

Outputs being ‘recognized by the network’ is the term we use rather 

Ļï°ČˉʿĳÓąąóČéˉèēįˉ°ˉĬįēŢĻʙˀˉèēįˉċ°ČŗˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉċ°ŗˉČēĻˉéÓČÓį°ĻÓˉĬįēŢĻʛˉ
indeed are not targeting that objective. But they are targeting some ob-

jective: we are not compiling the conditions where just any old perfor-

mance might expect reward. 

�ïÓˉʿŗóÓąÏʙˀˉóèˉČēĻˉĬįēŢĻʙˉċŀĳĻˉÈÓˉóČˉ°ˉèēįċˉ°ÉÉÓĬĻ°ÈąÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʚˉ
it could be commodities, credit, stake or indeed any kind of governance 

or access rights. The condition of the network being capable of self-re-

producing is that the yield takes a form that the network can use for its 

reproduction: the yield is, or can be converted to, the inputs required 

to open another circuit of accumulation. This capacity to form a circuit 

is critical to the difference from philanthropy, which requires on-going 

injections of outside money for a new circuit to commence. 

The question remains: how does the network systematically recog-

nize the values that animate performances, such that those values are 

recognized and reproduced by the circuit of accumulation? Here, the 

issue of staking is pivotal. The market-based determination of which 
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performances agents are willing to stake is the network’s way of declar-

ing what sorts of outputs (and the notions of value they embed) the net-

ŕēįĂˉóĳˉÈ°ÉĂóČéˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąąŗʘˉCèˉŕÓˉ°ĳĳŀċÓˉĻï°ĻˉĳĻ°ĂóČéˉóĳˉŀČÏÓįĻ°ĂÓČˉèēįˉ
reward, as described above, it must be the case that the ways outputs get 

recognized by the network provide the conditions of reproduction of the 

circuit, including the remuneration of stake. 

?ēŕÓŔÓįʙˉĻïóĳ ó̄ĳˉČēĻˉ°ˉĳŀèŢÉóÓČĻˉèį°ċóČéˉĻēˉÉēċĬąÓĻÓˉĻïÓˉ°įéŀċÓČĻʙˉèēįˉ
it is posed only in terms of the conditions of reproduction of individual 

stakes and individual outputs and their outcomes; not the network as a 

whole. The additional dimension relevant here is that stake is the col-

lateral for credit, and credit is paid down out of both commodity token 

exchanges and rewards for performances. With a focus on the condi-

tions of issuance and repayment of credit, the analysis takes the general 

form, expressed now in the network’s unit of credit. The ultimate test of 

the network’s embrace of network value, and outputs produced in accor-

dance with that value calculus, is whether a commodity token, received 

in return for the provision of a particular commodity output, will be ac-

cepted by (all agents in) the network for purposes of clearing credit. Its 

°ÉÉÓĬĻ°ČÉÓˉóĳˉČÓĻŕēįĂˉŔÓįóŢÉ°ĻóēČʛˉóĻĳˉÏÓČó°ąˉóĳˉĻïÓˉēĬĬēĳóĻÓʘˉ
Acceptance will not be a sudden and arbitrary determination at the 

moment of offer, as the above depiction may seem to suggest. Informa-

ĻóēČˉţēŕĳ ó̄ČˉĻïÓˉČÓĻŕēįĂʙˉĻ°ĂóČéˉĻïÓˉèēįċˉēèˉĬÓįèēįċ°ČÉÓĳˉʯèēįˉÏ°Ļ°ˉċŀĳĻˉ
be encoded with meaning), will be providing agents in the network with 

real-time information on how offers are being evaluated and matched. So, 

working backwards from the acceptance of a commodity token in paying 

down credit, we can identify the social logic that leads to its likelihood of 

acceptance: the commodity token must relate to a commodity deemed 

valuable, which must come from a performance deemed value-creating, 

which is funded by stake deemed by a critical number of staking agents 

to be an investment in value creation and deemed by the network as pro-

viding collateral worthy of credit issuance. 

This is the general process by which the Economic Space Protocol 

supports and sustains an economy of network value. In the new economy, 

everything depends on everything else, as it does in a capitalist economy 

or any economic system. The taxonomies and measures, the systems of 

valuation and rewards and  the pulses that keep the system moving are 

°ąąˉċŀĻŀ°ąąŗˉÏÓŢČóČéʘˉCĻˉÉ°ČČēĻˉÈÓˉēĻïÓįŕóĳÓʘˉ�ĻˉĻïÓˉÉēįÓˉēèˉĻïÓˉ$ÉēČēċóÉˉ
Space Protocol is a simple proposition: in a distributed economy, every-

thing depends on the generation and processing of agent-generated in-
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formation, and the way that information is compiled, evaluated and acted 

on must also be agent-centered. So the Economic Space Protocol is a 

case for agent-centered internal credibility and coherence, and the con-

dition of entry is the desire to experiment.

13.3 Where to from here?
The protocol design principles of the new economic space have required 

that we cover some detailed and diverse conceptual and philosophical 

issues and combine them with the capacities of programmable protocol 

design. There are, no doubt, other ways to imagine and initiate a transi-

tion to postcapitalism, and we welcome that debate.

The proposal presented here makes the case that the conditions of 

postcapitalism lie latent within capitalism and, to make that latent po-

tential imminent, we must develop ways to engage capitalism at its con-

temporary frontier of innovation; to go beyond, rather than to turn back. 

In particular, we need to engage three related elements.

First is the emergence of a digital economy, which provides the tech-

nology to build that digital future, even though it is also integral to many 

of the incapacities of current capitalism to meet many social needs (no-

tably well-paying ‘jobs’);

Second is the risks that people are currently experiencing in their in-

ÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉ°ČÏˉÉēąąÓÉĻóŔÓˉąóŔÓĳʚˉċēĳĻˉēÈŔóēŀĳąŗˉĻïÓˉįóĳĂĳˉēèˉóČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąˉŢČ°Č-

cial precarity on the one hand, and environmental destruction on the 

other. We are not trying to eliminate risk: we want to initiate social and 

economic relations where people can choose to risk in the creation of 

new things, to do so in creative, cooperative ways, and to have those cre-

ations valued socially. This will include, but is not restricted to, risking to 

innovate to address issues of inequality and environmental destruction.

Third is the rise to economic and social dominance of a culture of 

ŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÉ°ąÉŀą°ĻóēČʘˉCČÏóŔóÏŀ°ąąŗʙˉĻïóĳˉóĳˉÓŖĬįÓĳĳÓÏˉ°ĳˉĻïÓˉČÓÓÏˉèēįˉÏÓÈĻˉ
to acquire housing or gain education or, for too many, to undertake daily 

subsistence. This rise is integral to the current acceleration of a wide 

range of inequalities and poverties. Currently, this culture is expressed 

in the rise of banking and insurance as a site of both political power and 

economic crisis creation, but also a site of extraordinary innovation. We 

seek to take over that innovation.

So we have adapted the capacities of post-blockchain technologies for 

protocol design to create ways for people in a network to risk together 
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ŀĳóČéˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉĻÓÉïČóĮŀÓĳˉēèˉĳĻ°ĂóČéʙˉÏÓįóŔ°ĻóŔÓĳʙˉąóĮŀóÏóĻŗʙˉŔēą°ĻóąóĻŗʙˉÓĻÉʘʘˉ
We are creating an economic media for postcapitalism. 

This innovation has required that we redesign elements of economic 

and social language and analysis. For some readers, this will have taken 

ĻïÓċˉ ĻïįēŀéïˉÏÓÈ°ĻÓĳˉ °ČÏˉ ĳĬÓÉóŢÉ°ĻóēČĳˉ Ļï°Ļˉ èÓąĻˉ ÓŖÉÓĳĳóŔÓąŗˉÏÓĻ°óąÓÏʙˉ
and perhaps even at points semantic, but we believe that language is 

important. The old categories always pull us back to old ways of posing 

and answering problems. Our project has seen us, over quite some time, 

óċ°éóČóČéˉèŀĻŀįÓˉÓÉēČēċóÉˉĬēĳĳóÈóąóĻóÓĳˉ°ČÏˉĻïÓČˉï°ŔóČéˉĻēˉÉēČŢéŀįÓˉĻïÓˉ
categories as well as the analysis that will bring them coherence. It has, 

ŕÓˉ°éįÓÓʙˉċ°ÏÓˉ èēįˉ °ˉ Éï°ąąÓČéóČéˉ įÓ°Ïʘˉ[ēČÓĻïÓąÓĳĳʙˉŕÓˉ °įÓˉ ÉēČŢÏÓČĻˉ
that, for all this analytical detail, when it comes to being part of the net-

work and living in the performances it enables, the operational design 

can be quite simple. 

To get to that stage, where people are living at least aspects of their 

lives in a new economic space, more development work will be needed. 

This document has intentionally left unaddressed how the new economic 

ĳĬ°ÉÓˉï°ĳˉ°ˉŢČ°ČÉó°ąˉÈįóÏéÓˉĻēˉĻïÓˉÉ°ĬóĻ°ąˉċ°įĂÓĻĳʙˉ°ČÏˉ°ˉèŀąąˉÓŖĬąēį°ĻóēČˉ
of the ‘outside spread’ that will likely drive capital market engagement 

with the new economic space. These developments await responses to 

the current document.

These are complex, but solvable issues. They become solvable not be-

cause there is a decisive answer but because protocol design embeds 

indeterminacy, volatility and ambiguity. The question will be whether the 

Economic Space Protocol has embedded them in coherent ways that en-

able creative adaptation of agent practices and of the protocol itself. For 

now, we present the network as its own internal logic; as a way of de-

picting a viable, evolving, distributed postcapitalism, where participants 

design their own futures, both individually and collectively. 

So we now invite feedback, debate and expressions of interest from 

diverse sources, but especially from people and their organizations who 

can see in this proposal new ways of addressing social problems they 

have always known, or who now sense a potential for change they could 

not previously have imagined possible. 
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